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Introduction



Introduction

In our initial grant proposal we noted that the Field of non. cal communi-

cation was rapidily if not systematically developing. Many new augmentative

communication systems (ACSs) were being introduced into the commercial market-
;

place. Operator requirements and system features were, however, not sufficiently

specified to provide a good basis on which to match the hardware to user needs

and abilities. At the same time, we suggested that systematic and exportable

procedures to assess such needs and abilities were not readily available.

Further, those two information domains, even if existent, are by themselves in-

adequate. What was required was a model or set of procedures by which these

domains could be related to each other in such way that an appropriate ACS

could be matched to candidate users. The thrust of our project was thus directed ;

at evaluating ACSs and developing assessment tools for non-oral children in an

effort to approach the problem of creating a match between the non-oral child-

ren's goals and needs and augmentative communication system characteristics.

Purpose

The major purpose of the project was to identify communication characteris-

tics pertinent to matching augmentative communication device capabilities to

the needs of non-oral children.

The objectives originally proposed to do this included identification of

the following: critical features of devices, critical features of human perfor-

mance and a process for selecting and tailoring systems to meet educational needs.

Subobjectives included the following: specifications of procedures to character-

ize devices in terms of required user skills, development of screening and

assessment procedures of the children and development of follow up procedures once

the recommended system(s) was acquired. These are all discussed in detail in

the following sections. We feel that the various objectives and subobjectives



have been met with varying degrees of success. The features of devices and

human performance are rather well spelled out A system has been developed for

determining if the system will meet educational needs and since educational

environments usually involve communication skills common to other communication

systems, we have found this to be applicable for ciients in other settings also.

The procedures for characterization of devices aryl screening and assessment pro-

cedures are also described in detail in the following sections. We are not

completely satisfied with the development of follow up procedures. There

appears to be some interesting work done in this area by Bolton and oish:ell

(1982) which involves structured observat7ons of systems in use. We fee'

this letter approach holds promise and should be pursued.

Methods

Subjects

The subjects consisted of 42 students in the San Juan and Sacramen..o City

school districts. Referrals were made by giving letters to teachers, therapists

and principals and explaining the purpose of the grant to them. They then sent

these letters to the parents or guardians of any child they felt would be an

appropriate referral. We initiated a screening with all children whose parr:,-,s

or guardians returned the letters. The subjects ranged bewteen the ages of 5

and 21 years at the beginning of the project. They co sted of 30 males and

12 females. The types of disabilities included 32 ce ebral palsied, 4 trauma,

2 developmentally delayed end 4 others. Table 1 contains a summary of the subjects

involved in the grant. In discussions of particular devices or systems, a few

examples have been used from the Assistive Device Center case load since new

procedures developed on the grant were incorporated in our Center procedures as

well. This provided a larger pool of indivithr ;!, on which to test our theories

and procedures.
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Makerial5

The materials described here are those required for assessment procedures.

The materials needed for device characterization would vary from device to

device. They would be those generally regarded as needed in good engineering

practice.

Appendix A contains the initial assessment forms. These were developed

over a two and a half year period. A set of forms were originally developed and

used for approximately six months. The project staff then critiqued them and

developed a new set. At that time a theoretical model was developed to look at

the non-oral communication process and the forms were changed to coincide with

the model. A critique seminar was then held and some additional changes were

made. These forms were used for another six months and some minor changes were

again made. The present forms have been used for about nine months with only

minor changes and presently seem to meet the screening needs. Appendix B con-

tains lists of materials needed to conduct the symbol type and size section of

the initial assessment procedure.3. The materials for the physical site selection

are discussed in section three.

Appendix C contains the interface assessment forms. These are also discussed

in detail in section three. These Procedures have developed in an iterative

fashion over the last few years. Appendix D contains a list of materials needed

for cognitive/language assessment procedures which are discussed in detail in

section four and Instructions and score sheets for these procedures.

The devices, systems and other hardware as well as computer software used

for assessment and implementation are documented in Appendices E through G.

Procedures

All subjects received an initial interview. This is described in detail

in section two. A decision was then made based on the interview to go on to the

communication interview, go to the prelanguage interview or to stop because the



referrnI was, inappropriat,.. The prelongunge interview lend 4o r1 prelanguage

assessment and based on the interview and assessment, recommendations were: made.

The prelanguage interview (Appendix H) and assessment (Appendix I) were developed

to meet the need to do something with children who did not fit into out established

assessment flow. The prelanguage forms and procedures have not received extensive

analysis and use. We felt that it would take us away from our major task to pro-

ceed with them but we see them as a very fertile area for future research.

The other alternative was that the initial interview should lead to an

initial assessment. Based on the results of the initial assessment the subject

received either an interface assessment or a cognitive/language assessment first

followed by the other of these two. These are both also discussed in detail

in sections three and four.

The goals of the subject and significant others were then clarified by asking

any questions on the form entitled, "Communication Goals and Questions Relating

Them to Device Characteristics," (see section seven) which had not already been

answered during the preceding interviews and assessments.

The matching procedure wa.i. then started based on the subjects needs, goals

and abilities and the known device characteristics. The selection of candidate

devices is discussed in detail in the section "Matching Augmentative Communica-

tion Device Characteristics to Client's Goals and Skills," section seven.

If the system selected required a limited vocabulary, for example, due to

the fact that the client could not spell, the vocabulary content was discussed.

Section five titled, "A Multivariate Analysis of Preceived Communication Needs

of Non Speaking Children" describes the beginning of an approach to select

vocabulary content which we are in the process of developing.

The client then tried the candidate devices or systems. The speed and

accuracy were measured and the subject and significant others were asked to ex-

oress opinions concerning fatigue, ease of use and general preferences. Based

on this and previous information a written recommendation was submitted which
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described on ideal solution and the commercial device or commercial device with

modifications which would most closely match this solution. In some cases two

or more devices or systems were needed to meet all the goals and needs of the

subject.

A meeting wos usually held following the receipt of the recommendation by

involved parties. Here the practicality of the recommendation was discussed,

questions answered and implementation planned. If the system was funded, the

clientservicesbranchoftheAssistive Device Center handled the acquisition

and fitting of the system since the glranc did not fund this part of the process.

This was usually handled through third party payers. These included mainly

the involved school districts, Rer,ional Centers, State Department of Rehabilita-

tion, California Children's Servies, private insurance companies and sometimes

service clubs and parents.

Once the system was acquired we began our follow up procedures. The first

portion of this was a communication performance analysis described in detail in

section nine. This involved time and accuracy measurements of system use at

regular intervals. Finally a questionnaire was sent to the significant others

working with those subjects who received a system and had an opportunity to use

it before the end of the project. This included about half of the subjects.

The results of the questionnaire are discussed in section 11, "Perceived Efficacy

of Systems."

Report Format

The following sections describe in detail the various portions of our

research. Some of the sections are written as journal articles since they have

already been submitted to journal' -r will soon be submitted. This means that

there may be some redundancy, particularly in the introductory sections. It

has the advantage, however, of allowing one to read each section individually

according to your interest and not needing to necessarily readthe sections in

order.
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Four dev i ce curl I tid t. ions are I n Appendix J . These have been comp I ted i rice

the I(l`it Interim repor t . Al,perni x K contains ,:i copy t he news 1 et tor sent to

participants in the grant.
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Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in tkl Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximate

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

#12

46

#47

#48

#49

1.2

M

F

F

M

M

15

6

8

12

10

.

no

yes

no

yes

no

head injury

cleft palate,

1leart and

respiratory

problems

cerebral

palsy

developmen-

tally delayed

cerebral

palsy

1

yes/no respo es,

screaming

gestures, some

sign language,

screaming

some yes/no,

screaming

American Sign

Language

yes/no responses

1) school-

work

2) express

needs

1) express-

ing

feelings

2) exten-

sion of

atten-

tion to

task

gain atten-

tion

express

wants,

neeck,

ideas

1) express

needs

2) spon-

taneous

conver-

sation

3Y indepen-

dent

.

pail i ti

pictures

reading

American

Sign

Language

American

Sign

language

photo-

graphs,

Bliss

pictures

'

8-2

2nd grade

3-6

pre-language

pre-language

4-8

ao

13



Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximat(

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

#50 F 10 no cerebral

palsy

yes/no responses 1) express

basic

needs

2) faster

communi-

cation

3) indepen-

dent

mobility

pictures

words

introductory

sight vocabu.

Lary in read-

ing, almost

any pictures

not able to

formally tes

due to physi.

cal limita-

tions

#52 M 15 no cerebral

palsy

yes/no responses,

pointing, spe-

cialized signs

express

complex

ideas

pictures 1st grade

#55 M 20 no cerebral

palsy

violent behavior express

'ings

pictures specific to

subject

#56 M 17 no cerebral eye movement I) faster Bliss approximate'

palsy yes/no responses communi-

cation

symbols 200 symbols

2) inde-

pendent

communi-

cation

and

mobility

1 4

3) portable

communi-

cation

t
kr) .

.

15



Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communicltion

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol level

in Approximate

Years and

Months aid /or

Grade le./c1

#57 F 20 no cerebral

palsy

yes/no responses 1) convey-

sational

pictures

reading

8-2 years

1-2 grade

communi-

cation

2) system

indepen-

dent of

spellinc

and

reading

_3) portabte____

coffimuni-

cation

#59 M 17 MO cerebral

palsy

some speech lan-

guage board, yes/

no responses

1) indepen-

dent

communi-

cation

Bliss

symbols

approximately.,

150 symbols

2) portabl

communi-

cation

3) conver-

sational

communi

cation
,_

16
, 17 .

.., . .



Subject

#60

#61

#67

Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

o the

Grant

Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Present

Commuhication

Ambulatory Disability Skills

13

M

F

15

10

(

Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol'Level

in Approx:mate

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

no developmen- some signs

tally delayed

no cerebral alphabet board,

palsy .ome sign langu-

age, yes/lo re-

sponses

no pointing, sign

developmen- language

tally delayed

1) develop

consis-

tent

yes/no

response

2) express

basic

need5

i) portabi

communi

cation

2) faster

communi

cation

3) comma,-

cation

with

peers

(non-

readers

1) extend

atten-

tion

2) develop

languag

skills

American

Sign

Laoguage

pictures

none

6 signs

7-3 yea's

re-language

'19



Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant

r

r

Ambulatory aisability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

Systen

Symbol Level

in Approximate

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

#68 M 11 no cerebral communication

board, yes/no

responses

1) faster

communi-

cation

spelling

reading

3rd grade

2nd grade

2) error-

correc-

tion

capabil-

ity

3) indepen

dent

opera-

tion

#71 M 8 yes cerebral

palsy

sign language,

yes/no response

1) indepen-

dent

communi-

cation

American

Sign

Language

approximate])

100 signs

2) communi-

cation

with

non-

signers

#72 M 4 no cerebral

palsy

yes/no response express

needs

pictures 2-1

#74 M 4 no Post trauma

(drowning)

some yes/no re-

sponses

1) make

choices

pictures approximate!'

100

0

2) express

wants

and

N

21

i,

i , needs



Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximate

6!,ars and

Months and/or

Grade Level

P5 M 16 no

. ,

cerebral

palsy

yes/no responses,

gestures, head-

pointer with

communication

boards

1) pi-i-tici

pant in

group

discus-

sions

pictures 8-3

2) express

feelings

3) ask

ques-

'ons

#79 M 12 yes mild cerebral verbal yes/no 1) partici- spelling 3rd grade

palsy typewriter, com-

munication board,

gestures

pate in

group

discus-

sions

2) ask

reading a) 1st grade

level

b) higher fo

function

terms

ques-

tions

3) express

feelings

#84 F 11 no cerebral pointing with 1) full spelling 2nd grade

22

palsy

.

communication

board, typing,

yes/no responses,

gestures

range

communi-

cation

2) portable

3) indepen-

dence

reading a) 1st grade

level

b) higher fc

function

terms

23
6



Subject

#85

#86

#87

#88

Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant

Table I

Profiles of Subjects Yho
Participated in the Project

Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximate

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

F

M

M

M

5

12

7

10 yes progressive

netachromatic

leukodystro-

phy; deafness

no hydroencephal

itis, cere-

bral palsy

no

yes

cerebral

palsy

cerebral

palsy

vocalizes, signs,

gestures

vocalizing touch

ing, facial ex-

pressions

50% intelligible

speech, typewrite

headpointer

yes/no response

1) communi-

cation

system

for use

with

stran-

gers

2) communi-

cation

system

for use

in case

his con-

dition

deteri -

orates

I) develop

yes/no

2) express

feelings

mainstream

ing

develop

expressive

language

needs

words

spelling

photo-

graphs

words

spelling

pictures

2nd grade

2nd grade

prelanguage

12-1

3-0



Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximate

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

#91 F 13 no cerebral

nalsy

yes/no response express

needs

pictures 3-0

#95

#101

M

M

6

16

yes

no

developmen-

tally delayed

rissdbcly au-

cerebral

palsy

screaming, head

banging

yes/no, communica-

tion board, Dufco

express

needs

I) indepen-

dente

pictures

pictures

not testable

7-8

Matrix 2) academic

communi-

cation

#120 F 16 yes mild cerebral gestures, some 1) indepen- pictures 4-0

palsy,

hearing loss

speech and sign-

ing, some typing

and writing,

communication

board

dent

communi-

cation

2) portable

communi-

cation

words 1-2 grade

\

3) communi-

cation

with

people

who can

not rear

4) express

ideas

,

li



tame

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximate

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

11126 M 12 no anoxia-post

surgery

motor disabil-

i ty /dysfunc-

tion

expression, eye

movement, head

movement

1) indepen-

dent

communi-

cation

2) gain

pictures reported at

about age

level

atten-

tion

3) portable

communi-

cation

4) express

needs

#129 M 13 no cerebral

palsy

speech for yes/no,

communication

board

1) express

needs

2) initiate

pictures no basal

established

on PHI

communi-

cation

#132 F 15 yes cerebral

palsy, retar-

dation

gestures, some

speech, communi-

cation board

1) express

needs

and

feelings

pictures 2-1

2) communi-

cate

with

those

who do

28
not sign

3) initiate

29

ccmmuni-

ca116

.



Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Coals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximati

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

#135

#138

#143

1,

M

M

M

30

21

18

14

no

No

.

yes

cerebral

palsy

cerebral

palsy

cerebral

palsy

speech, typing

facial expression,

eye movement

facial expression,

few signs, some

speech, communica-

tion board, typing

writing

1) system

to

augment

writing/

ty0ng

2) Comple-

tion and

editing

of home-

work

3) Indepen-

dent ac-

cess to

system

I) consis-

tent

yes/no

2) make

choices

3) express

needs

1) portable

communi-

cation

2) continu-

ous/in-

depen-

dent ac-

(cont.)

spelling

reading

pictures

reading

spelling

10th grade

11th grade

no basal

established

5th grade

4th grade

4

31



Table I

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximite

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

13 J Yes Downe's Syn-

drome

pointing, some

speech, signing

cess to

system

3) communi-

cation

faster

than

present

system

4) communi-

cate

with

people

who can

not read

1) system pictures

to

communi-

cate

with

people

who do

not sign

2) indepen.

dent ac.

cess to

system

3) portable

communi.

cation

2.5

33



Table 1

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills ' Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approximate

Years and

Months and/or

Grade Level

#14 F 19 no cerebral

palsy

signing
1) combine

two or

more

symbols

pictures

with

words

2-5

2) Communi-

cation

system

for

convey'

sation

#1119 M 20 yes anoxia due

to illness

some speech,

pointing, gestures

facial expression

1) communi-

cation

system

for

pictures 2-11

conver-

sation

2) indepen-

dent

access

to

system

#152 M 17 no cerebral

palsy

speech, some pic-

ture cards

1) communi-

cation

pictL,Ts

with

3-3

,

systui

to aug-

words w
.

ment

speech

, 3a



Table I

Profilet, of Subject!, Who Participated in the Project

Subject Sex

Age in

Years at

Time of

Referral

to the

Grant Ambulatory Disability

Present

Communication

Skills Goals

Symbol

System

Symbol Level

in Approxima

Years and

Months and/o

Grade Level

11158 M 16 yes cerebral pointing, some I) one-to- picture( 4-j

palsy, sei-

zures

speech one con'

versa-

tiod

2) communi-

cat un

with

stran-

gers

3) indepen.

dent ac

cess to

system

4) portabl(

communi.

cation

#159 F II no cerebral

palsy

facial expression

eye movement

1) be able

to make

definite

choices

pictures unknown due t

physical limi

tations

2) reliable

yes-no

respons.

#160 M 6 no cerebral

palsy

facial expression

some signing

1) communi

cation

system

pictures pre-language

2) system

which

provide.

N
0
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fable I (continued .)

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated is he Project

Subject

Interface

Site

Interface

Placement

Recommended

Solution

rulmion Procedure in Which 'Abject

Was Included

.......

Efficacy of

Assessment

Flow

._

Device-Subject .

Characteristics

Match

Perceived

Efficacy

of Systems_ -------

#12 head helmet laptray, picture/

word board, light

beam indicator

X X X

#116 right and

left hand

front hori-

zontal w1:11-

in 12"

continue school

program

,

#137 cause-effect

training with toy

dog

#118 unlimited front hori-

zontal

miniboards with

photographs +

known pictures

X X X

Blissymbols

06 head helmet communication boar'

with pictures,

light beam indica-

tor

X X X

#50 head helmet communication

board with pic-

tures, light beam

indicator

X X ),

#52 left hand within 12"

left/front

miniboard with

pictures and words

X

#55 left hand front hori-

zontal with-

in 12"

miniboard with

pictures

X X 39

N
..I

44ti



Table 1 (conWed . .)

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Subject

Interface

Site

t'd

Interface

Placement

Recommended

Solution

Evaluation Procedure in Which Subject

Was Included

Efficacy of

Assessment

Flow

Device-Subject

Characteristics

Match

Perceived

Efficacy

of Systems

:1'56 head and

chin

sides and

under chin

TRS-80 microcom-

puter system-Bliss

input and alpha-

numeric output

X X

#57 left hand at midline

9" in front

miniboards. ith

pictures, Blissym-

bols with words

X X X

#59 head 12" in front laptray, miniboard

light beam indica-

tor

X

#60 right fin-

ger

not limited light/tone box X

#61 left finger front hori-

zontal

miniboard with

pictures

X

#67 unlimited unlimited continue school

program

#68 head front hori-

zontal

Apple microcom-

puter system

X

#71 left hand not limited miniboards with

pictures

X X X

#72 left hand front hori-

zontal

miniboards with

pictures

X X X

#74 head front miniboards with

pictures

X

40
. 41

. i



Profiles of Subjects Who Participated, in the Project

Interface

Site

Interface

Placement

Recommended

Solution

Evaluation Procedure in Which Subject

Was Included

Efficacy of

Assessment

Flow

Device-Subject

Characteristics

Match

Perceived

Efficacy

of Systems

head

both hands

right hand

left hand

right hand

left hand

either hand

lead

front

nc limit

front

front, hori-

zontal, close,

to body due

to visual

problems

front

front, hori-

zontal

no limit

helmet

light beam indica-

for with present

communication

boards

revise present

communication

book, alphanumeric

Apple microcom-

puter system

situation specific

miniboards-even-

tually a communi-

cation book

peppy puppy for

skill training

none

communication book

with pictures

light beam indica-

for and miniboards

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

,

X

X

X

4 3

X

X

X .

X

N
,....,



Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Interface

Site

Interface

Placement.

Recommended

Solution

Evaluation Procedure in Which Subject

Was included

Efficacy of

Assessment

Flow

Device-Subject

Characteristics

Match

Perceived

Efficacy

of Systems

right and

left hands

front, hori-

zontal within

none

22"

head front communicatiori, board

with pictures

X X X

left and

right hand

front hori-

zontal

handivoice HC110 X X X

head switch or

switches

mounted at

side of head

training on Zygo 16

using tread switche

-OR-

LBI

X

-OR-

helmet

left hand front hori-

zontal within

situation specific

miniboards

X X X

12" to 16"

left and

right hand,

prefetence

front, hori-

zontal within

19"

situation specific

miniboards-motiva-

tion program

X X X

for right

left foot front, hori-

zontal

Apple II microcom-

puter

X X
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Tab-1-e I -Icontinued .

Profiles of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Interface

Site

Interface

Placement

Recommended

Solution

Evaluation Procedure in W

Was Included

hich Subject

Efficacy of

Assessment

Ficw

Device-Subject

Characteristics

Match

Perceived

Efficacy

of Systems

head

right hand

right and

left hand

right hand

left and

right hand

left and

right hand

with left

prefei-red

switch mounte

behind head

-0R-

helmet

d tread or leaf swit-

ches to activate

light/tone box and

to train on Zygo

at school

-OR-

LBI with miniboards

front, hori- handivoice HC110

zontal within -0R-

22" sharp memowriter

front, hori-

zontal within

22"

not limited

front, hori-

zontal within

22"

front, hori-

zontal within

l6i" or at

left arm of

wheelchair

communication book

-OR-

situation specific

miniboards,

motivation program

situation specific

miniboards,

motivation program

communication book

-OR-

situation specific

miniboards,

motivation program

training with Zygo

tread switch and

situation specific

miniboards

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

47 kri
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Table 1 (continued . . .)

Profiles_of Subjects Who Participated in the Project

Interface

Placement

Recommended

Solution

Evaluation Procedure in Which Subject

Was Included

Efficacy of

Assessment

Flow

Device-Subject

Charac.eristics

Match

Perceived

Efficacy

of Systems

front, hori-

zontal within

22"

to the right

of midline

to the left

of the mid-

line, within

6"

communication book

-OR-

situation specific

miniboards

switch training

followed by further

assessment

training on Zygo

with leaf switch,

training for item

identification

X

49
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1.

Abstract

Methodologies and philosophy pertaining to the initial

assessment of non-oral individuals are presented and specific

questions and forms are described as a basis for the develop-

ment of an assessment tool. The rationale for selecting cer-

tain items and procedures is discussed.
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Introduction

People seek evaluations for augmentative communication

systems for various reasons. Some individuals have no method of

oommuication. This creates frustration for the family, care

providers and the individual. More commonly the individual

for whom help is sought has some mode of communication, but it

is unsatisfactory. The individual may only be able to respond

with yes-no answers to questions. Frustration may be frequent

if the appropriate questions are not asked and the non-oral

person may simply give up or become passive as a result. It

is sometimes easier to say yes to something the speaker mentions

than to continue to try to communicate when no one seems to

understand. Speed of communication is another frequent problem.

In order to improve speed, a new system or alternative

communication strategies may be required. Sometimes face to

face communication is possible but problems arise when the

communicator needs to use the telephone or speak to a large

group. When we think of communication, we usually think of oral'

communication, but some forms of communication require writing,

prihting or computations. The non-oral individual may have

physical problems which alsO interfere with writing thus

creating a need for graphic representation of some kind. These

kinds of needs. and frustrations may lead the non-oral individual

to seek assistance.
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General Procedures

The material and format used for an initial assessment and

subsequent assessments may vary but usually gather similar in-

formation. Some other authors who present assessment apprOaches

include Harris and Vanderheiden (no date), Perry et al.(1979),

Montgomery (1980), McDonald (1980); and Silverman (1980).

The first step in most assessments is to gather informa-

tion. Initial information gathering may be achieved in one of a

number of ways. Some testers prefer to send forms to the client

and significant others (significant others are those who

interact with and spend appreciable amounts of time with the

client) to be filled out and returned before they see the

client. Some even request a video-tape of the client. These

procedures are particularly useful whert thc client may live some

distance from the center and the evaluation may need to be done

in one session or on two consecutive days.

Some testers like to gather information from other sources

regarding the client's abilities before they see the client,

while others prefer to wait until the client is seen and to only

select and ask for information regarding areas they still need

to know more about. We tend to use the latter approach since

the former sometimes produces files full of information which

are of little practical use.

Some testers prefer to do their own testing. Even if a

test has been administered by someone before, they repeat it.

At our Center we prefer to use other people's scores for recent

testing, when appropriate, since this decreases the time needed
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to test clients who may have limited attention and energy.

In our procedures, the initial testing contact is often

partially or completely done in an interview format. This

serves two very useful purposes. It allows the interviewer to

gather necessary demographic
information about the client while

offering an opportunity to establish some rapport. This is also

a good time to explain the type and purpose of testing that is

to be done. We have found it to be worthwile to take the time

to explain to all of our clients what we are doing and why we

are doing it. The complexity of the explanation is adjusted to

the perceived ability of the client to understand. We have

found that this results in excellent cooperation on the part of

the client, as well as a reduction in his/her level of anxiety.

The assessment procedures described here are what we call

an initial assessment. In rare instances, this is adequate to

make a recommendation. In most cases it is an initial step and

more extensive assessment procedures are required. The time

needed to complete the entire initial assessment is usually

about one to two hours. This depends to a large extent on how

much information the participants provide and how quickly the

client can respond to requests to-do certain tasks.

Initial Assessment Procedures

The initial assessment consists of three parts: a general

interview, a communication interview and a testing section which

involves requiring the client to do certain tasks. The general

interview is divided into four major sections: reasons for

referral, functional physical abilities, educational and social

55
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experiences, and the person's ability to indicate. The

communication interview has five major sections: past and

present communication systems, current communication system

description, symbol system, the method of selection and types of

messages which may be produced by the system, and attention and

motivation. The client tests contain four major sections:

motor abilities; location, type and size of symbol system;

observation of use of present communication system

observations by the tester.

General Interview

general

The first portion of the assessment involves an interview

with the client and/or significant others. The initial part of

the interview concerns the reason for referral. Since the

client may also have other things for which he/she is seeking

assistance, the reasons for referral are prioritized. This

gives the tester an idea of the importance of each item to the

the client and significant others. The second section deals

with how familiar the client and significant others are with

devices and if they already have a preference. Knowing this can

prevent misunderstandings. Later in the assessment a simple

demonstration of the item preferred by the client may show the

client just how appropriate the item is or is not.

The next item discussed in the initial assessment is func-

tional physical abilities. The nature of the person's

disability is discussed in berms of whether it is a stable or

changing problem. Questions are asked regarding the person's

contact with the surroundings and their distractability. This

5t)



is important information in terms of fut a.e testing and in terms

of what types of systems may work for the individual. If the

person is easily distracted, any superfluous visual or auditory

signals should be avoided on a device. Very important questions

are those involving the parts of the body over which the person

has the best control. These body sites may be used to directly

select items for communication or to control a switch or

switches which may be used to make selections (Cook and

Barker, 1982).

MeOical information regarding medication, seizures,

choking, and surgical procedures are all useful. Medication

may influence changes in the person's behavior. Seizures or

choking may preclude the use of some devices or switches to

control devices since they may create safety hazards. Surgical

procedures may effect changes such as increasing or decreasing

range of motion or accuracy of movement of various parts of the

body. This can seriously influence the selection of a site to

be used to make communication selections. Knowledge about past

or present therapy can be very helpful. This may define the ex-

pected progress or regression in physical abilities, as well as

defining situations in which communication is needed. If the

person spends time in therapy, vocabulary needed to communicate

in that situation will need to be considered. A question re-

carding reflexive behaviors is included since severe startle or

atonic neck reflexes may interfere with or preclude the use of

certain types of devices.

The next section allows the tester to acquire information

6.
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about devices which were previously used, are presently used or

will be used in the future. Information about the person's

adjustments to previous devices can add very useful information

regarding the probability of success for a new device. The use

of a large number of devices at one time may lead to a "gadget

tolerance" problem. The consideration of how a wheelchair,

braces, or other devices may add to or detract from the ability

to use a communication system is important. Frequently other

devices are attached to wheelchairs or must acconmcdate the

wheelchair. For this reason, additional information is acquired

about the wheelchair (if the person presently uses a wheel-

chair.)

The following section concerns perception and memory

(Table 1). It is essential that a tester be aware of sensory

acuity and memory problems whenevax possible. illnese can

influence test results, device selecti!711 xld success of device

use. The questions presented cover topics from acm level

awareness skills to higher level acuity and perceptual abilities

in touch, vision and hearing. The respondents are also asked if

any known memory problems exist. The answers to these questions

may alert the tester to modifications which may be necessary in

selecting assessment material, and procedures.

In the third major :,ection of the initial interview, educa-

tional and axial exreriences are discussed,. Questions are

asked concernirr: ",..he length of time the person has

school an6 the kinds of educational and socjal experiences the

person has 1-ad. A question is also asked about significant
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others in the environment and any possible physical, sensory or

cognitive puoblems which might prevent communication on the

part of the receivers. Due to the nature of communication, it

is important to know quite a bit about the receiver as well as

the sender. Specific questions are also asked about school

goals and objectives such as those stated in an Individual

Educational Plan (IEP). If there are goals in other areas,

'questions about these are asked in order to gain a better

overall picture of the person's needs and goals.

The last question in this portion of the assessment con-

cerns the person's ability to indicate. If the person to be

tested has a reliable response then the interview continues to

the Communication Interview. If the person cannot respond, a

prelanguage interview and observation is recommended.

The major results of this portion of the assessment are em-

phasized on the form by boxing in answers to questions concern-

ing the best control site; presently used interfaces; special

items of note-regarding sensory acuity, perception and memory;

and the next step to be taken-a communication or prelanguage

interview.

Communication Interview

The firtt major section on the communication interview is a

table which defines communication systems used in the past, pre-

sently used, or being trained for use (Table 2). There is an

attempt to go from earliest and most basic systems to more

powerful systems by beginning with facial expression and

continuing to typing, writing, and so on.
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The second major section is a description of the current

communication system (Table 3). The system is defined in terms

of its input symbols (what the user sees or hears), selection

method output mode (transient or long term, auditory or visual)

and symbol systemt (what the receiver sees or hears). The size

and number of symbols are specified. The array is described

according to its location, whether a coding system is used and

the physical size of the items to be selected. If switches are

used, the type, number and location are described. The type of

output is defined in terms of whether it is auditory or visual.

Auditory output is described as transient (synthesized or

recorded speech presented immediately when selected) or items

stored in memory to be recalled and spoken at a later time.

Visual output is described as transient, (momentarily pre-

sented or indicated by a cursor) or long term, (pictures,

letters, or words which are printed or which are called up from

memory in a device.)

The symbol system is discussed in the next major section of

the interview. This section requests information about the

person's language abilities. The particular skills of interest

are number and letter recognition, reading skills, spelling

skills, vocabulary abilities (including picture or symbol recog-

nition and use), grammar abilities, and punctuation skills.

Information about things such as grade level of reading or

spelling are not the only types of information needed. The

person may not have high level skills in general, but may

function well with survival words that they have learned. If
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the person can spell phonetically rather than using dictionary

spellings, this may be adequate for the environments in which

he/she communicates. Questions concerning length of normal

utterances and structure are useful. The tester then knows

whether to expect telegraphic or full sentences. The types of

sentences produced such as questions, commands and so on are

also important. This all provides useful information regarding

the complexity of the symbol system and the grammatical

structure the person will need in order to communicate.

The next sectiop (Table 4) gathers information about what

level the content of the person's messages has reached and the

methods used to convey the messages. This content starts with

basic ideas such as attracting attention and expressing emotions

and continues to complex communication content such as relating

past and future events. If the client can produce these types

of communication, the responder is asked to describe how each of

these is done. These questions provide additional information

to that already gathered about the methods of communication and

a better understanding of the communication content, level of

abstraction and complexity.

Questions regarding attention and motivation are asked

next. These provide information to the tester regarding what

kinds of things the client attends to best and for how long.

This may prove very useful in planning and administering tests.

Communication goals are the last topic in this section.

As mentioned varlier, it is very important to clearly define the

goals of the client and significant others. A failure to do



this may lead to the solution of the wrong problem and produce

misunderstandings, added expense, wasted time and frustration

for everyone.

Testing

The final portion of the initial evaluation is the client

test section. All of the previous material described here in-

volved interviewing for information gathering. This portion re-

quires the client to participate in activities to verify and

more carefully define the physical, sensory, and language capa-

bilities of the client. The first section pertains to physical

and sensory abilities. The first task, shown in Figure 1,

requires that the client attempt to do eight grasp tasks with

each hand. The purpose is to define the individual's hand

function which may be incorporated in directly selecting items

or using switches to select from an array.

The second task involves arm and hand-range. This involves

placing a 28 by 22 inch sheet of cardboard in front of the

client with nine evenly spaced three inch squares drawn in black

ink. The cardboard is centered in relation to the person's body

and the person is asked to touch each square and then the

corners of each square in sequence from upper left to upper

right, to lower right and lower left. The person uses first one

hand to do the task and then the other. What areas can be

reached most easily and accurately, which hand is best, and

whether the person is rapid and accurate during tracking when

getting to the square, selection, and pointing to the corners of

the square are noted.

62
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Additional movements of the arm and hand are tested next

as shown in Table 5. The client is given something to hold,

such as a cup or toy and asked or shown how to lift it about six

inches, rotate it as if to pour, rotate it in the opposite

direction, turn it upright again, move six inches to the left,

six inches to the right and pull it back as closely to the body

as possible. If it appears that the client aoes not have

adequate arm and hand movement to directly select or accurately

use a switch or switches, the use of other body parts iv tested.

The person is asked to move each knee to the left and right,

open and close the jaw, blow and sip, and produce a sound or a

variety of sounds. These all offer possibilities for control-

ling switches since there are switches that may be controlled

by mechanical movements (knee or jaw action) pressure differ-

erences (puff or sip switches) or be activated by voice.

Other sites which are considered in some detail are foot

and head use. Foot range and accuracy is measured by a method

similar to that used for the hands. A sheet of cardboard 22 by

18 inches is placed under one foot with the heel resting at the

midline of the back edge. The sheet contains nine evenly spaced

one inch squares drawn in black ink. The person is asked to

point with the large toe, or any other part of the foot that

he/she can control, to each square. The cardboard is then moved

to the other foot. Again the time to get tio the square is

evaluated as well as the accuracy of selection.

The head is the last body site evaluated (Table 6). The

person is asked to move his/her head horizontally, vertically
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and bp tilt it. The movement is then evaluated in terms of no

movement, partial movement, or full movement equivalent to that

of an able bodied person. Questions are asked about past and

present: use of headpointers, reflexive head movements which may

interfere with voluntary movement, and any head restraints used

to maintain posture. The last series of questions provides

important information regarding the success of any he,-A

activated system. If a headpointer was used at one time and is

no longer used, this may provide important information about

ability or preference related to head use. Head restraints

may prevent the use of the head or may be something which needs

to be modified or changed if the head is the only or preferable

site for activating a system.

The second major section of the initial assessment testing

relates to symbol location, type and size. The first part

relates to symbol location. That is, where the symbols may be

placed and still be in view or within the visual field of the

client. A rough test of peripheral vision is given by having

the client look at a finger or pencil held directly in front of

him/her. Someone then moves a finger from behind the person's

head to one side about 12 inches from the ear and gradually

moves it forward in an arc until the client indicates that

he/she sees the finger by looking at it, nodding or using some

other agreed upon signal. The other side is then tested. The

points of response are indicated in terms of approximate

degrees. Next the person is asked to track a moving object held

at the level of the eyes and moved horizontally. Then the
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person is asked to track the object vertically as it is moved

from the level of the nose up and then clown. This provides

useful information regarding where item. may be placed to he

seen well, and whether the person can visually track, a skill

which is needed for any scanning array.

The optimum symbol size and type is evaluated next. The

type and size of symbol selected bo begin with is determined

from the interview. The iterations of larger or smaller symbols

are tested until the smallest possible size which can be seen

well and produce accurate selections is determined.

Two items are presented at a time to a client. The items

are of a selected size and symbol type. The client looks at,

points to or selects in whatever way is most convenient, the

item named. Three trials of two items each are presented each

time the size or type of symbol is changed until the person can-

not see items any smaller or understand items at any higher

level or until typewriter print size al- ' 'he use of words is

reached since these are the smallest highest level tested.

The systems tested range from real items to photographs, line

drawings, Blissymbols, letters and words. The size of the items

vary from approximately three or four inches for real items and

large letters to one inch line drawings and letters and then

smaller words and letters down to the size of typewritten items.

Small size is desirable because it allows more items in a

given array which usually allows for more rapid communicaction

due to a number of reasons: another page does not have to be

selected for additional items, frequently used words or phrases might



be available on one page in addition to an alphabet and so on.

Optimum symbol type might be described as the most powerful

system that the sender and receivers understand. Power is a

concept developed by Meyers (Meyers and Coleman, 1982). The

more powerful a system is, the better a competent user can label

events, name abstract concepts, express relationships, distin-

guish meanings and so on.

The last section of the assessment is an observation of the

use of the present communication system. If the person has a

system or systems, he/she is asked to show the tester three

items in each system on request. The request and responses are

recorded. The client is then asked, "What would you show me if

?" and the blank is filled in appropriately according to

the vocabulary presently in the person's system. Again three

items are selected and the request and responses recorded. If

the person 'does not have a system but does have a method to

indicate, an 8 1/2 inch piece of cardboard containing pictures

of six common items is placed in front of the subject and the

above described procedures are conducted. This gives the tester

an idea of the person's present level of functioning.

The last section of the assessment is a check sheet which

the tester is to complete regarding any behaviors on the part of

the client or significant others which may be distracting or in-

terfere with oommunication (Table 7). The items on the check

sheet pertain to things such as age appropriate behavior,

positioning, eye contact, awareness of appropriate personal

distance, hygiene and others. These items are more matters of
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personal. interaction, proxemics and similar realms than a direct:

function of the symbol system, body part used t:o interact with a

communication system or other information directly relating to

the selection aLd use of a communication system. This does not:

imply, however, that these are less important. We have all had

the experience of not hearing what someone said because we were

very distracted by the persons appearance, mannerisms or other

features.

Outcomes

The results of the initial assessment may produce one of at

least four possible outcomes:

(1) A recommendation for a communication system or device

may seem to be inappropriate because the person has inadequate

language, cognitive or physical skills. This usually results in

a recommendation for training. It may also require additional

assessment to determine the level at which training should begin

and the particular targets to be addressed. The training

program may then be directed toward the development of skills

needed for use of a system or device.

(2) A referral may be the most appropriate outcome of some

initial assessments. It may appear that the problems inhibiting

communication can best be handled by another agency or that

additional evaluation of sensory skills or speech development

should be done by appropriate professionals before proceeding.

(3) In some cases the result of an initial assessment may

be the conclusion that the client's present system cannot be im-
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proved upon. The presently used" system may have features which

make it the most economical, fastest or most accurate system for

that person. A new system might offer little or no improvement

which could justify the expenditure of time and money to acquire

it.

(4) The initial assessment may not provide enough infor-

mation to make one of the above decisions or may often indicate

that a system or device is needed but that the user's skills

need to be more carefully defined in order to specify the

characteristics of the system or device. This would then

involve extensive assessment in one or all of the following

areas: cognitive/language (Meyers and Coleman, 1982) interface

(Cook ma, Barker, 1982) and matching device characteristics

(Cook and Preszler, 1982).

Philosophy

Establishing Goals

The procedures described here are based on a set of theor-

etical principles. The first is that it is important to define

the client's and his/her significant others' goals so that the

appropriate problem is being studied and addressed. (Cookand

Preszlet, 1982).

The goals for a client are frequent`': .ascribed in rather

broad, general terms, such as enhance eduL:,..d.onal access or im-

prove communication. A number of serious problems may arise if

these are not more clearly defined. No device or even a number

of devices can completely solve the educational or communication

problems of a client. Since this is true, significant others
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may be disappointed and undermine any possible success with a

system when it is seen as not being a "cure all." Since a

system or systems can only address a part of the problem, the

professional may see the solution of one aspect of the problem

as the major goal and attempt to solve it while one or more of

the significant others may perceive something else as most

important. Careful definition and mutual understanding about

the goals and realities of meeting these goals can prevent

problems at later steps in the process.

Determining Skills

The type of information gathered during an assessment will

certainly be influenced by the philosophy and training of the

testers. When doing an assessment, one of a number of

approaches may be used. The two most common ones are norm and

criterion referencing.

Mehrens and Lehmann (1978, p. 49) define these in the fol-

lowing way.

If we interpret a score of an individual by
comparing that score with those of other
individuals (called a norm group) this
would be norm referencing. If we interpret
a person's performance by comparing it with
some specified behavioral criterion of pro-
ficiency, this would be criterion referencing.

They go on to discuss criterion referencing as items keyed

tcc a set of behavioral objectives. We firvi this to be most

helpful in our assessment of non oral clients. If we can set

certain behavioral objectives, we may evaluate the success of

our recommendations in these terms. This may mean the differ-

ence between realistic or even possible goals and impossibe
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goals which might be drawn from norm referenced behavior.

Determining Skills

The client has to have certain skills which can be used to

accomplish tasks and goals. Too frequently the clients disa-

bilities are emphasized. Whole pages of reports may be devoted

to what the client cannot do. What is more important is what

the client can do. It is these skills which can be used to

build other skills, control devices and develop capabilities.

It is important not only to note what the client can do but how

reliably it can be done. A reliable response is a necessity for

controlling a system. If no reliable response can be identi-

fied, then training may be needed to develop a response which

can be made but is not yet relible. The determination of a re-

liable response usually involves an evaluation of the clients

physical abilities and in some cases the ability to interact

with switches which can activate systems of variouS-types. Once

a reliable response is established, other abilities such as

those in sensory, cognitive and language activities may be

evaluated. Even in criterion testing, it is very important that

the tester keep in mind and convey to the client that failure to

meet criterion is not failure on the part of the client but

simply an indication that systems with those criteria are not

the best for the client. In other words, if the client has

certain skills and not others, the person meets certain criteria

and not others. The professional then needs to find systems or

devices which require the skills the client has.

A solution to the client's problnm involves using the

70
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client abilities and working them into a training scheme or em-

cloying them to control a system or deviOe that performs the

tasks needed to meet the client's goals.

Device Configuration

It is important to remember particularly in cases where the

client may have limited capabilities, that devices may be quite

flexible. The system used to replace a function need not look

or perform in exactly the same way as an able bodied individual

in order to accomplish the desired goal. A wheelchair looks

nothing like the human body, but it can transport someone

through space. The typewriter looks nothing like a hand con-

trolling a pen but it can print letters to communicate. This

concept should be kept in mind so that we can break away from

limitations on a non-functioning or poorly functioning body part

and seek creative solutions to problems.

Obstacles to Testing

Assessing clients is seldom an easy task. In some cases

the professional or professionals who are doing the assessment

have not seen the client before or have had limited contact with

the client. Even if the tester is familiar with the client, the

task of trying to estimate client abilities and needs from a

limited set of questions, tasks and observations is a challen-

ging one. In cases dealing with non-oral clients the task

becomes more complex since the client may have little or no

ability to tell you about himself or herself.

Planning and organizing assessment steps is very important

Needed data must be gathered in a timely fashion. Some clients



tire or loose interest after a brief period of time. The tester

must take this into oonsiaeration and plan the most important

items first, provide rest periods during the assesment

whenever possible, plan a series of assessment sessions. When a

series of sessions are used the client's abilities can be

observed over time and the tester can work with the client when

he/she is well rested. Using a series of assessments does

require that material be organized in a rational hierarchy so

that the results can provide maximum information. For example,

it would be useless to try to do a language assessment if no re-

liable response has been established.

When the assessment must be done in one session the tester

is faced with several decisions. Should the tester present comr

plex items early when the client is rested and risk failure

which may discourage the client or should the tester ensure suc-

cess with easier items and risk the client's tiring by the time

the complex items are reached? This problem may be addressed by

beginning with an interview and a set of standard tasks. This

provides information which allows the other testing to begin at

a level of complexity which will offer success, but will not

waste time on items far below the client's functional level.

Most professionals have a form or format that they use to

assess individuals which may include some standardized tests as

well as tester devised tasks and observations, An important

factor in any assessment is that the assessment be individual-

ized bD ';--let the person's needs rather than trying to fit the

person into a standardized set, mode and order of testing items
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which may be convenient for the tester but provide little infor-

mation about the client's abilities.

Physical obstacles are also common with this population.

The person being tested frequently has limited physical range.

Rate and accuracy of tracking with the hand, eyes or other parts

of the body may be slow and/or erratic. Resolution, the

ability to accurately select one item in an array, may also be

poor. This may require several attempts with larger and larger

target areas before the client is successful. Although non-oral

individuals may be difficult to assess very few are untestable

as was once believed.

Professionals Involved

Assessing the skills of non-oral individuals frequently in-

volves the expertise of a number of professionals because often

the person has multiple disabilities. A list of professionals

involved might include the following: teacher, physical

therapist, occupational therapist, speech and language

pathologist, physician, biomedical engineer, psychologist and

social worker. Depending an other disabilities, professionals

such as an audiologist, otologist, dentist, prosthodontist, or-

thotist, prosthotist, orthopedic surgeon and so on might be in-

volved.

The teacher provides information about educational objec-

tives and information about client abilities based on almost

daily observations. The physical therapist provides information

about physical abilities and limitations. The occupational

therapist provides information about self help and daily living
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skills. The speech and language pathologist provides informa-

tion about speech, grammar and overall communication skills.

The physician may relate the client's medical history and

present physical condition. The bioMedical engineer may

describe possibilities for assistive systems in terms of mechan-

ical and electrical devices. The psychologist provides informa-

tion about the client's cognitive abilities and psycho-social

development. The social worker provides consultation and

support for organizing and directing the families financial and

emotional resources.

When this large a group of professionals is involved,

careful planning and management is absolutely necessary. A

parent, spouse, friend of the client or one of the profes-

sionals must be willing to spend the time and energy needed to

coordinate the assessment, implementation, training and funding

of programs and devices. Without this coordination there will

be little or no progress made. With good coordination a suc-

cussful solution which is rewarding to everyone involved may

frequently be the result.
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Summary and Conclusions

One approach to an intial assessment for non-oral indivi-

duals is presented here. We would like to emphasize that the

individual items or wording of items is not the important as-

pect of such an assessment. The general information gathered

and the philosophy behind the gathering and use of this infor-

mation about physical, sensory, cognitive, and language skills

are important. A careful definition of the goals and a descrip-

tion of abilities in behavioral terms can lead to better assess-

ment of the individual, implementation and evaluation of a

system.
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Table I. Perception/Memory Abilities Evaluated

1.a. Is the person aware of his/her orientation in space? For example, can the
person "mirror" other movements by moving those parts of his/her body which
can be controlled?

b. Does the person explore his/her environment by touching things within
reach? What does he/she like to touch?

c. Does the person like to be touched, rubbed, patted, etc., or is he/she
hypersensitive? For example, does the person react negatively to being
touched?

!,2.a. Are there any known visual problems? yes no

b. Has the person had a recent visual examination?

If so, when? By whom?

c. Results

Field of Vision
(.Within Normal Limits)

Evidence of Perceptual Deficits
(Does person see things out of
order, backwards, etc.)

Acuity

(Within Normal Limits)

Formal

Assessment
Informal

Assessment

Yes No Yes No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

d. Is it easier for the person to work with items in isolation or small groups
rather than a large array?

*3.a. Are there any known hearing problems? yes no

b. Has the person had a recent audiologic examination?

If so, when? By whom?

c. Results

Formal
Assessment

Informal

Assessment
Evidence of Perceptual Deficits
(Confusion of simlar words-
cat/hat, etc.) Yes No Yes No

Acuity
(Within Normal Limits) Yes No Yes No

4. Are you aware of arr, memory problems? If yes, describe.

*These items were modified from those used by Project TEACH a joint project between
Memphis City Schools and University of Tennessee.

78



Table 2. Communication Interview Data Form

Past/Present Communication Systems

Type of

System

Used in

Pas'

Used Now

Anticipated Use or

Currently Being Trained
COMMENTS

facial expression

eye movement

gestures

pointing

yes/no

signing

speech

communication

board .

typing

---.

writing

Others:

80

Ii ti
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Table 3. Current Communication System Description

System

Category Parameters Description Comments

Input

Symbols

Type

Size

Number

Example symbols

Configuration
(categories, topic,
grammatical)

Non-Scan
Select

Coding

Array Size .

Target Size

Array location

Scan
Select

Array Size

Array location

Switch number and
function

.

Switch type
I
t

Switch location

Coding

Output
Mode

Transient Auditory

Auditory Memory

Transient Visual

Long-term Visual

Output
Symbols

Tye

Size



Table 4 Content and Method

Can the person reliably communicate the following and how does he/she

do so?

Attract Attention

Pain, Anger, Discomfort

Happiness or Excitement

Frustration

Hunger or Thirst

Refusal

Toileting needs

Tiredness or Boredom

Choice Among Items
what they

want to eat)

Relating past
events

Relating future
events

Other:

YES NO METHOD
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bit.: 5. Body Part Movement and Control

For eoch movement request :c place a + (present) or (absent) in the appropriate

column. Note whether required movement can be initiated (I), controlled (C) and

terminated. (T).

Left Right

ARM I C T' I C T COMMENTS

Tasks: Tester places object
(cup, toy, etc.) at
person's midline 10"
from their body and
instructs. Reposition
if necessary and note.

lift 6"

extend by reaching

rotate as if to pour
(put object in cup to be poured)

rotate in the opposite
direction

turn upright again

move 6" to the left

move 6" to the right

pull back
.

If adequate arm and hand movement, omit the following tasks:

KNEE I C. T

r
I T COMMENTS

move knee to the left

move knee to the right

JAW

open

close

MOUTH

blow through a straw

sip through a straw

.

VOICE

produce a sound

- produce a variety of sounds
.



Table 6

Head Control

32.

Measure range of movement in the planes shown. Check the space repre-

senting the persons degree of movement to indicate if they have none,

partial or full range movement.

Directions

Movement plane left right

None Partial Full .omments
None Partial Full

horizontal

downup

vertical

left right

tilt

,--
(

/
----

-,
\

Is a headpointer used now? If so, describe

If the client has used one before but doesn't now, explain why

Reflexive head movements noted

Restraints to head

movement:



Table 7

Observation by Interviewer

Do there appear to be prOblems with any of e following:

Yes No Comments

33.

Age appropriate behaviors

by pet,,on

by others to person

Body Dynamics

Hygiene

Positiol;ng

',ppearance and use of
hardware

Accompanying vor_aliz3tions

Inappropriate touching

pe-scn

others

Eye tt..)-act

Awetc.nss of appropriate
personal distance

person
_

Lothers
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Figure 1. Grasps used to evaluate: hand and finge function. The small squares are used to

indicate whether the client can execute 'he grass and voluntarily release it. A

subjective score (e.g., 1=good, 2=fair, 3=poor) may be used.
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Abstract

When isabled individuals consider using a:;sistive devices

for mobility, communication or for controlling their environment

an interface must be identified that will allow the necessary

control. We have developed a theory of and systematic approach

to interface assessment. Three steps are involved in this pro-

cess: control site selection, interface selection and

testing of the interface/ contrt:. site combinations. Several case

studies are presented to illustrate the theory and procedures.

Introduction

A wide variety of electronic devices that aid communication,

environmental control, and manipulation (e.g., page turners and

feeders) are now available: The flexibility of these devices

in terms of methods of user control, together with the wide

variety of motor skills possessed by the disabled users of these

systems, has made it necessary to develop a systematic method

for selecting the most useful control scheme for an i.ndividual

disabled person. We present such a method in this paper.

Genc.:ral Structure of Communication and Control Systems

Figure 1 is a generalized diagram of a communication or

control system. T)' figure includes three major components:

the interface, cont Ller and output. The interface is the

portion of the system by which the person interacts with the

device. This may be through direct mechanical contact as in

activation of a switch or it may be indirect as in the case of

a light beam aimed at a target. The interface provides infor-
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mat. ion to the device and an outiad. ts geneidted. The output may

he communication (e.g., ttansmission of a message via visual dis

play o synthesized speech) , or control (e.rt. , powered mohility,

manipulation of a feeder or page turner) . The controller serves

as a link between the interface and the output (e.g., a powered

wheelchair control 1,()x or the electronic circuits in a

communication aid).

defin an input domain and a command domain for systems

of the type shown in Figure 1 (Maras° et al., l979). The comic nd

domain is the set of things that the device can do. In a feeder

tie commands include such things as "lift spoon", "rotate plate"

etc. In a communication system the commands include "print",

"speak", "edit", "select word", etc. e sizt-_ of the command

domain determined in this case by the size of the vocabulary

and the methods available to the user for manipulating it. The

input domain is defined as the number of independent signals

that the user can provide t the device. For a single switch

the input domain has one signal, either ON or OFF. A switched.

joystick has four signals, UP, nowN, LEFT, FIGHT. A keyboard

(e.g. a typewriter) may produce as many as 80 or more signals,

one for each key including shifted keys.

The size of the input domain is the number of independent

signals that can be derived from the interface by an individual

disabled user. Thus, the size of the inp' 'omain varies from

interface to interface and from individua, to individual, and

it is one parameter that can be measured in .an c--nt

setting. The size of this domain depends on mars Two
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(0 the:ie ale lange and tesolu! ion. Range is the area in which

on indivi:lual can produce a functional, controlled movement.

Resolution is the smallest po:T.sible spicing between two points

that Lhe corn reliably und distin tly select.

Interface Characteristics

In order to adequately select a:1 interface for an indivi-

dual disabled user, we must first define those characteristics

cat the interface Lhat facilitate successful operation. These

may Le grouped into several categories: spatial characteristics,

actilaLion characteristics, and sensory characteristics. All of

the choracteristics must he considered in order to match an

interface to the needs and abilities of an individual. Spatial

characteristics are the range and resolution required for an

individual to use the interface. Activation characteristics

include both the force required to activate the interface (if

any) and the specific movements required of the user. Sensory

characteristics are the visual, auditory and somatosensory feed-

back provided by the interface.

Sp.ial Characteristics
. _

Range measurements define the size of the individual's

"workspace". This parameter provides an indication of the

possible locations for an interface and the maximum spatial

separation between the extreme portions of the interface (e.g.,

the overall size of a keyboard or switch array). Resolution

determines the number of independent signals (the size of the

input domain) for any interface within the workspace. Ir

selecting a keyboard, for example, the resolution is the spacing
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between the keys. for a single switch, the resolution required

is the overall of the switch. In this case, we can deter-

mine t.in "target size" which the person is required to hit:. In

selecting interfaces it is useful to grout. ten, into broad cat-

egories based on required range and resolution. Table 1 shows

such a groupi.:y. in this Tasfl e, n is the ;ize of the input do-

main (number of independent signals available from the inter-

face). For a single switch, n-1 (one independent signal) , and

this typically requires only limited range and gross resolution

for activation. Switch arrays (including joysticks) typically

have 2 to 5 switches (1 < n < 5) mounted in close proximity.

This places a requirement of relatively small range (but larger

than a single switch) and moderate resolution (from several cm.

to 10 cm.) For 5 to 10 independent signals in close proximity

(5 < n < 10), small numeric keyboards can he used as interfaces.

These keyboards typical]. have keys ranging in size from 0.5 to

1.5 cm., and they require relati--- fine resolution. Range re-

quirements are moderate (less tha ..:111. in both horizontal and

vertical directions). Full alphanumeric (all letters, numbers,

and punctuation) keyboards provide more than 10 independent sig-

nals (n > 10). They usually have 40 to 80 independent signals.

These keyboards fall into two basic groups, those requiring

elatively large range and fine resolution (e.g. an electric

typewriter keyboard) .and those requiring small range (less than

15 cm.) and very fine resolution (less Clan 1 cm.). The Sharp

Memowriter and the Canon communicator are examples of this latter

type of keyboard.
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Act ivot ion Chat 0.teristics

important ,etivation cha racteristics are force required

1(1 d given interface and the methods by which it can be

activated. Activation forces vary from zero (for contact

switches and light beam activated switches) to hundreds of

A more difficult parameter to determine "L, of acti-

Wation movement". by this we mean the ways in which a switch

(for example) can he activated by a user. Some switches can be

activated by a finger press, by a lateral movement of the elbow

or the knee, by jaw extension, etc. Others require a more spe-

cific typ of movement. For example, most keyboards require

some sort of pointing ability that is often achieved using the

finger. This pointing function may be provided, when finger use

is not functional, by a stick held in the hand or mounted to a

helmet, but the flexibiltiy of the. interface is reduced by' these

restrictions.

Senscry Characteristics

of the most important and least discussed aspects of

interfaces is the sensory feedback which they provide to the

user. The feedback provided is usually directly proportional

to the activation force required. For example, contact

switches (thos .:;ronding to electiic charge on the body and

requiring no force) oi:Ovide no somatosensory (tactile,

kinesthetic :Ind pLopr oceptive) feedback to the user. They

also have no visual indication of activation other than the

result in terms of control of the devices, and they are silent

(no auditory feedback). Simple tread, rocker or pedal switches
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employing microswitchs provide rich it terms of

t he "f eel" (,1 t !;VI LCI1 (!;()Mclt 1:;1`11:;(1r y , to ottd bl e c I ick

(auditory) and an observable movetwint of the switch mechanism

(visual). For this reason, these switches are more generally

useitil. Most keyboards provide some somatosensory feedback, and

many also have keys that click when pressed ,(audifory Ice'heck).

If an interface is rich in sensory feedback, it. wil, 2nerally

allow enhanced client performance.

Selection of an Interface

Based on the charcteristics of communication arid

systems and interfaces, we have developed a syl-A-em, approach

to the assessment of client needs and abilitier7. The major

goal of this process is to maximize the size of the input domain

(n), given the physical abilities of a specific client. A three

step process is employed: determination of the best anatomic

rite, selection of "candidate" interfaces that can he controlled

with that site, and ccmparative testing of the intc-face/site

combinations to provide a rank ordering of desireable inter-

faces.

A necessary prerequisi to the procedures .t-scribLd here

is a careful analysis of seating and positioning needs of the

client. The interface evaluation de:icribed in this section is

based n the assumption that the client is properly positioned

and seated. Trefler L al. (1978) present a general approach

to this problem.

The first step is the determination of appropriate control

sites. We define a control site as an anatomic site with which



the loison demonstrates purposeful movement Market and Cook,

Tho degreo t() which a person can carry out this purpose-

ful! movoment is terim.d the controllability of the site. sites

with the greatest controllability are preferred. Thus, the first

!)Lep in an interface evaluation is to rank the person's anatomic

in tem!, of oontrollahilitv

f;ince the inter actin.: f)(tween the person and device in-
(

volves relatively tine manipulative control for 'maximum n, we

can derive a hierarchy of anatomic sites serving this function.

Table shows thin hierarchy. The hand and fingers are favored

because they are typically used for manipulative tasks. If the

hand is not controllable, then the use of the head as an

interface site is preferred. Using attachments such as light

beams, light detectors or mechanical pointers (handheld sticks or

head wands) , it is possible to obtain relatively fine resolution

and good range. For some individuals fine control of the foot is

possible. This is less desirable than the hand or head because of

difficulties of interfacing to the foot (especially if the toes

must he exposed such as for use of a keyboard). The use of the

foot also requires constant visual monitoring to insure that

proper selections are made, whore as the hand and head do not.

The use of the arm and/or leg is less desireable because then

represent "naturally" gross movements controlled by large muscle

groups. For this reason they are ranked as the least desireable

for manipulative functions.

In the case of neuromuscular disability, this hierarchy

must be applied with care. For examp'e, reflexive behaviors
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may impede controlled movements. Also, in the case of some

disabilities such as cerebral palsy, there is great variation

among clients in terms of the sites that are most easily and

functionally controlled. In clinical settings, however, this

hierarchy has been shown to provide a useful initial screening

in determining a desirable control site for interfacing.

Given a set of possible control sites, preferably rank

ordered as to desirability, we must determine the manner in

which they can be used; i.e., which interfaces are usable by

the selected anatomic sites. The selection process involves a

hierarchy of interfaces which follows Table 1. The most

desirable interface is that which has the largest inpu domain

size (largest n). The size of n can be obtained from measures

of range and resolution of the anatomic site as well as from use

of interfaces. In general, this will not result in a single

choice of an interface. In comparing interfaces with the same

size input domain (e.g. a group of single switches with n=1),

the major criteria is user preference. It is possible to pro-

vide choices, however, based on activation method (force and

movement) and sensory feedback provided. The activation method

is directly related to long-term fatigue and sensory feedback is

directly related to speed and accuracy. All other factors being

equal, we recommend that interfaces which maximize feedback (of

all three types) be chosen. It is also desireable to select

several alternative interfaces for each anatomic site since the

first choice may not function well when connected to the cont-

roller.
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Another major concern is the location of the interface

within the workspace. Some interfaces (e.g. single switches)

are more flexible than others in this regard. In order for an

interface to be considered as a viable "candidate" for a given

client, it must be capable of being located in an easily

accessible location. As obvious as it sounds, this principle is

often violated. For example, the examiner testing interfaces

with a client will often hold the interface in nis/her hand.

This allows for locations that may not he achievable with a per-

manently mounted interface. There may also be unnoticed compen-

sation for poor client performance, such as slight movements of

the switch to help with activa:ion.

Having determined a set of control sites and corresponding

interfaces, it is necessary to quantitatively compare them

with each other in order to determine the "best" interface/

control site combination.

Assessment Methods and Materials

The assessment procedures and materials described in this

section are based on the foregoing general concepts. Each

aspect of the interface characteristics, the hierarchies for

anatomic site, size of input domain and the requirements for

positioning and mounting of the interface are included in these

methods. The forms used fcr data collection in our assessments

are av ilable for a small fee upon request.

Determination of Controllable Anatomic Sites

The determination of an anatomic site 4s based on

functional tasks performed by the client. Functional tasks

9
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are chosen because they are often more meaningful to the client

than purely physical measures such as range of joint motion. We

have also round that it is easier to select interfaces based on

functional measures than to extrapolate from physical parameters

measured in isolaton.

Materials. Arm range within the workspace is determined

using a sheet of cardboard on which 9 squares have been drawn.

Figure 2 illustrates this sheet and gives the dimensions that we

have found useful. Squares are used rather than dots in order to

allow for a gross determination of resolution at each of the 9

17)cations Head range is measured using a protractor that is

placed under the chin or beside the head, and the number of

degrees of neck rotation and flexion are recorded.

Basic hand function is observed using the "grasp module"

shown in Figure 3. A total of seven grasps are include" each

of which is related to the control of specific types of

interfaces. The grasps are evaluated using standard objects such

as a small bead (tip), a dowell (palmer and two finger), a

rubber ball (spherical), a note card (lateral), a 4 cm. diameter

tube (cylindrical and tee) and a single doorbell-type button

(press). These grasps were modified from those reported by

(Aitken, et al.,1960). Arm, knee and jaw motion is determined by

having the c:Lient perform the tasks listed in Table 3.

Methods. Arm range is determined by asking the client to

touch each of tree corners of each of the squares on the "range

sheet". Both the right and left hand/arm are evaluated. Data

recorded include furthest reach, closest reach and maximum left

98
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and right reach. These numbers, together with a subjective

determination of the difficulty of the task for the client, give

an indication of the size of the client's useable workspace. An

important consideraton is the relative time spent by the client

in moving from rest position to the square (tracking time), and

the time required to move from one corner of the square to

another (select time). A subjective determination of whether

there is a large difference between these two times is also

recorded. If hand/arm movement is not well controlled and

foot/leg movement is, then a similar task is performed using a

smaller range sheet for the foot.

Gross arm movement is evaluated by having the client

perform the tasks outlined in Table 3. If possible, the client

performs these tasks with both'the left and right arm. Three

types of movement are evaluated. The examiner'indicates whether

the client can initiate, control and terminate each of the

required tasks. Reflexive behaviors that interfer with the

tasks are also recorded.

If arm and hand function are not well controlled, then the

functional tests of knee and jaw movement are also performed

(see Table 3). Further testing of neck function (head move-

ment) is also carried out. Neck rotation, flexion and lateral

flexion are evaluated. Data relating to head restraints that

might interfere with switch placement are also recorded. At the

completion of this phase of testing the first,second, and third

most suitable anatomic sites are listed.
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Selection of Appropriate Interfaces

For any given anatomic si t :e, the choice of an interface is

determined by several factors. The commercial availability of

interface types is not a limitation with currently available

switches. Therefore we apply the criteria of maximizing the

number of signals avaial ble from the interface (maximize n)

and maximizing sensory feedback from the interface. Range and

functional measures from the previous phase of the assessment

are also used in determining an initial selection of interfaces.

Materials. For this phase of the assessment we use

standard keyboards and switches available commercially. We use a

standard electric typewriter (IBM Selectric), and a microcomput-

er (e.g. Apple II or TRS-80) for evaluating performance with

large keyboards. For small numeric keyboards, we have connected

a small keyboard to a single numeric display (Figure 4 ). Sup-

pliers of switches and other evaluation devices .are listed in the

Appendix.

Feedback is, as we have stated, very important. We use

simple lights and tones to provide feedback to the .client during

interface testing. For small children switch-operated electric

toys may be used for feedback also. For the large keyboards,

letters appearing on a piece of paper or on a video screen

provice the necessary feedback. We do not use communication or

control systems with the interfaces at this stage of the

assessment because the operational requirements of the device

may be confusing to the user and the results may be misle7ing.

Methods . We have developed two testing "modules" for eval-

100
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uatinq interfaces. One of these is used with the arm or leg and

is referred to as a "limb module", and the other is a "head

module". In either case, the basic criteria of maximizing the

number of independent selections (n) is applied and interfaces

with large n such as keyboards arc used first, if such use is

within the capabilities of the client. This is followed by

the use of switched joysticks, single switches and finally

;witch arrays (e.g. slot switches). Single switch use preceeds

switch arrray testing because we can make up switch arrays

consisting of switches that were succes.,_ful when used singly.

For single switch evaluation we first use those that

provide the most feedback and sequentially move to those

requiring less activation force, while providing less feedback.

We have listed one possible ranking of switches based on these

criteria in Table 4. At this stage of the assessment it is also

necessary to determine how the anatomic site will be used to

activate the interface. For keyboards this may include the

addition of a keyguard, the use of a stick or head wand rather

than the finger for pressing the keys, etc. The location of the

keyboard relative to the user's midline is also important in

terms of achieving the "best" performance. For single switches

and joysticks the way in which the anatomic site is used may

vary greatly. For example, joysticks may be controlled with the

hand in a spherical or cylindrical grasp or by pushing the joy-

stick with any surface of the hand or arm. A single switch

activated with the heat' may use jaw movement, neck flexion,

neck rotation, etc. Hand control of a switch can be via the
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loteial movement of the entire arm, Flexion of the linger,

elbow Ilexion and extension, eLe. These should all. be evaluated

prim Lo deciding on one method. The criteria of using muscles

that normally are used for rine rather than (Jr vs movement

whenever possible should be followed. The most reliable method

of evaluating which site is best or which method f using a site

is easiest and most: effective i to ask the client. Cliencs

often liave a good Wea of which movements are easist for them.

Ir hand function is well controlled for either a keyboard

(large of small) or single switches or arrays, we de not test

other anatomic sites. If hand function is essent:31ly normal,

we will generally not move beyond keyboard use since individuals

who can use laige keyboards can generally use single switches of

almost any type. This generalization should be applied with

caution, however, since there may be cases in which single

switch use does not follow from keybbard use.

The outcome of this phase of the assessment is a set of

anatomic site/interface combinations. The final stage is de-

signed to determine which combination will he the most

effective.

Comparative Testing of Interfaces

Once an anatomic site has beer chosen and candidate

interfaces usable by that site have been selected, it is

necessary to make quantitative measures that allow comparison of

the interface choices for any given site. We use a process of

competetive interfacing (Buekelman, 1980). In this process

we measure parameters that relate to the overall usefulness
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cal the intelface. Note that: this to taken p1ace after

the client has ha6 an opportunity to become familiar with the

interface in the preceeding step.

Speed of Response

One way of quantifying interface effectiveness is to time

the c7.ent's response in tv.) ways. Tracking time is measured as

the time from the person's rest position to the successful acti-

vation of the interface. Some clients may have a great deal of

difficulty in getting to an interface, but they may be able to

easily elect between two switches once they have positioned

their arm (for example) near the switches. For this reason we

also measure selection time, the time required to move between

two interfaces located close together. 'for example, a client

may be asked to type two or three characters on a keyboard. If

the time to carry out this task is less than two or three times

longer than the time to type one character from a .rest position,

then the tracking time is a significant factor, and this must be

taken into account in the final positioning and mounting of the

interface. On the other hand, if the time to select multiple

keys is not significantly greater than the time to select one

key, then either the client has no tracking problems or the

overall performance (tracking and selection times) ,is poor. Only

observation can distinguish between these two choices. By using

a format similar to that thown in Table 5, it is posslble to

determine tracking and selection times for various positions of

the keys on a standard keyboard. The testing is set up so that

the client is required to press keys located at the extremes and

1
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at the centei (d IThc keyhoard, to press both single keys, and

seetal keys in a predetermined sequence, and to press keys

located in close pro::imity to each other. By reviewing the

times obtained in diffferent locations and with different

sequences of keys it is porqible to separate factors such as

keyboard placement, tracking vs. selection time and resolution

We use a similar approach for the smaller numeric keyboard shown

in Pigure 4. The tasks described in Table 5 are used to obtain

the same.information as for the large keyboard. For joystick

usc, we time the responses in each of the four directions using

verbal commands to indicate which position is to be selected.

Single switch use is tested by measuring the time to activa-

tion from both a resting position (tracking time) and from a

position with the control site located near the interface

(selection time). Several trials are run with each interface. If

the client has sufficient force available to depress all

switches, then the switches are presented in the order shown in

Table 4. This provides maximum sensory feedback for the

switches chosen. If the client has insufficient force for all

switches, then we move down this list until a suitable interface

is found.

At each stage it is important to get the client's subjective

feedback regarding the difficulty of the task and his/her

preference for one switch over another. If the client's

range is sufficient, we repeat this task with arrays of switches

made up of those that were most effective (i.e.; :r) when

used singly. The same time measures are taken here with the
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tddit ion of select ion times between the individual elements of

the switch array.

Accuracy of Response

A second quantitative measure is accuracy of response.

This typically involves a (itermination (31 the number and type

of errors made by the client during the tasks described in

The r). For keyboard use all false entries are noted. A raw

met. sure of accuracy can be determined from the total number of

errors made. Using these data it is also possible to calculate

corrected rates. The type of errors made can also provide

valuable information. For example, if a client makes erroneous

entries with a keyboard and all the errors are the result of

pressing keys located near the desired key, then the problem is

most likely one of insufficient motor control. To maximize

performance, we use keyguards, poinitng sticks, etc. as

determined from the interface selection step. If, on the other

hand, the errors are random, then the possibility exists that

the client did not understand the task, that the client does not

have sufficient number and/or letter recognition skills, that

the client has visual perception problems or that the motor task

is totally inappropriate for that client. Additional testing can

distinguish between these possibilities.

For single switch testing, poor accuaracy is often related

to possible problems in client positioning, size of the switch,

sensory feedback provided, and location of the switch within the

workspace. We ask the client to turn a switch ON and hold it

ON, and then we ask that they turn it OFF. This provides a crude
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measuie of response 'Ind olst, determines the client's

dhility to maintain a spoi, a requirement for selection or

movement or d light t)r Cut !;01 in some devices. For switch arrays

and joysticks, i osponse (iros may he interpreted in a manner an-

alogous to that used in the keyhoard evaluation.

Fatigue

An important_ alTect: of interface operation i!1 that the ih-

Leildce must usually he used continuously to make sel,?ctions.

the degree to which an interface causes fatigue is thus of great

importance. One measure of this variable is a comparison of

tracking and selection times from the beginning of an assess-

ment session with those at the end of the session. Another is

the subjective evaluation of the amount of effort expended by

the client. Finally, the client's opinion regarding the ease of

use of a given interface and a comparison between different

interfaces provides some measure of the likelyhood that an

interface will be useable on a day-to-day basis.

Repeatibility

This is a measure of the degree to which performance is

maintained over time. It is, of course, related to speed

accuracy, and fatigue, but it is also a significant variable in

itself. It is necessary to decide what factors are responsible

for lack of repeatibility. In some cases repeatibility can be

improved by changing the position or location of the interface.

In others it can be improved by substituting an interface that

provides more sensory feedback. One measure of this parameter

is to compare speed and accuracy data from the the beginning of
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,.e:;:;ion with th():w data obtained at the end of the

::ame

';urinary

The outcome of the:ie tests, which are performed for each

anatomic site determined to be potentialy useful, is a set of

interlaces trial arc deemed useful to that client. We recommend,

especially with single switches, that more than one interface

hv :Ttcified and that they be rank ordered. We sometimes find

Chat the "best" interface as determined by this evaluation is

not functional when coupled to a final. system. If alternatives

are available, the likelyhood of finding a functional system for

the client is greatly improved. It is also very important to

document any positioning and mounting hardware used for the

final testing. This will allow for exact replication of the

location upon delivery of a final communication or control

system.

Case Examples

In order to illustrate the principles described in the

preceeding sections, we will discuss several cases based on

over 175 clients with whom we have used these methods.

Case 1

Barbara is a 27 year old female with severe athetoid cere-

bral palsy. Prior to her evaluation, she used her left thumb to

point to a letter board. She drives a powered wheelchair using

a joystick controlled with her left hand.

The optimal control site was identified as her left hand.

With this hand she uses a cylindrical grasp to hold a pencil.
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This grip is most functional with her forearm in a pronated

position. With her left arm/hand, her furthest reach is 40.6 cm

(16 Je closest reach is 0 (against her body). The left

maximum distance is 50.8 cm (20 "), and right maximum is 15.25

cm (6").

Barbara was evaluated on an electric typewriter with a

keyguard. She was unable to accurately press the keys without

the keyguard. She strikes the keys with a pencil held in her

left hand, with her forearm at neutral, and her elbow

extended. She prefers to have the typewriter placed at her

left side. In this location, she is fairly accurate but the

rate of selection is slow. There is also a problem with the

pencil catching under the keyguard.

She was next evaluated on an expanded keyboard that is

operated by sliding a magnetic handpiece over the desired entry

and holding that position until a selection is made. She was

able to hold the handpiece with a hook-type grasp with her fore-

arm fully pronated. This position was more stable than that

used with the typewriter. Holding the handpiece continuously on

the surface of the device also added support and increased

control.

On matched tasks using the typewriter and enlarged

keyboard, her response rates were 3.86 sec/entry for the type-

writer and 3.47 sec/entry for the enlarged keyboard. There were

no false entries with either keyboard. The close times were

impressive since Barbara had no exprience with the large

keyboard prior to the evaluation, but she had used an electric
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typewriter extensively. The final interface recommendation was

the enlarged keyboard because of the greater control and reduced

effort necessary to operate it.

Case 2

Mike is a 21 year old male with severe spastic cerebral

palsy. He has understandable but dysarthric speech, and he uses

his feet to propel a manual wheelchair. He was referred for the

recommendation of a writing system for use in his college

classes. Use of his arms and hands is very limited. He uses

his left large toe for typing, and occassionally uses a head

wand for painting.

Evaluation of hand function showed poor tee, spherical,

two-finger, and press grasps with his right hand. He was unable

to voluntarily release all but the tee grasp. He was unable to

use any grasps with his left hand. Head range was measured as

90 degress rotation left and right, 90 degrees up and 30 degrees

down and 80 degrees left'and 45 degrees right tilt.

Based on this evalaution and his previous use of foot

control, the foot/toe was selected for further testing with the

head as an alternative site. Using a range sheet similar to

that shown in Figure 2, we determined that Mike could reach

objects in an area 8.3 cm (3.25 ") in back of his rest position,

42 cm (16.5 ") to the left and right with his left foot. Using

a typewriter keyboard without a guard, he had no errors and each

selection was completed in less than one second. The small

numeric keyboard (Figure 4) was also used with each selection

completed in less than one second. Two errors were made and
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both were inadvertent pressing of adjacent keys. A switched 4

position joystick was positioned 30 cm in front of his wheel-

chair and he was able to select any one of the four positons in

less than one second. All errors were in the forward direction,

and it was determined that this was due to an obstruction by the

wheelchair leg rest.

Single switches were also used with his left foot. He pre-

ferred the tread switch used either singly or in an array of

three. An array of five tread switches in a slot configuration

caused problems in reaching the extremes of the array. Less

desireable alternatives were the rocker switch (difficulty in

hitting only one side) and touch (too little feedback).

Because Mike had previously used his head for some tasks,

this site was also investigated. Based on his previous exp-

erience, he did not want to use a head wand for keyboard selec-

tions. He was able to use a joystick with his chin, but he

found that it was more difficult than using his foot for the

same task. A rocker switch was tried With_jaw_movement, but

this too was determined to, be much more difficult than foot

control. Finally, leaf switches were positioned at each side of

his head. Although he could easily control these he again

preferred use of his foot.

The final recommendation was for foot control of an inter-

face. Interfaces chosen were large keyboard, small keyboard,

joystick and three switch array, in that order.

Case 3

Susan is a 17 year old female with severe spastic cerebral
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palsy. She has no speech and uses eye gaze (left = yes, right =

no) for communication in a question and answer mode.

She could not accomplish any of the grasps with her right

hand, but all were possible with her left. None of the grasps

were rated as "good" however. Her range with her left hand is

46 cm (18") forward and 15 cm (6") to the left . She could not

cross her midline with this hand. Head movement was 60 degrees

left and right, 8 degrees up (the wheelchair head restraint

prevented more movement in this direction) and 15 degrees down.

Susan could not use any keyboards or single switches with

either hand due to the lack of functional grasps and random hand

and arm movement. The use of the chin as a control site was pre-

cluded because her rest positon for her chin was on her chest.

One tread switch was mounted to her wheelchair on each side of

he ead. Using a light as feedback, she was able to select

either switch rapidly and accurately. She required 1.6 sec per

selection with no false ON or OFF responses. Susan reported

that this arrangement was exteremely easy for her to use. Pad

and touch switches were also tried, but her performance was much

worse than with the tread switch, probably due to the greater

feedback from this latter switch.

The final recommendation was for the head as an anatomic

site. Tread switches, or others with similar feedback were

recommended with mounting at each side of her head.

Case 4

Eric is a 17 year old male with severe spastic cerebral

palsy. He has no intelligible speech, and he was using a DUFCO
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Matrix communicator prior to our evaluation. lie used either a.

hand joystick or foot pedal to control the Matrix, and also used

eye movement for yes and no. He propels himself in his manual

wheelchair by pushing with his feet.

Eric had some control of his right hand, but he was unable

to perform any of the grasps, His left hand function is very

limited, but he had weak cylindrical, palmar, and spherical

grasps. He could voluntarily release only the spherical grasp.

Using his Ieft hand, the maximum reach was 43 cm (17") in

front and 24 cn, (9.5") to the left of midline. He could not

reach locations closer than 29 cm (11.5"). His range was entire-

ly restriced to the left of midline. Similar results were

obtained, with the right hand but his range was slightly less

and the effort required was much greater. Head range left and

right (rotation) was 60 degrees. He could move up 60 degrees

and down 30 degrees.

Our evaluation of Eric's hand function showed that no

keyboard use was possible. He used the heel of his right or

left hand to depress a tread switch. This required a great deal

of effort and was very slow (especially tracking time). Similar

results were obtained using pad and leaf switches. In the later

case he required an average of 13 seconds to activate the leaf

switch with a sweeping lateral motion.

Since the results from the hand evaluation were not

promising, we also investigated head control., A light pointer

was placed on Eric's head and he was asked to point to various

squares on his Matrix communicator using it. He did this easily
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with approximat)ey 3.5.seconds per selection. Using the hand

joystick with which he was more familiar, his tracking time was

60 to 90 seconds per selection, an he was quite inaccurate. He

also expressed a preference for the light pointer because it was

easier to use and required -uch less overall concentration and

effort.

Because he had previously used foot switches we also

investigated the use of this site. With two tread switches and

a two light box as feedback, Eric had an average response time

of 6.21 seconds per selection. He indicated, however, that he

preferred the light pointer to the foot switches.

The final recommendation was for the head as first choice

a%d the foot as second choice for control sites. The light

pointer was recommended as an interface with foot operated

switches as the second choice.

Case 5

Bret is a six year old male with severe athetoid and spastic

cerebral palsy. He speaks Spanish and English in the home, but

it is only intelligible to those who work closely with him. He

was referred for the development of a communication system for

use in the classroom and at home. He is just beginning a readi'.g

program in a "regula:" kindergarten class.

With his left hand he r. J)d use cylindrical, two finger,

spherical and lateral grasps. 7oL.th his right hand he

accomplished the cylindrical, press, two finger, sperical and

lateral grasps. He was able to flex his wrists, but he could

not extend them. His range was determined to be 22 X 14 inches
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with each hand, but he could not cross midline.

Bret used a small keyboard (Figure 4) with his left hand.

He was unable to press individual keys, and he used his entire

fist for this task. A four position switched joystick was used

with his left hand. Tie was able to move it in all four dir-

ections with an average activation time of 6 seconds. Single

tread, leaf and rocker switches were used with his left hand. He

was fastest (2 seconds to turn on, 1 second to turn off) with the

leaf switch, and slowest (3 seconds on, 2 seconds off) with the

tread switch. Two switch arrays were also tried. Again, his

fastest and most accurate responses were with the leaf switches.

These were mounted on a bar positioned across the front of his

wheelchair. He activated them with the die of his hand in a

lateral arm movement. A five position tread slot switch was also

Used. Bret was able to activate all five switches, but he used

both hands rather than cross midline.

Since all the switch arrays and single switches require

sequential input (scanning) and are therefore relatively slow, t,e

also investigated his use of a head mounted light beam. He was

able to use this very effectivly, locating the light beam on a

series of one inch targets. He also was able to turn on a light

activated toy using the light beam.

Our final recommendation was for leaf switches for a scanning

system and the light beam for direct selection.

Discussion

These cases were chosen to illustrate the techniques em-

ployed for different anatomic control sites. They all follow

1 1(4
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the same basic fornat,but there are some significant differences

which are important to note. In case 1, the client had previous

experience with a type,f;ritet, but she needed a system with more

r7apability. Thus, even though the tracking and selection times

were very similar for the standard and enlarged keyboards, the

system requiring less effort and more potential for communica-

tion (the enlarged keihoard device) was chesen.Since hand

control was very functonal, other anatomic sites were not

investigatd.

In (;_;se 2, it appeared from the beginning that the

foot wE.F, the be::t site. However, we always perform at least the

functional tests regardless of what the client's perception of

his/her skills is. We do this because we have often had

client's whose physical abilities, at least for the task of

controlling an eleLtronic device, were much better than they

thought. In case three, it was also obvious that hand function

was limited, but the positioning of the client made it very

difficult to interface to her head. In the final system, the

two switches are mounted to a plastic plate that is positioned

on her chest. Since she is very hypotonic and slides down in

her chair rapidly, this allows the switches to maintain their

relationship to her head in all sitting postions. An important

-aspect of case 4 is that even though one site (hand) was being

used and judged to be the "best" available, systematic evalua-

tion led to the choice of an alternative (head) that provided

greatly improved performance. The utility of alternative recom-

mendations is also illustrated by this case. The light pointer,
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the same bas..c format,hut there are some significant differences

which are important to note. In case 1, the client had previous

experience with a typewriter, but she needed a system with more

capability. Thus, even though the tracking and selection times

were very similar for the standard and enlarged keyboards, the

system requiring less effort and more potential for communica-

tion (the enlarged keyboard device) was chosen. Since hand

control was very functional, other anatomic sites were not

investigated.

In case 2, it appeared f:om the beginning that the

foot was the best site. However, we always perform at least the

functional tests regardless of what the client's perception of

his/her skills is. We do this because we have often had

client's whose physical abilities, at least for the task of

controlling an electronic device, were much better than they

thought. In case three, it was also obvious that hand function

was limited, but the positioning of the client made it very

difficult to interface to her head. In the final system, the

two switches are mounted to a plastic plate that is positioned

on her chest. Since she is very hypotonic and slides down in

her chair rapidly, this allows the switches to maintain their

relationship to her head in all sitting postions. An important

aspect of case 4 is that even though one site (hand) was being

used and judged to be the "best" available, systematic evalua-

tion led to the choice of an alternative (head) that provided

greatly improved performance. The utility of alternative recom-

mendations is also illustrated by this case. The light pointer,

116
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while very functional in selecting items from an array, requires

an observer to be present. This client also needed to control a

system more independently to complete class assignments . Since

we had specified an alternative control site and interface

types, this was accomplishedd usin'i a pedal switch with the

foot. Case 5 illustrates the use of these methods for young

children. The procedures are very similar, but often the form

of feedback (e.g. the light activated toy) is altered.

Conclusions

The interface assessment described here is only one part of

a total assessment battery (Coleman, et al., 1990). Following

the determination of a ranked ordering of interface/control site

combinations, additional information must be collected to insure

that the client will in fact be able to use the interface to

control the desired device. For example, the cognitive demands

and eye tracking skills required for ro://column scanning may be

too gretat for a some clients. In that case he or she would be

unable o use a scanning communication system even though

several single switch interfaces have been found to be useable.

For communication systems cognitive and language testing must

also be done (Meyers and Coleman, 1982). In addition, it is

necessary to evaluate client performance using actual systems

and to determine the characteristics of systems that are useful

to the client (Cook and Preszler, 1982). In this phase of the

assessement, "bottom line" measures of performance such as rate

of communication can be determined. This phase of the assessment

also requires a detailed knowledge of the characteristics of
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available systems. For this reason, we have carried out

evaluations of augmentative communication systems (Cook, et al.,

1979; Dahlquist, et al., 1981; Cook, et al., 1982). Client goals

must also be carefully identified (Coleman and Preszler, 1982).

The interface assessment presented here does provide a log-

ical, systematic approach to the determination of a control

site/interface combination. This step must necessarily preceed

other phases of the assessment.
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Appendix

The following manufacturers provide equipment useful for

interface assessment using the methods described in this paper.

Company

Prentke-Romich
R.D. 2, Box 191
Shreve, OH 44676
(216) 567-2906

Zygo Industries
P. O. Box 1008
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 297-1724

120

Products

Call signal (several tl.pes)
Toys modified for various

interaces
Trace multibox
Various control interfaces

Adaptive fixtures for
mounting interfaces

Call alarm
Switch set
Two choice light indicator
Various control interfaces



Table 1. Range and Resolution Categories for Interfaces

Size of: Input
Domain

n>10

n>10

5<n<10

1<n<5

Range Resolution

Large

Small

Small

Small

Types of
Interfaces

Fine Large Keyboard

_ne Small Alpha-
numeric Keyboard

Fine Small Numeric
Keyboard

Gross Switch Arrays

33

(inc2 joysticks)
n=1 Small Gross Sin( le Switches

Note: n= the number of independent signals avaial from the
interface (see text).

Table 2. A Hierarchy of Anatomic Control Sites

Site

Hand

Head

Foot

Arm

Leg

Desireability

Most

Least

Note: The ranking is based on manipulative ability typical of
the listed anatomic site (see text).
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Table 3. Functional tasks used for assessing functional movements.,

Left Right

ARM I C T I C T J COMMENTS

Tasks: Tester places object
(cup, toy, etc.) at
person's midline 10"
from their body and
instructs. Reposition
if necessary and note.

lift 6"

extend by reaching

rotate as if to pour
(put object in cup to be poured)

rotate in the opposite
direction

turn upright again

move 6" to the left

move 6" to the right

pull back

If adequate arm and hand movement, omit the following tasks:

KNEE I C T I C T COMMENTS

''move knee to the left

move knee to the right

JAW

open

close

MOUTH

blow through a straw

sip through a straw

122
Note: For each movement requested a 4. (present) or (absent) is placed in the

appropriate column. Whether required movement can be initiated (I), con-

trolled (C) and terminated (T) is also recorded.
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Table 4. Hierarchy of
Provided

Switches Based
by the Switch

on Feedback

Switch Rank Feedback Type Manufacturer

1 Most Tread A,B,C

2 Rocker A,B

3 Wobble B

4 Leaf C

5 Touch C

6 Bulb A,B,C
(puff/sip)

7 Pad D

8 Contact D
(capacitive)

9 Mercury A

10 Eyebrow E

11 Least EMG A

Manufacturers:

A. DUFCO
B. Prentke-Romich
C. Zygo
D. Custom Made (no known manufacturer)
E. Trace Center

Notes:
1. Rankings are based on the total amount of feedback

(visual, auditory, somatosensory) avaialble from the
switch (see text).

2. Only single switches are listed. Switch arrays (e.g.,
slot switches) are generally made up of multiples of
the switches listed.
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Table 5. Data Form for Keyboard Performance Evaluation

Asked Response Time False Entries

Guard No Guard Guard No Guard Guard No Guard

1 0

12 5

90 6

zx 7

27

gh 35

fds 49

jkl 015

123 345

.,? 536

Comments:

Notes:

1. The method of pressing the keys (e.g., finger, stick,

etc.) is also noted.

. The location of the keyboard relative to the client's

midline and the distance from the body are recorded.

3. First column of "Asked" entry is used for alpha-
numeric keyboards and the second column is used for

numeric keyboards.
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Figure 1. General purpose communication and/or control system components.
See text.

1 2
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a

CD CD
Ar;18,1-6-10

1CD"C

e

a

Hand Foot

48.74 cm 36.12 cm

b 40.64 32.70

c 31.67 24.05

23.42 20.64

e 15.56 12.07

f 7.38 8.65

9 7.54 9.92

h 15.56 13.18

i 31.43 10.81

j 39.69 29.45

k 55.40 42.86

1 63.66 46.04

m 8.26 3.33

Notes: 1. All squares are m cm. on a

side.

2. Material is 1/8" thick

cardboard.
3. Cover with clear contact

paper to protect surface.

Figure 2. Layout of testing sheet used for range measurement of hand and

foot. The foot sheet may also be used for small children with

limited reach.'
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Tip

R I

Grasp 0D
Release D

Lateral

Spherical

__Figure 3.

R L

Grasp

Release

R L

Grasp

Release

Palmer

Cylindrical

R L

Grasp
Re lease 0 El

R L

Grasp

Release 0

Press

Tee

R

Grasp

Release 0

R L

Grasp L,D.S1
Release LIU

R L

Grasp 0
Release

Grasps used to evaluate hand and finger function. The small squares are used to

indicate whether the client can execute the grasp and voluntarily release it. A

subjective score (e.g., 1-;:good, 2=fair, 3,--rOor) may be used.
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Assessment Model

1

Abstract

Non-speaking physically disabled individuals are making increasing use of

augmentative systems to enhance their communication. This has made more

pressing the need for the professional to carefully assess these persons'

skills and abilities prior to recommending a particular augmentative system.

Among the abilities requiring assessment are those,concerning cognitive and

language skills. An assessment battery for these skills was developed based

on competencies which underlie the productiVe use of augmentative communica-

tion systems. In the form of a decision (branching) structure, the test

battery is designed to identify the most functional symbol system, estimate

the level of sophistication with which the person can manipulate this symbol

system, and diagnose performance deficiencies which prevent the person from

using augmentative systems.
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Testing Non-Oral Individuals for Augmentative

Cornmunicilt ion Systems: A Symbol Sys tem Assessment Model

Over the past several years professionals have become increasingly aware

of alternative means to either substitute for speech or to augment !..poken

language in individuals whose speech is not adequate to meet their communica-

tion needs (Harris & Vanderheiden, 1980). These individuals ordinarily have

cerebral palsy, have experienced brain trauma, or are diagnosed as having some

kind of neuromuscular disorder. Not only is, the ability to speak impaired,

but such individuals typically display severe motor disabilities which may

interfere with alternative communication modes such as writing, t'ping, or

manual signing.

Recent conceptual and technical advances have created alternative ways to

allow non-speaking or limited speaking individuals to communicate. These

alternatives span a wide range of technical sophistication from paper-and-pen-

cil communication boards to microcomputer systems programmed with customized

communication software packages. As a set, these alternatives are known as

augmentative communication systems (ACSs).

The recommendation of an ACS for a particular person should take several

factors into consideration. It should be compatible with and take advantage of

the motor and sensory capabilities of the intended user. The system should

also incorporate those device features (e.g. word selection, printed out-put)

needed by the user to effectively communicate in 'he designated environment(s).

Other important factors in matching an ACS to _1 wrson are that it accommodates

the cognitive skills and utilizes thb language abilities of the candidate opera-

tor. In order to effect an appropriate match of user and system, each of these

factors must undergo a comprehensive and relevant assessment. The present paper
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discusses a particular approach to the assessment of cognitive and language
1

abilities of non-speaking potential ACS users. This procedure assumes that

the decision to use an augmentative system has already been made through the

use of some procedures such
as those suggested by Shane and Bashir (1980) or

Chapman and Mille. (1980). It is an initial attempt at a systematic approach

to evaluating the communication skills of an individual who cannot speak, write,

use signs or make enough recognizable gestures to meet his/her communication

needs.

The assessment has been developed from experience with non-oral individuals.

Those tests which have received the most wide-spread use are those in the lan-

guage assessment sections. Others have been used much less frequently. There

has not yet been any formal attempt to establish test reliability.

Overview of Assessment Model

Purpose

The purpose of the assessment model described her is to define procedures

which will i!-ad to the recommendation of a workable syribol system to meet the

communication needs of the user. These procedures will define a symbol system

(standard orthography, Blissymbols or pictures) and a method for organizing it

in a manner which the client is capable of using. The assessment model also

contains a diagnostic element which evaluates some cognitive skills we presently

believe contribute to successful testing for and utilization of an ACS.

Ti e assessment model does not define content aid this must be determined

through other means. It is important to note that the results of this procedure

will produce a workable system but will not define the eventual limits of the

user. For example, if the user is capable of communicating at the picture level,

goals might be set to work toward a symbol system such as Bliss or standard
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orthography depending on the clients age, previous training and communication

needs. The model was not designed to plan training steps but might be used

to provide some general directions for training.

The model was designed so that the assessment results can be directly

applied to the recommendation of an ACS. The assessment battery is essentially

criterion or task-driven; each separate test purports to measure a cognitive

or language skill that appears to be involved in using an ACS to communicate.

The assessment model consists of four assessment batteries: Preliminary Skills

Analysis, Communication Skills Diagnosis, Language Assessment-Orthography, and

Language Assessment-Bliss/Pictographic. Each of these is in the form of a flow

diagram containing choices to be made, instructions on how to proceed and sub-

batteries containing specific assessment tools, such as tests evaluating the

client's ability to identify items, answer questions, use expressive language,

spell, read and so on. Tests for each skill were either borrowed from existing

instructions or, more typically, developed by our research team.

Prerequisites tb Testing

The assessment model assumes that the tester has some familiarity with the

individual to be assessed. In the present research project, this familiarity

is gained through an initial assessment. The assessment usually involves an

interview with the client and whenever possible, the client's parents, teachers,

therapists, caretakers or any significant others. In addition, a brief examina-

tion and observation of the client's physical and communication abilities is

helpful (Coleman, Cook & Meyers, 1980).

Initial information should enable the tester to determine if the client

has appropriate skills to enter the assessment flow. This is mainly determined

by whether the client can intentionally indicate wants or needs. If such a
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response can be made then he/ She! enter., the beginning of the accessment flow.

If the person cannot make such a response then a prelanguage assessment Is

appropriate. If after entering the decision flow it is found to be inappro-

priate, the flow leads back to the prelanguage w'sessment. The prelanguage

assessment will not be dealt with in this paper.

Information obtained during the screening should include such things as

the type of disability, the body part over which the client has the most reli-

able control, the client's range for pointing or reaching, the dominant side of

the body, any auditory or visual acuity or perceptual problems, any memory

problems, approximate attention span and topics of particular interest to the

client. This information allows the tester to plan the testing procedures so

that the client's responses are affected as little as possible by factors such

as physical or sensory difficulty, loss of attention, fatigue and so on.

The tester also reeds to tap what is already known about the client's cog-

nitive and language abilities: spelling, reading, word-based receptive grammar,

receptive picture vocabulary and functional Bliss vocabulary. If these abilities

have already bren tested, questions on the flow concerning these abilities are

answered and t:e tester proceeds with the flow as appropriate.

It should be noted that in some cases an initial assessment will provide

adequate information and a full assessment will be unnecessary. This is particu-

larly true of high functioning individuals who have already been tested using

stanuardized materials, the results of which can form a foundation for establish-

ing the language content of a system.

The criteria on which testing decisions are based is specified in all but

four instances in the assessment model. These are decisions that pertain to

spelling, reading, Bliss vocabulary and receptive picture grammar. The exact
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level has not been specified because it may vary depending upon the communica-

tion goal and the research team has not yet determined minim- or optimum levels.

One level of spelling might be acceptable for communication with the family and

familiars, another level might be necessary for school, and still another for

strangers. The family might accept and understand phonetically spelled words or

be able to anticipate the intended message from a few letters while a stranger

would not. A small reading vocabulary might serve one person very well while

another might require pictures in addition to words in order to have a large

enough vocabulary to express what he or she wants to say, and so on.

The following rationale are suggested for vocabulary organization. If the

user has limited range and/or slow movements when selecting items, the most

frequently used items should be placed in the most readily accessible areas on

the array. If the person reads and/or understands grammatical categories, the

items may be arranged in grammatical categories and in alphabetical order within

categories or grammatical categories may be ignored and all items arranged in
A

alphabetical order. This may depend on user wishes or training goals. Teachers

working on the development of grammatical categories or alphabetical arrangement

may want to us- these as teaching strategies. If the user does not understand

any of these, but can organize items into cognitive groupings, then, items like

clothing, food, eIc. may al_l_be placed in one area Sar_easy learning and access.

Assessment Batteries

Prepminary Skills Analysis

The primary purpose of the Preliminary Skills Analysis is to determine if

the individual possesses the skills necessary for further language testing. The

min!mal skills needed for testing are those used in an item identification task.

In such a task the tester asks the person to indicate which picture in an array

1,§6
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represents the concept spoken by the tester (e.g., "Show me T.V."). Such a task,

involving following verbal requests and selecting responses from an array of

stimuli as well as several other skills, is exemplary of many of the tests in

the two Language Assessment batteries. Thus, the individual must demonstrate a

minimal level of performance in order to branch into the actual Language Assess-

ment.

A decision structure for the Preliminary Skills Analysis is shown in Fig. 1.

The initial decision in the structure rests on whether the person can answer

questions by selecting items from a "large" array (e.g., 20) of alternatives.

This ability presupposes all the skills required for the item identification task.

It also demonstrates that the person has the potential to communicate in a

functional manner. The information to answer this question should be acquired

in the screening results. Ability to perform this type of task indicates that

the tester should go to the Orthographic-Language Assessment portion of the

assessment flow whereas lack of success indicates that the tester should make an

inquiry regarding the ability to answer questions from a "small" (e.g., four) array.

Use of a small array may severely hamper the efficiency of communication but

nevertheless permits communication to take place. Thus, an affirmative response

to the question leads to the Orthographic-Language Assessment flow, while a

negative (or uncertain) response indicates a continuation of the Preliminary

Skills Analysis.

Insert Fig. 1 about here

The first test administered in this battery is an item identification task.

In this and other tests in the Preliminary Skills Analysis, the symbol system

used is pictures. We use Peabody Articulation Deck Cards (Smith, Smith, Dunn &

13 (
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Horton, 1975) because many of the testing materials contained in the entire

battery are similar to the Peabody cards. It is therefore important that the

examinee be able to manipulate this type of symbol system. If the person can

use a more "powerful" symbol system such as Blissymbols or can spell or read,

a positive response to the initial questions in the battery is virtually assured.

The tester would then proceed to Language Assessment.

The initial item identification test presents individuals with a series of

four-item arrays. An array size of foUr was chosen because later materials are

based on tests which use an array of three or four items. In the item identifi-

cation task the tester names each picture as it is displayed to register agreement

on the name by the examinee. The person is then requested to indicate which of

the pictures corresponds to the concept spoken by the tester. Since this is not

a picture vocabulary test, the examinee is welcome to use any legitimate means

to accomplish the identification task. Rapidly memorizing the name of an unknown

picture, for example, is an acceptible means of performing this task. With less

than 50% correct responses, serious questions arise regarding the presence of

skills underlying the task. Therefore, such individuals would be branched to the

Communication Skills Diagnosis, in which these underlying skills are systemati-

cally examined. With 50% to 75% correct responses on the item identification

task, individuals would advance to a task of answering questions, which will be

discussed below.

Having achieved an item identification score exceeding 75%, a "large" array

item identification task is administered; the array here is comprised of 20

stimulus items. This test is done to determine if the person can work with an

array larger than the four item array required to take the other tests. Although
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most later testing is not affected by performance here, valuable information is

gained toward the eventual recommendation of an ACS. For example, a person who

can identify a total of 16 pictures may require four separate mini-language

boards if he or she cannot use arrays consisting of more than four items. On the

other hand, the ability to work with larger arrays would suggest, if a language

board was the recommended ACS, that a single board containing all 16 could be

used.

As can be seen from Fig, 1, whether or not the large array item identifica-

tion test is successful, the person will be tested on the ability to answer

questions. With less than 25% correct on the large array item identification

task, individuals will try to answer questions from small arrays; with more than

25% correct, a large array will be used.

The answering questions test uses only those pictures correctly identified

in the previous task. Thus, disallowing for chance, the examinee presumably

knows each of the stimuli in the array. Questions are phrased in the direct and

conditional modes. An example of the former is, "What do you brush your teeth

with?"; an example of the latter is, "What would you point to if you were

hungry?"

Performance on this test in no way alters the course of the language assess-

ment. It does, however, provide some indication of how effective communication

may be. Care-takers frequently need answers to questions in order to meet the

needs of non-oral individuals. Relatively poor performance suggests that a more

elaborate and extensive training regime should probably be planned.

Communication Skills Diagnosis

A client whose assessment is branched to the Communication Skills Diagnosis

battery was unable to identify pictures from a four stimulus array based on audi-

13
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t from the tester.- This means that the person lacked the necessary

ski J participate in the tests in the language assessment. There are at

least four possible independent reasons for such a failure: the array may have

been too large; the person may have difficulty processing auditory input; the

person may have short-term memory defici:; the person may lack the conceptual

foundations to understand the nature.of the task. The diagnostic sub-battery

attempts to disambiguate these alternative explanations. If a particular defi-

ciency can be identified, intervention in the form of classroom instruction and/

or language therapy may be used to train that skill. This sub-battery is pre-

sented in Fig. 2.

Insert Fig. 2 about here

Array Size

The first variable examined in the sub-battery is the size of the array from

which the person is asked to select.' On the possibility that four alternatives

is too large a set, the number of stimuli in the array is reduced to two. As

may be seen in Fig. 2, auditory input is still used. Thus, the form of the item

identification task is the same as that used in the Preliminary Skills Analysis.

If performance exceeds chance on this test, the deficiency on the last test

would appear to result from the use of too large an array. The person may then

exit this battery, with a recommendation for training on larger array sets. If

performance is not better than chance, diagnostic testing continues.

Auditory Processing

The next skill examined in this battery is auditory processing. The purpose

of this test is to determine if the individual is having trouble processing audi-
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tory stimuli. The auditory channel is avoided by showing rather than telling

the person what is to be done.

The substitution of vision for hearing in this task presents an interesting

result. In the auditory version, the tester might say, "Show me the T.V.". in

effect, the tester is verbalizing a category name and the examinee must select
.

the particular instance of the category that appears in the choice array. Un-

fortunately, there is no way to visually present a general category label in

picture form. The compromise used in the present test is to show the person a

picture of an object from the same categorical set, carefully selecting the dis-

tractors (the other stimuli in the array) to avoid any possibility of ambiguity.

Although we have called this an item identification test, it is really an intra-

categorical matching task (e.g. matching a picture of a tennis shoe to a picture

of a dress shoe rather than to a tree).

The testing procedure is analogous to the auditorily-based item identifica-

tion task used in the Preliminary Skills Analysis, in that four alternatives are

used. Unlike the auditory version, however, the sample stimulus (the one "match-

ing" a picture in the response array) is continuously available for inspection

while the examinee is deciding on a response. Success on this visual item

identification task, defined as better than chance performance, suggests that the

person can indeed select from an array of four_st-imuli andthatthe task require-

ments were understood. The previous failure on the auditory tasks rrly then be

potentially attributed to either auditory processing or short-term memory diffi-

culties; to distinguish between these, the person would next receive a visual

memory test.
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Failure on the visual item identification task supplies less information;

all four of the possible explanations with which the person entered this sub-

battery are still viable reasons for failing the original auditory item identi-

fication task. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the test following failure on the

visual task involves only a reduction in the size of the response array. in all

other respects, the two- and four-choice visual item identification tasks are

the same.

Success on the two-choice test, measured by better than chance performance,

indicates that the person grasped the task requirements and could work with two

but not four response alternatives. Since the person did poorly on the two-choice

auditory task, array size alone is not itself sufficient to account for prior test

performance. Auditory processing or memory deficits may still be implicated, z.nd

a memory test is given next. Hence, (as shown in Fig. 2) regardless of the

decision route by which the person reaches the memory test, this test is designed

to differentiate between auditory processing and memory explanations.

Visual Short-Term Memory

This test attempts to determine if the person can retain visually presented

information for a brief period of time. Since persons tested here may have

failed on four-item arrays but succeeded on two-choice arrays, the memory test

uses, only two response alternatives. Auditory Instructions in the instructional

and testing portions are not used; instead, the tester uses only visual instruc-

tions in the form of modeling and gestures. In the test, the person is shown a

picture for five seconds after which it is then removed from view. Ten seconds

following removal, two pictures are presented and the person is to indicate

which of the two was shown 10 seconds ago. Nothing is done to prevent the person
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from rehearsing or using other means to remember the information. The pr;mary

concern here is an assessment of functional short-term memory performance. Suc-

cess in this memory task indicates that the person can retain visually presented

information for brief periods of time. These durations are within the range

needed to remember items for simple communication. At the same time it appears

that the person has difficulties pr=ocessing information received through auditory

channels. It cannot be determirled from the present tests whether the problem

is central or peripheral, whether it has to do with pattern recognition or

auditory short-term memory, and so on. The general recommendation as shown in

Fig.. 2 is to train the person in an auditory item identification task with the

additional option, of course, of administering specialized auditory perception

tests to more fully diagnose the problem.

Poor performance on the memory test would indicate some deficit in visual

short-term memory abilities. The most immediate recommendation would be to pro-

vide training in this memory skill. Such results, however, have not neccessarily

resolved the questions concerning the person's abilities to process auditory

input. Following improvement in memory performance, it would be advisable to

re-administer the entire battery once again. If other deficiencies remain. they

may be diagnosed; if the training has remediated performance on the four-choice

auditory item identification. task, the assessment may then be branched to the

language assessment battery.

Picture Matching

As can be seen from Fig. 2, a person receiving the Picture Matching Test

has performed poorly on both the auditory and visual four- and two-choice item

identification tasks. There is a strong possibility that the person may lack

1 4 3
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understanding of the task requirements, namely, selecting a stimulus from an

array which "matches" a sample presented by the tester. Up to this point, the

"match" requested of the examinee has been of a more abstract nature. In the

auditory task, the person had to select an instance of a verbally specified

category label; in the visual task, the person was shown one instance of a

category and was to select another instance of the same category.

The present matching test is designed to make the task requirements as

concrete as possible. An array of two pictures is presented to the person. The

tester then displays a sample identical to one picture in the array. To avoid

memory demands, all three stimuli are continuously available during testing.

No auditory instructions are used in this task; visual instructions in the form

of modeling and gestures are used exclusively. The person's task is to indicate

which picture in the array matches the sample shown by the tester.

Success in picture matching indicates that the person grasps the basic idea

of the task and can effectively utilize this type of information carried by the

visual channels. As can be seen from Fig. 2, it would be recommended that the

person be trained in categorization skills. Once such remediation has been

accomplished, the full battery should be readministered so that other defi-

ciencies, if they exist, can be identified. Failure in picture matching suggests

that more basic cognitive skills may need to be assessed. A specialized "pre-

language" assessment, looking at a range of cognitiv abilities including imita-

tion, cause-effect, and symbolization, would then be recommended. The description

of this assessment is beyond the scope of this paper.

Language Assessment

A person enters the language assessment batteries with the minimum ability
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to identify a picture named by the tester from an array of at least four alter-

natives. These minimum skills should be sufficient for the following series

of tests. The main purpose of the language assessment is to determine the most

appropriate symbol system through which the person can communicate. The ability

to manipulate the symbol system is also assessed using measures of expressive

language use, grammatical structure, and vocabulary size.

In order to determine the most appropriate symbol system one must take into

account two major factors. The first factor is the ability to functionally

communicate in necessary environments. For some individuals, it may be sufficient

at present to express certain bodily needs, such as wanting food or drink, or

requesting the use of the bathroom. Others nay need to communicate about more

complex matters, such as activities, academic concepts, and interpersonal concerns.

To the extent that it is possible, the symbol system should provide z vehicle

to transmit this content.

The second factor in determining the most appropriate symbol system is

linguistic power. The more powerful a language system is, the better a competent

user will be able to label more events in his or her environment, name abstract

concepts, express complex relationships, distinguish between shades of meaning,

and so on. With two or more symbol systems each providing functional communica-

tion, the most powerful of them would probably be judged as most appropriate.

Three classes of symbol systems represent viable options for use with ACSs:

written English (orthography), specialized symbol systems (of which only Blis-

symbolics is used here) and some focal of pictographic system. This in fact

signifies an ordered listing in terms of linguistic power. The assessment strategy

adopted in this test battery is to consider the most powerful system first and,

if functional communication cannot be achieved, to then look at less powerful
.
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systems in turn.

For convenience, the language assessment has been divided i ._4(-; batteries,

an orthographic and a Bliss/Pictographic assessment. On the I-asis of initial

decisions in the orthographic battery, a determination is made concerning whether

orthography would provide a functional communication medium for the person. If

it appears that orthography would not allow functional communication for the

person, the assessment branches to the Bliss/Pictographic Language Assessment.

Orthographic-Language Assessment

Spelling. The orthographic language assessment is shown in Fig. 3. Spelling

is the first skill assessed. It is the most powerful orthographic vehicle because

it is possible to generate all the words in t -age p;ovided tnat the users

possess sufficient spelling skills. If there is some indication from the screen-

ing that spelling skills exist, a determination will be made of the grade level

equivalent of that performance. Little empirical evidence is currently available

to indicate the minimal spelling level which would allow an individual to function-

nally communicate. Such a minimum level probably depends at least on the nature

of the ACS. Specifically, some ACSs can combine spelling with prestored phrases,

words, symbols, or even pictures. Under these .conditions, here the person is

not totally dependent on spelling a message, a high level of spelling ability is

not critical. Other ACSs operate exclusively in a spelling mode. Unless supple-

mented by a second ACS, the person would be completely dependent on spelling

skills. As discussed earlier, the tester needs to take much environmental infor-

mation into account in setting a criterion. As a general guide, we suggest a

conservative cut-off of about sixth grade level. This allows other symbol systems

to be assessed. At the same time, this decision does not prohibit supplementing

another symbol system with a spelling mode. Phonetic spelling is not assessed

here but is noted in the screening. It may be useful in certain communication
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situations anti /or with certain ACSs.

Insert Fig. 3 about here

As shown in Fig. 3, achieving the spelling criterion branches the assess-

ment into grammar and punctuation testing. If the score falls short of the

criterion, the person's reading skills are assessed. This is based on an assump-

tion that an individuals reading skills are usually equal to or higher than his/

her spelling skills in terms of grade level.

Reading. From the screening it is usually known if the person possesses

any reading skills. If these skills are not present, the assessment branches to

the Bliss/Pictographic sub-battery. If reading skills are present, an effort is

made to ascertain the grade equivalent of this ability. The screening would also

indicate which, if any, words above grade level the individual can recognize.

This latter information is very important since the teachers, therapists, and

other professionals working with this population often concentrate training on

material that has immediate relevance for the person.

Once again, we recommend that the tester adopt a reasonably conservative

strategy. If doubts remain about the effectiveness of a word-based vocabulary,

the assessment should branch to the Bliss/Pictographic assessment. This is be-

cause pictures or symbols can be augmented with words and even a spelling mode.

If the tester is confident that words can meet the person's communication needs,

then further orthographic language assessment should be done.

Expressive Language-Words Large Array. This portion of the orthography

sub-battery is administered only if the person is felt to be able to functionally

communicate by either spelling or selecting words. Thus, the most appropriate

Y4;
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symbol system has been identified. The next step in the assessment is ,o

determine how sophisticated the person is in manipulating these symbols.

Specifically, we are most concerned with the individual's expressive language

skills.

Ideally, the non-speaking person would use an ACS to express thoughts and

opinions to a listener who was initially ignorant of them. In fact, the reduc-

tion of uncertainty is exactly what communicating information means (Miller,

1956). For testing purposes, however, this ideal must be compromised; without

knowing in advance what the person intended to communicaie, it is impossible to

accurately estimate the person's language competence. Therefore, in expressive

language testing, known referents (pictures) are presented to the examinee who

is asked to use complex expression to describe the picture. Eighty-nine words

organized into 10 grammatical classes (articles, nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjec-

tives, adverbs, prepositions, question words, suffixes, and auxiliary verbs)

are contained in a display. This number of words is needed to form grammatical

sentences to describe the stimulus items. The person is to select,in proper

grammatical order, those words which fully describe the picture.

The possible outcomes of this test are shown in Fig. 3. If no significant

grammatical errors were evident in the responses, it would appear that the person

has good expressive skills. In this case, the assessment continues with an

examination of punctuation abilities. If significant grammatical errors were

made, the nature of such errors is questioned. Specifically, the tester deter-

mines whether the errors were primarily due to telegraphic responses. For exam-

ple, the correct nouns and verbs may have been selected in reasonable grammatical

order but other sentence elements, such as articles and adjectives may haVe been
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omitted. If responses to the large array expressive language test were tele-

graphic, functional communication can still take place, although its form may

lack a certain elegance. Since one seldom punctuates telegraphic messages, we

then examine encoding ability.

Punctuation Test. Successfully completing the expressive language task

suggests that several different grammatical categories can be contained in the

ACS. With this level of linguistic sophistication, punctuation characters could

be a useful addendum to the ACS. Therefore, in the absence of a recent punctua-

tion test, one is administered. The testing results would indicate which punctua-

tion marks the person can readily use and which might be the object of further

training as desired. The orthographic language assessment ends with this test.

Expressive Language-Words Small Array. If the significant grammatical

errors made on the expressive language test using the large array were other than

telegraphic (e.g., correct items but incorrect order, incorrect selection of

auxiliary verbs, suffixes and so on), two interpretations are possible. Either

the person has very poorly developed expressive language skills, or such skills

as do exist were masked by the complexity of the task. To distinguish between

these interpretations, the test is essentially repeated using a simplified sel-

ection display. Thirty-five words organized into three grammatical classes.

(articles, nouns verbs) are used. With fewer alternatives from which to select,

the person may be able to generate syntactically correct messages describing

the pictures. The outcome of this test might suggest where additional training

is needed. At this point, encoding ability is examined.

Encoding. To reach this point in the flow, the candidate ACS user can

either spell or read at a functional level to meet most of his or her needs.
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Further, grammatical abilities have also been assessed. Regardless of gram-

matical skills, however, it is likely that the system will contain a relatively

large number of prestored words and/or sentences (this would increase communi-

cation rate even for most spellers). With a large stored vocabulary, the issue

of access time to the words becomes important. Sampling each word in turn is

a time consuming process. It is therefore desireable to retrieve a particular

word or sentence in a more efficient manner. This essentially implies some

sort of encoding scheme, such as specifying its conceptual or grammatical cate-

gory, the first letter of the word, its number or other identifying symbol in

a list, etc. Thus, we ask if the person can use a symbol to represent something

else. If the ability is present, encoding is judged as a feasible feature to

include in an ACS and testing is stopped. If it is not clear that the agility

is present, an encoding test is administered to determine what level of skill

(if any) is evidenced by the person. The test is graduated in difficulty f-om

simply identifying the geometric symbol associated with a given word to con-

structing sentences by indicating a string of numbers from an "encoding dic-

tionary" wherein each word in a list is paired with a unique number code. Once

the person's encoding ability is known, sufficient data have been generated to

configure an ACS, and testing is ended.

Bliss/Pictographic Assessment

An examinee whose assessment is branched through the Bliss/Pictographic

sub-battery has neither spelling nor reading skills sufficient for standard ortho-

graphy to serve exclusively as the symbol system for an ACS. This is not to say

that orthography has been completely elimiriated from consideration. If some

spelling and/or rerJding skills are evidenced, an alphabet and/or intact words
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and phrases should by all means be included in the ACS. As these skills improve,

a gradual transition in symbol system may then be made to orthography. At the

same time, it appears that much of the Uurden for communication at present must

be carried by an alternative syt,lem. The possibility of using Blissymbols is

examined first, since this system is more powerful than pictures. Symbols are

available to represent abstract ideas which are difficult to represent by pic-

tures. The system also has morphologic and syntactic components which are im-

portant in developing language skills (McDonald, 1980). If a Blissymbol vocabu-'

lacy is not adequate for functional communication, the assessment continues with

pictures as the candidate symbol system.

Blissymbol Vocabulary. The Bliss/Pictographic sub-battery is illustrated

in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the opening question relates to the size of the

person's Bliss vocabulary. Once again, an exact criterion is not specified,

for the same reasons no fixed cutoff score was placed on spelling and reading

performance. The essential idea is functional communication as defined earlier.

If the person can recognize a sufficient number of Blissymbols to communicate

in the target environments identified in the screening, further Bliss testing

should be done. If the synCool set is not large enough to support functional

communication, the assessment proceeds to picture testing. It should be empha-

sized that the required vocabulary size will vary from person to person.

Insert Fig. 4 about hire

Expressive Language-Bliss. if the individual's Bliss vocabulary seems

sufficient to allow functional communication, a test of expressive Bliss language

is administered. This test is analogous to the small array expressive language

1 C.q
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test with words. An array of 14 Bliss symbols is set out in front of the indi-

vidual; the symbols are arranged by grammatical category and are continuously

available. These symbols are then used to describe a series of pictures pre-

sented by the tester. If performance exceeds chance expectations, the person

would appear capable of manipulating these symbols to communicate a message.

Under these conditions, Blissymbols would be identified as the recommended symbol

system, and the language assessment would be ended. If poor performance were

evidenced on this task it would appear that, despi:e the adequacy of the vocabu-

lary, the person could not manipulate the symbols in a functional manner. As

shown in Fig. 4, the assessment would then move on to explore the possibility

of a picture system.

Picture Vocabulary. The pictographic language assessment is administered

when Blissymbols are not appropriate as the primary symbol system for an ACS.

At this point in testing, certain inforioation is known about the examinee. While

not able to use standard orthography or Bliss for complete runctional communica-

tion, the person has already demonstrated a facility to use pictures in the Pre-

liminary Skills Analysis. Specifically, the examinee has been able to at least

identify pictures. Based on our clinical experience, most examinees will also

have demonstrated proficiency in using pictures to answer questions. Thus, if

the assessment reaches this stage, ;he choice of a primary symbol system defaults

to pictures. The main issue to be resolved then, is the individual's skills in

manipulating these symbols.

The pictographic language assessment begins with a consideration of the
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person's picture vocabulary. An assessment tool such as the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary test may be used (Dunn & Dunn, 1981). As shown in Fig. 4, no assess-

ment decision rests on vocabulary size. These data are collected to estimate

vocabulary restrictions when the ACS is eventually selected. Following the

determination of picture vocabulary size, an expressive language test is given.

Expressive Language-Pictures. The expressive language test using pictures

is analogous to the ones for Blissymbols and words. An array of 16 very simple

pictures is continuously displayed for the person. These pictures represent

single concepts and are organized by grammatical categories such as nouns (e.g.

man, woman) and adjectives (e.g. red is depicted by a' red circle, blue by a

blue circle). A series of complex pictures are then shown to the person whose

task it is to use the simple pictures in the array to describe the complex

picture.

If a description of the complex picture is not reasonably accomplished by

using the simple pictures, communication of single concepts, i a message

composed of a -single picture, should still be feasible. Under these conditions,

as shown in Fig. 4, the person would receive a picture sorting test. If, on the

other hand, the expressive language performance is intelligible and semantically

appropriate, competence in using simple grammatical ei.7)ression is indicated. In

the latter case, it becomes important to estimate the person's receptive grammar

abilities.

Receptive Grammar. The Expressive Language-Pictures test contains a very

small number or grammatical categories. These are adequate for simple tele-

graphic picture messages. The individual be rg tested, however, may be capable

of more sophisticated grammatical structures. A modified version of the Test

for Auditory Comprehension of Language (Carrel-Woolfolk, 1973) is administered to

determine the individuals receptive grammar soci,11s. As can be seen in Fig. 4, there

1 53
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is nc fixed criterion for receptive grammar performance. The information

from the test is used to determine if 0, ganization of pictures, symbols, etc.

into grammatical categories similar to the Fitzgerald Key, for example, is

practical (Fitzgerald, 1937). The results may also be used to include symbols

or letters on the ACS to mark tense, number pr other grammatical concepts

which the person understands. An indication of knowledge of these grammatical

concepts ends the testing. If it appears that the person has little or no

concept of grammatical organization, a picture sorting test is administered.

Picture Sorting. A person reaches this portion of the language assessment

if either the expressive language or receptive grammar data suggest that a

grammatical organization of the ACSs vocabulary would not best serve the com-

munication needs of the ACS user. Nevertheless, it is well documented that

single items (Cofer, Bruce & Reicher, 1966) and narrative passages (Meyers

& Boldrick, 1975) are learned and retained more efficiently when they are organ-

ized in ways meaningful to the individual. Since a grammatical organization

appears impractical, the picture sorting test explores an alternative mode of

organization.

In the picture sorting test, an attempt is made to determine if the person

understands familiar functional categories such as toys, animals, things one

eats, and things one drinks. The person works with two :.ateocries at a time.

The category is named and a picture of an instanoe of earn is placed in a

distinct location. The person is then presented with six pictures in turn and

is asked to indicate where, i.e., to which category, they belong. Performance

on this test indicates '41-lether familiar categories can be used to configure an

ACS. Regardless of outcone, the assessment is ended at this point.
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Liscus5iorl

The assessment battery presented in this paper is an initial attempt to

propose a model For systematftally identifying the cognitive and language

skills underlying use of an ACS. The model has evolved as a result of working

with 100 non-speaking candidate ACS users. As is true for any theory, espe-

one in its early stages of detrelopment, evaluation of its completeness,

assuptions, and particularly its utility depend on actual use. Revisions of

the model, by both its originators and other workers in the field, is one yard-

stick by which its success, may judged.

There ore many tl lgs this model intentionally does not purport to be.

It is, first and forevost, not a complete assessment for an ACS. Besides cog-

.nd language data, an assessment should include the collections of motor'

and sensory data to identify the. most suitable anatomic site to be used to

access a device and the tiost appropriate switch or other means of accessing a

device. Data to determine the types of ACS features most useful to the person

and environmental data indicatiAg the steps needed to integrate an ACS into the

daily life of the person are also vitally important.

The model is also not a direct clinical tool. Once having collected pre-

liminary rIformation either from a study of the person's records or initia:

screening, a tester may use the model to decide what areas are in need of further

testing. Based on a variety of factors including knowledge of the person and

the tester's clinical style, an order for administering the selected tests is

determined. Although the decision format provides its own testing order, a

tester should feel free to use tests in any order that is called for to main-

tain interest, prevent fatigue and so on in their particular testing circum-

sta,ices.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Preliminary Skills Analysis

Figure 4. Communication Skills Diagnosis

Figure 3. Orthographic Language Assessment

Figure 4. Bliss/Pictographic Assessment
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Abstract

VoLabulary needs of physically disabled non-speaking public school

students were assessed using a content analysis methodology. Based

06 128 interviews with the students' relevant others, a question-

naire gas developed on which a range of messages and message topics

were rated. Ninety eight questionnaires were factor analyzed, and

four factors were interpreted as reflecting vocabulary themes re-

lating to interpersonal/academic content, recreational activities/

special events, basic needs, and apperceptive content. The frequency

with which messages were suggested during the interview phase was

also reported. Implications for developing vocabularies for augmen-

tative communication syst,:ms were discuss'ed.



Communication Needs Analysis

A Multivariate Analysis of Perceived Communication

Needs of Non-Speaking Children

In recent ye,irs increased attention has been given to methods

which may facilitate communication for non-speaking individuals

with physical disabilities. Among these methods are devices which

can replace or augment speech and/or language functions (Coleman,

Cook & Meyers, 1980), and collectively are called augmentative

communication systems (ACSs). An ACS is any device from a paper-

and-pencil communication board to a complex microcomputer system.

Many ACSs require the user and/or relevant others to supply a

message vocabulary, for example, selecting the words for a communi-

cation board. Selection of an appropriate vocabulary can signifi-

cantly affect the success of the communication process and indirectly,

the utility of the ACS. Vanderheiden and Vanderheiden (1977), while

stressing the importance of the communication device, have suggested

that vocabulary selection has at least an equally important role in

ACS use. Guidelines for the development and arrangement of ACS vocabu-

laries have been available for some time (Fristoe & Lloyd, 1980;

Montgomery, 1980; Silverman, 1980; Dayan, Harper, Mallory & Witt,

1977; Guess, Sailor & Baer, 1977; Harris-Vanderheiden & Vanderheiden,

1977; Heasley & Grosklos, 1976 and Vicker, 1974). Most guidelines

appear to have been developed from a linguistic perspective, specific

case studies, or the personal experience/clinical intuition of the

professional, parent, or user. On an individual, case-by-case basis,
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these approaches are probably quite useful. Approaches which are

potentially more generalizable, however, require a more viable

empirical basis such as that of Carlson (1981).

The present research reports a quantitative exploration of

the vocabulary needs of non-speaking individuals. A sample of

persons who could provide input on vocabulary selection for ACSs

was studied. The information collected was statistically analyzed

to identify underlying themes in the suggested vocabulary content.

Method

Subjects

This stu,'y concerned with two populations of individuals.

One population was composed of 25 non-speaking students with disa-
-_

bilities enrolled in Special Education programs in local schools

from the Sacramento and San Juan Unified School Districts. These

students were referred by the school districts to our project for a

comprehensive assessment of their motor, cognitive, and language

skills preparatory to the recommendation of a suitable ACS. The

purpose of the particular aspect of the overall project reported

here was to describe the perceived communication needs of this set

of students. The 20 males and 5 females ranged in age from 7 to 21

years, with a mean age of 13.7 years and a standard deviation of

4.3 years. Nine students were ambulatory and 16 used wheelchairs.

Nine of the group lived in local residential facilities, while 16

lived at home. Twenty students were diagnosed as having cerebral

palsy; the remaining five each had a distinct and different neuro-

logical or neuromuscular diagnosis (e.g., head trauma, retardation)
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Eleven of the students used orthographies (reading, spelling) as

their primary symbol system and 10 of them used alternative symbol

systems (e.g., signing, Blissymbolics). dour students communicated

primarily via pictures.

Since most of the students could not directly express their

communication needs, it was necessary to indirectly attempt to de-

scribe these needs. For this purpose, a second population was iden-

tified as those persons who were very familiar with the students

and who could therefore speak to the students' needs from their

perspective as "relevant other'." This population included parents,

close relatives, teachers, aides, speech/language therapists, physi-

cal and occupational therapists, social/case workers, residential

facility personnel and (when possible) peers of the students. The

estimated size of this population was approximately 150; this figure

is lower than might be expected because many members of this popula-

tion such as teachers and therapists, were involved with several of

the students. A large sample of this population was queried regarding

their perception of the communication needs of the students.

Procedure

Overview. The methodology used in the present study is similar

to that used for needs assessment or job/content analysis in applied

research areas (Anastasi, 1979). A wide sample of the popOation

was interviewed to develop a content base which was as representative

as possible of the entire content domain, i.e., the perceived communi-

cation needs of the students. This content tbase was then tabulated
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god consolidated, written in questionnaire format, and distributed

to the population of relevant others. Responses to the question-

naire defined the data which were subjected to statistical analyses.

Interviews. Over a five month period, 128 interviews were

conducted with the students' relevant others. The intent of the

interviews was to elicit content elements in the form of either mes-

sage topics or actual messages (e.g., I need to use the bathroom)

which the respondents believed the students either needed or wanted

to communicate but presently could not. A semi-structured, open-

,ended interview format was used to explore three topic areas:

situations and activities in which the student was involved, messages

perceived as difficult or impossible for the student to communicate,

and projected changes in the student's communication needs for the

next 6 to 12 months. Probe questions were used to clarify ambiguous

responses and to elicit more specific examples of messages believed

to be useful for a communication system.

A typical interview lasted about 30 minutes. In cases where a

participant such as a teacher or therapist was ifi'volved with more

than one student, an attempt was made to conduct separate interviews

on different days. On several occasions this proved Impossible and

up to three students were discussed in one session. The left portion

of ',able 1 describes the sample of relevant others participating in

the interview phase.: of this research.

Insert Table 1 about here
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Questionnaire development/administration. The suggested content

elements derived from the interviews were tabulated and collapsed

into 91 questionnaire items. Each item included about seven word or

phrases which served as examples of specific messages. A brief

phrase desc-ibing the overall item was typically used as the last

message example for each item. The 91 items were randomly ordered

on the questionnaire. Each item was rated on a seven point scale

containing a verbal anchor at the scale value of 1 ("not very

appropriate") and another anchor at the scale value of 7 ("very appro-

priate"). Each respondent would rate each item according to its

appropriateness for a single student. A total of 140 questionnaires

were distributed. This distribution is shown in the third column

of Table 1.

Results

Overview

The 91 questionnaire items were factor analyzed in an effort to

structure the content elements by potential underlying themes. With-

in each content theme (factor), the frequency with which the content
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elements occurred in the interviews and the mean ratings of each

item as calculated from the questionniare responses are presented

below. With regard to the latter measure, the mean item ratings

had an overall standard deviation of 1-97. Based on the 98 re-

spondents, the standard error of the mean is approximately .2;

thus, mean ratings differing by two or more standard error units

could be said to differ significantly with better than 95% confi-

dence. The reliability of the item ratings, as indexed by the

coefficient of internal consistency (coefficient alpha), was .98.

The last column in Table 1 shows- the number of questionnaires

returned by each group of relevant others. Overall, the 98 ques-

tionnaires represent a 70% return rate.

Although it is statistically desirable to have a large

(e.g., 10:1) ratio of respondents to items, a factor analysis was

performed despite the extremely low ratio in this case. It was

felt that the analysis would prove useful in identifying underlying

themes. At the same time, the factor structure should be treated

as only an initial exploration of underlying themes which might

stimulate further research.

The data set was subjected to a principle components factor

analysis with varimax rotation. While 17 factors were computed

with eigenvalues exceeding unity, the rotated four-factor solution

was selected as being most interpretable. Eigenvalues for the un-

rotated four factors were 37.23, 7.27, 5.39, and 3.45, and they

cumulatively accounted for 58.6% of the total variance. The factor

loadings presented in the tables below are from the rotated factor

173
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Factor I

Factor loadings. Table 2 presents the questionnaire items

loading most strongly on Factor I, and the third column reports

those loadings. Item 19 includes monetary and shopping related

terms, and was the highest loading variable on the factor. Other

variables loading strongly were: Item 8, involving school related

words (e.g., homework) and phrases used for interaction with

teachers; Item 6, disability related terms and phrases; Item 5,

mathematical words and concepts; item 57, school subjects; Item

16, phrases appropriate to group discussion (as defined by relevant

others); and Item 46, issues relating to intimate/personal conver-

sation (again as defined by relevant others). Based on these and

other high loading items, this factor could be interpreted as re-

flecting interpersonal and academic communication needs, in the

sense of information exchange. Much of this exchange takes place

in the school setting, the community, and during peer interaction,

either in groups or on a one-to-one basis.

Insert Table 2 about here

Interview frequency. The fourth column of Table 2 shows the

frequency with which the content elements represented by each item

occurred during our interviews. An element was counted only once

per interview per student, even if the person mentioned it several

times during the session. Survival messages/communication with

strangers, adjectives and general descriptive terms, and school sub-
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jects were most frequently mentioned. Other high frequency cate-

got ies included conventional conversation, school/teacher related

to -ms, sports related vocabulary, peer interaction, and monetary/

shopping m( ages. These frequency data appear to be generally

consistent with the suggested construct label of interpersonal/

academic communication needs.

Item ratings. The last two columns in Table 2 present the

mean rating and its standard deviation for each item in Factor I.

Since a scale value of 1 reflected a judgn nt of "not very appropri-

ate" and a 7 reflected "very appropriate", the midpoint of 4 should

reflect a "neutral" stand on the item. In fact, the average scale

rating for these items was 4.16, a value very close to the midpoint

of the scale. Overall, the items judged as most appropriate were

those dealing with conventional conversation, peer interaction,

numbers, assertive commands, expressing opinions, and survival

messages/communication with strangers. While consistent with the

general factor, these ratings seem to emphasize interpersonal dyna-

mics to a greater degree than the factor loadings and frequency data

did. The lowest rating by far was for vocational and occupational

words, possibly reflecting the age of the students in our study and

lack of such expectations for these students on the part of the

relevant others.

Factor II

Factor. loadings. Table 3 presents those items whose strongest

loading was on Factor II. The two highest loadings were obtained

for Item 18, toys and activity related equipment, and Item 43, house-
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hold items. Other items showing relatively high loadings included

general play activities, texture/color/shape terms, holiday/special

occasion terms, general types of places, and meal related terms.

A common thread to these Factor II items has to do with activities

(e.g., playing, mealtimes) and events (e.g., holiday, birthdays)

associated with home or living facility, and family or caretaker.

For convenience, this construct will be labeled as an activities

dimension.

Insert Table 3 about here

Interview frequency. The two most frequent content categories

under Factor II, as can be seen from Table 3, were relating past and

future events (Item 79) and entertainment terms (Item 1). Other

items mentioned frequently included general types of places (e.g.,

restaurant, school, home), social/club/home activities (e.g., dances,

movies), outside activities, toys and activities related equipment,

and general play activities. These data seem to be consistent with

the above factor interpretation.

Item ratings. Table 3 presents the mean scale rating and standard

deviation for each Factor II item. The average scale rating for these

items was 4.57. On the whole, then, these items were Judged as some-

what more appropriate than thOse contained in Factdr I, the inter-

personal/academic communication construct. The activity items viewed,

on the average, as the most appropriate of this group included enter-

tainment terms, personal items (e.g., comb, toothbrush), indicating

quantities of food, locations within a home/facility (e.g., snack bar,

1'76
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bedroom), meal related terms, and outside activities.

Factor III

Factor loadings. Items which loaded most strongly on the third

factor are shown in Table 4. The highest loading items included Item

20, specific drinks/drink; Item 28, hungry/thirsty/hot/cold; Item 22,

pain/sickness locatic 1/body parts; Item 27, like/don't like/love;

Item 48, bathroom needs; Item 31, tired/sleepy; and Item 32, hapP/

sad. Based on the majority of items contained here, an interpreta-

tion of this factor would be that it represents basic heeds. In fact,

Item 65, basic needs, loaded heavly on this factor. These needs en-

compass consumatory and elimftation functions, pain, general emotional

states, personal concerns, and expressing yes/no.

Insert Table 4 about here

Interview frequency. The most frequently cited category obtained

from the Interviews called for the sttdent to identify :Fiecific foods

(see Table 4). Other high frequency elements were related to medical

concerns,,pain and its location, family roles (.9., mom, brother),

hygiene, toileting, and yes/no. These frequency data would likewise

suggest a common theme relating to basic needs.

Item ratiirgs. Table 4 also shows the mean scale rating for each

Factor III item. The average scale rating for these items was 5.38.

This overall mean is. very high for a seven point scale, and indicates

that these items as a group were judged to be appropriate inclusions

in a communication system for the studentS. In fact, several items

yielded mean ratings in excess of a scale value of 6. Recalling that

1:7 7
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tt me, I are each based on 98 respondent ratings, means in excess

fleet very strong and consistent judgments. The items per-

c. ,ad as very appropriate content elements included hungry/thirsty/

hot/cold, family roles, specific drinks/drink, specific foods, and

pai and its location. Other highly rated items included uncomfor-

table/hurt, like/don't like/love, eat/food and toileting.

Factor IV

Factor loadings. Table 5 presents the items which loaded most

strongly on Factor IV. The highest loading items were Item 56, emo-

tional needs; Item 71, miscellaneous internal states (i.e., confused,

compassion, dreams, puzzled, excited); Item 91, don't understand/

don't know; Item 87, frustrated; and Item 89, fear/afraid. Other

items with relatively high loadings related to names of people, re-

quests (e.g., let me try, can we go?, wait), miscellaneous negative

feelings (e.g., bored, lonesome), want/like, and phrases used for

interaction with a physical or occupational therapist. The items in

this factor seem to represent a somewhat more sophisticated use of

concepts compared to the basic needs interpretation of Factor III.

For example, like/don't like/love and upset loaded on Factor III.

Items in Factor IV, such as fear/afraid, frustrated, and miscellaneous

internal states deal with more abstract and precise distinctions. Factor

IV, also taps into expressions of uncertainty (don't know/don't under-

stand) and communications which are less biologically and more cogni-

tively related (e.g., want/like, requests). For want of a better label,

we will refer to this construct as apperceptive communication.
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Insert Table 5 about here

Interview frequency. As can be seen from Table 5, the most

frequently mentioned elements were assoicated with adult-child

interactions and requests. Other representative high frequency cate-

gories were want/like, generically identified people (e.g., friend,

tea 'le. , boy, girl), names of people, miscellaneous negative feelings,

and verbs.

Item ratings. Table 5 also shows the mean item ratings for each

Factor IV item. The average scale rating for these items was 4.87.

These items tended to be viewed as somewhat appropriate for inclusion

in a communication system. Among the more highly rated items were

generically identified people, want/like, names of people, emotional

needs, and miscelioneous negative feelings.

Discussion

The purpose of this research was to describe, from the perspective

of relevant others, the communication needs of a particular population

of school-aged non-speaking individuals. The results indicate that

these needs span four dimensions. One dimenljon, labeled as inter-

personal/academic content, represented messages related to schoolwork

and interacting with others in more socially-oriented settings. A

second dimension addressing communication about activities subsumes

recreational activities and special events more usually associated

with the students' home or residential facility. A third dimension

appears to represent communications pertaining to basic needs includ-

ing biological functions and broad-range affective states. The last

1.%f9
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dimension seemed to reflect a more sophisticated iteration of the

basic needs factor, in that more exacting distinctions among af-

fective states and more abstract thoughts were involved; for this

reason, the label of apperceptive communication needs was applied.

Thus, the perceived communication needs of the students may be said

to lie along each of these four dimensions, which, as a whole, de-

scribe the content domain of the perceived vocabulary needs of these

students.

Having described the structure of tine perceived content domain,

a tentative strategy for develJping an initial vocabulary for an ACS

for a given user can be suggested. Since the general content domain

is structured along four dimensions, each of the four dimensions could

be explored separately for any given usET. For example, the profes-

sional can ask a rAJn-speaking person and his or her relevant others

if some basic needs (fully defined for he people) should be included

in the ACS. With an affirmative re:iponse, some of the more likely

topics (as judged by the factor loadings, frequency data, and scale

ratings) might be suggested. perhaps specific drinks/drink is judged

as important. One possible vocabulary entry thus becomes "drink."

It is still possible to probe one level deeper in structure by

attempting to identify Close specific. drinks it might be useful to in-

clude. This process would continte until the entire content domain

was sampled. Although potentially 3 time consuming proce-s, the effort

invested to generate an initial vocabulary might pay dividends in :he

more effective use of the ACS in the longAun (Vanderheiden & Vander-

heiden, 1977).
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isti not resolved by this study is how 3entativc the

co'oent domain is of the actual communication needs of

the students w;)0 were the focus of the research. Because many of

these students did not possess communication systems by which these

needs could have been directly communicated, it is possible that

several types of content elements, perhaps even an entire content

dimension, remain unmeasured. The research strategy required inter-

vention at some point, and for this reason our initial measure was

made at the first-removed step from the students. By extensively

sampling relevant others, those who knew the students must intimately,

it was felt that an initial estimate of the actual communication needs

could be made. Perhaps by using communication systems wit' a vocabu-

lary derive' in part from this research, the students wo, id be better

able to e/ socle communication needs we had missed. This informa-

tion, in turh, would produce a gore complete and representative pict,pre
4-43T

of the actual content domain.

The popula ion of students who were the focal point of our study

spans a wide range of ages, ambulatory conditions, living situations,

and cognitive skills as indexed by the type of symbol systems whi

they could use. In these respects, it is reasonable to suppose that

the present results are applicable to a substantially larger population.

Yet, limitations in generalizability must be recognized. First, 80%

of our students were diagnosed as having cerebral palsy, and so this

content domain may not be differentially valid for other populations

showing more diversity of disabilities. Second, .aost of these students

were classified as severely handicapped. Many of the respondents in

the interview and questionnaire rmases voiced little or no expectation

181
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that the students would ever achieve even partial occupational or

financial independence as adults, and the lack of such expectations

is reflected in our data. Populations of less severely involved in-

dividuals whose vocational opportunities were seen as more viable

would certainly have yielded these additional types of content needs.

Third, almost all of the students spent six or seven hours five

days a week for about 46 oieeks per year in school. That large pro-

portion of time spent in school was' sufficiently pervasive to influence

the content base as well as the factor structure. It is interesting

that both interpersonal and academic content were contained in a .single

dimension (Factor I). It is as though the respondents viewed the

lessons as a way for the students and teachers to interact one

another, perhaps as a component of the instructional process.

tent to which these perceptions may be t' . crr other student reacher

populations is not known.
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Table I

Summary of the Number of Interviews Conducted

and Questionnaires Sent/Returned

Number of Number of Number of

Participants Interviews Questionnaires Questionnaires
Sent Returned

Family 8 15 13

Teachers 33 112 1 1

Speech Thera-
pists 22 22 22

Physical/Occu-
pational
Therapists 21 20 17

Case-social
workers/coun-
selors 19 17 12

Residential
facility per-
sonnel 14 13 12

School Admini-
strators 4

Aides 3 3 3

Peers 4 4 14

TOTAL 128 1110 98
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Table

!victor Loadings, Interview Frequencies, and Rating

Judgments For Items Cootalned in Factor I

Itsm
Factor
loading

Interview
frequency

Rating

Mean S. 0.

You are my friond., share crayons, Wbuld you like to dente?, slang words, Let's play
Nrs way', That girl/guy Is cute.. Intoraction wlth peers.

division, addition, percent remainder, less than, subtraction, multiplication, equals, moth
related mirds/foncepts.

words around i.e./brat palsy, disabioity, upset about drooling. Why me?, quadriplegic,

.617

.746

124

81

5,00

3.60

1.90

2.13

Disability doesn't hamper Ma intellectually but It inter/ores w.th ,.,minication., now Is
my money biting spent?, communicating about disability.

homework, I'm having difficulty doing It., Would you write my moth.' note?. What page are
you on?, I know It., look at schoolwork, I need more time., interaction with teachers.

jr,A teasing. 'etorts, What else?, laugh, tell a funny story, sense of humor, coming back

.747

.78)

70

179

),90

4.14

2.21

2.27

In joking ma,,, y, humor.

mocan, conjunction, pronoun, proposition, vowel, verb, punctuation, parts of a letter,
English/language related words or concepts.

.699

.645

36

97

4,6)

3.1/

1.99

2.08

I don't Ilke the Idea of going up to the snow., answer the question; What yeti you up-
tight?, group, 1 think turned off about this, 1 feel like talking
group discussion.

quarter, dollars, How much?, change, what he wants to purchase, look In shops, 1 need to
buy ., mines words, shopping words.

van, bus, vocabulary for airplane trips, uses Regional Transit, car, Row the plans flies,
how many rides he moods per week, transportation and travel vocabulary.

.735

.641

.598

108

1)1

4.00

4.38

4.21

2.1)

2.26

2.13

Do I look nice'. Row are you?, I'm sorry, hello, day to day conversation, ploas., that
you, I'm fine, conventional conversation.

walker. specks! potty chair, light beam Indicator, head helmet, spoiling board, pacemaker,
wheelchair, Canon, assIstiva devices.

minute. data. Seasons. days of the week, times of O. day, o'clock, hour, quantitative time
concepts

.523

.S41

.715

199

69

85

5.02

4.66

4.54

2.00

2 34

2.09

Leave me alone., Cot out I'm not going to do if . .mop. Rug offi, swear words, I don't
want to do it , That Is the wrong answer., 'Iva commands and imperatives.

football team names, Superman, Stealers, movie heroes, Flora Fish, player's names, King

.552 98 1.96

Kong, celebrities. .475 3)

Mink someone .s sear., what it is to be mother, talk about death, marriage. The girl is

pregnant.. empress Sexual feelings as teenager, dating, questions about starting menstru-
ation, Intimate /per sone 1 conversation.

recess, homework, spelling "bee." assembly, classroom activities, political terms, rally,
school activities.

.7))

.516

106

63

3.69

3.96

2.32

1.96

MmIpl, Put me out of my chair., My name is ., address, I'm lost., Is there bathroom
that accommodates wheelchairs?, survival communications, communication with strangers and
out In the coemunitY. .519 250 4.77 2.33

the, w i t h , i n g , t o , and, a , ausi 1 1 I ary words and word endings.

cl , reading, math, social studies, language, adeptly. P. E., health academics, school
subjects.

.641

.759

25

224

3.36

4.26

1.94

2.09

Adjust back wheels., Alp guard, C.,. -ry not worklmg., I can't control it , names of wheel-
chair parts in case it breaks down, rats.* not working . communication about wheolchelr.

ask about different jobs, tell whet ca interests are, °Mce practice class, .nterview,
work, Soc1.1 Security, paycheck, vocationol-ocCupational words.

small, more, too slow, good, dangerous, Itch, dull, spicy, tingling, adjectives .7nd descrip-
tive terms. .

paper, pencil, typewriter, photograph. telephone, oictureS, mon-adaptive communication
equipment.

book, newspapers, favorite story, sports magazine, names of books. T.V. Guide, fairytaleS,
needing materiel.

.616

.722

.682

.580

.5)8

70

57

254

47

35

4.26

2.66

4.29

.4.25

4.04

2.53

1.8d

1.85

2.12

,..14

1: 2, y, ..., 10, larger numbers, numbers. .67). 67 -.91 I.,'

bar he/she IS thinking, ideas, thoughts. OPIMIonS, what heisho..thloks .

sporilmo - vents, Special Olympics, strike. football, World Seri... bowling, rI.,41, sports
related eocebulary.

read books, type, write 'otters, writing, uSn telophone, participate in verbal game
j[

communication activities. ..1'

.695

553

(674

27

176

46

4.79

3.78

3.66

1 t..!

2.19

1.95
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Factor Loadings, Interview Frequencies, and Rating

Judgments For Items Contained in Factor II

22

Item , Item

Factor
Loading

Interview
Frequency

Rating

Mean S. D.

...--

I T.V., stereo, program, music, radio, cartoons, channel, entertain-

ment.
.379 200 5.86 1.63

2 classroom, kitchen, bedroom, Foothill Cottage, snack bar, laundry,

yn, ,
locations within a facility.

.506 55 5.31 1.78

4 field trips, vacations, swim, go outside, picnic, horseback rides, 1.60

go out to eat, skating, outside artivitie.
.558 136 5.26

7 church activities, Sunday School, Jesus, prayer, God, Books of the
38 3,17 2.03

Bible, religious vocabulary.
.449

10 play with the truck, social games, It's your turn, jump rov, want

to horseplay with dad, bingo, want to swing, draw, color, general

play activities.
.704 100 4.09 2.16

13 Street, Lake Tahoe, cabin at Fort Bragg, go to San Francisco, Col-
1.93

lege Oak Orive, names of places, back East, geographic locations.
363 24 3.68

15 round, wood, red, blue, plastic, textures, materials, colors,
shapes. .C73 65 4.26 2.03

18 ball, tennis racquet, bi,:ycle, kite, train sat, paints, Skittle-
pool, favorite toys, building blocks, activity equipment, toys. .814 105. 4.04 2.08

21 keys, toilet Items, deodorant, mirror, toothbrush, comb, jewelery,
purse, watch, towel, personal items. .483 42 5.31 1.87

40 McClellan AFB, grandma's house, Radio Shack, Laurel Hills, McDon-
alds, name of church, Sears, enabling center, specific places. .515 54 4.81 2.05

42 Christmas, birthday, decorations, Hallow._ Christmas trees, w'lat

he got for Christmas, Fourth of July, hol / and special occasion
.

related words. .649 78 4.99 1.89

43 cup, bed, dishwasher, desk, -_1.,lr, lamp, spObn, clock, window, door,
furniture, household items. .771 76 4.64 1.93

'i7 i 0 self., independent living vocabulary, dressing, I want to do it

myself., I can get out by myself., tie shoes, button, self-he:p
vocabulary. .362 77 3.83 2.20

49 cat, dog, name of pot, horses, fish, giraffe, animals, pets. .559 54 4.30 2.10

53 where someone is, school, home, parks, church, swimmiag pool,
restaurant, general types of places. .643 170 4.72 1.99

54 planning activities, Laurel Hills activitlei, social things, re-
creation, things she'd like to do, activities in general, .485 61 4.80 1.89

73 Want more to eat., mores, Portions are too large., a...,. .c. ,z--,t;.;

at lunch, I want more of ., quantity of food. .567 14 5.31 1.85

76 dances, ballet, Kool Kids Club, 4-H, movies, Girl Scouts, parties,
social/home/club activities. .546 163 3.84 2.05

78 lunch, breakfast, snack. It's lunchtime!, dinner, feast, meals. .619 38 5.26 1.96

__ . .....

79 I perform d poorly., I was In a fight., tell what he did with his
family lad 4 good time at school toJay., I went to the .,

We're going to have a spelling "bee", tell what happened, to ir what
will happen. .524 256 4.99 1.89

- -
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Table 4

raLtur Luedinl., loln(view Frvquencies. and Hallo()

Judgments for Items Contained in Factor III

Item '1 Item

Factor
Loading

Interview
Frequency

Ra ing

Moan S. D.

11 Tibm, brother, families, sister, Dad, twin, parents, grandmother,

family roles. .382 153 6.21 1,46

20 I need a drink., I don't want to drink milk, Coke. water, soda,

juice, slurpees, drink, specific drinks. .799 99 6.11 1.23

22 my stomach hurts, headache, ear, toothache, anatomic references,
foot hurts, body parts, location of sickness/pain. .700 163 6.04 1.59

23 let people know what he wants to oat, carrots, Dig Mac, dessert,
pizza, names of foods, favorite foods, doesn't like the food,
specific foods. .574 235 6.09 1.49

24 health, nutrition, sensations, seizures, temperature, changes due
to pacemaker, itches, physical changes accompanying menstrual
cycle, miscellaneous basic needs. .419 28 4.09 2.34

25 ups. .647 16 5.42 1.95

26 socks, shoes, brown pants, sweater, new pajamas, what she would
like to wear on a trip, shirt, clothing. .555 110 5.24 1.94

27 like, don't like, love. .699 70 5.76 1.71

28 hungry, thirsty, hot, cold. .774 113 6.24 1.39

30 washing, get a haircut, do make up fcr me, brush teeth, comb my
hair, shower, bath, bubbles, general hygiene, hygiene activities. .593 131 5.31 1.98

31 I'm !;red, sleep, bedtime, hasn't slen,. need a rest, I'm

pooped, sleepy. .685 65 5.43 1.81

32 happY, unnappy, sad. .662 97 5.43 1.99

33 down, up, left, right, backward, forward, to the side, directions. .548 38 3.87 2.13

39 on, over, off, in, out, behind, under, this, that, at, with, pre-

positions.
.461 82 4,13 2.06

45 Yes, No. .552 130 4.63 2.49

Go to the bathroom., bathrooming needs, toileting, Flush the toi-
let., toileting problems, toilet, bathroom. .689 141 5.71 1.72

50 I, me, you, we, us, my, your, pronouns. .514 69 k.86 1.94

59 uncomfortable, hurt. .625 66 5.82 1.85

63 Time, time concepts. .j64 18 4.54 1,84

65 basic needs. .o28 86 6.15 1.38

81 Something is hurting., sick, I don't feel good today., need medi-

cation, surgeries, Will it hurt?, hospital /medical,sinrgery terms,

pain, general not feeling well. .599 166 5.52 1.83

85 food. eat, eating, feeding. .554 106 5.75 1.55
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Common i t i on Need., And 1 y., i

Toble 5

Factor 1J-Idinqs, Interview Freunends, and Rating

Judgments for Items Contained in Factor IV

Item

2 therapist, friend, nurse, doctor, teacher, aide, girl, boy, people.

7 braces fisting properly, sit up straighter, my balance is different,
need more support, input on therapy, Don't have the strength to do

it., what he/she likes/dislikes about devices, interaction with
therapist

16 feels bad, bored, lonesome, grief, depressed, Something is bothering

me., worried, miscellaneous negative feelings and emotion,.

1 I want to ., desires, want, I need ., doesn't want something

I don't want ., what he would like to do, I don't lika it., pre-

ferences, choices, wants, likes.

56 feelings, emotions (in general), emotional needs, how he is feeling.

50 when, where, who, what, how; why, which, question words.

SI rolling, gross motor, positioning, Walk aroond in walker., mat, Work

with weights., articulation, therapy activities.

62 therapist's narie, employees at the dardens, teacher's names, names

of schoolmates, names of those in family, friends' names, authority

figure names, names of people.

66 night, tomorrow, morning, past, future, often, weekend, qualitative
time concepts.

68 "a,"."n," "m," letters, alphabet.

70 Speech, Physical, Occupational, Therapy.

71 confused, compassion, creams, puzzled, excited, miscellaneous inter-

nal states.

80 Want attention., wait, I want to do with you.. I want to help

out., Let me try., I would like ., Can we go?, I need my page

turned., requests.

82 was, put, am, go, give, hear, touch, have, run, verbs.

84 When is mom coming?, I want to do this work, but I am frustrated.,

Today It's too hard., tell why he is angry, They're tak!ng away my

botlks.. Can I go out and play?, What should I do next?, I'm ready

to go h...,ck to Laurel Hills., adult-child interactions.

87 frustrated, frustration.

88 You left the salt out., I'd prefer food on the side of my mouth

how he wants, his eggs fixed, I
need my food cut7T-Tet the food on

the back of my teeth more., where he needs his drinking cup placed,

special utensils, food preparation and special Instructions.

89

90

91

fear, scred, afraid.

rain, climate, forest, tree, temperature, weather and nature terms.

I GIn't understand., I don't know.

24

Factor
Loading

.364

Interview
Frequency

181

.550 85

.578 153

.569 195

.692 109

.514 99

.374 67

.609 178

.477 49

.424 30

.431 25

.687 36

.581 347

.374 153

.505 400

.646 54

.374 33

.646 31

.414 23

.663 26

Mean

6.02

4.79 2.30

5.57 1.88

5.ti/ 1.71

5.67 1,73

5.03 1.99

3.58 2.18

5.70 1.83

4.91

4.56

4.25

Rating

S. D.

1,45

1.78

2.39

2.28

4.43 2.22

5.11 1.93

4.49 1.98

4.41 2.12

5.12 2.0C

4.13 2.33

5,30 1.87

3.78 1.74

5.27 2.01
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Abstract

Eleven commercial devices, as well as communicatikA boards and

books, are discussed in terms of technical evaluations, human

factors evaluations and clinical trials. The syst,ns are cm-

pared using a table containing six major categories: symbology,

physical selection method, cognitive selection method, receiver

user output faLmat, vocabulary size, and vocabulary manipula-

tion. A seventh category, physical construction, is presented

by way of tables containing specific information about the

commercial devices.
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Introduction

In order to match augmentative communication systems (ACSs)

to non-speaking and/or writing cri.ents, it is necessary to sys-

tematically determine the systems' characteristics. The

determination of augmentative communication system

characteristics serves several purposes. First it allcNi. to

carefully examine the system, its components and how they

function. Second, it facilitates a match to client nEcds by

isolating characteristics that are pertinent to matchi. g a

system to a client, This is important since not all

characteristics may have any or equal p,ridnence to the match,

and not all clients have the same goals and physical or

cognitive/language skills. Characteristics which do meet the

client's needs or may be made to meet the needs with minor

changes in the system are identified thrrugh the characteri-

zation process. This_then allows for a cmparison of fit

between a system's characteristics an6 a client's needs and

skills. Some authors who have develced tables and systems tc

aid in matching devices to clients include Holt and Vandelteidcn

(1975) and Montgomery (1980).

An evaluation of the system establishes an overall level of

excellence through consideration of conformance to specifica-

tions and manufacturing qualiyn This level quality includes

a consideration of how well the device perf'orms when used by



clHuts. The level of: the manufacturer's resporsiveness to

repair needs and suggestions for improvements are also

ecl. This overall evaluation of quality is taken to he another

characteristic to be included when matching a system to a

client's needs.

Characterizations znd evaluations of augmentative

cutmuunication systems serve muleple purposes in addition

to thos already mentioned. The information can be shared with

individuals in related professions. This may improve the type

and quality of communication systems which are designed and

manufactured. The feedback to manufacturers may make them more

responsive and respDnsible in terms of improving the quality and

features of their systems. By defining characteristics and more

carefully matching them to client needs, the "closet syndrome"

might be avoided. The "closet syndrome" is something most of us

have seen happen. A 'device sounds just right for a client and

is purchased. It does not work well for the client and it gets

put away in the closet. A more careful analysis of the

characteristics of the system and the client's needs should

avoid this problem.

Methods

The methods used by us to characterize and evaluate

augmentative communication systems involve a threefold approach:

technical evaluation, human factors evaluation and clinical

trials. The technical evaluation identifies specifics about

the system such as its manufacturer, distributor, weight, size,

dimensions, input, output,case material, power source,



accessories, price and documentation (user's manual). Both the

internal and external construction are examined and evaluated.

This phase of Lie evaluation also addresses safety and

conformance to good manufacturino practices.

The human factors portion of the device evaluations are

conducted by able-bodied staff personnel looking at

characteristics of the augmentative communicaticn systems

which could affect human performance variables. Among the

characteristics usually examined are:

- minimum cognitive, language, sensory, and motor

skills required to operate/utilize the ACS in-

cluding its interfaces

- the types of commands or features (e.g., backspace,

memory capabilities) contained in the ACS

- the layout of the commands and vocabulary (if

programmed/supplied by the manufacturer)

- the speed at which a message c7in be assembled

- the flexibility of the device in terms of accom-

modating to the changing needs/abilities of users or

in the variety of functions it can execute

- the degree to which users can access/use the device

independent of a caretaker or message receiver being

present

- the accuracy, completeness, and clarity of the

operating instructions.

Finally, clinical trials are done using from four to eight

subjects. The majority of subjects are individuals who seem to



he likely candidates for the system under evaluation. A few

unlikely candidates may be tried to determine the flexibility of

the system. This sometimes produces surprising results. The

system may work very well with someone who would not appear to

he a candidate user and we then need to reassess our description

of candidate characteristic. We may discover technical or

human factors problem in use that did not show up during "bench

tests". In addition we can obtain user opinions about system

features. Users often make very good suggestions about modifi-

cations that would improve the system.

Device Characteristics

Characterizations of twelve devices are presented in this

report. We have attempted to sample devices representative of

the major types of devices presently available. These devices

are shown in Table 1, organized by major ACS categories. Time

encoding (scanning) devices are usually configured in a

matrix-like manner with a certain number of rows and columns.

Each location in the array can be indicated by something such as

a pointer (cursor) or a light emitting diode (LED). By

operating a switch or a set of switches, the operator can access

(and indicate for a certain time) the location containing the

desired message. Other scanning modes are used with t.v.-like

displays such as the EMS Communi-mate uses. Here, the scanning

is done by moving a flashing cursor to the desired location and

then activating a switch to "enter" that choice.

Voice output. Devices produce either recorded or synthesized

speech. The two devices evaluated in this Category produce'



synthesized speech and (=Lain manufacturer. proq CIITEN.q phr 1:11`!1

words, morphemes, letters and phonemes, all. of which are

separately and irvieperylently accessible.

Devices in the printed output category conceptually

resemble typewriters with some impoitant differences. Two, the

Canon and the Proscan, are exclusively spelling-based devices

which print each character and space on continuous but very

narrow strips of paper. One, the Sharp Memowriter, has both

spelling and word storage functions. Its printout is on a cash

register-like roll of paper. The Autocom has the features of

the Sharp Memowriter plus very flexible storage and input selec-

tion capabilities and has a wider cash register-like paper roll.

Communication boards usually involve direct selection but

encoding or scanning are also possible. The output is always

transient visual and they are extremely versatile in terms of

size and type of vocabulary which may be used with the system.

Although three of the devices evaluated, the EMS communi-

mate, the Express I and the Autocom, are more complex then some

others and might fit into two categories, we have chosen to fit

them into the category which seems to best describe their

functions. There are no hard and fast rules for grouping these

twelve ACSs, and many variations are possible. As these devices

are discussed in greater detail, functional similarities between

ACSsN\in different groupings will be noted.

A Hier rchy of Device Characteristics

A ucial step in selecting communication systems and

6

strategies for specific clients is the transformation from
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( I i (11. I and skills In wlevat candidate system choices Is0

client. A candidate system one that is consistent with

client goals (either all. goals or a subset of them since many

clients require more than one system) and i s consistent with

client skills (physical, cognitive, linguistic) . It is then

condered along with other candidate systems in making a final

recommendation. In order to systematize the choice of candidate

systems, we have developed the hierarchy of device

characteristics shown in Table 2. There are seven categories in

this hierarchy: syxbol system, physical selection method, cogni-

tive selection method, output format (receiver and user), vocab-

ulary size, vocabulary manipulation, and physical construction.

These are arranged from the lowest bp the highest level based on

the highest level being most general, the most inclusive of the

lower levels. The lowest level is the most specific and the

least dependent on other higher levels. Within each category

there is also a hierarchy based on the same considerations.

Progression from the lowest to the highest level reduces the

number of available system options; i.e., the scheme converges

to a set of candidates among which there are tradeoffs. Cook

and Preszler (1982) describe the use of this hierarchy in the

selection of candidate systems for clients. Since one system

seldom meets all needs, more than one device may be selected

and/or the candidates must be prioritized. When they are

prioritized, tradeoffs of one feature for another are often

necessary.

In order to use this hierarchy in the selection of

201



cmmiidate systems, it is useful to expo, the charocti-risties

of these 5y5temn in the !tame format. Table 3 shows such

character I zat ion for the t.wel ve dev ices closer axd in th I s Ill or

One character istic, physical construction, is ovalilaLed us ill( I t 111'

appropriate bahles, 4 to 6, and the in fo !Ana ron ta nod in the

technidal evaluation for commercial devices. Someone wishing to

match a sistem to a el ient's abilities and needs may do ro 1,y

cheOH nq the subcategories th, t hest deser ibe the client'n goal s

and on a check sheet such as that shown in Table 7. By

comparing the results of Table 7 to Table 3 it can be t,ined

which devices meet the most crucial needs and the ma,

needs for that client. These then form a group of candidate

devices which may be tried in order to make a final selection.

This approach requires a , ailed assessment of client goals and

skills in order bo identify candidate system choices. We have

described such an assessment procedure (Coleman, et al., 1980;

Meyers and Coleman, 1982; Coleman and Preszler, 1982; Cook and

Barker, 1982; Cook and Preszler, 1982).

Device Evalua'.i ns

Scanning Devices

The scanning devices in Table 1 and 3 share several

features in common. Each provides the user with a display

containing from 16 to 114 locations. The array communicators

(Matrix, Zygo 16C and Z7go 100) require the user of an aid to

construct the vocabulazy entries that will be placed on blank

overlays. Thus, as many "pages" of information as necessary may

be prepared. However, the user cannot independently select a
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-new page. The Communi-mate is preprogrammed by the manufacturer

with a total of 420 choices distributed over 19 pages of words,

phrases and alphanumeric characters. The user can work with

only one of these pages at one time, but user page selection is

possible. The Express I four user-selectable programmable

levels from which thc user may choose vocabulary items. One of

these levels contains preprogrammed words and alphanumeri

characters. The remaining three levels may be customized by the

user.

All of the scanners utilize a cursor to indicate which

vocabulary element has been chosen. This cursor is directed by

an interface connected to the device. There are several types

of scanning employed in these devices. Directed scanning allows

the cursor to be moved in one of four directions by connection

to one to four switches. The Zygo 16C uses a left onlyrscan in

which the'cursor jumps to the next row when it reaches the end

of one row. This device can also use left and down scanning via

two switches. The Matrix and CoMmuni-mate also have the two

switch mode. The Zygo 100 and Express I add up and right to

their scanning through the use of four switches. Row column

scanning is used in the Matrix, Zygo 100 and Express I. In this

mode, the lights in one entire row are illuminated

simultaneously. When a single switch is pressed the cursor

moves acruss the row until a second switch activation. Upon the

second activation the cursor stops to indicate selection of that

vocabulary item, "automatic" scanning in which the light

steps from element to element in the array until the user hits a
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switch is also available on the Zygo 16C.

Each of the scanners can utilize a variety of interfaceS

thereby increasing the likelihood that users with varying

degrees of physical abilities can control the device.

Scanning devices require the operator to possess certain

cognitive skills in addition co a symbol system and an

understanding of the communication process. For example, the

user must understand the principles of cursor use; i.e., that a

cursor "moves" around in a display field, that it serves to

indicate a choice, and that its movement corresponds to physical

actions of the user on the switch. The user must be able to

visually follow the moving cursor and anticipate where it will

be next or fixate on the item of choice and attend to it until

the cursor reaches it.

Technical Evaluation. Specifications for the scanning

aids evalauted are shown in Table 4. None of the cases of these

devices is sealed against moisture or dirt. The Express I, in-

tended to be used either flat on a lap tray or table or on an

easel, is particulary susceptible to accumulation of moisture

(such as from drooling), fOod, dirt, etc.

Several types of switch (interface) connectors are used in

these devices. Both Prentke-Romich and Zygo sell adaptors for

each others switch connectors, and the Communi-mate uses a Zygo-

like switch connector. The Matrix uses a non-standard octal

connector. This lack'of compatibility limits the use of other

manufacturer's switches with the Matrix, but DUFCO supplies a

large variety of switches for use with the Matrix.
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Replacing the overlays on the three array communicators is

simple due to careful design. This task is more difficult with

the Express I.

All the scanners, except the EMS, use rechargeable

batteries as the per source. This greatly enhances

flexibility both through portability and ease of classroom use.

The Zygo 16C and 100 and the Express I have wheelchair mounting

systems available as accessories. The IXJFCO, Zygo 16C, Zygo 100

and Express I also have stands for positioning the device on a

table or lap tray in front of the user.

Each of the devices was disassembled in order to evaluate

internal construction. All devices except the Comuni -mate,

were designed specifically as augmentative communication sys-

tens. The Communi-mate is based on the Sorcerer microcomputer,

with some components added,.

All these devices use modular construction in which

subfunctions of the device are fabricated on separate electronic

printed circuit boards (PCBs). This facilitates repair since

an individual PCB can be replaced easily and quickly if it mal-

functions.

The use of modules also requires that interconnecting

cables and connectors be used. Labeling of these cables and

connectors must be logical and clear in order to prevent

misassembly. Both the Zygo 16C and 100 have well labeled

connectors, the Express I has no labels, and the Matrix has

only hand lettered labels on the PCB. The Communi-mate has

fewer modules and uses unique oonnectors for all cables. This
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physically prevents erroneous connections.

The manner in which the interconnecting cables are

assembled is also important. The DUFCO, Zygo 16C and 100 all

use cables composed of bundled individual wires. The other

devices all use flat cable that is manufactured with multiple

wires in one package. The latter approach results in lower

production costs, but either approach is acceptable if the

cables are carefully routed and mechanically stabilized to avoid

strain on the connectors. This is generally true of the

scanning devices.

The quality of design and construction is a subjective

judgement. Gccd manufacturing practices (GAPs) for electronic

devices are well established (Federal Register, 1978). We

evalaute the quality of devices against these GMPs. The quality

of construction and design vary significantly for devices in

this category. We judge them all to be adequte, but several

deficiencies were noted. All devices had post-production

add-ons of components on the PCBs. These are less mechanically

stable than components that are firmly attached to the PCB

during production, and are thus wire susceptible to failure due

to mechanical wear (such as vibration or mechanical impacts

applied to the device). The Communi-mate, Matrix and Zygo 16C

had the fewest add-ons, and the Express I and, Zygo 100 had the

most. On a strictly subjective basis, we judged the overall

quality of construction (e.g:. soldering of electronic parts,

quality of PCB fabrication, layout, cabling, etc.) to be

superior for the Communi-mate, Matrix, Zygo 16C, and Zygcs 100.



One exception is the modifications made to the Sorcerer

computer for the Communi-mate to enable single switch ,Ise. These

are somewhat flimsy and subject to mechanical failure, in our

judgement.

Human Factors and Clinical Trials. All of the array

devices evaluated except one (the EMS Communi-mate) have the

option to use ,-any type of syaibol system: pictures, Blissymbols,

Rebus, words, letters and so on. The only limiting factors were

size and placement in relation to the selection light or cursor.

The Zygo 16C allows an area of 3" by 3" (75 by 75 mm) for the

symbol and the selection light is to the left of the area. The

Zygo 100 has an area of 1 5/8" by 1 1/4" (41 by 30 mm) for the

symbol with the selection light in the middle of the area. This

presents problems for the use of pictures since they must be

rather small and may cover the selection light or must have a

hole in them to allow the light to shine through. The size of

letters and words placed in these areas would be adequate for

someone with normal vision but a problem for anyone who is

partially sighted. The Matrix communicator presents similar

problems since the area for the symbol is 1" by 1" (25 by 25 mm)

with the selection light in the middle of the area. The EMS

Communimate programs presently available only all for reading

and spelling but other programs could be developed for symbol

users.

Due to the versatility of these devices the symbol type is

seldom a problem. The method of selection however may present

problems to some clients. The movement from item to item may be
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done automatically by the device or each move ray be directly

controlled through a switch by the user. When the device auto-

matically scans, the user must have the skill to predict when

the light will be turned on at the appropriate item and time the

selection to stop it there. This requires vec. good attention

and prediction skills. If the person is cont2olling the light

selection, perseveration or extraneous movements must be con-

trolled to prevent overshooting the target. Again both

cognitive and physical skills are involved.,

The selection of an appropriate interface may alleviate

some of the physical problems. One advantage to array type de-

vices is the fact that they have a wide variety of switches that

may be used for interfaces. This increases the likelihood of

the selece.on of a successful interface. Some of those use(1

with the devices during our evaluations included tread, slot,

leaf, Joystick, touch and EMG. These met with varying degrees

of success depending upon the client's abilities. It was the

rare client who did not have success with at least one type of

switch.

One of the major problems with all array type system is

rate of selection. With race exceptions, they are slower than

direct selection methods. During testing, rate of selection

varied from about 4.5 to 7 seconds per selection, that is per

space not per desired communication message. We would expect

this rate to increase with increased familiarity with the

device. A positive feature of all of these devices is

adjustable speed for automatic scanning. This allows for change

29a
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as improvement-in selection, time and accuracy occurs.

The Zygo 100 and Matix have memory features. These allow

the user to organize a message, call the listener and present

the message. This is particularly useful in situations in which

the listener has limited time. This does assume that the user

has the cognitive skills needed to learn and remember the rules

needed to put something into memory and recall it. It was our

experience with clients that the hajority of clients who could

use the devices could learn the rules for programming memory in

a limited amount of time.

The EMS Communi-mate and Zygo 100 also have printer attach-

ments which allow the message to be printed &id read at another

time.

The Zygo 16C allows selection of array size to vary from 2

to 16. This is done by pushing buttons on the side of the

device. The model 16 has these switches inside the case. This

is particularly useful for training scanning skills. The

Express I has options for row/column or directed scahriiii§)

direct selection and either manual (fifth switch) or au tic

(based on time delay) entry when using directed scanning.

Voice Output Devices

The two devices evaluated in this category were both manu-

factured by H.C. Electronics, the Handivoice Models 110 and 120.

For many nonspeaking individuals voice output is highly desire-

able and most appropriate in meeting certain of their communica-

tion needs. Synthetic voice output can be understood by re-

ceivers whose primary symbol system ranges from pictures to

2O
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standard orthographies. :: It can be used when tilf message sender

must communicate to a small group of people. These devices al.s)

permit the user to be in faceto-face cont with the re-

ceivers, an impo_tant component of ordinary conversation. Both

models allow the operator to construct a message either slowly

or rather quickly depenedng on content, but once formed, the

message can be played bacx at a rate of speed comparable to

ordinary speech. This feature at least partially provides a

"real time" base for the communication. Both models contain,

in addition to preprogrammed morphemes, words, and phrases, a

phoneme base. The user is thus able to generate all possible

words in the language. Sucl a cpability is a positive feature

for users possessing high cognitive and language skills.

Technical Evalaution. Specifications for the voice output

aids are shown in Table 5. The two Handivoice units are

generally well designed and packaged. The complexity of these

devices dictates that they be rather large and heavy, and this

affects their use by some clients. While the housings (cases)

appear to be solid and well designed, the battery compartment

cover on the Model 110 was warped on our evaluation unit, and it

did not fit properly. Both units are attractively packaged.

A mechanical ON/OFF indicator is used. While this does

save power over a lighted indicator, it can be misleading since

the indicator will appear to be ON when it is depressed, even if

the batteries are fully discharged. The HC-110 and HC-120 use

battery charging circuits in which the battery itself acts as a

filter. This design means that the battery must be installed
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when either unit is being charged. If not, damage can occur to

the electronics. This caution is not prominently displayed

on either the battery, charger or case of either model. There

is only a brief statement of caution in the operator's manual..

During our evaluation several malfunctions were noted.

The Model 110 would occasionally lock in an "Ahhh" mode in which

the system continued to produce an "Ahhh" sound instead of

selected items. The audible sound and light emitting diode

which indicate item entry do rot indicate for repeated entries.

Also, both units gave false low battery indications even though

the batteries were fully charged.

Modular construction is used in these devices. Both

contain a microcomputer and voice synthesizer. In order to pro-

tect the proprietary rights of Votrax, the voice synthesizer is

potted in a resin. This adds significantly to the weight of

each unit.

Both models showed evidence of post-production modification

on the electronic PCB . In the Model 110, the "touch panel"

(keyboard) is held in place only by the cover; and in the Model

120; the liquid crystal nun eric display is loosely attached.

Internal stabilization is recumended for these components,

especially since many of the users of these devices, have

difficulty with motor control, and the devices may be subject

to dropping or other mechanical shocks.

It is possible to plug in the cable from the computer to

the voice synthesizer backwards. This could result in damage to

either component. In general, the interconnecting cables and

2_1
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their connectors are not labeled in either model.

Overall, the electronic fabrication is acceptable and the

modular design should facilitate repair.

Human Factors and Clinical Trials. The Handivoice 110

comes with words, letters, morphemes, and phonemes as the

selective symbols. They are arrangen on levels which require a

color code to access. The selection board contains 128, 3/4"

(1.9 cm) squares. Each square contains four words, letters,

morphemes or phonemes. Each item is on a different color

within a square. The user must first select the appropriate

color using a control key and then press the square. The

lettering is smaller than typewritten material and somewhat

difficult to see. The user may put just one color overlay on at

a time reducing the number of items available. The printed

overlays from the company have small lettering even in the

single color overlays but these could be made larger. Manv

items may be pictured or syr'-)ols substituted for the pictures on

a single color level. This allows the device to be used by

non-readers.

The squares require 10-70 gms of pressure to activate the

switch in the square. The switch is not exactly centered in the

square and pressure in certain areas of the square will not

activate the switch. The system has clear and correct capabili-

ties and contains two memories which can hold 40 entries each.

The entries are lost, however, when the device is turned off.

A feedback light, a beep, or an echo of the item selected

are available for feedback. The feedback light, a small red
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light in the upper right hand corner, always lights. The beep is

a user option. The echo mode is another user option which has

one drawback. The selected message is spoken about 1.5 seconds

after the switch is pressed. This can slow down communication.

The Handivoice 110 produces speech at a maximum intensity

of about 70 dB which is about conversational level for human

speech. Some items in isolation, such as short words or

letters, are difficult to understand but usually become more in-

telligible in context.

The time per item selected for unskilled users was two to

ten seconds. One would expect to see some increase in speed as

the user becomes familiar with the system. A keyguard is avail-

able and may improve selection speed and accuracy for some

clients.

The Handivoice 120 produces synthesized speech when a

three digit code has been either directly selected via a

keyboard containing digits zero through nine or the device scans

the digits by saying zero through nine three times and the user

presses a switch to select the desired number when it is said.

The numbers to be selected when scanning and the already

selected numbers in both cases appear as a liquid crystal dis-

play in the top of the device. The rate of scanning is adjust-

able. The keys are 3/4" (1.9 cm) squares and require 70 gms of

pressure to activate them. If the.scanning mode is used almost

any switch may be adapted to be used.

The sys:m has two memories which can hold 40 entries each.

A visual display informS the user when only five more items may
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be entered in memory. The items are not retained when the

device is turned off. The maximum intensity level is 72 dB. A

keyguard is also available for this device.

It took the subjects between 4 and 30 seconds to find the

code and press or select the three digits to make each entry.

This time, particularly search time, would probably be reduced

considerably with practice.

Both systems have a male pitch which some girls or women

may not like. Both systems also weigh over five pounds and are

awkward for the ambulatory person to carry. They world, how-

ever, mount well on a wheelchair.

Printing Devices

The devices in this category can be thought of, with cer-

tain important exceptions, as being analogous to small type-

writers. Each has a keyboard, two of which the Proscan and

Sharp Merowriter, are in fact laid out in typewriter-like

fashion. In all cases, the operator activates a key or sensor

which causes its designated character to be printed or a small

paper tape. The Autocom may be configured in many different

ways with input keyboard arrangements devised by the user. This

allays for altering the input to accommodate for a variety of

user physical capabilities. The Canon has a frequency of

occurrence letter arrangement.

Technical Evaluation. Specifications for the printers

are shown in Table 6. The autocom has a sealed case to prevent

moisture from leaking into the electronics. The Proscan is not

sealed and has large spaces into which dirt and moisture may
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leak. The Sharp Memowriter and Canon Communicator have cases

which fit snugly, but they are not specifically sealed against

moisture.

All of the devices use direct selection. The Sharp Memo-

writer and Canon Communicator have calculator-like keys, the

Proscan uses a head-mounted detector that is aimed at the

desired choice. The Autocom uses a magnet attached to various

plastic bases as the selection method. The letters on the Pro-

scan display are silk-screened on and may be inadvertently

removed by cleaning solutions. The keys of the Sharp Memowriter

and Canon Communicator are etched with alpha-numeric labels.

This labeling should withstand long term use. The Autocom

allows the user to modify the arrangement of letters, words,

etc., and the overlays are placed under the moisture sealed

cover.

All devices in this category use rechargeable nickel cad-

mium batteries. The Canon Communicator has the batteries sealed

in a separate housing. This has lead to many failures of the .

cable connecting the battery pack to the communicator. These

batteries can only be replaced as a unit. The Proscan uses

size "C" batteries that are readily available. Changing these

batteries requires opening the case and may be difficult for a

non-technical person, The Sharp Memowriter has the batteries

inside the case. They are intended to be replaced by the user.

The Canon Communicator and Autocom have indicators that

show that the device is turned on. The Sharp Memowriter

indicates "ON" by the active display and the Proscan by the
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flashing red light emitting diodes in the display matrix.

Wheelchair mounting systems are available from the

manufacturer for the Autocom and from Zygo Industries for the

Canon Communicator and Sharp Memcwriter. The Proscan is design-

ed to be placed on a lap tray or table in front of the user.

All the printing devices were disassembled to evaluate in-

ternal construction. Disassembly of the Canon Communicator and

Sharp Memowriter requires the removal of screws and the use of a

"twisting" motion to release several tabs, The Autccocn is

disassembled removing the cover and 16 case screws. The

Proscan is ( nled by removing 16 case screws.

All t 'nits use modular construction. The inter-

connecting cables between modules are soldered in the Proscan

(with the exception of the connection to the printer). This

makes removal of one module significantly more difficult. In

the Canon Communicator and Sharp Memowriter, the cables are

arranged such that only one assembly configuration is possible.

The Autocom also has only one configuration possible. In all

three of these devices, the connectors are polarized so that

they can only be inserted one way. All the printers use flat

cables.

The overall quality of devices in this category varies con-

siderably. The Canon Communicator, Sharp Memowriter, and Auto-

cam use industrial grade assembly methods. Theses devices had

very few indications of post-production modifications. The Pro-

scan is assembled using prototyping-like methods which include

individual solderinc, of connections. There were many post-
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production modifications evident on our evaluation model and

in a model that we subsequently purchased. Components were add-

ed to the printed circuit boards, copper "traces" (connections)

on the boards were modified (generally by cutting them with a

knife and then adding a piece of wire for the new connection).

These features cause us to question the long term reliability

of the Proscan.

Human Factors and Clinical Trials. To effectively

use these devices, a candidate operator must

possess sufficient spelling and grammatical skills to produce

functional messages. At the same time the message receiver

must be capable of reading the message. Although the user could

(and probably would) memorize the location of each character's

keys thereby bypassing the absolute necessity of seeing the

character label on each key, it would be helpful if the user had

good visual acuity. This would facilitate learning the keyboard

arrangement and seeing the message as it was printed on the

paper tape.

Printed output has certain advantages which relate to the

needs of some users. Some messages must be retained over a sub-

stantial period of time, such as homework completed on one day

and submitted the next day. Other communications, such as

letters to friends or relatives, are intended to physically

travel over distances. In both cases, printed output can meet

these needs. As another advantage, message construction time

(on the part of the operator) and message reading time (on the

part of the receiver) are physically independent of one another.
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That is, since the receiver need not be present during message

construction, the user can complete typing the message at his or

her own pace and then call the receiver to read the message.

While this communication moat is not applicable to all types of

interaction (e.g., ordinary conversation), it may be appropriate

to certain situations (e.g., classroom lessons, constructing a

shopping list).

Two of the devices have a memory capability built in. The

Sharp Memowriter has either 8 (Model 7000) or 40 (Model 7001)

locations where words may be stored. For the 7000, this repre-

sents 128 characters, and they may be organized in up to 8

locations. They may also be used in only one location for all

128 characters. The Model 7001 allows 640 characters arranged

in up to 40 locations. The user may use any code letter(s) to

identify the location of a given word or phrase. The Autocom

has 59 "levels" or pages, each of which contain all the squares.

All but the system control squares can be reconfigured by the

user. This creates a very large memory for word and phrase

storage, especially when compared to the other devices

evaluated. This memory capability significantly enhances the

flexibility cf these devices.

Although all of the devices in this category produce

printed output they vary considerably in terms of how this is

produced. Two (Canon and Sharp) involve pressing small calcula-

tor-type keys while the other two (Autocom and Proscan) involve

setting an acceptance time and lining up a selector with the

target for that amount of time. In the case of the Autocom a

e.
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magnet is pushed across a surface with the persons hand, a head-

pointer or some similar method and held over a target which may

be either 1 3/16" (3 cm) or 2 1/2" (6 cm) square. In the case

of the Proscan the person must line up a detector with a

flashing light 3/16" (.5 cm) in diameter. This is usually done

with the detector attached to a headband. The acceptance time

for the Autocom may be set from about 8 seconds to almost

immediate acceptance. The Proscan may be set from about 6

seconds to immediate acceptance.

The alphabet keys of the Sha:r. are 1/4" by 1/8" (.6 by .3

cm) while the number keys are 1/4" by 3/16" (.6 by .5 cm). The

keys of the Canon are 3/8" (1 cm) square. All systems contain

both the alphabet and numbers from 0 to 9.

Both the Autocom and Proscan have alarms which may be used

to attract attention while the Sharp and Canon cio not. The

Autocom is the only system which uses exactly the same method to

turn the device on and off as it requires for all other

functions. The other systems require different methods and

therefore may prevent the person from having full control of the

system.

Both the Canon and Autocom have correction features. The

Canon corrects by crossing out the error item. Because the

Autocom has an LED display you may go back to the error item and

correct it on the display before it is printed. If you do not

notice your error hnmediately you must erase and redo everything

occurring after the error. The Sharp has a cursor which you can

move on the LCD display, make the correction without any other

,r444.!
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changes and then print. The Proscan has no error correction

method.

The Canon and Proscan use a 1/4" (6 mm) wide tape strip to

print messages while the Sharp uses a 1 3/4" (4 1/2 cm) wide

cash-register type tape and the Autocom uses a 2 7/8" (7 1/2 cm)

wide tape.

All of the systems come with manuals. The Autocom, Canon

and Sharp manuals have considerable detail and are rather

clearly written. The Proscan manual is very short and lacks

detail.

The Autocom and Sharp are programmable which means that the

person who can use codes may access whole words or pnrases and

increase their speed considerably.

The overall size of the items was of importance to some

clients. Most liked the'small size of the Sharp and Canon but

the accompanying small size of the input keys is not always de-

sirable. They are ideal, however, for the ambulatory person

with relatively good''fine motor control. The keyguards on the

Canon and Sharp are of help to some people while others found

that their fingers or headpointers were too large to fit into

the hole in the keyguards.

ComMunication Boards and Books

Technical Evaluation. Because communication boards and

books are usually made by significant others and vary consider-

ably, a technical evaluation like those done 'on other devices

was not conducted. A few comments will be made to note ways of

improving the usefulness and durability of communication boards.
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C( Y2Ting the board or page in some way almost always improves

its appearance and durability. A covering makes it waterproof

and allows it to be wiped clean. The most practical approaches

to this seem to be the following: if the system is rapidly

changing, put the items in plastic pockets or pages intended for

photograph albums. This allows them'to be slipped in and out,

changed and added to easily. If the system is relatively

stable, the board(s) or page(s) may be covered with clear

contact paper or laminated. In either case, a backup copy of the

board should be kept in a safe place. The time and money to re-

place a board is enough to warrant the cost of a good copy in

almost all cases.

Human Factors and Clinical Trials. Communication

boards are probably the most commonly used of

all augmentative communication systems. The class of.systems we

label as communication boards spans a wide range of devices.

Perhaps the simplest device is the Mini-communication board

(Mills and Higgins, 1980), typically containing a few vocabulary

entries appropriate to a very specific occasion (e.g., lunch

selections). A communication board is similar to a mini-board

but contains many more vocabulary elements appropriate for a

variety of topics. It is not unusual for the board to be

organized in some manner (e.g., topics such as relatives, foods,

places). If the board also contains different parts of speech,

such as verb phrases or adjectives, in addition to noun phrases,

the device is sometimes called a language board. As a single

user becomes more proficient in communicating with more than one
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board, these single sheets may be bound together in some physi-

cal way, thus creating a communication book.

Thete is no such thing as a standard communication board.

It could be small enough to fit inside a wallet or large enough

to require loose-leaf binder. It could be a circular Rolodex

or a flat note book. The sheets could be typing paper or heavy

cardboard (each covered by clear protecting material). The

vocabulary entries could be photographs, drawn pictures,

specialized symbols (e.g., Bliss), words, or alphanumeric

characters. Communication boards can even provide markers

(e.g., End of Word), command features (e.g., Please get my ocher

board), and editing capabilities (e.g., Ignore last selection).

Thus, one designs a communication board specifically for a par-

ticular user, basing the design on the user's skills, abilities,

and needs.

Communication boards can be extremely 'lexible, capable of

changing with changes in the user. New entries or entire pages

should be expected to be added, and the design of the system

should take that into account. Sometimes even the symbol sys-

tem will change. For example, a picture book might soon require

words to accompany each picture, then words replacing some pic-

tures, then the use of an alphabet, and so on. Communication

boards can thus be dynamic systems, quickly responsive to the

requirements of the user.

In addition to their flexibility, communication boards have

two other very important advantages. First, they can be con-

structed quickly. Once the specifics are known (type of symr
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boo s, size o2 board, needed vocabulary entries, etc.), a parent,

spouse, friend, any significant other or volunteer may actually

create a book or board out of poster board and marking pens.

Second, if the person-hours fog constructing the board are not

charged, the system is unbelievably inexpensive. In an era

where manufactured augmentative bommunication systems cost from

a few hundred to several thousand dollars, communication boards

can be built with materials costing a few dollars.

There are certain features which some would consider as

drawbacks to using communication boards. The output is only

transient visual. This means that.the system does require a

listener to be present thereby restricting the independence of

the user. Because both the operator and the receiver must look

at the board to communicate, eye contact between the two is

generally less than may be desired. Also, no permanent record

of the communication can be made thus prohibiting the user from

independently using the communication board to write letters,

use the telephone as a TTY, do homework, and so on.

Communication boards and books may be accessed in any of a

number of ways. The usual method is direct selection in which

the person points with a finger, a hand held or head controlled

pointer or a focused light. Other methods may be used to

supplement or replace direct selection. For example, a code of

numbers, colors, etc., may be selected by the user. the

receiver then uses this, code to determine the message. The

receiver may even manually scan the items on a board or a

book until the sender indicates the receiver h s reached the
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appropriate response. A combination of direct selection and

encoding for page selection is also a common occurrence. Again

the versatility of this system is apparent.

In surnnary, communication boards, because they can be cus-

tomized to the needs of a user and by virtue of their

flexibility, ease of construction, and cost, can be powerful

and awropriate communication systems for many nonspeaking

persolis. Even if it is not selected as the primary system, many

persons do require multiple systems and a communication board

shoP"Ai be given serious consideration as a secondary system.
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Summary and Conclusions

31.

Four typer, of communication systems have been discussed:

scanners, voice output, printed output and communication boards

and books. Representative samples in each category were

examined and evaluated in terms of technical and human factors.

Results from clinical trials were also discussed. This informa-

tion was compiled into tables: one containing a hierarchy of

augmentative communication system characteristics and three con-

taining specifications for scanners, voice output and printed

output systems. A check list of device characteristics required

by the non-oral client was presented to be used to help match

client goals and needs to the table of device characteristics.
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'fable 1.. Evaluated Devices Organized by Category

Category Devices

Scanner

Voice Output

Printed Output

Communication Boards
and Books

228

nu m) Matrix
EMS Communi-mate
Express
Zygo 16C
Zygo 100

Handivoice HC -110

Handivoice HC-120

Aut000m
Canon Communicator
Proscan
Sharp Memowriter

sI.



'Pablo 2. I\ Hierarchy of. Augmentative Communication

System Characteristics

Highest

Lowest

Physical Construction
Col6F7aesign
Size/weight
Storage requirements
Mduntability

Vocabulary Manipulation
Editing
Page selection
Use of control characters
Simple symbol selection

Vocabulary (Size

N rib°
500 < N ( 1000
100 < N ( 500
16 < N < 100
N < 16

Output Format
Printed /speech
Transient visual/simple tone

Cognitive Selection Method
Character encoding
Time encoding
Direct selection

Physical Selection Method
Array > 10

Array 6 to 10
Array 3 to 5

Binary choice

Symbol System
Spelling
Reading
Symbols (e.g. Blissymbols)
Pictures

Note: Within each of the seven categories, the levels are also
arranged in a hierarchy.
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Table 3

System Characteristics

Category Device Symbology Physical Selection

Cognitive Selection

Method

Scanners Pictures Symbols Reading Spelling

Binary

Choice

Array

to 5

Array

6-10

Array

10+

Direct

Select

Time

Encoding

(scan)

Character

Encoding

DUFCO

Matrix

+ + + + + +
.. + _

EMS Com-

munimate

+ + + + +

Express

I

0 0 + + + + + + +

Zygo 16 + + + 0 + + +

Voice Output

Zygo 100 + + + + +

.

+ +

HC 110
+ + + +

Printed

Output

HC 120
+ + + + +

VI

Autocom

Canon

+ + + +

+

+

+

+

+

0

Proscan ,
+ + +

Sharp
+ + + 0

Communica-

tion Boards
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+ + + + + + + + 0 + ti.)
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Table (continued

Category Device Receiver or User Output Format Vocabulary Size Vocabulary Manipulation

Scanners

Transient

Visual

Transient

Auditory Print Speech 1-16

17-

100

101-

500

501-

1000 1000+

Simple

Symbol

Selection

Use of

Control

Characters

Page

Selec-

tion

Editing (

cluding s

pie backs

DUFC0

Matrix
+ + + +

EMS Com-

munimate
+

,
+ + + + + +

_

Express

I

+ +

,

+" + + + + +

Zygo 16 + + +

.._

0 + 0

Zygo 100 + +

*

+ +

... ,..

+ + 0 +

Voice

Output

HC 110 , 0

_.

+ +

.

+ + +

HC 120 0 + + +

Printed

Output

Autocom + + + + + +

Canon + + + +

Proscan + + + +

,

+'

Sharp +

., .,

, r + + + +

Communica-

tion

Boards

+ + + + + + + + + +

CO

.1
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+ Very suitable

0

ank

Key to Table 3

Suitable with slight modification on the part of the user or receiver

Can be used this way but better systems are available

Not suitable or does not apply

Characteristic requires an additional accessory or component part

2.34

`C."'
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Table 4

Specifications for Scanning Communication Aids Evaluated

Characteristic

DUFCO Matrix

MC3MS

EMS

Comunimate Express 1

Zygo

Model 16C

Zygo

Model 100

General:

Size to nearest

cms (length x

width x height)

Weight (kg.)

Power Source

Case Material

43x33x5

3.7

Rechargeable

batteries

(NiCd)

Aluminum

48x33x9

6

A,C. Line Voltage

Plastic and

Aluminum

35x46x8

2.2

Rechargeable

batteries

(NiCd)

Plastic

47x38x9

4.6

Rechargeable

batteries

(Pb Acid)

Plastic

47x38x9

6

Rechargeable

batteries

(Pb Acid)

Plastic

Interface(s)

Force to activate

(gms) : (variety of

interfaces may be

used)

Repolution (gm):

distance betWeen

center of targets

Range (cm) : array

area

Number and type

Variable

range 50-120

*

*

*

Variable range

50-120

*

*

*

Variable range

50-120

1

*

*

*

Variable range

50-120

*

*

*

Variable range

50-120

*

*

*

*Varies with interface utilized
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Table 4. Specifications for Scanning Communication Aids Evaluated (continued)

istic
DUFCO

MC3M5

EMS

Communimate
Express I

7ygo

Model 16C

Zygo

Model 100

(mm)

1 User

Visual

transient

Display 25x25

None

Yes

(audible)

video display,

column printer

TV: 11 high

None

Yes (audible,

requires printer)

Alphanumeric

display (4 char.)

strip printer

Display: 25 high

Printer: 50 high

Tone

Yes (audible)

Visual transient

Display 75x75

Light 75x29

None

Yes (audible in

4 locations)

Visual transient

(also memory)

Display 41x30

Light 4 diameter

None

Yes (audible)

r:

of

Y

1

Electronic

(Digital)

Directed

scan

100 Locations

8 Items

None

Microcomputer

(Sorcercer)

Directed scan

Direct selection

(keyboard)

420 choices

(Full alphanumeric,

punctuation plus

stored phrases)

224 Characters on TV

Delete, Backspace/

Erase

Microprocessor

(RCA 1802)

Directed scan

Row/Column scan

Direct selection

114 Locations

456 Locations

8-16 Items per

location

Delete, Backspace/

Erase

Electronic

(Digital)

Directed scan

(2 directions)

Linear scan

Automatic scan

16 Locations

None

None

Electronic

(Digital)

Directed scan

Row/Column scan

100 Locations

I*

16 Items

Time Delay

scan- using directional (up, down, left, right, etc.) switches the operator moves a cursor in the selected

direction

in scan entire rows light until first switch closure selects row then items light across columns until second

switch closure selects item
44Ii.Liursor moves automatically between switch closures

:an- each switch.closure moves cursor one item
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Table 5. Specifications for Voice Output Communication Aids Evaluated

Characteristic
HandiVoice

Model 110

---
HandiVoice

Model 120

General:

Size to nearest CP6

(length x width x height)

Weight (kg)

Power Source

Case Material

41 x 9 x 6

2.5

Rechargeable batteries

(NiCd)

Plastic

30 x 18 x 7

2.7

Rechargeable batteries

(NiCd)

Plastic

Interface(s):

Force to activate (gms)

Target Size (cm)

Resolution (cm): distance

between center of targets

Range (cm) array area

Number and type

10-70

1.9

1.9

30.5 x 15.25

128 keys

70

2

2

10 x 10

16 keys

Output:

Type

Magnitude (Intensity)

Additional User Feedback

Alarm

Auditory transient

(also memory)

0-70 (dbC)

LED, Tone

None

Auditory transient
(also memory)

0-72 (dbC)

LCD, Tone

None

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE . . .
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Table 5. Specifications for Voice Output Communication Aids Evaluated (continueu)

Characteristic

HandiVoice

Model 110

HandiVoice

Model 120

Controller:

Type

User 'lode of Selection

Vocabulary

Memory

Message Correction

Microprocessor (MC6800)

Direct Selection

Words, phrases, phonemes

and alphabet

80 entries

Clear Key

Microprocessor (MC6800)

Encoding

Scroll

Words, phrases,

phonemes and alphabet

80 entries

Clear Key

242 a.
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Table 6, Specifications for Printed Output Communication Aids Evaluated

Characteristic Autocom Canon

Proscan (Optical

Headpointiny

Strip Printer) Sharp EL 7000

General:

Size to nearest cms

(length x width x

height)

Weight (kg)

Power Source

Case Material

52 x 31 x 7.6

8.7 Main unit

.3 Charger

Rechargeable bat-

teries (NiCd)

Plastic/Metal

8.5 x 1.3 x 3

.3 Main unit

.2 Battery

Rechargeable bat-

teries (NiCd)

Plastic/Metal

33 x 6.4 x 20

Rechargeable bat-

teries (NiCd)

Plastic

19.7 x 9.5 x 0,3

.4

Rechargeable bat-

teries (NiCd)

Plastic

Interface(s):

Force to activate (gms)

Target size (cm)

Resolution (cm): distance

between center of targets

Range: array area

Number and Type

'0 (Magnetic)

3 (small sq.)

6 (large sq.)

3 (small 1,)

6 (la ge 5q.)

52 x 52 (cm)

32 big squarei.,

128 siall squares

180 keys, 360

on/off

1 cm, sq.

1.5 (cm)

8 x 8 (cm)

25 keys

0 (Optical)

.5 diameter

2 0 of head

movement

39 0 of head

movement

80 Emitters

(LED dots)

150

.6 x .3 alpha-

bet keys

.6 x .5 number

keys

1 (cm)

5.1 x 17.8 (cm)

54, keys

CONTINUED ON THE NLXT PAGE .
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Table 6. Specifications for Printed Output Communication Aids Evaluated (continued)

,ristic Autocom Canon

Proscan (Optical

Headpointing

Strip Printer
Sharp EL 7000

Je (mm)

)

nal User

k

Visual transient

and column printer

LED Display 6

Print 6

Beep

Yes (audible)

Stripprinter

4

Sound of

printer

None

Stripprinter

4

Tone, sound of

printer

Yes (audible)

Visual transient

and column printer

LCD Display 5

Print 4

None

None

ler:

de of

on

ary

Correction

Microprocessor

(RCA 1802)

Direct selection

Alphanumeric,

punctuation plus

words/phrases

59 levels

Delete/backspace

on display before

printing

Electronic

(Digital)

Direct selection

Alphanumeric and

punctuation

None

Backspace and

cross out

Electronic

(Digital)

Direct selection

Alphanumeric,

punctuation plus

control characters

None

Backspace and

cross out

Microprocessor

(Custom)

Direct selection

Alphanumeric,

punctuation, control

characters and

calculation

8 locations

(120 characters)

Delete, backspace

on display before

printing

5
i

1,1
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SYMBOLOGY

Table 7

REQUIRED DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION

Pictures
Symbols
Reading
Spelling

PHYSICAL SELECTION

Binary Choice
Array up to 5
Array 6-10
Array greater than 10

SIZE

WEIGHT

COGNITIVE SELECTION METHOD FLEXIBILITY

Direct Selection
Time Encode (Scan)
Character Encoding

RECEIVER OR USER OUTPUT FORMAT

Transient Visual
Transient Auditory
Print
Speech

VOCABULARY SIZE

(1-16)

(16-100)
(1,4-500)
(5) o-lor-J)

(1=1:.)

VOCABULARY MAAIMLATION

Simple Symbol Selection
Use of Control Claracters
Page Selection
Editing

2d7

45,

Handheld
Wheelchair Mountable
Fixed Position

Less Than 2 lbs.
2 to 5 lbs.
5 lbs. +

Easy to Add Accessories
Some Prol,-;16 with

Accef.sorles

No Accessories
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Section 7.

Matching Augmentative Communication Device
Characteristics to Client's Goals and Skills
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Matching Augmentative Communication Device
Characteristics to Client's Goals and Skills
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Page 1

Abstract

A method for relating speaking and/or writing impaired

clients' goals and skills to the characteristics of augmentative

communication systems has been developed. Clients' goals and

skills are assessed and systematically related to identified

characteristics. Assessment techniques are presented together

with a theoretical framework. The process is illustrated by

-everal case studies.

Introduction

The process of assessing persons with speaking and/or

writing impairments for the purpose of recommending an

augmentative communication system requires a systematic

methodology which includes consideration of many factors. Two

basic approaches have been developed. In one of these, the

person is matched to currently available devices through a

"shopping center" approach (e.g., Montgomery, 1980). A system is

chosen for an individual based on his or her ability to use it in

an assessment setting. An alternative method, and the one

described here, is to reverse the process and match the system to

the needs and skills of the client. Some general approaches

using this method have been described (Coleman, et al., 1980,

Lloyd, 1976, Shane, 1980, and Silverman, 1980), and there is a

general understanding of the need to determine the physical

capabilities of the client (Cook and Barker, 1982), the cognitive

and language abilities of the client (Meyers and Coleman, 1982)
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and the goals and needs of both the client and those with whom he

or she will communicate (Coleman and Preszler, 1982). The need to

include environmental considerations has been described by Mills

and Higgins (1980). One area that is often overlooked, however,

is the necessity to transform client skills and goals to

characteristics of augmentative communication devices in a

systematic manner. This paper describes one approach to this

problem that provides a systematic procedure for determining

characteristics of devices that will meet the client's needs and

also iden.,lify "candidate" augmentative communication systems

based on client abilities and goals. We define device

characteristics and give examples of them in a subsequent

section. Methods of selecting these characteristics and

evaluating their effectiveness for a given client are also

presented.

A Hierarchy of Augmentative Communication System CharacteristIcQ

A crucial step in selecting communication systems and

strategies for specific clients is the transformation from client

goals and skills to device characteristics. A set of critical

questions that help identify features of communication systems

that are relevant to specific client's is presented in a later

section, but there is still a need to convert these into

"candidate" systems. A candidate system is one that is consistent

ient goals (either all goal's or a subset. of them, since

clients require more than one system) and is consistent with

lient skills (physical, cognitive, linguistic). It is then
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consldered along with other candidates in making a final

vocommundation. In order to systematize the choice of candidate

sysems, we have developed the hierarchy of device

characteristics shown in Table 1. There are seven categories in

this hierarchy; symbol system, physical selection methodology,

cognitive selection methodology, output format ( receiver and

user), vocabulary size, vocabulary manipulation, and physical

construction. These are arranged from lowest to highest level

based on the highest level being the most general and the most

inclusive of lower levels. The lowest level is the most specific

and the least dependent on other higher levels. Within each

category there is also a hierarchy based on the same considera-

tions. Progression from the lowest to the highest level reduces

the number of available system options; i.e., the scheme coverges

to a set of candidates among which there are tradeoffs. Since

one system seldom meets all needs, more than one device may be

selected and/or the candidates must be prioritized. When they

are prioritized, tradeoffs of one feature for another are often

necessary. The use of.this scheme for any individual requires

all the assessment data described here and thus includes client

goals and skills as well as environmental considerations. This

hierarchy provides a framework for decision making, rather than

a step-by-step procedure for assessment.

Symbol Selection Method

We have chosen cymbol systems as the lowest level of the

hierarchy because this characteristic is the most limiting in

4 252
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system choice. If an individual requires a picture system, then

most printers, word boards, etc. are eliminated. At the next

higher level is the use of a symbol system possessing grammar and

syntax (e.g. Blissymbols). The nature of this symbol system

allows the inclusion of more linguistc functions such as

categorization by parts of language, etc. Printing systems

cannot, in general, print Rebus, Bliss and other special symbols.

Thus, most printing systems are eliminated at this point. The use

of whole words is the next level in the hierarchy because clients

often have reading skills that exceed their spelling skills.

Within the symbol system category, the use of spelling is the

most abstract, most generally applicable and encompasses all

utterances that can be generated by lower level symbol types.

The use of phonemes to generate unrestricted synthetic voice

output is taken to be equivalent to spelling.

Given these symbol types, we can relate them to the' output

characteristics of devices. This serves as the first step in

narrowing the choices of candidate systems. Simple visual lights

in array elements pan convey whatever symbol is placed in the

element. For example, so-called scanning aids (e.g. Zygo,

Prentke- Romich,DUFCO) all have provision for placing pictures,

letters, words or symbols in the array elements. Other aids such

as small printers are capable of printing only alpha-numeric

symbols (e.g. Canon Communicator, Sharp Memowriter). Some

devices can also be connected to printers that use an 8 1/2 X 11"

(or larger) printed format (Express, Autocom, EMS, microcomputer

systems such as the TRS-80 or Apple). Voice output aids can
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represent words, spelled letters or phonemes, with input

selection via pictures, symbols, words, letters or phonemes.

Thus, symbol type directly affects the availability of candidate

systems for a given client.

Physical Selection Method

The next most basic characteristic is the physical method by

which the client accesses the system. Order within this category

is based on the number of independent choices available from the

interface. Selection may be by any anatomic site (e.g., hand,

arm, head, chin, leg, foot, etc.). The lowest level here is the

use of any binary choice. For example, a single switch of any

type or a head nod for "yes" or "no" provides one control signal

for the person to use in selecting vocabulary or controlling the

device. Arrays consisting of two to five choices are at a higher

level because they are more general, and they include the single

binary choice as a subset his level includes any "array" of

choices of from two to five items including simple pointing via

hand or head pointer (for example) or sets of two to five

switches (including joysticks). A typical application for this

type of interface is the UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT directed scan in

array communicators. A new level is defined for arrays in the

range of five to ten choices because this includes "numeric" *(0

to 9) keyboards. However, choices at this level may still be

made with any simple pointing technique. Keyboards are arrays of

switches arranged in a specific order with specifc key spacing.

Small numeric keyboards require relativly fine motor control, but

can be used in a very restricted spatial location (such as
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mounted to the arm of the wheelchair) and they do not require a

large range of motion. Enlarged numeric keyboards are also

available for persons with limited resolution. Full

alpha-numeric keyboards (e.g. typewriters)are the most general

and flexible of switch arrays. They do, however, require both

fine motor control and relativly large range of motion.

Keyboards may be activated with the head or toe as well as the

fingers. This level also includes non-electronic modes of

selecting vocabulary from arrays of greater than 10 objects. For

example the direct pointing to objects is analogous to the use of

switch arrays. The greater the number of choices which the user

can independently make, the more general the physical selection

methodology is.

Cognitive Selection Method

The method of choosing vocabulary that requires the least

cognitive skill is direct selection of the desired item. Two

basic schemes are used: direct selection and encoding

(Vanderheiden and Grilley, 1975). In direct selection all the

choices are presented to the user at one time and the user has

the physical ability to choose any one element directly. We use

this term only for systems in which the entire vocabulary is

visible to the user at one time. Two types of encoding are used.

Time encoding (sometimes referred to as scanning) requires the

user to make a series of sequential choices that eventually lead

to th desired element. Row-column and directed scanning are the

mc.,t common types of time encoding.This is cognitively more

:rfficult than direct selection, and it is a more general concept



in tat it is less dependent on the client's physical

capabilities.

The second type of encoding is character encoding which

involves the use of a symbol (number, letter, neumonic, color,

etc.) as a code for vocabulary items. The user then selects the

code rather than directly selectirl tne element. Character

(number or letter) encoding schemes are cognitively 'sore

difficult than either of the lower levels. They encomaas the

lower levels in that direct selection can be considered to be a

spatial encoding and time encoding can be considered to be binary

choice encoding. Most often, even when a client can direct

select, some form of encoding is also used to increase the size

of the stored vocabualry beyond one page. Pages are selected by

a code and selections within a page are chosen using either

encoding or direct selecion.

Output Format

Receiver and user output form is the next level in the

hierarchy. There are two basic modes by which augmentative

communication systems provide this output: visual and auditory.

Visual outputs may be either transient or permanent. Transient

visual outputs are either single light indicators used in an

array, alpha-numeric readouts (including tv-like screens), or

selections pointed to on a communication board. Auditory outputs

are either simple tones (e.g. an alarm) or voice. Voice output

systems may be either pre-recorded messages that are accessed

randomly or computer-synthesized speech.

There are two types of outputs in a communication system: one
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for the user of the system and one for the receiver of the

message. Often these are identical, but in many aids they

differ in one or more of the following ways: symbol system, size

of characters, mode (e.g. words for user, voice for receiver),

and existence of "control characters"(e.g. "end of word" marker

on a spelling board for user or receiver, memory recall, etc.).

We have distinguished two levels within this category. Transient

visual or auditory tones are the most fundamental level since

they convey less information than the higher levels of printed

output and speech. Printed output can convey more information

than transient visual displays primarily due to its permanence.

All the capabilities of transient visual systems can be met by

printed output systems (although not always in the same way- for

example error correction), and simple sound generation can be

accomplished using a synthetic voice system. Printed and speech

output are at the same level because they address different goals

(graphics and conversation, respectively). One might be

considered to be at a higher level than the other depending on

client goals. For examples the use of a printed.system for

conversation would consitute a lower level than the use of speech

output for conversation.

Vocabulary Size

Given the levels discussed thus far, the next choice is the

size of the vocabulary to be included. Communication systems may

use several different ways of storing the required vocabulary.

Permanent vocabulary may be thought of as stored in a series of

one or more pages. For a simple communication board or an array
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communicator, there is only one page of stored vocabulary. This

page may contain words, letters, pictures or symbols, and they

may be selected in either a direct or encoded manner. Because

this single page provides such a limited set of vocabulary items,

many systems have additional pages. For non-electronic aids this

results in a book format with each page containing a subset of

the total vocabulary. For electronic communication aids, the

pages are locations in memory. The pages are accessed by the user

through a code which may be as simple as a page number or it

may be a category name such as "foods". This form of memory is

permanent.

Many electronic aids also have a temporary buffer memory.

This type of storage is used for short-term, non-permanent

storage. When the power to the device is turned off, the buffer

is erased. Examples of buffer memory include the 16 element

memory of the Zygo 100, the two 40 entry memories of the

Handivoice 110, the display memory of the Sharp Memowriter, etc.

The major advantage of this type of memory is that it allows the

user to temporarily store information for the purpose of either

playing it back to a listener at a later time or correcting it

prior to storage in more permanent form.

Another type of temporary memory is long-term (it remains

after the power is turned off) but it can be altered by the user.

Examples include the Autocom and Express vocabulary storage and

the word storage capability of the Sharp Memowriter. This type

of storage has the advantage that the device can be customized by

the user, and it can be altered for different situations.
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Many computer systems use another type of storage - magnetic

disks. These disks can store files (pages), control

instructions, and other commands. Many manipulations of the data

contained on the disks are possible, and they provide a large

amount of very flexible storage. These systems are not portable,

due to the requirement for 110 volt ac power, and the use of the

disks requires motor skills for inserting and removing them from

the disk drive whir reads the information. This characteristic

depends on the capability of the client as determind by the lower

levels of symbol system, physical and cognitive selection methods

and output needs. The numbers used in Table 1 are derived

from existing communication aids that can be procured for a

client. These numbers refer only to the stored vocabulary, not

to any transient memory, etc. by which the client can enhance the

available vocabulary.

Vocabulary Manipulation

Given a vocabulary symbol type and size, required

manipulation of that vocabulary can be determined. The lowest

level of manipulation is direct symbol_selection. One form of

vocabulary manipulation is the translation of vocabulary elements

from one symbol system to another. This is appropriate when the

user needs one type of symbol and the receiver needs another.

The simplest form is the use of words above pictures or symbols.

Here the "translation" is made on the board. Other examples are

the use of either words, pictures or symbols as input for voice

output devices, text-to-speech systems now available, and the

"Bliss Apple" program which allows the user to select Blissymbols
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on a computer screen and then cause the words represented by the

symbols to be printed or spoken (Kelso, 1981). Since symbol

translation is an inherent characteristic of the system and does

not require additional skills on the part of the user, it is

included at the same level as direct selection. The use of

control characters such as "print", "enter" or simple markers

like "end of word" is at a higher level.
Electronic communication aids can employ other forms of

vocabulary manipulation. For aids in which item encoding is,

used, speed can be increased by employing a frequency of

occurence algorithim. For example, if choices' are made by

hitting a switch when the desired letter appears on the screen,

speed can be increased by presenting the choices in order of the

probability that they will follow previously entered characters.

If "t" is entered, then it is very likely that the next letter

will be "h". Some systems use only the previous single letter

while others use two or three previous letters as the basis for

choosing the next letter to be presented.

Selection of a single page from multiple stored pages is an

extension of the two lower levels since this requires the use of

some encoding and the use of control characters.

Correcting erroneous entries and modifying text are other

forms of vocabulary manipulation. This may take the form of

simply backspacing and obliterating the letter (such as with the

Canon Communictor) or it may involve the movement of a "cursor"

that marks the location in the entered text at which the

correction is to be made. In more sophisticated systems, the

user may be able to insert characters, words, or whole
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paragraphs; to delete any of these, or move large blocks of text

to new locations. Thesc features are very similar to word

processing systems available for business applications. For sc,me

clients, editing features are very inportarit in order to format

text prior to printing it. Editing is at the highest level of

vocabulary manipulations because it includes the selection of

material to be edited (usually by selecting a page and then

choosing the text to be edited from that page), movement of a

cursor by control characters, and cognitive skills that are more

demanding than those required for lower levels.

An additional type of vocabulary manipulation is the

capability to format the output in a specific way. For example,

printer formatting allows the margins and page length to be set,

or provides special formats such as allowing titles to be put on

each page. Another type of output formatting is that used in

mathematical manipulation. An example is the type of manipulation

,..,.. necessary for long division. This formatting capability

enhances the use of a system for doing arithmetic. Formatting

required for graphing, plotting or "free hand" drawing is also

available on some systems.

Physical Construction

The characteristics that are the most general, depend the

least on lower levels, are the most abstract, and are the most

inclusive of lower levels are physical attributes of the system.

"Mountability" refers to the flexibility with which the device

can h, attached to a wheelchair or carried by an ambulatory

client. We place it at the bottom of this category because it is

the most critical in use. No matter how well a system works in an
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assessment session, it will not be effective in every day use

unless the person has access to it at all times. This is

determined primarily by the mountability of the system. Another

critical factor in determining how often and how well a device is

used is storage requirements. These refer to ease of removal of

a lap tray, for example, or the space required to store a device

when it is not in use. These: two characteristics, in conjunction

with all lower levels, determine size and weight of the

communication aid. Finally, the color and design (packaging) of

the aid depend the least on other properties, and thus belong at

the top of the heirarchy. Consideration of safety, reliability

and maintenance requirements are included in design.

Summary

This heirarchy provides a framework for, the final stages of

an assessment process where a match is sought between the

person's skills and goals and the features of communication

systems. Progression from the lowest (symbol system) to highest

(physical characteristics) levels will generally provide an

approach that converges to a set of candidate systems from which

appropriate choices can be made. It is necessary, of course, to

be familiar with the features of "real" commercially available

devices. We have provided this information for most of the

commonly used communication aids (Cook, et al.,1979; Dahlquist,

et al., 1981; Cook et al., 1982). The Assistive Device Center

also provides, at cost, detailed evaluation reports on

commercially available augmentative communication systems.
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Relating Client Goals and Skills to Device Characteristics

In order to propose a set of candidate augmentative

communication systems for a given client, it is necessary to

choose characteristics of these systems that will meet the needs

and be consistent with the skills possessed by the client. The

most important principle involved in this process is that there

is a relationship between the tasks an augmentative system must

accomplish for a person (embodied in the client's goals) and the

characteristics that must be contained in the device in order for

those tasks to be accomplished. This does not imply a one-to-one

relationship between device characteristics and goals, but that

rather each goal may be accomplished only if certain essential

characteristics are included in the augmentative system. An

obvious case is the necessity for voice output for telephone

conversation if a TTY or TTD is not available or desireable. Many

characteristic-goal relationships are more subtle, however, and

generic characteristics of devices are not always equivalent to

specifc features of commercially available communication aids.

For example, a writing system requires printed output. This is

the generic characteristic of all writing aids. However,

different manufacturers of aids will meet this need in different

ways (e.g. strip, column or page printers). The type of printer

may also be important and could serve as a characteristic, but

the need for printed output does not restrict one to any type of

printer per se. For example, if a printed system is to be used

homework, then the format may be an important characteristic.

P,)(ge printers are more desireable than strip printers because
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they allow the printed output to be handed in by the student. If

workbook "fill-in" is the required activity, then a strip printer

may be appropriate.

Clearly, what is needed is a systematic method of going from

client goals to device characteristics and then relating these

charactE _sties to the skills of the client. Finally, the

characteristics may be transforMed into features of available

communication aids. While tnere are alternative methods of

implementing the concepts di*cussed in this paper, we have

developed one method that has been used with over 50 clients.

Determining Client Goals and Skills

Table 3 shows a planning sheet that we use for relating

client goals and needs to appropriate communication system(s).

The required information for parts I, and II are obtained in an

initial interview. This process is described elsewhere (Coleman

and Preszler, 1982). Questions asked of the client and those in

his/her environment (parent, teacher, therapist, etc.) can help

define goals in a manner that is useful in matching them to

available device characteristics. Client goals are usually

organized in two categories: general life goals and communication

goals. General life goals include increased independence,

increased attention to task, etc. Typical communication goals are

listed in Table 2. broad classes of communication goals are

defined: conversation and graphics. Within each of these there

are subcategories. The goals shown in Table 2 that apply to a

specific client should be determined early in the assessment

process through interviews with the client and significant
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others. We have found that this list covers most of the

communication goals as presented by clients, but any equivalent

list of goals could be substituted. Clients will generally not

state their goals in precisly the way they appear in this table,

and it will be necessary for the examiner to clarify the goals to

match this format. Data for part III is obtained in an

assessment of physical capabilities (Cook and Barker, 1982), and

an assessment of cognitive and language abilities (Meyers and

coleman 1932). The important outcomes of the physical evaluation

are the location of the "best" anatomic site for use by the

client and the determination of 'the best interface for use with

that site. For example, the use of the hand with a standard

keyboard or the use of switches mounted on each side of the head

are possible outcomes of this evaluation. This information

determines what characteristics the device must have in order to

allow the user to input information to the device. The outcomes

of the cognitive/language assessment are a symbol system useable

by the client, the number of elements that the client can use at

one time (array size), the client's skills in categorizing,

sequencing, encoding, spelling and reading, etc. The ability of

the client to manipulate vocabulary and to effectively compile

multiple element utte,:ances is also determined. This summary of

goals and skills may, of course, be filled in using assessment

data collected by other means.

Selection of Candidate Systems

Section IV is a compilation of candidate communication

.systems that appear to be appropriate to the client's goals and

A
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needs. These may be selected on the basis of answers to the

questions in Table 2 and application of the hierarchy of Table 1.

By answering these questions, the examiner can move

systematically toward a set of critical device characterist;,:s.

The questions are a guide to the tester to make the

transformation from goals to characteristics. We employed two

criteria in selecting questions for inclusion in Table 2:

. Each question must provide information that is relevant

to the determination of device characteristics.

2. Each question must narrow the choices of appropriate

systems for the client.

The answers to these questions all help identify constraints

that must be employed in the choice of device characteristics.

Some affect the output format of the device (I.A.1.a;I.B.1.b).

Others are related to the cognitive selection method (I.A.5.d) or

vocabulary manipulation (II.B.2). Still others relate to the

physical construction of the system (e,g.I.A.1.e and f). Symbol

system type, portability, input requirements and strategies of

use are also addressed by various questions. It is not important

that this set of questions be used in the form presented here.

However,it is important that the information generated by them

be obtained . Only those questions relating to specific goals

for the client being assessed need be addressed in an individual

case. Thus, some subset of the goals listed in Table 2 are

typically of importance to any specific client. Once the answers

to these questions are obtained it is necessary to place them in

the context of device characteristics. The characteristics of
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importance are then related to candidate systems through the use

of the hierarchy presented here and knowledge ,Jf commercially

available device features. This information is used tc complete

Part V of Table 3. Those systems judged to be potentially

useful are selected prior to the meeting with the client during

which candidate systems are to be validated. Likewise, proposed

strategies (methods of using the proposed systems which maximize

their effectivenes) are listed in Part. V prior to meeting with

the client. This entire process is illustrated via several case

studies in the next section.

Validation of Candidate Systems and Strateies

Once the proposed systems and strategies are formulated, it

is possible to meet with the client and those working with

the client. Teachers, therapists (speech, occupational,

physical), counselors, representatives of third party payers

(Department of Rehabilitation, etc.), family members, living

facility care providers, and any other persons directly involved

with the client's communication needs are invited to attend.

This greatly facilitates the implementation of selected systems

and strategies. The session is a combination of discussion,

demonstration and evaluation of alternative systems. We begin by

restating and discussing the client's goals to insure that all

parties have the same expectations. Often there will be multiple

goals based on environments (e.g. school vs. home) or situations

(e.g. work or school assignments). When the goals have been

verified, the proposed systems are presented and related to the

goals they are to meet. If the client has not had the
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opportunity to use the system before or if there is some question

as to the utility of the system, the client is asked to create a

simple message using the device. If there are special featuLes

that require additional skills (such as storing and retrieving

information), then the client's ability to operate these is also

assessed. In many cases this step is not necessary since we

already know thatthe client can use the system. For example,

with picture boards, the client will have demonstrated adequate

pointing slection skills in prior phases of the assessment.

Once it is decided that a particular system is appropriate

for the client, we discuss strategies for using each proposed

system. This discussion usually focuses on the goals to be met

and situations in which the system would be most useful. For

example, there may be situations in which the communication

process is breaking down for the client and others. By

discussing the use of the proposed system in that environment and

situation, we can develop an understanding, on the part of both

the client and the others involl'Id with him/her, of the use of

appropriate systems. We consider this phase of the assessment to

be an essential factor in the eventual success of the acquired

systems. The outcome of this process is a set of systems that

have been validated and an initial approach to the strategies

necessary to use the systems effectively in various environments.

This approach provides very solid documentation of need and

appropriateness that can be useful in both seeking funding for

the proposed systems and in developing effective programs for

their use. 268
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Case Studies

The theoretical basis for matching client's goals and c:kills

to device characteristics is best illustrated through the use of

case studies. We have selected several cases representing

different goals, skills and recommended systems. These cases

have been selected from a much larger set of client histories,

and they are felt to be representative of the scope of the

process described here. The cases selected illustrate the use of

Lhe procedures described in preceeding sections, especially in

regard to trade-offs that become apparent in selecting

appropriate augmentative communication systems.

Case 1 - Severe Physical and Cognitive Disability

George is 19 years old, and he has severe cerebral palsy with

quadraplegic involvement. He has no functional speech. His

current systems for communication include pointing to "yes" and

"no" on his lap tray, pointing to objects in the environment and

the use of facial expressions to convey emotions. General goals

include increased independence and eventual use of an electric

wheelchair. He currently has a manual wheelchair. Communication

goals are to get attention, express feelings and needs and convey

desires and problems. His most functional anatomic site is his

left arm. He can point to pictures placed 1" apart and he can

reach objects within a 20",radius of his body midline. He

suc-lssfully used tread (pedal) and leaf switches. George's

symbol system is pictures in arrays of 10 - 20. He can sort

pictures and use them to answer questions such as "What would

v)'_1 use in the rain?" (picture of an umbrella). Based on this
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assessment information the following steps were followed to

identify proposed tools )rid strategies. Since the appropriate

symbol system is pictures, all print ; ems were eliminated

because none of these will allow pictur to be selected and

printed. This still left many choices. George's pointing skills

are good and the use of his left hand to directly point to

objects was chosen as an appropriate physical selction method.

Since George did not have letter or number reco7nition and since

he did not need time encoding, direct selection of items was also

the best cognitive selection method. This choice eliminated all

scanning array type communicators from further consideration.

Output format required a further consideration of goals.

.Since an attention getting system was reciuired, we first

determined the environment in which it was to be used. George

lives in a skilled nursing facility. The staff indicated that an

audible attention getting device that was always available to him

would most appropriately meet his needs. Based on our earlier

physical assessment, we choose a tread switch to activate a tone

for getting attention. It was also determined that the device

should remain "on" after it was activated by-George, and be'

turned "off" by a staff person. We had also determined thit

George reacted favorably to a tone output when he pressed the

tread switch. For his other communication needs, the use of a

communication board (or boards) with transient visual output was

proposed. Since staff at the school and living facility would be

using the system, it was also decided to place words over each

picture to reduce ambiguity in the interpretation of George's
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utterences. Based on Oeorge's ability to select from an array,

as determined in our cognitive/language assessment, an array size

(number of pictures) of 10 to 20 was chosen. George has

abilities at the Direct indication of picture level only and nc

other vocabulary .aanipulation characteristics are required at the

present time. The physical form of the system was determined to

be individual language boards tha: are situation specific.

Once these proposed systems were selected we met with the

client, his living center staff, his counselor from the local

Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities (third party

payer) and his speech Evitholr.gist. The assessment session began

with a review and verification of the goals stated earlier. The

proposed systems were presented and each was discussed in detail.

Strategies propose,C, for the use of the attention getting deVice

emphasized the necessity for staff to respond to his requests for

attention, even if inappropriate initially. Inappropriate use of

the device should be discouraged without removal of the device

from his control if possible. Methods of mounting the device on

his wheelcLi.ir were also discussed. The necessity to have the

switch and tone box move with George when he is out of this

wheelchair was also discussed, and it was decided that a

removable mounting system was required. Use of the

communication boards was addressed by first discussing the

situations in which George needed to express his wants, etc. His

school activities, living center activities, needs ("move me to

another place", "toilet me", etc.) provided examples of areas for

which situation specific boards that could be constructed.
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Practical suggestions as to format and layout of the boards (such

as grouping items by type and linguistic function) were also

discussed in light of his ability to sort and recognize

categories.

This case illustrates the importance of environmental

considerations as well as goals and skills. George's physical

skills, while limited, still allowed for a wide choice in

systems. His cognitive/language ability, specifically his need

for a picture vocabulary, was the most limiting factor. This is

often the case, and it is the reason that this characteristic is

at the lowest level in our hierarchy.. Choice of a direct

selection communication board system was based on the need to

convey ideas rapidly as well as the ease of fabrication for

systems that serve new situations.

Case 2 - Mild Physical Im ariment, Severe Cognitive E',21ai.

Jenny is 14 years old, has mild cerebral palsy, is

ambulatory and has no functional speer-. She lives at a

residential care facility. General goals include increased

independence, control of "wandering" behavior and increased

attention to task. Communication goals include expressing needs,

making choices among alternative: activities, expressing emotions

and initiation of communicaiton. Jenny's physical capabilities

are essentially those of an able bodied child her age. Her

cognitive skills are severely delayed with picture recognition at

the 2 yr. 6 mo. level. Her current systems include pointing to

objects, a small number of manual signs, pictures, and yes/no

answers to questons and a few Blissymbols. Based on these data,
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it was determined that Blissymbols were the most appropriate

symbol system because they include a syntax and grammar, are

universally applicable (especially to those who can read) and

they provide the basis for the development of language concepts.

Jenny had already learned some Blissymbols in her school program.

This choice left a number of options for systems. Physical

selertion via direct pointing was chosen. Direct symbol selection

is the only viable method for Jenny due to cognitive limitations

which prevent encoding. Several output option-s were explored.

Jenny responds very well to auditory feedback and to devices

which* she can manipulate. This led is to propose the use of some

form of auditory feedback in conjunciton with Blissymbols (such

as the use of a computer system with spoken output for Blissymbol

input chc,ices). Vocabulary size is limited to 20 - 30 symbols at

this time. Only direct symbol selection is possible and no other

vocabulary-Ka-nipulation was considered. The physical format

included single commanication boards and small books. Only a

limited number of symbols per page were proposed because of her

cognitive requirements.

After these decisions were made an assessment meeting was

held with Jenny's parents, living center staff, teacher aand

speech pathologist. Proposed systems Ti.fre discussed, including

the teacher's and speech therapist's experiences with

Blissymbols. Strategies for using the symbols at home, at the

living facility and at school were considered. It was decided to

ncentrate on the acquisiton of vocabulary at school, to

e-lcourage choices and use of the communication system in lieu of



wandering (e.g. "May I go to the pop machine?") at the living

facility, and to use the system at home in a mode that encourages

initiation by rewarding use. Examples of the latter are

including places to go or desi A activities on the communication

board, and then doing that activity with Jenny when she chooses

it spontaneously. This encourages intiation and the recognition

of the power of communication. The use of simple communication

boards was decided upon rather than more complicated electronic

feedback devices until the utility of Blissymbols and the

concepts of using them for communicaion are established.

This case illustrates the dependence of any augmentative

communication system on environmental constraints, goals, skills

(including behavioral) and the need to develop strategies. The

strateyies are mucl more important in this case than -ire the

systems per se. If the strategies can be successfullly

implemented, then it may be desireable to find more flexible

wistems to enhance c(mmunication, but this is not warranted at

this time.

Case 3 - Visual and Physical Impairment, Mild Cognitive__

Impairment

Joyce is a ?I year old woman ,.;;tn undiagnosed

degenerative neural disease present since e.rly childhood. Her

current communication modes are speech, which is becoming less

aria less intelligible, writing (also becoming less legible)

man "al signing and an electric typewriter (at school). Her

general goal is increased independence. Communication'goals are

for conversation with peers who cannot read, written copy that is
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more legible Jer handwriting and a portable device to nelp

with converr_. n. She also expressed a desire to be able to

correct errors in her printed work and create clean, legible

copies. Her right hand and fingers are her most controllable

site, and she can work anywhere within a 20" radius (1. uer body.

A major Liroblem is her visual capability which requires 1/2"

size or greater letters for recognition. She is able to use

typewriter size keyboards (we evaluated her ability with both

standard electric typewriters and computer keyboards), and she

can use a joystick and tread, leaf, low pressure and pneumatic

(by squeezing a rubber bulb) switche :;. She spells at a

functional (sixth grade) level. She is able to use sorting, and

word storage encoding methods.

Based on thew data, we developed a list of proposed systems

as follows. Joyce's symbol system is spelling, thus making many

options available. Her physical ability allows use of a full

alpha-numeric keyboard, and her combination of direct sfacction

encoding skills makes the use of a page format feasibly. Her

goals were considered carefully when deciding.on output mr:ts.

Her writing needs requirt a printed format, but her conversation

needs, especially with non-reading peers, could be met by a

transient visual or speech output system. The portability

fequirement led us to decide on simple picture/ord boards for

the portable component. Her visual problems indicated that any

system would need to have characters no smaller than 1/2"

including printed letters. Her vc:zabulary for conversation can

be limited to 20-50 items on a board or in a picture/word book.
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However, her writing needs in school and at home require much

larger storage capability. Joyce's ability to sort and encode

indicated that she might be able to use a full editing capability

via a microcomputer system. This would also allow us to address

her need for enlarged visual feedback and printed output.

Physical construction was addressed separately for the two types

of systems. For the portable conversation aid, communication

board layout was the major concern. Storage requirements for the

board included making them small enough for carrying in a back-

pack or purse. For the printed system, it was decided that her

needs could only be met with a flexible, but stationary system.

Once these syst.....ns were decided upon, we met with the family

to discuss therm. Th s se.c_sik.n included a demonstration Jf

enlarged video diFplAy a computer monitor, Joyce's use of a

key, 3r0 over a compL.-er keyboard, and an evaluation of the

efft_;t_ven, of auditory feedback (a beep) when letters were

c.17. the keo-board. To address her visual pro .lems we also

placed a magoifl g glass over the kejboard and over the printed

output on both a typewriter and computer nrinter. We also had

Joyce use a tick to push the keys. Not all of these

characterii7.Q. were useful for Joyce. The magnifying glass was

unsuccessful because of her constant head tremor, .nd the

point g stick did not result in any impro:ement in h.r typing

rate. However, the enlarged video display and keyguard did

significantly improve her performance. She also felt that the

tone produced with each key press was helpful.

Because Joyce needed editing capability in her system, we
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asked her to carry out various functions using a computer. She

was able to retiieve stored words via numeric codes, to insert

and delete characters on the screen and control a printer program

to obtain hardcopy of her message. We also discussed the use of

communication boards for conversation with individuals who cannot

understand her speech. Organization by categories, the inclusion

of words above the pictures and size consideratons were also

discussed. Based'on this session a computer system (Apple II)

with a special editing and storing program utilizing enlarged

characters was recommended together with a set of communicatic..1

boards fr use in different environments. Thes Jystems were

procured and Joyce is now using them both successfully.

This case illustrates the need for consideration of visual

and auditory capb!lities in s-ecting an output format. It also

illustraes the reed for multiple systems to meet the total needs

of a client. Tht. capabilities of the stationary system cannot be

duplicated in the portable conversational system, but the

flexibility, low cost and ease of construction of the portable

picture/word hoards makes their very functional. This is also an

example of combining very sophisticated high technology and v'ry

simple low technology systems, not an uncommon occurence in ou:

experience.

Case 4 - Severs Motor Problems, Normal Cognitive Developmr-t

Lora is six years old. She has severe athetoid cerebral

palsy with quadraplegic involvement., and has no functional

speech. She was assessed in the summer preceeding her enrollment

in a regular first grade class. She also receives regular
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speech, occupational and physical therapy. General goals are for;

Lora to achieve functional normalcy in order to take maximum

advantage of her academic program. Communication goals are for

systems to be available so Lora not limited in her classroom

experience by her physical abilities. She needs a writing system

to use while her classmates are learning to print and a speech

output system to use for phonetic language development and

classroom discussionb. Lora also needs a system to enhance her

ability to interact with her peers, family, and unfamiliar

adults.

Lora has better control of her left hand and arm than she

does of her right. She has a functional workspace 18" in radius

from her body. Lora can operate both typewriter and small

(calculator-size) keyboards with her left hand. Her accuaracy

improved with both types of keyboards when a keyguard was used,

and she was more accurate and faster with the smaller keyboard.

She successfully used tread, leaf, and rocker types of single

switches and a four position switched joystick.

Lora's receptive vocabulary ability was reported by her

speech pathologist to be at the 5 year 10 month level (based on

scores the able bodied population on which the test was

standar(' using the Peabody Picture Vocabualry Test. Lora's

receptive auditory language was found to be good with errors only

concepts generally mastered by children older than her. She
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also demonstrated an ability to sort pictures into two

categories.

Based on these data we recognized the need for several types

of augmentativr. communication systems in order to meet Lora's

goals and take advantantage of her cognitive abilities.

Functional communication with peers and adults requires the use

of pictures until L(ca develops reading and spelling skills

through her school program. For this need we considered both

pointing to communicaiton boards and scanning communation aids

which could also be used in a printing mode when she develops

spelling skills. For her writing needs both electric typewriter

systems and smaller keyboard operated devices (Canon

Communicator, Sharp Memowriter) were included as feasible

alternatives. Speech output aids were proposed for her needs to

participate in classroom discussions and to learn phonics. These

choices were based on the hievarchy of Table 2 and the questions

of Table 1. Symbol LI/stem type (pictures for current functional

communication) was first considered. Then physical abilities and

cognitive abilities to use scanning, etc. were considered.

Lora's parents, speech and occupational therapists, and teacher

attended the assessment. We validated the goals for Lora, and

then discussed ways in which augmentative systems could overcome

her physical limitations. This discussion included the role of

pictures for immediate functional nication, the use of a

printed output system while her peers are learning to print, and

thQ use of speech output for phonic langua, '-ment and

group discussions. We then had Lora use a I.. communication
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aid, and she very quickly showed that she could use all modes of

scanning. When pointing directly to pictures, she could select

1" square pictures very rapidly. This was then the system of

choice for immediate, functional conversaton.

Next Lora used the Canon Communicator placed in her lap.

She was also able to use the Sharp Memowriter and an electric

typewriter (IBM Selectric) placed on a table in front of her.

She demonstrated both an ability to make selections and to use

control features (such as on/off, store/retrieve, etc.). Lora

was shown the Handivoice Model HC-110. She successfully made

selectios using a picture overlay, and she also was able to use

control features with the device on her lap tray. Finally, the

Autocom was placed on a table in front of Lora and she made

selections, stored a word and learned how to control it. She

showed an exceptional ability to interact with system, solve

problems and develop strategies to overcome difficulties.

Based on these results, it was decided that an IBM

correcting typewriter (with keyguard and continuous paper roll) ,

a Handivoic Model HC 110, and communication boards be ,:stained

to meet Lora's needs. These were all procured and/or made by

school staff and Lora is now using them successfully.

This case illustrates the use of multiple systems and the

imrc)rtanc,? J.,f obtaining systems as early as possible in a child's

development so he or she can take advantage of academic

instruction.

Case 5 - Writing Disability Only

Chuck is a 10 year old with quadraplegia as a result of
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cerebral palsy. He has normal speech and is able to write with

some difficulty. His writing is 1,ot Always legiblo, it is slow

(11 letters/ minute) and causes him liscomfo!.:t. kit hi-A., an aide

with him for two hours per day in cA,:i regular school program.

Currently his parents help with his written homework assignments.

Chuck's general goels are for independence and normalcy in his

educcrtional experience. Communication goals are for note taking

spelling tests, recording math computations and completing

written homework assignemnts. He also would 1 to have a

system that aids his own handwriting by increasing speed and

reducing iatigue.

Chuck's left hand is functionally better than his right

hand. He used his left index finger to type on an electric

typewriter, an Apple Computer, and a Sharp Memowriter. With all

of these systems he averaged about 23 letters per minute (double

his handwriting raLe), and he experienced less fatigue and

discomfort than he does , A Aldwriting.. He can operate

anywhere within a 16 to 20" radius. His language is at age level

with spelling being a functional symbol system.

Based on these data several types of systems were proposed.

Chuck had previously used an electric typewriter, but it could

not be easily moved from room-to-room with him. Portable

printing communicators were tt-. Is proposed. In order to help

reduce fatigue and increase speed of handwriting, several writing

aids were proposed. These all help the user to hold the pencil

by surrounding it with a ::lock of wood or a wire frame.

Our assessment session wc.: 7')y Chuck and his mother.
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First, everal of the handwriting aids were demonstrated and

Chuck ;cd them. While one of these did help reduce diEcomfort,

it did not significantly increase his writing speed. Therefore,

we did not recommend the acquisiton of any of these aids. The

Canon Communicator and Sharp Memowriter v -e demonstrated and

Chuck used .ach to create a short message. He preferred the

column format of the Memowriter to the strip printer of the

Canon. He also was shown how words and phrases may be stored

using the Memowriter, and he easily mastered the use of these

functions. Since Chuck also needed to o homework in mathematics

and language, several microcomputer programs for mathematical

manipulation and word processing were also demonstrated. Chuck

quickly mastered these progrJ-.ms and was enthusiastic about using

them. These features would allow Chuck to complete work more

rapidly with less energy expenditure. he computer would also

allow printing of reports and mathematics homework. Because he

could edit his work before printing, his typing speed would be

faster and the quality of the finished product would be higher.

Final recommendation was for the acquisiton of a microcomputer

system (Appl: II) with word processing and mathematical

manipulation, and a Sharp Memowriter.

This *case illustrate) the use of different systems to meet

the same cveral1 goal, but in different environments. Both of

_'c -ems meet Chuck's need for a writing system , but each

has unique characteristics not possessed by the other. For

note-taking the Sharp is portable and can be mounted to Chuck's

wheelchair. For homework, the Sharp would be limited to a 15
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column wide printing torLAA. !(e it difficult to

compose longer written reports, etc. The icrocomputer system

overcomes this problem with a page printer and it also has

mathematical manipulation and word processing functions that are

not available on the Memowriter.

Summary and Conclusions

The major advantage of the assessment 1;,. described here

is that they are based on a consideration ni. ,rit goals and

skills first and a consideration of augmentativ- communication

system characteristics second. Thus, the -Lem is matched to

the client (within the limits of current ;hnology) rather than

the client being forced to adapt to the system. Without a

structured approach like the one presented here, however, it is

very difficult to meet client goals. The case studies illustrate

the way in which this approach converges to a set of systems that

meet the client goals and also take maximum advantage of his or

her skills. The procedures presented are only one part of a

total assessment protocol developed by the Assistive Device

Center.
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Table 1. A Hierarchy of talgmentative Communication
System Characteristics

Highest

Lowest

Physical Construction
Color /design
Size/weight
Storage requirements
Mountability

Vocabulary Manipulation
Editing
Page selection
Use of control characters
Simple symbol selection

Vocabulary Size
N s 1000

500 < N < 1000
100 < N < 500
16 < N < 100
N < 16

Output Format
Printed/speech
Transient visual/simple tone

Cognitive Selection Method
Character encoding
Time encoding
Direct selection

Physical Selection Method
Array > 10
Array 1 to 10
Array up to 5

Binary choice

Symbol System
Spelling
Reading
Symbols (e.g. Blissymbols)
Pictures

Note: Within each of the seven categories, the levels are also
arranged in a hierarchy.
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Table 2. Cluivaunitation Goals and Questions Relating Them to Device Characteristics

Goals

I. Conversatiun

A. One-tu-one

Critical Questions to be Asked

I,

2.

With peers

With strangers

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

WIII these individuals be aSie to use the same type and slze of symbol system

as the client?
Should an explanation of system use be provided for listeners?

What kind of information needs n be communicated (e.g., emergency, general,

etc.)?
Where will the conversation take place (e.g., home, school, bus, etc.)?

WI)) there be a need for a carrying case or strap (If client IS ambulatory)

or for wheelchair mounting?
Are there any size and/or weight restrictions based on client's abilities?

lio:rease initiation

a.

b.

c.

d.

Would an explanation of system use for listeners be helpful?
Would a method of getting attention be helpful?
Can strategies (e.g., requiring choices, creating "payoff" situations, etc.)

increase effectiveness of system?
What types of Items, events, activities are most important to the client?

4. Get attention

a.

b.

What are the environments of use, and what constraints does this impose?

Would an attention getting device need to be always available (such as for

emergencies) or could It be available only at certain times (such as when

the client Is in bed)?

5. Increase speed

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Would reorganization of the current system (e.g., categories, parts of speech,

control characters) increase speed?
Would practice by the user lead to Increased speed with current or proposed

system?
Mould the use of larger linguistic units (e.g., words or phrases) increase

speed?
Can the user utilize encoding schemes to Increase speed? if so, can the

listeners use the same scheme?
Would storage of messages for later reading or replay increase speed?

6. Telephone conversation

a.

b.

c.

d.

Is need for general use or emergencies only?

Would pre-recorded, taped messages be sufficient?

Is there a need for unlimited vocabulary?
Would a coded (TTD) system be appropriate given clients' needs and equipment

of "listeners"?

B. Croup

I. Ger'ral

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

What is the environment (e.g., meetings, school, work) and what special needs

does this impose?
How large or loud does the output need to be?

Are there any special characteristics of the
group setting (e.g., teacher's

aides, symbol systems used, special activities)?
..

Will the system be moved to different environments?
Is voice output useful or desirable?

2. Classroom use

a.

b.

c.

d.

If the person is in a "regular" classroom, what are the activities that in-

volve conversation (e.g., reading aloud, group discussion)?

Whot are the topics covered in class?
What kinds of vocabulary or symbol systems will be needed to participate in

group Llassroom activities?
Will the system move from room to room?

Graphics

A. Ald Handwriting

I.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

licw much writing does the person need to do?

Where will the system be used?
Is there a need to increase legibility?
Is there a need to increase speed?
Is there a need to reduce pain and/or fatigue?
Is there a need to aid positioning of the body/arm/hand and/or writing

materials?

B. Augment or replace writing
with printed output

I. General

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Does format (strip vs. column vs. page) matter?

Is there a need for portability?
.

Is there a need for enlarged characters?
Is either increased Speed or accuracy (relative to current system) important?

Is a transient visual display desirable for feedback and/or editing?

Would a pre-stored vocabulary be desirable?
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1.11.1e 2 (iintinued

.

._

2. !tilting and Cortertio9n

a.

It.

c.

Wculd a simple "crossout" be sufficient?

Would an error deletion (e.g., a correctable typewriter) suffice?
Are editing features such as insert, delete, replace required?

3. Homework

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

How much homework will the person be doing?
Will the system be used both at home and at school or will it remain at home?
Will the person need to wm.14 independently?

What format dc the assignments have (e.g., essays, work book fill -in)?
What types of characters need to be printed (e.g., letters, numbers, special
math symbols)?

4. Classroom use

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Whet subjects are covered In the classroom?

What types of written assignments are given in the classroom?
What types of vocabulary (e.g., words, letters, numbers) will be needed?
Is written test taking required? If so, what types of tests (a...., short
answer, true/false, multiple choice) will be given?
Will the system move from class to class?

C.

5. Persona) writing

a.

b.

c.

Will long term storage be required (thermal print doesn't last, impact
printing or photocopies do last)?
Will the system be used in only one place?
What types of vocabulary will be required?

mathematical Manipulation

a.

b.

c.

d.

It a special format or layout required such as for long division or multi-
plication?

Will built-in calcuiatoh functions (e.g., +, -, -7, x, %, mean) be required?
If used in the classroom, what are the academic goals (e.g., counting,
basic arithmetic, advanced math)?
Will the system move from class to class?

D. Drawing, plotting, graphing

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

What type of plots (e.g., x-y line graph, bar graph, pie chart) will be
required?

Will mechanical or electrical drawings or schematics be required?
Will free-form or creative drawings and/or sketchings be required?
Will "coloring" (e.g., falling an area with a color) be required?
Will printed output be reqb..ed or can video displays be used?

Motes: 1. These questions are not necessarily intended to be asked of the client. Rather, they help the examinerrelate needs to device characteristics.

2. These questions help relate he hierarchy 9f Table I to specific client goals and skills.
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Table 3. Information Required to Validate Candidate Systems
and Strategies

I. Current systemF ased and their deficiencies

II. Client goals
A. General
B. Communication
C. Others

1. Educational/vocational setting
2. Living environment

III. Skills
A. Physical site

1. Pointing/keyboard skills
2. Array size
3. List switches used (size and type)

S. Cognitive/language
1. Symbol type(s)
2. Array size
3. Usage level (spelling, reading, utterance size)

4. Selection modes (direct, encoded)

5. Vocabulary arrrangement (alphabetical,topical)

IV. Candidate systems proposed
Systems Select Output
(used/disc) modes modes

A. General use
B. Educ./voc. setting
C. Living situation

V. Strategies proposed
A. General
B. Educational/vocational
C. Living situation

Notes:
1. This table can be used as a planning/data sheet.

2. An additional column for comments is he'pful in Part IV.

3. Systems that are either used by the client (used) or dis-

cussed (disc) are listed in Part IV.
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Efficacy of Assessment Flow

The efficacy of the assessment procedure was reviewed along two lines:

outcome and the flow of the procedure itself. A breakdown of outcomes for the

34 subjects who received recommendations bayed on assessments is presented in

Table 1. It should be noted that multiple systems were often recommended and

'iometimes only part of the recommendation was acquired or implemented. Thus a

subject could be included in two or three areas of this analysis. For example

if a new laptray and a miniboard were recommended, but the funding for the lap-

tray wos rejected while the board was implemented, the subject would be included

in more than one column of Table 1. Approximately 82% cf the 34 subjects ac-

quired a system, device, and/or training program closely resembling at least

one of the recommendations based on the assessment.

A Markov Chain analysis (Palumbo, 1977) was performed to determine the

probability of moving from step to step in the assessment process. The goal/

priority module section of the assessment was introduced during the latter part

of the project so only 16 of the clients who received recommendations had an

assessment section that included goals clarification. The Markov Chain picture

An Figure 1 reflects this lack of a goal assessment section for a large per-

centage of clients. Figure 2 shows the probability of moving from step to step

with the goal assessment portion removed. The analysis indicates that the pro-

bability of a device acquisition as an outcome of the current assessment proce-

dures is high.

Over 80% of the recommendations were essentially followed. This involved

considerable time and energy on the part of significant others. It required

participation on the part of third party payers or construction of materials by

the teachers, therapists, parents or other involved individuals. Such a high

proportion of follow-through is quite unusual, refleg:ting partly a commitment

of the significant others to the children and partly the commitment of the

schools and agencias to the project. 291
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Communication Performance Analysis

Thy'_ Communication Performance Analysis (CPA) was intended to measure the

efficiency with which subjects used their communication systems. Its principle

measure was the time in seconds required by the subjects to select a single

vocabulary element from their systems. Depending on the particular system, a

vocabulary element could be a picture, symbol, phrase, word, letters, etc. Pro-

ject staff verbally requested subjects on each trial to select elements or

element strings which were within the range of both the system's and the sub-

ject's capabilities. Total time for the trial was recorded and was divided by

the number of actual selections (including errors) to estimate time per element.

Correcting for errors (by dividing the total time by the number of correct

rather than total selections) yielded higher element times but analogous results,

and therfore will not be reported. Between three and ten trials were run per

system depending on such considerations as available testing time, subject

fatigue/attention, etc. An attempt was made to measure performance over a

period of one year following system acquisition at intervals of 1, 3, 6, and 12

months, although due to a variety of reasons (subject illness, unavailability

of the system, scheduling difficulties), the testing intervals did tend to vary.

Figures 1 through 7 present CPA data for seven subjects for whom at least

three testing sessions were completed. Subject #12 was tested three times over

a period of one year on a communication board/Light Beam Indica-for (LBO system.

As can be seen from Figure 1, his time for selecting items on the board steadily

increased under testing conditions. His teacher reports steady times. The in-

crease in time during testing seemed to be due to lack of motivation. If

teased and encouraged enough his times were quite rapid, otherwise they were

very low.

Subject #57 used both a Possum Typewriter and a mini-board containing the

vocabulary elements which she pointed to with her hand. The possum had been in '



use for about a year before the project started but was abandoned about ten

months into the project. It was used with relatively high efficienty, however,

it required spelling skills which the client does not have. The mini-board

with Blissymbols system,using direct selection by hand, produced slower performance

than the possum. When the LBI was used for selecting items on the mini-board

it was considerably faster (see Fig. 2). The LBI is presently under consideration.

The data for Subject #71 are shown in Fig. 3. Using a communication board

system, performance was generally comparable over a ten-month period. The same

may be said for Subject #72 (see Fig. 4) over a 14-month period and Subject #79

(see Fig. 5) over a 16-month period.

Performance data for Subject #75 is presented in Fig. 6. This subject's

primary system was a communication board used with either a headpointer or an

LBI. Although at initial testings of these systems the LBI tended to be use'

more efficiently, by the end of nine months both interfaces yielded comparable

performance.

Subject #101 (see Fig. 7) experienced a change in his communication board

after five months. Still using the LBI as an interface, performance was more

efficient with the new board. This was not an unusual occurrence. A number of

our subjects developed multiple board use. Others showed improvement through

additional items being added to their boards. This meant that we were not

dealing with a static system. This is very good from a communication point of

view but makes it difficult to perform any meaningful timed measures on systems

' in use.

We found in use data particularly difficult to obtain. If the subject

makes an error one is uncertain if it is a cognitive or a methods error. If

methods are developed just to evaluate the system, they may differ from real

use methods and be confusing to the subject. These are all areas which will be

excellent for future study and use of creative techniques for analysis.
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At the outset of this project it was anticipated that communication per-

formance, as measured by the CPA, would show steady and possibly substantial

gains over the time subjects were using their systems. Based on the data

presented in Figs. 1 through 7, it appears that this expectation was not met.

Generally, the physical skills involved in using the communication system

remain reasonably stable for at least a year or so following acquisition of

the system. Based on the very small sample size, these results must be treated

with caution. Should these results hold up in further research, however, this

stability can serve two Functions. First, it can be used, as was shown above,

to compare performance on alternative systems. Second, it can be used to

project performance estimates over a year period from early performance data

on system use. If, for example, performance after the first month or two is

below some carefully considered criterion, one might either want to intervene

with additional skills training and/or consider an alternative communication

system.

It is also important to recognize that these measures reflect only one

aspect of the communication system. To satisfactorily evaluate the success of

the communication process, a variety of other factors need to be considered.

For example, although physically slow, a particular system may allow persons to

communicate information, thoughts, and ideas which could not be communicated

before. Also, although performing the motor act may take the same amount of

time over a year period, the person may have learned shortcuts and developed

strategies in using the system which may substantially enhance the effective-

ness or richness of the message desired to be communicated. Further, extra-

communicative effects such as increased feelings of self-worth/concept or

general independence are not measured by the CPA data.

In general, then, objective communication performance measures, while use-

ful for certain purposes, are limited and should constitute only one component

of an evaluation of communication effectiveness.
300
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Device Characteristics Match

A total of 42 subjects participated in our research. Nineteen received

augmentative communication systems and follow up procedures. The others did

not due to various reasons. Four children were either ill or moved during the

project and could not continue. Four children were diagnosed as prelanguage

and recommendations were made regarding development of cognitive and physical

skills which might lead to language development and use of an augmentative

communication system in the future. Three children had no reliable physical

response. Training procedures to develop a response were recommended. One

child was diagnosed as autistic and no recommendations were made since treat-

ment for autism was already in progress. One child was an inappropriate re-

ferral. The family wanted aids to daily living rather than communication assis-

tEnce. Two children's recommendations were not implemented. The first of

these two recommendations was for a teenager who did not want to wear anything

on his head and the recommendation was for a light beam indicator. He cannot

use his hands well and insists on using his speech, which is partially intel-

ligible only to those who spend a large amount of time with him. The other

recommendation was for a microcomputer and the funding agency felt that the

gain in communication ability would not be worth the cost. A second, less

desirable system was implemented in this case. These subjects are not included

in our evaluation of device adequacy. Eight children are in the process of

being implemented but were not completed in time to be included in.the data.

Based on the matching technique developed in the project, Table 1 was drawn

up to use as one evaluation method for the recommended systems acquired by the

nineteen subjects. This table has an analysis of a few subjects to show how

the technique would be used.

Each major set of columns in Table 1 represents a particular capability



2.

of the user and the device. Each subject is represented by a set of two rows;

the top row identifies the capabilities of the subject's device and the bottom

row represents the subject's own capabilities. Slash marks identify existent

capability. Cross-hatching signifies the curr'.2nt state of use for each. Thus,

d device may be able to accommodate all possible symbol systems (all boxes are

slashed) but actuall\ programmed with pictures (cross-hatched). Ideally,

the cross-hatching for subject and device should correspond to the highest

capability of the subject. Further, it is desirable for device capabilities to

exceed subject capabilities in some cases so that the person will not require

a new system as he or she develops addition, ' skills. In the case of client

use, more than one set of cross-hatches m. t occur in some cases because the

client may use multiple aspects of the s

Since these categories are developed .r . hierarchical manner a\s'''di,scussed

in Cook and Preszler (1982) it is most essential that a good match be made ol

the first few areas and less critical as you continue through the list. In

the last item, physical construction, only one feature (size) is considered.

The other areas mentioned by Cook and Preszler, which include weight, safety

and flexibility would seem to be on a different scale since the subject would

always require a safe device and certainly prefer a flexible, light weight

system in almost all cases.

The subject and device markers used in Table 1 mean something slightly

different in each category. Under symbology the slashes indicate what symbol

systems the device or system is capable of presenting and/or recording. For

the subject, the slashes indicate what symbol system or systems can be used in

a functional manner. Under physical selection for the device, the slashes

indicate the number of switches which are needed or can be used to operate the

,ystem. For the subject, the slashes indicate the number of switches which

:an be used to reliably make a selection. Under cognitive selection method

y;i,.. 310
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the device method or methods by which the system can access vocabulary is

indicated. For the subjects the method or methods which the user understands

and can physically use is shown. Under output format the slashes indicate the

output capabilities of the device or system. For the subject, the slashes in-

dicate what the user understands and is able to use. The dot indicates what

the receivers in the environment need due to cognitive, physical and/or sensory

disabilities, and environmental goals or needs (classroom discussion, written

a5signements, etc.). Under vocabulary size the approximate number of items

which the device can display is indicated by slashes. An m with the slashes

indicates multiple arrays must be used to get this number. For the subject an

e,,timate of the user's total receptive vocabulary is shown. Expressive vocabu-

lary would of course be a more pertinent measure but this is usually impossible

to get until after the system has been in use for a period of time. In this

case the marks indicate the total number of items used with all available arrays.

Under vocabulary manipulation it indicates the manipulation processes the device

or system has available for use. The user slashes indicate the processes the

user is capable of understanding and dealing with based on physical, sensory

and cognitive abilities. Under physical construction only size is considered,

as indicated earlier. The slashes indicate that the device can be readily used

under the noted conditions. For the subject, the necessary or most desirab;e

condition requested by the subject and/or significant others is noted.

Each of the 19 subjects was analyzed in the manner shown in the samples

in Table 1. The results are summarized in Table 2.

At the most basic level the system must have characteristics that the sub-

ject can use. Since all of these systems are presently in use, this basic level

of matching the device to the subject needs has obviously been met. This level

is not addressed in the tables. The more pertinent question is: Does the

system allow maximum use of the subjects' abilities. This is the question we

311
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will now address.

Compilation of the results provides the following information. There is

a perfect match on all of the subjects' symbol systems. All 19 are using the

highest level symbol system they are capable of using. In addition, 15 of the

systems indicate room for growth on the part of the client which is highly

desirable in school age children who are developing and changing.

The physical selection methods show a match for 16 subjects. Physical selec-

tion ability in three cases was above.that which was actually used. One of

these subjects #48 is physically capable of using a larger array but cannot

deal cognitively with a large array. This would indicate then that this is an

appropriate match. Two subjects / /132 and #146 are also physically capable of

using larger arrays than what they are presently using. In these cases the

problem is motivation. We find that some of our subjects who have not had a

communication system find it difficult to initiate communication. In these

two cases we have started with a small number of what we hope are pertinent,

useful items to encourage initiation. We hope to add more as the subjects begin

to initiate conversation. It appears then that at least 17 of these are perfect

matches and that the other two may be a perfect match depending upon whether

one agrees with the communication initiation strategy adopted in these cases. rl

Four devices have capabilities above the present use level which indicates room

for the subjects to develop.

The cognitive selection methods show a perfect match for 11 of the 19 sub-

jects. Eight show subjects ability above present use. Although time encoding

(scanning) and character encoding are
cognitively more complex than direct

selection, they are not necessarily more desirable. Direct selection is fre-

tuently the most rapid system and would be the selection method of choice. Only

in cases where the persons cannot use direct selection or direct selection is

slower than scanning or.encoding will the more cognitively complex methods of

i

or encoding be, used. In ail_eight cases that can use higher methods

..)'312
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but did not., speed was the deciding factor. Two of these use computer keyboards

and the others all use communication boards from which they make direct selec-

tions. The systems of 16 subjects do offer the capabilities above that being

used by the subject so that there is the possibility for change if needed. It

would appear then that these are all perfect matches. Fortunately we work with

teachers and therapists who are not satisfied with just a workable system. In

some cases they indicated dissatisfaction concerning the speed and/or accuracy

of some of the subjects' systems. In these cases alternative physical sites and/

or selection methods are presently being tried. In at least two cases (#12, / /101)

we believe that further training in the use of a switch may lead t.7) time en-

coding (scanning) method which is faster and more accurate than the pr,sent

direct selection method. This is a timely reminder that we should nct be satis-

fied with what looks good on paper. In use follow up is vitally important. A

system may be usable, as in these cases, but still not meet subject and receiver

goals. Training and reevaluation is an important step to determine if improve

ment is possible. We might say then that these were a match based on the sub-

jects' level of performance at the time of evaluation but that recommendations

for specific training may lead to better systems.

Receiver and user output format showed only one case where the device,

receiver and user all agreed. In two cases the device ability could go above

the use. In seven cases the receiver goal was above use and in 18 cases the

client ability was above use. In both the cases of the receiver and user

apparent mismatches the cause was a desire to use speech. All these users and

receivers can understand speech and many felt it was the most desirable mode.

The only presently existing speech output devices require a combination of phy-

sical and cognitive skills which are possessed by few subjects. The subjects

must have good fine motor skills or understand encoding. Many of our'subjects

lack both of these skills. To make full use of a speech system reading and
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spelling skills are also needed and most of our subjects lacked these skills.

This would then indicate as good a match as can be achieved with present tech-

nology but would indicate a real need for speech output devices which can be

accessed more readily by non-readers and are smaller and more portable for

ambulatory individuals.

Vocabulary size shows a match for 5 subjects with 14 which have client

ability above use' and 15 in which the device is capable of going above present

use. This would indicate that 14 are mismatches since it would appear that the

subjects full capability is not being used. A look at the subjects indicates

the following reasons why they are using a smaller vocabulary size than their

predicted maximum. Five of them have )arge picture vocabularies but are learning

Bliss or reading skills. Their systems contain the material they are learni9

and are used as teaching tools as much as communication systems. A picture

conversation back up system is advisable in these cases. Four of the subjects

have large vocabularies but are not motivated to initiate conversation. Small

arrays for specific situations are being used to try to encourage some initia-

tion. Two subjects know more items than they can cope with in a small array,

due to cognitive/perceptual problems. Two subjects are limited by their physical

problems to a small array. We are presently trying to f:nd ways to overcome

these limitations. One subject is ambulatory but must use a picture system.

He can only carry so many items with him at a time which limits his vocabulary.

Some of these problems poiot out areas for research regarding systems to fit

specific needs, such as portable large picture systems.

A summary of the vocabulary manipulation information indicates that 11 sub-

jects have a perfect agreement between client ability and device use. In eight

'nstances the client ability is above what is being used. All of these were

,/ith subjects who were using communication boards. They can all use page selec-

tion but were not doing so. This is probably an artifact due to the way the
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communication systems are being used. The majority of our observations are

in the classroom where the receiver (the teacher or therapist) chooses the

subject to be studied or discussed and thus makes the board selection rather

than a conversational mode in which the subject makes the selection. The use

of page selection does seem to be an important feature which should be added

to these in order to give the user more independence and encourage communication

initiation. Sixteen of the systems had device abilities above those being used

indicating that there is room for most of the subjects to increase the complex-

ity of their vocabulary manipulation methods.

A summary of the device size information indicates that 14 systems show'

agreement for device size and subject ability. n nine cases the device can be used

at a level above that of the subject, meaning that the device is more "mobile"

in terms of size than the subject presently needs. This usually means that

the system could be used with an ambulatory subject but the user is not ambula-

tory. In five cases the subjects' abilities are above that of the device. Two

of these are computers which are fixed and the subject can move around in a

wheelchair. The versatility of the computer was seen as being important enough

to warrant its use. In addition the subjects both have alternative systems,

communication boards, which they use in other situations. One subject is ambula-

tory and uses a HandiVoice 110. She cannot use it as she walks around but its

classroom and social group use seemed to outweigh this disadvantage. She uses

signs and speech in other situations. Since neither are intelligible to strangers

this presents a problem. The HandiVoice is being used to help her learn to read

and spell. It is hoped that this may lead to the use of an alphabet or communi-

cation board in other situations. Two subjects use large communication boards

with light beam indicators. Because the boards are so large they are not wheel-

chair mountable. The solution to'this problem would be smaller, wheelchair

mountable boards.
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In summary it that these 19 subjects have perfect matches in the

,,ymhology category./ In the physical selection and cognitive selection cate-

gories the best possible match has been made since higher levels are not neces-

sarily better in terms of speed for cognitive selections methods and since

!icluelion is hampei-ed by the suhjccts' other abilities rather than

outside constraints.

In terms of receiver, user output format, the major restraint to more

appropriate matches is the lack of technology and ingenuity to provide speech

output for ambulatory subjects, picture users and so on.

Mismatches in vocabulary size are due to two factors. One, lack of use

or multiple boards when the subject is capable of using them, is easily remedi-

able. The other, lack of a large portable picture vocabulary, is less easily

remediated. It is very difficult to presently access a large picture vocabulary

especially if the subject has poor motor skills and the pictures need to be large.

In eight cases maximum vocabulary manipulation abilities are not being used.

This can be remediated through making multiple arrays and instructing signifi-

cant others in their use.

In terms of size, three of the five mismatches are due tc the present level

of technology. Portable computers with the complex capabilities required by

some clients are not yet available and a light weight portable speech synthesizer

is not yet commercially available. The other two size problems involve communi-

ction H.:ards that are not portable. These can he made into smaller boards and

through codes for each board to overcome the problem.

This examination of in use data has provided us with two important types of.

information. We have found subject capabilities that are not being.used but

if the system or use of the system is slightly modified, such as using

.iple instead of single arrays when the subject has the capability. We have

o found areas where subject capabilities cannot be used due to lack of
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technology, such as the lack of a light weight speech synthesi4er. This infor-

imticm ,.hould he of value to engineers and scientists working is areas develop-

ing technology for individuals with disabilities.
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Table 2

Summary of subject and device or system capabilities and in use data

stics

System allows

maximum use

of subject's

abilities

maximum

Use Id-

justed for

actual

ability

Subject's theoretical

ability exceeds de-

vice presently in use

*Subjects' actual

ability exceeds

device capability

presently in use

Device capa-

bility is

above present

use

Receiver

goal is

above use

19 19 0 0 15

16 19 3 0 4 -

)1 19 8 0 16 -

r

t
1 I 18 18 2 7

5 13 14 6 15 -

)n
11 11 8 8 16

I)

-

14 14 5 5 9

ibjects ability in one area may be above present use but, due to other factors, that ability is really
the most desirable or usable. For example, a subject may be able to reach an area 22" x 28" but becomes
used when more than four pictures are presented. In theory the person could select from a large array

Ically but cognitive limitations make this an unusable skill.
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Perceived Efficacy of the Recommended System
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Perceived; Efficacy of the Recommended System

Introduction

Using a questionnaire with a five point Likert-type scale, individuals

(e.g., teachers, therapists, and parents) who worked closely with subjects on

the grant were asked to rate the match between the subject and the communication

system recommended for the subject by the project staff. The goal was to obtain

information on how well the system met the subject's communication needs. The

questionnaire utilized eight major categories: general system characteristics;

vocabulary and organization of content; visual and auditory clarity; versatility;

effort and fatigue; set up and maintenance; storage and portability; and other

concerns. Each category contained relevant statements which respondents were

asked to rate using the scale. A one on the scale indicated total disagreement

with the statement, while a five indicated total agreement. See Figure 1 for

an example of the questionnaire.

This instrument was developed through input from the project staff and

utilized concepts for interview questions developed by Beukelman et al.(1981)

and Aiello (1980). The first draft was also submitted to Several teachers, par-

ents, and therapists for comments on content and length. The questionnaire was

then revised based on this input. The final draft was sent to parents, teachers,

therapists, residential facility personnel, and others associated with 20 of the

subjects who had acquired and were using a device/system proposed by the project

staff.

Results/Discussion

The total number of questionnaires delivered was 58, while the total number

returned was 42, representing a 72% return rate. Of the 42 returned, 39 were

used in the data analysis. Three of the questionnaires could not be included

because they were returned blank; the subjects did not use their systems in

those particular settitigs in which the individual who received the questionnaire
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saw the subject. Of the 39 questionnaires used, 7 were received from parents,

13 from teachers, 16 from s,.)eech therapist , 2 from aides, and 1 from a physical

therapist. The number of actual responses to each item sometimes reached 46

because a few subjects were using multiple systems and some respondents rated

each system separately. Some items had fewer than 46 responses because respon-

dents had the option of placing a zero by the item if they felt they did not

have sufficient information to respond or if they felt the item did not apply.

The overall analysis, along with a breakdown of results by type of system are

presented in Table 1.

Based on assessment procedures developed under the grant, 10 of the subjects

for whom questionnaires were returned had acquired communication board systems

(e.g., miniboards, communication books, etc.). Six of the subjects for whom

questionnaires were returned used Light Beam Indicators (LBI's), usually in

combination with boards. One of the subjects obtained an Apple II Microcomputer

and one used a HandiVoice HC 110. One subject received a switch system to

operate his DUFCO matrix, while another 35 using a Peppy Puppy toy for switch

practice. Two of the subjects for whom boards were acquired also received

recommendations for signing as a second option. finally, one subject who used

an LBI was also trying out a manual scanning system with her yes/no response.

Because there were few systems other than communication boards and LBI's, the

number of responses to items for these other systems was low. Therefore, the

following discussion concentrates, on the responses for three types of client-

system matches (overall, communication boards, and LBI's) for the eight cate-

gories on the questionnaire. The results for other systems are included in

Table 1, but are not discussed.

In addition to the number of responses per item and item means and standard

deViations, the standard error of the mean for each item is presented in Table 1

for overall systems, communication boards, and LBI's. The numbers of responses
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for other systems were not large enough to warrant calculation of the standard

error for responses concerning those systems. The standard error of the mean

gives an estimate of how much "confidence" can be placed in that mean. Assuming

a normal distribution, a mean response to an item has a 95% chance of occurring

within an interval that is either two standard error units above the reported

mean or two standard error units below it. For example, the overall mean for

item la is 3.67 and the standard error of the mean is .17. In 95 out of 100

instances, a mean for this item will fall in the range between 3.33 and 4.01.

Since even 3.33 is a response toward the agreement end of the scale, it can be

said that most people would agree with the statement that the current system is

satisfactory.

Most of the items discussed under the following categories are those that

had particularly high or low means, or were especially important within that

category as indicators of perceived efficacy of the system. It should be noted

that low scores are positive responses in some cases depending upon how the

statement was worded. This was done for two reasons: some ideas were clearer

when presented this way and it is a check on the respondents' accuracy.

General System Characteristics

The mean response to item la overall and for communication boards and LBI's

was above 3.00, indicating that respondents were satisfied with the system

recommended by the project staff. Items ld and lj also received high ratings

overall and for communication boards. Respondents felt that the subjects were

using the most appropriate physical site to control their systems and that the

instructions for the sy=tems were simple and ('asy to rmeirber. The positive

response to ld may reflect the increasirg accuracy of the physical assessment

procedures developed under the grant. Given that the majorio, c.):' recommended

systems were less sophisticated devices (e.g., boards, LBI's), the response to

lj is not surprising. Item lj was also highly rated for LBI's.
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The item receiving the lowest rating in this category for all three types

of systems was lh, which asked whether or not the user was adapting to a less

than desirable device. A 1Jw rating here may signify that most respondents felt

the devices in use were acceptable.

Item if was particularly important in that it asked whether the recommended

system had enhanced the user's communication. The rating fu, this item was

over 3.00 for all three types of systems, and was highest for the LBI's. Most

respondents probably felt that the system had enhanced communication to a certain

extent, but that there was room for improvement.

Vocabulary/Organization of Content

Responses for all three systems were highest for item 2b and lowest for

item 2c in this category. (It should be noted that only 9 out of 14 respondents

felt these items were applicable to LBI systems.)

Respondents indicated that, while the organization of vocabulary content

is satisfactory, the size of the vocabulary is usually not large enough. It is

important to keep in mind that size of vocabulary may be limited by the subject's

present physical and/or cognitive skills and may not be a product of the device

which is matched as closely as possible to those skills.

Visual/Auditory Clarity

Item 3a received high ratings overall and for communication boards. Users

of these systems apparently can see and/or hear messages produced on the device.

Although it was above 3.00, the rating for 3a was not quite so high for LBI

users. The LBI is difficult for some users to track and may become "lost" in

the environment. It is also difficult to see under certain lighting conditions.

Items 3b and 3c, concerning the ability for listeners/receivers to see, hear,

and understand received "neutral" (e.g., X = 3.00) ratings for the LBI. In

comparison with the high overall and communication board ratings, it appears

that receivers of LBI messages are somewhat less satisfied with the clarity of
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the communication. Once again, this may be a product of the "ambiguity" of the

LBI should the user and/or receiver lose track of its position.

Versatility

Ratings in this category tended to be somewhat low for all three systems,

especially for items 4h and 4d, which had to do with modifying systems to meet

future needs and initiating conversation. Respondents are not satisfied with

the systems' capabilities when it comes to initiating conversation. For example,

the devices may not allow initiation because the users cannot independently

activate or access them. Respondents also indicated that current systems would

require modification to meet future needs. The highest ratings in this category

occurred for item 4a, signifying that recommended systems could be used in various

places and situations. This rating was highest for communication boards/books,

which are particularly versatile devices with regard to setting/situation.

Effort/Fatigue

The ratings for both items in this category were low, indicating that the

recommended systems do not require an unreasonable amount of effort. The ratino

for item 5b was especially low for communication boards. Users do not experience

much fatigue when using this particular system.

Set Up/Maintenance

Ratings for all three systems in this category were exceptionally high for

items 6a and 6b. Respondents felt that the systems were easy to set up, take

down, and maintain. In addition, item 6c received low ratings, across all types

of systems leading to the conclusion that the recommended systems do not break

down too often. There are several possible reasons for this conclusion. The

first is that most of the systems were simple, requiring little maintenance,

short of changing the light and charging the battery on the LBI. (There have

been some valid reports that the LBI lightbulb burns out frequently, but these

do not seem to be reflected in the ratings.) Maintenance of communication
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boards is easy e.g., if they're laminated, they can be wiped off and a new one

is usually not difficult to make if necessary.

Storage/Portability

The ratings for all systems are high in this cateogry for items 7a and 7c

indicating that the systems are easy to -,tore and sufficiently portable. The

ratings for item 7b are low across all three types of systems, thus the recommended

devices do not appear to interfere with other activities. These findings are

not surprising, once again given the simplicity of the devices.

Other Concerns

The ratings for all three systems were high for item 8b in this category.

Most respondents felt that the recommended system does things that previous

systems did not. The ratings for 8c were low, indicating that the previous

system(s) could not do things the recommended system does. In other words, the

respondents felt that the system acquired through the project did more than

previous systems. Item 8d also received somewhat high ratings, which signalled

a desire for a system that does even more than the current system is doing.

Summary

The majority of responses on the questionnaire indicate that respondents

believe the communication systems recommended by the project staff ar, effective.

Areas where respondents indicate some dissatisfaction included: vocabulary size,

versatility of the system, and initiation of conversation.
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Figure 1.

ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF INGlimatairda u1s)454-1141111

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY. SACRAMENTO
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Enhancing the educational potential of
non-oral children through communlcation devices.

A project of the Department of Education
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services.

CLIENT

EVALUATION OF DEVICE-CLIENT HATO'

RESPONDENT(S)

DATE

8.

As you know, the purpose of the grant in which you are
participating is to match communication device character-

istics to client needs and abilities. Once a client has a communication device or system we can make measurements of

quickly and efficiently they use the device, but the best measure
of success or failure is how the user and the. people

who communicate with the user feel about the system. That is why we are asking you to answer the questions below.

A. Systems: In use/Previously used

I. How many hours per day and in what situations is the system recommended by the grant staff used (i.e., home,

school, in public)?

System Date System Acquired Hours Per Day Situations

2. Indicate if the previously used system(s) is/are,still in use. Also indicate how many hours per day and in

what situations used.

System Still Used Not Being Used Hours Per Day Situations

1

B. Evaluation

Please respond to the following questions/statements
by selecting the number from the scale which corresponds to

Your opinion of the statement. Enter the number in the blank to the left of the question/statement. If the state-

ment is not applicable or you do not know enough about the situation to respond, please place "0" in the blank.

Comments are welcome. System means the communication device recommended
under the grant and listed under NI above.

Disagree I 1 I 1
1 Agree

I 2 3 4 5

I. General System Characteristics

a) The current system is satisfactory.

b) The person is able to use the system accurately enough for my purposes.

c) The person is able to use the system fast enough for my purposes.

d) The person is using the most appropriate
physical site (hand, head, foot, etc.) to control the device.

(If not, what site would you recommend?
).

e) All functions of the system (for example, memory
featurS;-editIng,-atc-.) are used.--

fl The system has enhanced the user's communication.

g) A training plan is (was) required to
facilitate learning how to use the system.

h) The user is adapting to a less than desirable device.

i) The system fulfills my expectations of what it should do.

____j) The instructions for using the system are simple and easy to remember.

Comments on General System Characteristics



Disagree A Agree

3 4 5

9
Vocabulary/Organization of Content

a) The vocabulary content is adequate for the user's needs.

_b) The content is organized in a functional manner.

c) The vocabulary is large "nough.

Comment, on Vocabulary /Organization of Content

) Visual /Auditory Clarity

a) The user can see and hear messages produced on the device.

t) Listeners can see and hear messages produced on the device.

c) Listeners can understand messages produced on the device.

d) The device gives enough feedback so that the user knows when the message has been communicated.

Comments on Visual/Auditory Clarity

4. Versatility

a) The system can be used in various places and situations.

b) The current system will meet future needs without modification.

c) We (I) have modified the system to better meet the user's needs.

d) The user is able to initiate conversation with this system.

Comments on Versatility

5. Effort/Fatigue

a) The system requires too much effort to use effectively.

5) The user experiences fatigue after using the system. (If so, how long can he/she use the system before

tiring? ).

Comments on Effort/Fatigue

6. Setup /Maintenance

a) The system is easy to set up/take down.

b) The system is easy to maintain (e.g., keep batteries charged, keep clean, etc.)

c) The system often breaks down mechanically or electrically. (If so, how many times since you received it?

)

Comments on Setup/Maintenance

7. Storage/Portability

a) It is easy to store the device.

b) The device interferes with other activities.

c) The system Is sufficiently portable.

Comments on Storage/PortabllitY

8. Other Concerns

a) The user's environment presents difficulties which interfere with use of the device (e.g., other persons

who may take it away or harm it, insufficient help in setting up, etc.).

b) The current system recommended by the Assistive Device Center does things that the previous system did

not do (e.g., attention getting, printed output, expressive language other than yes/no, etc.).

c) The previous system did things that the current system does not do.

d) I want a system that does more things than the current system is doing.

Comments on Other Concerns



Overall

Table I

Overall and individual System Statistics for Questionnaire Items

Communication Book

Board or Miniboard,=
n of

responses X S.O. S.E. of 7

46 3.67 1.12 .17

46 3.46 1.22 .18

46 3.20 1.02 .15

39 4.36 .87 .14

36 3.86 1.19 .20

46 3.57 1.29 .19

46 4.00 1.19 .18

37 2.33 1.37 .23

43 3.72 1.18 .18

46 4.46 .89 .13

39 3.32 1.19 .19

38 3.76 .93 .15

39 2.50 1,45 .23

33 4.06 1.24 .22

36 3.91 1.44 .24

34 3.91 1.21 .21

27 3.58 1.24 .24

44 3.43 1.50 .23

45 2.41 1.40 .21

39 3.00 1.43 .23

42 2.83 1.28 .20

43 2.21 1.06 .16

41 2.15 1.35 .21

43 4.28 1.03 .16

39 4,15 .09

29 1.86 1.13 .21

43 4.53 .91 .14

39 2.36 1.27 .21

43 4.21 1.10 .17

40 2.85 1.58 .25

35 4.15 .99 .17

32 2.10 1.35 .24

40 3.78 I .40 .22

n of

responses X S.D. S.E. of X

1.81 or

LBI plus Board

n of

responses X S.D. S.E. of 7

20 3.75 1.02 .23

20 3.65 1.14 .26

20 3.50 .83 .19

18 4.61 .61 .15

13 4.00 1.23 .36

20 3.55 1.28 .29

20 4.00 1.26 .29

lh 2.29 1.38 .38

18 3.50 1.15 .28

20 4.60 .60 .14

19 3.42 1.39 .33

19 3.95 1.03 .24

19 2.68 1.49 .35

12 4.50 .90 .27

14 4.57 1.09 .30

15 4.53 .74 .20

8 3.50 1.07 .40

19 3.95 1.31 .31

20 2.15 1.39 .32

17 3.12 1.58 .40

17 2.65 1.22 .31

19 2.37 1.01 .24

18 2.00 1.41 .34

18 4.39 .98 .24

15 4.33 .72 .19

9 1.56 1.33 .47

19 4.68 .48 .11

16 2.44 1.09 .28

19 4.37 .83 .20

17 3.29 1.57 .39

13 4.08 1.19 .34

12 2.00 1.60 .48

17 3.65 1.58 .40

14 3.79 1.42 .39

14 3.57 1.50 .42

14 3.21 1.31 .36

13 4.00 1.15 .33

12 4.17 1.19 .36

14 3.71 1.49 .41

14 3.86 1.23 .34

13 2.15 1.41 .41

14 4.00 1.41 .39

14 4.86 .53 .15

9 3.22 I.20 .42

9 3.67 .97 .31

9 2.33 1.58 .56

11 3.73 1.35 .43

3.00 1.41 .45

9 3.00 1.12 .40

8 3.38 1.30 .49

14 3.36 1.60 .44

14 2.71 1.44 .40

11 3.36 1.43 .45

14 2.79 1.31 .36

13 2.23 1.36 .39

12 2.58 1.44 .43

14 4.57 .35 .24

14 4.00. .96 .27

12 2.08 1.24 .37

14 4.79 .58 .16

13 1.92 1.32 .38

14 4.71 .61 .17

14 2.50 1.65 .46

14 4.29 .73 .20

13 1.77 1.17 .34 336
13. , 3.77 1.48 .43



NMI

T ble I (continued)
Item 1 Computer HandiVoice HC 110 Peppy Puppy Signing Scanning Switches

n of

responses 7 s . D.

n of

responses X S.D.

n of

responses X S.D.

n of

responses 7 S.D.

n of

responses 7 S.D.
n of

responses X S.D.

I a 2 3.00 0 I 4.00 0 I 3.00 0 3 3.33 1.53 2 3.00 0 3 4.00 1.00b 2 3.00 0 1 3.00 0 1 2.00 0 3 3.00 1.73 2 3.00 0l 3 3.33 1.15c 2 3.00 0 1 3.00 0 1 2.00 0 3 2.67 1.15 2 2.00 0 3 3.00 1.00d I 4.00 0 I 5.00 0 1 5.00 0 0 0 0 2 3.50 .71 3 4.00 1.00e 2 3.00 1.41
1 2.00 0 1 0 0 2 4.00 1.41 2 3.50 .71 3 3.33 1.15f 2 3.00 1.41
1 4.00 0 I 3.00 0 3 3.33 2.08 2 3.00 0 3 3.67 .58g 2 4.00 1.41 1 5.00 0 1 5.00 0 3 5.00 0 2 2.50 .71 3 4.00 1.00h 2 3.00 1,41 I 4.00 0 1 0 0 I 4.00 0 2 3.50 .71 1 1.00 0

i 2 4.00 0 4.00 o I 3.00 0 2 3.50 2.12 2 3.00 0 3 4.33 .58j 2 3.00 0 I 4.00 0 1 4.00 0 3 3.00 2.00 2 4.00 1.41 3 4.67 .58

2 a 2 4.00 0
1 2.00 0 I 0 0 2 3.50 .71 2 3.00 0 3 3.00 1.00b 2 4.00 0 I 4.00 0 1 0 0 i 3.00 0 2 3.50 .71 3 3.00 1.00c 2 4.50 .71 I 2.00 0 I o 0 2 2.50 .71 2 1.50 .71 3 1.33 .58

3 a 2 4.50 .71 I 5.00 0 I 0 0 1 4.00 0 2 1.50 .71 3 4.67 .58b 2 5.00 0 I 5.00 0 I 0 0 2 3.00 1.41 2 2.00 1.41 3 5.00 0c 2 4.50 .71 I 5.00 0 0 0 2 3.00 1.41 I 1.00 0 3 4.33 .58d 2 4.50 .71 1 5.00 0 1 0 0 2 2.50 .71 2 2.50 2.12 3 4.67 .58

4 a 2 1.00 0 4.00 0 1 4.00 0 2 2.50 2.12 2 2.50 2.12 3 4.67 .58b 2 2.50 .71 1 4.00 0 I 0 0 2 2.50 2.12 2 1.50 .71 3 2.67 1.53c 2 2.50 .71 1 4.00 0 I 1.00 0 2 2.00 1.41 2 2.00 1.41 3 3.00 1.00d 2 4.50 .71 I 4.00 0 I o 0 2 4.00 0 2 1.00 0 3 3.00 1.00

5 a 2 2.00 0 1 2.00 0 1 1.00 0 2 2.50 .71 2 1.50 .71 3 2.00 1.00b 2 2.00 1,41 1 2.00 0 1 1.00 0 2 1.00 0 2 2.00 1.41 3 2.67 1.53

5 a 2 2.50 .71 1 4.00 0 1 5.00 0 2 4.00 1.41 2 3.50 2.12 3 4.00 1.00b 2 4.00 1,41 1 4.00 0 I 4.00 0 1 5.00 0 2 3.50 2.12 3 4.33 .58c 2 2.50 .71 I 1.00 0 1 2.00 0 0 0 0 2 1.50 .71 2 2.00 0

7 a ,2 3.00 2.83 5.00 0 I 5.00 0 1 5.00 0 2 4.00 1.41 3 3.33 1.53b 2 4.50 .71 I 5.00 0 1 1.00 0 1 1.00 0 2 3.00 0 3 2.67 1.53c 2 1.00 0 1 4.00 0 I 5.00 0 1 5.00 0 2 3.50 .71 3 3.00 1.00

8 a 2 2.00 1.41 1 5.00 0 1 1.00 0 0 0 0 2 2.50 .71 3 2.67 1.53b 2 0 I 4.00 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 2.50 .71 2 4.50 .71c 2 I'M .71 1 3.00 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 1 4.00 0 2 2.00 0d 2 3.50 2.12 I 3.00 0 I 5.00 0 I 5.00 '0 2 3.50 .71 3 4.33 .58
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Summary and Conclusions

The project demonstrated that it is possible to assess non-oral clients'

abilities, needs and goals with a series of interviews and procedures designed

to determine the most appropriate symbol system, physical selection mode and

site, cognitive selection mode, output format, vocabulary size and vocabulary

manipulation. This in turn may be matched to devices or systems which have

been defined in the same terms. In addition the factors of size, weight, safety

and durability need to be determined for each device not only to determine its

original usability but its long term use and reliability.

Two factors which were not given much attention at the beginning of the

project but which became increasingly evident as work progressed were that

multiple systems are the rule rather than the exception and that systems of

school age children must be flexible and/or exchangeable since inc.-eased use

and training frequently lead to changes in the system or the need for new devices.

Our work indicated two pressing needs in terms of devices. One is a system

that prints pictures, line drawings, Rebus symbols or some similar symbols.

Picture users can only use transient visual communication at the present time.

Printed pictures would allow for permanent visual communication which would

allow the user to construct a message when the receiver is absent and convey

the message at a later time. The other obvious need to us was for a smaller,

lighter weight speech synthesizer. We had some ambulatory clients with a real

need for spoken communication who found the present speech synthesizers too

bulky and heavy for convenient use.

This research has stimulated a number of projects and research ideas which

we are presently in the process of writing. There are others we feel need to

be done but we have not proposed to undertake them at the present time. Six

which we are presently writing include the following: a home study program for

speech pathologists in assessment of nonoraljlients and recommendations for
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systems; available assistive devices and methods for mainstreaming children

with disabilities in kindergarten through the twelfth grade, identification

and study of non-oral children who initiate and those who do not initiate

conversation and development' of procedures to make non-initiators into initia-

tors, development of a seajing clinic in order to study its influence on corn-
.--

munication and the use of other assistive devices, development of a theory

regarding the components of communication devices and computer simulations of

them in order to determine systems not presently used which may be developed

in the future and the usefulness of such components in assessment, and finally

the investigation of the possibility of the development of "language prostheses,"

that is, programs which not only replace speech but may aid or replace certain

language functions.

There are certainly a number of other research projects which could con-

tinue from here. The work we began in evaluation of prelanguage skills of the

non-oral needs much more attention. Our theories and procedures need to be

further tried and questioned.

We look forward both to our own new directions after this and to those

of others interested in the communication of the non oral..
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(Revised 12/23/81)

Client #

Date

Examiner

ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
California State University, Sacramento

6000 J. Street, Sacramento, California 95819

Initial Evaluation
Interview

Date of Birth Sex School

Respondents) Relationship

Location

I. Reason For Referral

A. Check and rank order those tasks for which assistance is sought. If

other than communication, indicate how or whether these functions
are currelt'y being performed.

Rank Function Current Functioning

a. communication

b. educational access

c. rnvironmental control
(home safety)

d. mobility

e. job access

B. 1. Are you familiar with any devices in this/these area(s)?

2. Do you have a preference for any particular system(s)?



2.

II. Functional Physical Abiljtie5

A. Nature of Disability

1.a. What is the nature of the disability?

b. Has improvement occurred or is some expected?

2.a. Does the person ever lose contact with his/her surroundings?
If yes, describe.

b. Is the person easily distracted by people, visual stimuli,
noise, etc.?

3.a. Does he/she have a preferred side for hand or foot use?

b. Over what part of the person's body does he or she have the
best control?

Best Control Site

4. Are any medications presently being taken?

5. Is the person subject to seizures?

6. Does the person experience choking or other problems?

7. Has the person had any recent medical, surgical or dental
procedures?



3.

8. Arc any medical, surgical or dental procedures planned?

9. is the person receiving any therapy?

10. Do any of the following reflexive behaviors interfere with

performance?

Startle:

Asymmetrical tonic neck:

Others:

B. Device History

I. Indicate whether the person has had any experience with other assistive

devices.

a. manual wheelchair

b. powered wheelchair

c. crutches

d. glasses

e. hearing aid

f. brace(s) specify
part(s) of body

g. artificial limb(s)
specify part(s) of body

h. communicatioo (type-
writer, communication
board, etc.)

i. other

specify

Has Ever Used Still Using Will Be Acquiring

(check if yes) (check if yes) (write in date)
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4.

2. If the person uses a wheelchair, answer the following:

a. Can he/she Independently transfer? (i.e., to a chair or to a bed.)

b. What percentage of time is he/she In the chair and what percentage
of time is he/she out of it? Does this vary in his/her environment?

c. Where is the person when he/she is out of the wheelchair? (I.e., on
the floor, sitting in chair)

d. If the wheelchair is powered, what is the interface (control mechanism)
and where is it located?

Presently Used Interface

Body Site
Interface
Location

e. Does the wheelchair have any modifications (e.g., pads, head restraints,
lapboard, etc.)? If so, list them.

C. Perception/Memory

I.a. Is the person aware of his/her orientation in space? For example,
can the person "mirror" other movements by moving those parts of
his/her body which can be controlled?

b. Does the person explore his/her environment by touching things
within reach? What does he/she like to touch?

c. Does the person like to be touched, rubbed, pattA, etc., or is he/she
hypersensitive? For example, does the person react negatively to
being touched?

*2.a. Are there any known visual problems? yes no

b. Has the person had a recent visual e amination?

If so, when?

t
By whoth?



c. Results

Field of Vision
(Within Normal Limits)

Evidence of Perceptual Deficits
(Does person see things out of
order, backwards, etc.)

Acuity
(Within Normal Limits

Formal

Assesriment

5.

Informal
Assessment

Yes No Yes No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

d. Is it easier for the person to work with Items in Isolation or small
groups rather than a large array?

*3.a. Are there any known hearing problems? yes no

b. Has the person had a recent audiologic examination?

If so, when? By whom?

c. Results

Evidence of Perceptual Deficits
(Confusion of similar words-
cat/hat, etc.)

Acuity
(Within Normal Limits)

Formal Informal

Assessment Assessment

Yes No Yes

Yes No Yes

4. Are you aware of any memory problems? If yes, describe.

No

No

Any Items of Note Regarding Sensory,
Acuity, Perception, Memory

III. Educational/Social Experiences

A. How long has the person been in school? How many schools has he/she

attended?
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B. Does this person interact with people in various situations?

Continents
Comments

Home
Shopping

School Travel

Therapy Sporting
Activities

Camp
Other

G.

C. Do any people in the environment have physical, cognitive or sensory

problems that may interfere with communication? If so, describe.

D. If the person is in school, give a summary of the educational/social

goals as stated in the IEP?

E. If applicable, please list two or three specific goals other than

communication (e.g., vocational, academic, placement)

1.

2.

3.

IV. Can the person intentionally indicate wants, needs or ideas (e.g., Unin-

tentionally grimacing to express pain vs. looking or pointing at things

he/she wants, etc)?

If person can indicate go to Communication Interview. Check Interview Seiftute

If person cannot indicate go to Prelanguage Interview.

S

34.
*These items were modified from those used by Project TEACH a joint project

rit-v grhonIc and lini-orsiry of Tennessee.

Communication

Prelanguage



'ed 7-2740)

t/Prewnt Communication Systems

w

ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER

Communication Interview

Client' #

Date

Examiner

Type of

System

Used in

Past
Used Now

Anticipated Use or

BCurrently Being Trained COMMENTS

3cial expression

pie movement

?Mures

)inning

:s /no

igning

)eech

munication

)ard

ping

-iting

hers:
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II. Current Communication System Description

System

2.

Category Parameters Description Comments

Input

Symbols

Type

Size

Number

Example symobls

Configuration
(categories, topic,
grammatical)

Non-Scan
Select

Coding

Array Size

Target Size

Array location

Scan
Select

Array Size

Array location

Switch number and
function

Switch type

Switch location

Coding

Output
Mode

Transient Auditory

Auditory Memory

Transient Visual

Long-term Visual

Output
Symbols

Type

Size
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III. Symbol System

A. Can the person recognize numbers and/or letters? If so, which?

B. Has the person recently had any of the following tests?

PPVT (or any receptive
vocabulary test)

TPCL (or any receptive
grammar test)

Reading

Spelling

Other:

3.

TEST SCORE DATE WHERE TESTED
(if need to send
for scores)

C. 1. Does the person read and/or spell functional words above his/her
tested grade level? If so, which ones?

2. Does the person spell phonetically?

3. Can the person select the initial letter of a word?

4. Does the person know any Bliss, Rebus or other symbol system?

If so, what?

5. Does the person use or do they need to use punctuation symbols?

D. % ')oes the person put more than one symbol together to express an

idea? If yes:

a. How many?

b. In what way (e.g. adult grammar, telegrap% modifier + noun,

etc.)? Give examples. Is it spontaneous , ,nly with

prompting?

2. Does the person express the various sentence forms such as

commands, questions, etc.? If yes, do they do so spontaneously

or with prompting?

Present Abilities in
-Grammatical Structure

%.
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4

IV. Content and Method

Can the person reliably communicate the following and how does he/she

do so?

Attract Attention

Pain, Anger, Discomfort

Happiness or Excitement

Frustration

Hunger or Thirst

Refusal

Toileting needs

Tiredness or Boredom

Choice Among Items
(i.e. what they
want to eat)

Relating past
events

Relating future
evet-F.;

Other:

YES NO METHOD



5.

V. Attention and Motivation

A. 1. What tasks does the person attend to most? For how long?

2. Would you anticipate that this person would have difficulty
staying on task during testing?

B. 1. If the person is not understood, what is his/her reaction?
For example, does he/she cry, pout, give-up, etc.?

2. How often does this happen and with whom?

VI. Communication Goals

Please list two or three specific tasks that should be enhanced by a
communication system (e.g., taking spelling test, relating feelings).

A.

B.

C.



Revised 8/20/81

Client #

Date 4

Examiner

ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
Califirnia State University, Sacramento

6000 Street, Sacramento, California 95819

Initial Evaluation Form

Assessment Section

I. Motor

A. Grasps

1. Finger, hand and wrist movement

a. Check the following finger/hand movement functions

for both the right (R) and left (L) hands. For

numbers 1, 2 (or 2a) and 3, place the object on
the table and ask the person to hand it to you.

If the person cannot pick the object up, then hand

it to him or her. For numbers 4, 5 and 6, hold

the object in a comfortable location oriented as

shown and ask the person to grasp it, move it from

front to back and side to side, and release it.

For number 7, place the push button on the table

and ask the person to press it. Place a number in

the box as follows: 1-poor, 2-fair and 3-good.
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Tip

)rnment

I

R L

Grasp

Release

D Lateral

unent

2. 2a.

R L

Grasp
Release

Palmer

Comment

14.

L

Grasp

Release

Cylindrical

Comment

R L

Grasp

Release El

Spherical Comments

I

Press

2.

5.

R L

Grasp
Release

Tee

Comment

R L

Grasp

Release

R L

Grasp

Release

Comments.
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3.

B. Range-Hand

Present hand range sheet. Locate the sheet with the client's
midline centered on square #8.

The squares are numbered and each corner is lettered as shown. The

targets are the corners. Use the sequence: touch the square then
1A/1B/1C/1D and repeat for all squares within the person's range.
Circle locations reached. For children, it may be necessary to use
the smaller (foot) range sheet

Compare your impression of the time required to reach the square
(tracking time) to the time required to move among the corners A,
B, C, D (select time).

Use the distance table to fill in the following block.

Furthest reach:

Closest reach:

Max. left reach:

Max, right reach:

Left Hand Right Hand

Tracking vs select time

" Client preference for locatiOn

" Left hand

" Right hand

Left Hand

6
o D CDC

12.1 LIJ 9 I

C D CD
I

Body

Centerline

. a 357

Right Hind

2

5

O

3

C D C

BAL)6

Co C

8 9 I

CD
I

C

Body
Centerline

(q)



4.

C. Body Part Movement and Control

For each movement requested place a + (present) or (absent) in the appropriate

column. Note whether required movement can be initiated (I), controlled (C) and

terminated (T).

Left Right

ARM I C T I

y

C
1

T COMMENTS

Tasks: Tester places object
(cup, toy, etc.) at
person's midline 10"
from their body and
instructs. Reposition
if necessary and note.

lift 6"

extend by reaching

rotate as if to pour
(put object in cup to be poured)

rotate in the opposite
direction

turn upright again

move 6" to the left
...

move 6" to the right

pull back

If adequate arm and hand movement, omit the following tasks:

KNEE I C T I C T

.

COMMENTS

move knee to the left

move knee to the right

JAW

open

close

MOUTH

H.--

blow through a straw

sip through a straw

VOICE

produce a sound

- produce a variety of sounds
cilct2 .



D. Range-Foot

5.

Present the foot range sheet unless the interview indicates there

is no foot movement possible or hand movement is adequate. If

foot control appears to be feasible, then repeat the same tasks
that were done with the hand. Start by locating the heel of the

foot at the site labeled "X". Allow the person to move the en-

tire foot as necessary to complete the task.

Left Foot

A A

2 3

8

1

C D C D C

A 1-7,1 Ar° Ai-: 18

D I lc Di CD lc

A AM8 A[;18

D CD CD
X
1

Right Foot

A 8 A 8 8

1 1 _11 3 1

0 C D C D C

A A 6A 8

4 5

0 D C D C

A F11 Ai-1B A(I8
171 Lli 19

0 CD
1

C

Comment on the times required (subjective) for tracking vs. select
time.

Furthest reach Forward

Furthest reach backward

Furthest reach left

Furthest reach right

Tracking vs. select time

Left Right

II

II Client preference for location

Left foot

" Right Foot



6.
E. Head Control

Measure range of movement in the planes shown. Check the space repre-
senting the persons degree of movement to indicate if they have none,
partial or full range movement.

Directions

Movement plane left right

None Partial Full None Partial Full Comments

horizontal

up down

vertical

left right

tilt

Is a headpointer used now? If so, describe

If the client has used one before, but doesn't now, explain why

Reflexive head movements noted

Restraints to head
movement:

Sketch

List those anatomical sites appearing

to be most suitable to interface

Head

MOST SUITABLE

NEXT MOST SUITABLE

THIRD MOST SUITABLE



7

II. Symbol Location, Type and Size

A. Symbol Location Task

1. Peripheral

Instruct the person to keep head and eyes fixed straight TbLw4id.

Ask them to indicate when they can see your finger or pointer
without moving their eyes. If the person cannot keep his/her
eyes fixed, provide an object to stare at. Start with your
finger or pointer approximately 12 inches from the side of his/
her head (at the ear) and move it around the head toward the

face. Mark the areas in which the person can see your finger.

2. Tracking

Using your finger or pointer, have the person track horizontally at

the level of the eyes. Begin at the nose and go left/right. To

track vertically, begin at the nose and go up/down.

Yes Comments

Can the person track horizontally?

Can the person track vertically?

B. Symbol Size Verification

1. instructions

Select the stimuli according to the information available. If infor-

mation is lacking, begin with a more "basic" symbol system (e.g. select

pictures over words or letters) and begin with the largest size set.

Place the stimuli approximately 18 inches from the subject's eyes.

Determine the method of selection and explain it to the subject.

Present two stimuli to the subject and say (e.g., "Please point to

(look at) the comb." or Is this a comb?"). Three trials should be

run. If no errors are made, the size of the stimuli should be reduced,

with three trials run at each size tested. A more "advanced" symbol

system may then be tested if appropriate. If some errors are made, a

more "basic" symbol system should be tested and the positioning of the

stimuli should be re- examined.
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8.

2. Data Sheet

Use a plus mark in the choice column to designate a correct response
A use a circle to designate an error. Be sure to note a symbol

,ystem and stimulus size for all trial groups.

S of System Size

a. 1.

2.

3.

b. 1.

2.

3.

c. 1.

2.

3.

d. 1.

2.

3.

Trials

Correct/Incorrect

OPTIMAL SYMBOL TYPE

OPTIMAL SIZE

If you were not is to establish an optimum stimulus, explain why.
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III. Observation of Use of Present Communication System

If the person has a communication system, use it in this section.

If the person does not have a system, use the miniboard supplied

with this form.

A. Select three symbols from the present system or miniboard and

use in the following procedure.

Trial Instructions Request Response

Show me

2 Show me

3 Show me

B. Using symbols available on the present system or miniboard,

use the following procedures: What would you show me if-it

was raining, you were hungry, you wanted a drink, etc.

Trial Instructions Request Response

1 What would you
show me if

2 What would you
show me if

3 What would you
show me if
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o

IV. Observation by Interviewer

Do there appear to be problems with any of the following:

Yes No Comments

IV.

Age appropriate behaviors

by person

by others to person

Body Dynamics

Hygiene

Positioning

Appearance and use of
hardware

Accompanying vocalizations

Inappropriate touching

person

others

Eye contact

Awareness of appropriate
personal distance

person

others



)

)

to

Appendix B

Initial Assessment Materials
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Materials for Symbol Type and Si7se
Section of Initial Assessment

PHOTOGRAPHS

1: 5" x 6 3/4" laminated cards with image (photograph) sizes ranging from
1" to 3" on a green background. There are colored photographs of the
following: toothbrush, bowl, cup, svon, and cracker.

Sot 2: 5" x 3 3/4" lam'nated cards with imag. (photograph) sizes ranging from
1" to 3" on a orey background. There are colored photophs of the
following: spoon, comb, bowl, toothbrush, cup, cracker, button, key,
flower, rocks, scissors, shoes, glasses, penny, eraser, hand, pen, and
per il.

BLISSYMBOLS

Set 1: 5" x 8" laminated cards w;th handdrato, blissymbols approxiwitely 3" x 3"
and word or words for blissymbol underneath in /" high letters. Blis-
symbol and words are in black felt pen. There are blissymbols for, the
following: chair, house, yes and water.

Syt 2: 5" x 8" laminated cards with nanddrawn blissymbols approximately 4" x 4"
and word or words for blissymbol printed on the back of the card in
/" high letters in pencil. There Are blissymbols for the following:
mother, father, chair, house, want, low:, fjend, and food.

Set 3: 3" x 5" laminated cards with honddrawn blissymbols approximately 2" x
2" and word or words for blissymboI printed on the bock of the card in

high letters in pencil. There are 'blissymbols for the following:
want, food, hoir,e, love, chair, friend, mother and father.

Set 4:

PICTURES

3" x 5" laminated car's with nanddrawn jissymbols approximately 3/4" x 3/4"
and word or words for blissymool printed on the back of the card in /"
high letters in pencil. There are blissymbols for the following:
want, food, house, love, chair, friend, mother and father.

Set 1: 3" x 5" laminated cards with pictures from Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scale Form L-M. Pictures are approximately 1" x 1" and are in the middle
of the card. The word or words to describe the pictures are on the
back of the card in /" high letters. There are pictures for the follow-
ing: comb, apple, cat, stove, bird, dog. cow and book.

Set Picture Flash Words from Milton Bracey, Springfield, Mass 01101.
Description: 3" x 3k" laminated cards with picture approximately 2" x
2" and description of picture underneath in 1" high letters. There are
pictures of the following: key, bed, pig, tree, apple, cup, cat and chajr.



WORDS AND LETTERS AND NUMBERS

Words and letters are all handdrawn except for the smallest set which are type-

written. All cards are laminated and the words and letters are printed in black

ink.

.iet 1: 5" x 8" cards with thc following letters 6" high:

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 2: 6" x 4" cards with the following letters 4" high:

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 3: 6" x 4" cards with the following letters 2" high:

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 4: 5" x 3" cards with the following letters 1" high:

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 5: 5" x 3" cards with the following letters 3/4" high:

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 6: 5" x 3" cards with the following letters high:

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 7: 5" x 3" cards with the following letters 4" high:

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 8: 5" x 3" cards with the following letters 1/8" high (typewritten17

A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Set 9: 6" x 4" cards with the following words 2" high:

ME, WANT, THE, COME, YES, NO

Set 10: 5" x 3" cards with the following words 1" high:

ME, WANT, THE, COME, YES, NO, RUN

Set 11: 5" x 3" cards with the following words 1" high:
I

ME, WANT, THE, COME,. YES, NO, RUN, BIG

Set 12: 5" x 3" cards with the following words LI" higel:

ME, WANT, THE, COME, YES, NO, RUN, BIG

Set 13: 5" x 3" cards with the following words 1/8" high (typewritten):

ME, WANT, THE, COME, YES, NO, RUN, BIG



Set 14: 5" x 3" cards with the following numbers 1/8" high (typewritten):

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

N\
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ASSISTIVE DE" E CENTER
SCHOOL OF 11110011111111111180 +41411441411111

CALIFORNIA STATE t"..3t, 111111TV, SACRAMENTO
8000 J STREET, SACRAii Jo CALIFORNIA INNIS

INTERFACE ASSESSMENT

LIMB MODULI-

Circle left/right hand/foot

;,from screening form

Client

Client #

Date

Examiners

I. Dominance: left/right. Grasps*: cylindrical, lateral, press, palmar

spherical, tip, two finger

2. Range;:: furthest reach

closest

left max

right max

Client preference for location:

Resolution " Where?

3- If range and resolution. are adequate, use a typewriter-like keyl..oard.

Type of keyboard

asked response time fal entri7s com..lents

1

guard no guard guard no guard guard no guard

12

)i,

ZX

GH

FDS

JKL

123

.,?



Type of keyboard

1

12

)(

ZX

7.

GH

FDS

JKL

123

2.

Comment oH difficulty, etc.

4. If rrIge is not adequate for large keyboard, bLi. resolution is good,

use the calculator-type keyboard. Place keybol(d at t",e best location

based on #2 above. Location number . 1.4,Ano pressing keys:

asked

0

5

6

27

35

res onse
guard no guard

time

'lard

I

no guard

comments

ulno guar

49

015

345

536

Comment on difficulty, etc.



3

5. Does the client use a joystick now? If "yes" comment on how well
it works, how it is used, etc. If not, proceed with this part.

Use the joystick with light box output. (U=up, D=down, L=left, R=right)

Asked

U

L

D

L

R

U

D

R.

Response Time Fal Entrie-. Comments



6. Other switches may be used with the hand (foot), elbow (knee), forearm
(thigh), etc. Try switches in the order listed (unless the client can-
not use a specific type). Stop, once a reliable and accurate switch
has been found. Two response types are used: "on" = turn on and leave
on until examiner says turn off, and "off". Feedback == light, tone,

computer CRT, voice, etc. Repeat trial sequence with other switches as
necessary to find one that works well for the client. Pun one extra

set of trials with the "best" switch.

Type Feedback Asked Response
Track
Time

Select
Time

Anmic
Location

Site
Best Postion

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON/OFF/ON

OFF

1
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SWITCH RANKINGS

Switch

Ronk Type

Tread

2 Rocker

3 Wobble

Leaf

5 Zygo "Touch"

6 Pad

7 Contact

8 Bulb (Puff/Sip)

9 Mercury

7. Comment on reflex patterns that may affect switch contro;.
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6.

8. Describe any !,pecial mounting used for testing and any special mounting

recommended for final system.

9. If range is adequate, configure a slot switch with thy: %est" switch

based on #6. Type used . Number of slots . Numbers

below are left to right. If there are fewer than 5 switches, change the
"asked" column appropriately.

10.

A,ked Response Time False Entries Anatomic Site

1

2

2

3

5

1,2

4,5

2,3

4,3

1,5

Summary: Pri-)ritize Interfaces

Type 1 . Selections/minute: . Site:

Type 2 . Selections/minute: . Site:

Type 3 . Selections/minute: . Site:

Type 4 SelJctions/minute: . Site:



I Screening Data:

ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING ISM 454-imai
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY. SACRAMENTO
0000 al STREET, SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

INTERFACE ASSESSMENT

HEAD MODULE

a. Range: horizontal: left

vertical: up

tilt: teft.

b. Restraints to 'head movement:

Sketch:

Headpointer used: type

Client

Client #

Date

Examiner

o right

down

right

0

0

0

7,---

head

(top)

, clients opinion

Desc:ibe utilities, difficulties,

2. If range is adequate try several types of headpointers using the range
sheet. Circle the squares reached.

Type 1: Type 2: Type 3: Type 4:

Light Beam Indicator

1 ABCD

2 ABCD

3 AF1CD

ABCD

5 ABCD

6 ABCD

7 ABCD

8 ABCD

9 ABCD

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

1 ABCD 1 ABCD 1 ABCD 1 ABCD

2 ABCD 2 ABCD 2 ABCD 2 ABCD

3 ARC() 3 ABCD 3 ABCD 3 ABCD

4 ABCD 4 ABCD 4 ABCD 4 ABCD

5 ABCD 5 ABCD 5 ABCD 5 ABCD

6 ABCD 6 ABCD 6 A9CD 6 ABCD

7. ABCD 7 ABCD 7 ABCD ii5
8 ABCD 8 ABCD & ABCD dio,CD

9 ABCD 5 ABCD 9 ABCD 9ABCD

3 f;



Comment. on difficulties, effort, etc.

2.

3. If range and resolution are adequate, use a typewriter-like keyboard for

the following trials. Use the "best" pointer based on /12. For the

light beam indicator, have the client focus on the key and hold for

several seconds. For all others have the client press the indicated

keys. Type used

Asked

1

2

X

7

0

G

H

1,2

J,K

Response Time False Entries Comments

guard no guard guard no guard guard no guard

Comment on difficulty, etr



4. If the Light LiOdM the "best" choice and i s. alcce%Rul in
113, tv,e the Optical Headpointer Strip Printer.

H-Ton.,e

1

2

X

7

G

H

1,2

G,H

J,K

Time False Entries Cu: LAIts

Comments:

5. If range rfre adequate for large keyboard, but resolution is adequate,
use a calcul etor-type keyboard. Place die keyboard at "best" location
based on #1. List location #
Type of headpointer (circle oriel: LBI, 1, 2, 3, 4

Asked

0

5

6

7

27

15

49

015

345

536

Response Time False Entries
guard no guard guaru no guard lard no gna.d

3 8

Comments



Comments (including mountings required, etc.)

4.

6. If resolution appear; adequate, and chin does not re%t on the chest use

the chin joystick with lighthox. U=up, D=down, L=left, R=right.

Asked Response Time False Response Comments

U

L

D

L

R

U

R

Comment on overall difficulty, etc.

7. Other switches may be used with the head (chin). Try switches in the order

listed (unless the client cannot use a specific type). Stop once a reliable

and accurate switch has been found. Two responses are used: "OW" = turn

on and leave on unit. The examiner says to turn off, and "OFF". Feedback=

light, tone,computer CRT, voice, etc. Repeat the trial sequence shown

with other switches as necessary to find one that works well for the client.

Run one extra set of trials with the "best" switch.



eedback Asked

ON

OFF

Resionse
Track
Time

Select
Time Location

5.

Mounting
Used

ON

OFF

ON/OFF/ON

OFF



Special mounting used for testing

Recommended mounting for final system

8. If eye movement is good and no other switch seems feasible, proceed with

this part.

A. Horizontal. Estimate degrees from forward gaze. left: right:

B. Verticle, Estimate degrees from forward gaze. up: down:

C. Is movement controllable? If not, can it be used in an

on/off mode? How?

D. If eye movement is well controlled, try the E-tran gran equivalent

system. Comment on the effectiveness

E. EOG. If an electrical signal (hardcopy, select, alarm, etc.) is needed,

connect electrodes above and below (if good vertical movement) and/or

let outside of each eye (if good horizontal movement). Use an amplifier

and readout to record voltages as follows:

Movement Voltage (units)

Full left gaze

Full right gaze

Up

Down

Midline

Comments (fatigue, difficulty, etc.)

Full left gaze

Full right gaze

Up

Down

Midline

Full left gaze

Full right gaze

Up

Down

Midline
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7

Full lett gaze

Full right gaze

I 1p

Down

Midline

Full left gaze

Full right gaze

Up

Down

Midline

Full left gaze

Full right gaze

Up

Down

Midline

Full left gaze

Full right gaze

Up

Down

Midline

Full left gaze

Furl right gaze

Up

Down

Midline

Summary. Priortize interfaces.

Type 1 . Selections/minute: Site:

Type 2 . Selections/minute: Site:

Type 3 . Selections/minute: Site:

Type 4 . Selections/minute: Site:



8.

10. Discus the results and interface types with the client and list

his/her preferences



Appendix D

Cognitive/Language Assessment Materials

and Forms
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MATERIALS USED IN COGNITIVE/LANGUAGE TEST MODULES

General Materiak, Decrilitiom-, and Identification Code.,:

,ode

Peabody Articulation Decks from American Guidance Service,
Circle Pines, MN 55014

Description: 3" x 4'," cards with picture and description of
picture underneath in 4" high 1,tters

Picture Flash Words from Milton Bradley Company, Springfield,
MA, 01101

Description: 3" x 3P1 cards with picture and description of
picture underneath in 4" high letters

Blissymbols from Blissymbolics Communicate Institute, 350 Rumsey 3

Road, Toronto, Ontario Canada, M4G 'R8

Description: 2 5/8" x 2 5/8" laminated cards with blissymbol and
description of blissymbol underneath in 4" high
letters

Talking Pictures Communication Aids from Crestwood Company,
P. O. Box 04513, Milwaukee, WI 53204

Description: 34" x 21" cards with picture and description of
picture underneath in 4" high letters

Hard drawn pictures, symbols or letters by the Assistive Device
Center staff

Description: Unless othe.wise stated, inked or penciled drawings
on 3" x 44" laminated cards with high letters
for description of drawing
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Preliminary SkIliS Analy0.

Module: Small Array Item Identification Auditor/

Item Number Item Description Item Code

Item ID Small Auditory balloon
Example Row 1 Column 1

Item ID Small Auditory candy
Example Row 1 Column 2
Item ID Small Auditory knife

F.ample Row 2 Column 1

Item ID Small Auditory fire engine
Example Row 2 Column 2

Item ID Small Auditory bathtub
Set 1 Row 1 Column 1

Item 'D Small Auditory shoes

Set 1 Row 1 Column 2
Item ID Small Auditory Kleenex
Set 1 Row 2 Column 1

Item ID Small Auditory toothbrush

Set I Row 2 Column 2

Item ID Small Auditory dog

Set 2 Row I Column 1

Item ID Small Auditory spoon

Set 2 Row 1 Column 2
Item ID Small Auditory television

Set 2 Row 2 Column 1

Item ID Small Auditory hamburger

Set 2 Row 2 Column 2

Item ID Small Auditory apple

Set 3 Row 1 Column 1

Item ID Small Auditory glass of milk

Set 3 Row 1 Column 2
Item ID Small Auditory chair

Set 3 Row 2 Column 1

Item ID Small Auditory comb

Set 3 Row 2 Column 2

Module: Large Array Item Identification Auditory

Item Number Item Description :tem Code

Item ID Large Auditory cup

Row 1 Column 1

Item ID Large Auditory doctor

Row 1 Column 2
Item ID Large Auditory cake

Row 1 Column 3
Item ID Large Auditory bathtub

Row 1 Column 4

(continued on the next page .)
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It IL large Auditory teacher
Row 1 Column 5
Item II) Lirge Auditory umbrella
Row 2 Column 1

Item ID Large Auditory watch
Row 2 Column 2
Item ID Large Auditory towel
Row 2 Column 3
Item ID Iarge Auditory Volkswagen
Row 2 Column 4
Item ID Large Auditory soap
Row 2 Column 5
Item ID Large Auditory bus
Row 3 Column

1

Item ID Large Auditory game
Row 3 Column 2
Item ID Large Auditory hamburger
Row 3 Column 3
Item ID Large Auditory toothbrush
Row 3 Column 14

Item ID Large Auditory fork
Row 3 Column 5
Item ID Large Auditory cookie,
Row 4 Column 1

Item 1D Large Auditory lamp
Row 4 Column 2
Item ID Large Auditory zipper
Row 4 Column 3
Item ID Large Auditory radio
Row 4 Column 4
Item ID Large Auditory crackers
Row 4 Column 5

Module: Small Array Answering Questions

The pictures used are those correctly selected in the Small Array Item Identi-
fication- Auditory Input Test.

Module: Large Array Answering Questions

The pictures used are those correctly selected in the Large Array Item Identi-
fication- Auditory Input Test.
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Communication Skill', Dillpw,is

Module: Two-choice Item Identification Auditory Input

Item Number

2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Example Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Example Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set. I Choice #1
2-choice Item ID- Auditory

Set_ I Choice 112

2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 2 Choice 111
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 2 Choice 112
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 3 Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 3 Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 4 Choice 111
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 4 Choice 1/2
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 5 Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 5 Choice //2
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 6 Choice #1
2-choice item ID-Auditory
Set 6 Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 7 Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 7 Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Auditory
Set 8 Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Auditory

Item Do,,cription Item Lode

to

hamburger

bathtub

bananas

radio

toothbrush

ball

ice-cream cone

Kleenex

car

bed

cup

television

pants

hot dog

spoon

shoes

glass of milk

Set 8 Choice

Module: Small

#2

Array Item identification (4) Visual Input

Item Description 1-.em Code
Item Number

Visual Item ID Example Sample shoes P

Visual Item ID Example airplane P

Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID Example tennis shoes P

Row 1 Column 2

Visual Item ID Example tree

Row 2 Column 1

(continued on next page .)
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Visual Item ID telephone
Row 2 Column 2
Visual Item ID GOV/

I Sample
Vi.aial Item II) basketball
Set 1 Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID stove
Set I Row 1 Column 2
Visual Item ID toes
Set 1 Row 2 Column 1

Visual Item ID calf
Set I Row 2 Column
Visual Item 10 butterfly
Set 2 Sample
Visual Item ID boxing gloves
Set 2 Row I Column I

Visual Item ID watermelon
Set 2 Row 1 Column 2
Visual Item ID moth
Set 2 Row 2 Column 1

iisual Item ID Volkswagen
Set 2 Row 2 Column 2
Visual Item ID cat
Set 3 Sample
Visual Item ID kittens
Set 3 Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID blocks
Set 3 Row 1 Column 2
Visual Item ID lemons
Set 3 Row 2 Column 1

Visual Item ID wagon
Set 3 Row 2 Column 2
Visual Item ID roller skate
Set 4 Sample
Visual Item ID birthday cake
Set 4 Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID ice skates
Set 4 Row 1 Column 2
Visual Item ID ladder
Set 4 Row 2 Column 1

Visual Item ID mouth
Set 4 Row 2 Column 2
Visual Item ID

. monkey
Set 5 Sample
Visual Item ID gorilla
Set 5 Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID bathtub
Set 5 Pow 1 Column 2
Visual Item ID bicycle
Set 5 Row 2 Column 1

Visual Item ID bridge
Set 5 Row 2 Column 2

(continued on next page .
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Item ID
St 6 ';ample
Vi,ival Item ID
Sot 6 Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID globe

Set 6 Row 1 Column 2

Visual item ID

Set 6 Row 2 Column 1

Visual Item ID bee

Set 6 Row 2 Columa 1

Visual Item ID flag

Set 6 Row 2 CAumn 2
Visual item ID flog

Set / Sampl,.!

Visual Item ID rake

Set 7 Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID flowers

Set 7 Row 1 Column 2

Visual Item ID flag (picture of boyscout and

Set 7 Row 2 Column I
description whited out)

Visual Item ID ship

Set 7 Row 2 Column 2
Visual Item ID boy sharpening pencil (printed

Set 8 Sample description whited out)

Visual Item ID airplane

Set 8 Row 1 Column 1

Visual Item ID man raking leaves (printed

Set 8 Row 1 Column 2 description whited out)

Visual Item ID rose

Set 8 Row 2 Column 1

Visual Item ID sailboat

Set 8 Row 2 Column 2

Module: Two-choice Item Identification Visual Input

Item Number Item Description Item Code

2-choice Item ID-Visual cat

Example-Sample
2-choice Item ID-Visual kittens

Example Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Visual watch

Example Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Visual goose

Set l.Sample
2-choice Item ID-Visual duck

Set 1 Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Visual suit

Set 1 Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Visual mittens

Set 2 Sample
2-choice Item ID-Visual lamb

Set 2 Choice #1
2-choice Item ID- Visual gloves

Set 2 Choice #2

(continued on the,next page . .)
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hi, it I loin I It V i 1 al

I p 1 c

t 1 to i I 1 cm In V i 't u.1 1

[hit i 1

( i e 1 t ID V i 1

i htt

( h((i(e I lent t It- V i ,( to I

!;e1 4 1:tomple

2- choicc Item I i

"'to! h Choice #1
2-c hoice I I cm 1 D-w ..,titt 1

1 h Choke
(hi ke Itom ID

'tomple

Y-1 Hoke Item ID -Vi'otol
cwt 't Choice #1
2 .chu i .0 Item I D-V i .tud

'.;Cr 5 Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Vi'tudl
t(.t G 'tomple

2-choice Item ID- Visual
',et 6 Choi ( -c' #1

2-hoi0e Item ID-Vi,wdl
.tot 6 Clwice 82
2-choice Item ID-Vi'tuol
Set 7 Sample
2-choice Item ID-Visual
Set 7 Choice 1/1

2-choice Item I D -V i sua l

Set 7 Choice #2
2-choice Item ID-Visual
Set 8 Sample
2-choice item 1D-Visual
Set 8 Choice #1
2-choice Item ID-Visual
Set 8 Choice #2

Module: Picture Matching

Item Number

Matching
Matching
Matching

Example Sample
Example A
Example B

Matching Set 1 Sample
Matching Set 1 A

Matching Set 1 B

Matching Set 2 Sample
Matching Set 2 A
Matching Set 2 B

Matching Set 3 Sample
Matching Set 3 A
Matching S,2t 3 B

Matching Set 4 Sample
Matching Set 4 A
Matching Set 4 B

(continued on next page .

l'i(ture of "..ad" Lu.c puppet

whited out)
uropo.t

pi( Hit o of 'Utppy" ftuit. vippot

(dwa,riptiou whited out)
chocolate milk

qltr_o: of milk

grandfather

lilcquutd

in

cherriw,

police car

top

Volk:,wagen

picture of milkman (printed
description whited out)
picture of mailman rinted

description whited
woodpecker

feet

helicopter

toes

P

P

P

P

item Description Item Code

ice-cream cone P

ice-cream cone P

tricycle P

cookies P

pajamas P

cookies P

eggs P

fish P

eggs P

carrots P

carrots P

tennis shoes P

drum P

zipper P

drum P
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Matching Set 5 Sample house P

Matching Set 5 A house P

Matching Set 5 B basketball P

Matching Set 6 Sample glasses P

Matching Set 6 A oranges P

Matching Set 6 B glasses P

Matching Set 7 Sample bus P

Matching Set 7 A pig P

Matching Set 7 B bus P

Matching Set 8 Sample football P

Matching Set 8 A footi:all P

Matching Set 8 B chair P

Module: Visual Memory

Item Number Item Description Item Code

Visual Memory Example A tennis shoes P

Visual Memory Example B juice or orange juice P

Visual Memory Set 1 A cup P

Visual Memory Set 1 B Volkswagen P

Visual Memory Set 2 A sandwich P

Visual Memory Set 2 B telephone P

Visual Memory Set 3 A cake P

Visual Memory Set 3 B toothbrush P

Visual Memory Set 4 A lamp P

Visual Memory Set 4 B soap P

Visual Memory Set 5 A tree P

Visual Memory Set 5 B ice-cream cone P

Visual Memory Set 6 A towel P

Visual Memory Set 6 B knife P

Visual Memory Set 7 A couch P

Visual Memory Set 7 B comb P

Visual Memory Set 8 A chair P

Visual Memory Set 8 B fork P



Orthographic Language Assessment

Module: Spelling Test

8; x inch laminated card with alphabet in 14" black letters with "yes"
printed in the lower left hand corner and "no" printed in the lower right hand
corner.

Lists of spelling words for second, fourth and sixth grade levels.

Module: Expressive Language-Words Large Array

Item Number

Example Exp. Words (Large)
/1 Exp. Words (Large)
#2 Exp. Words (Large)
,J3 Exp. Words (Large)
124 Exp. Words (Large)
#5 Exp. Words (Large)

Exp. Words (Large)
Row 1 Position 1

Expr. Words (Large)
Row 1 Position 2

Exp. Words (Large)
Row 1 Position 3

Exp. Words (Large)
Row 1 Position 4

Exp. Words (Large)
Row 2 Position 1

Exp. Words (Large)
Row 2 Position 2

Exp. Words (Large)
Row 2 Position 3

Exp. Words (Large)
Row 2 Position 4

Expr. Words (Large)
Row 2 Position 5

Item Description Item Code

"making the bed"
"driving" .

"washing the car"
"paperboy"
"fishing"
"brother"

(description whited out on all
of the above, only picture
showing)

Question Words 5.4" x 5 3/4" card

Which, What, Where, Who, Why, When

Articles 3" x 6" card

the an a

Adjectives 6 3/4" x 81" card

small pink blue green beautiful
angry happy sad smiling old young

Nouns 6" x 81" card

man woman child boy girl car paper
book bed shirt lake tree lady truck
table blanket

Pronouns 4i" x 5 3/4" card

he she it them they him her his
its their hers

Auxilliary Verbs 8 3/4" x 6" card

have has had am is was are were
cry make drive put throw fish wash
deliver eat pull

Adverbs 4" x 5 3/4" card

happily carefully easily quickly
angrily

Prepositions 5 3/4" x 5" card

in on under over up down between

Endings 5 3/4" x 5" card

-ing -s -ed -ly -est -er
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Module: Punctuation Test

Eleven 4" x 6" cards each containing a sentence printed in black inch high

letters and laminated.
Five 2" x 3" cards each containing a punctuation mark and laminated.

Item Number

Punctuation Example
Punctuation 1

Punctuation 2
Punctuation 3

Punctuation 4

Punctuation 5
Punctuation 6
Punctuation 7

Punctuation 8
Punctuation 9
Punctuation 10

Item Description

The dog is outside
The man went to the store
Is that your house
Tom Jack Sue and Mary went to
the party
Jeff said to Tom I want to go

to the park
Help help
Ted played basketball yesterday
The farmer grew corn beets
tomatoes and carrots
It is on fire
Do you want to go with us
She said that is a pretty dress

(all of above on 4" x 6" cards)

Item Code

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

Module: Expressive Language Words

containing words printed

Example

Small Array

in 1" high letters and laminated.

Item Description Item Code

Three cards each

Item Number

Exp. Words (Small) "throwing" P

#1 Exp. Words (Small) "fighting" P

#2 Exp. Words (Small) "writing" P

#3 Exp. Words (Small) "rabbit" P

#4 Exp. Words (Small) "waving" P

#5 Exp. Words (Small) "patch" P

(descripticin whited out on all

of above, only picture showing)

NI Exp. Words (Small) Articles 3 3/4" x 4" card H

the a an

#2 Exp. Words (Small) Nouns 4" x 8" card H

3 Exp. Words (Small)

boy girl rabbit dog boys girls

man

Verbs 8" x 5" card

jumps fights waves writes throws

sews reads



Module: Reading Test

Sentences are presented on 5" x 8" laminated cards. The black lettering is
1" high. Each. sentence contains a blank which is to be filled in from a
group of four words on another 5" x 8" laminated card. The four words are
also in black lettering in high. The words are at first, third and sixth
grade reading levels.

Item Number Item Description Item Code

Sentence Choices

?.1 I Reading Vocab. Test the food is on the apple H
Example table

ring

run

Reading Vocab. Test 1 His is brown. age

hair
standing
old

Reading Vocab. Test 2 Tom was on the chair. sitting
did
play
take

Reading Vocab. Test 3 The dinner was bicycle
running
farmer
hot

Reading Vocab. Test 4 dress was blue and Girl
green. Her

Eight

Cold

Reading Vocab. Test 5 The boy was the car. and

dog
in

are

Reading Vocab. Test 6 The was open. window
big

snow
she

Reading Vocab. Test 7 The girls are baseball. puppy
playing
school

happy

Readinc' Vocab. Test 8 John was yesterday. sad

day

had
see

(continued on the next page . .) ,395



Reading Vocab. Test 9 Mother's new dress was . happy
again
seven
pretty

Reading Vocab. Test 10 are going to the movies. They
Blue
Open
Made

:1 III Reading Vocab. Test The food is on the apple

Example
table
ring

run

Reading Vocab. Test 1
teacher was late to Asked

class. Guess
Softly
lheir

Reading Vocab. Test 2 The man the beautiful admired

car. secretly
eating
advised

Reading Vocab. Test 3 The cost $1.25 bruise
magazine
running
snowball

Reading Vocab. Test 4 Tom was when he thinking

couldn't go camping. mountain
thirsty
disappointed

Reading Vocal.!.'Test 5 Janey's hair clung to her forehead
noisier
careful
fortunate

Reading Vocab. Test 6 Rock climbing can be worried
dangerous
usually
catches

Reading Vocab. Test 7 Mike enjoyed all the music, doubtfully

the drums. disbelief
especially
suggested

Reading Vocab. Test 8 Bill is the boy in his tallest

class. beside
couldn't
twelve

(continued on the next page . . .)
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Reading Vocab. Test 9 The needed to be dusted. foreign
discover
thorough
furniture

Reading Vocab. Test 10 Mary was the dinner.

III Reading Vocab. Test The food in on th
Example

Reading Vocab. Test 1

Reading Vocab. Test 2

Reading Vocab. Test 3

Reading Vocab. Test 4

Reading Vocab. Test 5

Reading Vocab. Test 6

Reading Vocab. Test 7

Reading Vocab. Test 8

The living room is
the kitchen.

discover
preparing
molasseF
puzzling.

apple
table
ring

run

to adjacent
gaunt
brokerage
agility

The teacher's explanation
of the story was

waist
level

vague
dental

The car woulen '-. start, so averted
Mary it was out of gas. convene

assumed
placid

is my favorite subject
in school.

The lake was very
yesterday.

Literally
Mathematics
Nucleus
Obvious

placid
moult
plague
Uthacco

The doctor was a figure prominent
in his communP-y.-- saunter

perceive
reflection

Rock climbing can be

Mary approached the scary
ride with

(continued on the next page . .
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disdain
capacity
hazardous

apprehension
commentary
optician
alternative
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Reading Vocab. Test 9 The boy scouts were
about going camping.

Reading Vocab. Test 10 The property by the river
was a good

evolution
innate

enthusiastic
migrate

investment
hypocrite
manifest
initiate

H



Module: Encoding Non-Reading

8 inch wide 10 inch high laminated card with 5, 11 to 1 3/4 inch Symbols
and 5, 3/4 by 11 numbers in black hand printed form. The symbols are a
square, a triangle, circle, a stylized house shape and en asterist, The
numbers are t.t,o digits. All begin with a zero and arc followed by the num-
bers I to 5.

ID laminated cards 21) inches wide by 3 inches high containing the same
symbols and numbers as the large card in black hand printed form.

Module: Encoding Level III

e inch wide ly 5 inch high laminated card with 12, 3/4 inch high by
approximately 1 inch wide two digit numbers, with zero preceeding numbers
I to 9.

2, S inch wide by 5 inch high laminated cards containing the following
codes and words in black hand printed form in the same size as the numbers.

01 I 07 Visit
02 She 08 The
03 Enjoyed 09 To
04 Agreed 10 Student
05 Needs 11 Furniture
06 Help 12 Music

6, 8 inch wide by 5 inch high laminated cares containing one of the words
listed above in letters 3/4 inch high by approximately 1 inch wide in
black hand printed form. The items on the cards include the following:

Visit The
Needs Help
Music Agreed

6, 8 inch wide by 5 inch high laminated cards containing 3 to 4 word
sentences in letters 3/4 inch high by approximately 1 inch wider in
black hand printed form. The items on the cards include the following:

She needs help.
She enjoyed music.
She needs furniture.
I agreed to visit.
The student needs help.
I enjoyed the music.

Module: Encoding Level VI

8 inch wide by 5 inch high laminated card with 15, 3/4 inch high by
approximately 1 inch wide, two digit numbers with zero preceeding numbers
1 to 9. All are hand printed in black.

2, 8 inch wide by 5 inch high laminated cards containing the 'following
codes and words in black hand printed form. The numbers and letters
are 1 inch h.igh by approximately 3/8 inch vtilde.

(continued . . .)
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01 I 09 Improve

02 You 10 Happened

03 It 11 That

04 Will 12 For

05 Am 13 Soon

06 Wait 14 Angry

07 Take 15 Mathematics

C9 Assume

6, 8 inch wide by 5 inch high laminated cards containing one of the words listed

above in letters 3/4 inch high by approximately 1 inch wide in black hand printed

form. The items on the cards include the following:

Take
You
Improve

Angry
Wait

6, 8 inch wide by 5 inch laminated cards containing 3 to 5 word sentences in

letters 3/4 inch high by approximately 1 inch wide in black hand lettered form.

The items in the cards include the following:

It will wait
I am angry
It will improve soon
I will wait for you
I will take mathematics soon
You assume that it happened



Bliss/Pictographic Assessment

Module: Expressive Language -Bliss

Item Number Item Description Item Code

Express Bliss Example

Express Bliss Row 1 Col 1

Express Bliss Row 1 Col 2

Express Bliss Row 1 Col 3

Express Bliss Row 1 Col 4

Express Bliss Row 2 Col 1

Express Bliss Row 2 Col 2

Express Bliss Row 2 Col 3

Express Bliss Row 2 Col 4

Express Bliss ROw 3 Col 1

Express Bliss Row 3 Col 2

Express Bliss Row 3 Col 3

Express Bliss Row 3 Col 4

Express Bliss Row 4 Col 1

Express Bliss Row 4 Col 2

#1 Express Bliss
12 Express Bliss

#3 Express Bliss

g4 Express Bliss

Express Bliss

a school with a flag, bus in
the driveway, tree (picture only)

Blissymbols (below)
water
wheelchair
(to) push
(to) go, leave
food

girl

(to) eat

(to) drink
school

television
(to) see
sick
boy

bus

Pictures (below)
eat
doctor
drink
girl pushing wheelchair
watching TV

Module: Receptive Picture Vocabulary Test The Revised I-eabody Picture

Vocabulary Test (1981)

Dunn, L. M. and L. M. Dunn
American Guidance Service
Circle Pines, MN 55014

Module: Expressive Language Pictures

Item Number

Express Picture Example
Express Picture #1

Express Picture #2

Express Picture #3

Express Picture #4

Express Picture #5

Express Picture Row 1 Col 1

Express Picture Row 1 Col 2

Express Picture Row 1 Col 3

Express Picture Row 1 Col 4

(continued on next page . . )

Item Description Item Code

washing the car
boy

girl Ht

car M

red M

washing H
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Express Picture Row 2 Col 1 truck H

Express Picture Row 2 Col 2 corn M

Express Picture Row 2 Col 3 blue H

Express Picture Row 2 Col 4 drive H

Express Picture Row 3 Col 1 boy H

Express Picture Row 3 Col 2 ball H

Express Picture Row 3 Col 3 wavc H

Express Picture Row 3 Col 4 eat H

Express Picture Row 4 Col 1 man M

Expre5 Picture Row 4 Col 2 pig H

Express Picture Row 4 Col 3 throw H

Express Picture Row 4 Col 4 writing H

Module: Picture Sorting

Item Number Item Description Item Code

Sorting Example A jack-in-the-box P

Sorting Example B teeth P

Sorting Example C nose P

Sorting Example D top F

Sorting Example E blocks P

Sorting Example F thumb P

Sorting Example G feet P

Sorting Example H ball P

Sorting Set '1 Example shirt P

Sorting Set 1 Example horse P

Sorting Set 1 A duck P

Sorting Set 1 B pajamas P

Sorting Set 1 C lion P

Sorting Set 1 D tennis shoes P

Sorting Set 1 E monkey P

Sorting Set 1 F pants P

Sorting Set 2 Example juice or orange juice P

Sorting Set 2 Example hot dog P

Sorting Set 2 A bananas P

Sorting Set 2 B glass of milk P

Sorting Set 2 C cookies P

Sorting Set 2 D sandwich P
,

Sorting Set 2 E cup' P

Sorting Set 2 F chocolate milk P

Sorting Set 3 Example tablecloth P

Sorting Set 3 Example motorcycle P

Sorting Set 3 A bus P

Sorting Set 3 B bicycle P

Sorting Set 3 C bed P

Sorting Set 3 D chair P

Sorting Set 3 E couch P

Sorting Set 3 F Volkswagen P

(continued on next page . .)
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Sorting Set 4 Example telephone P

Sorting Set 4 Example father P

Sorting Set 4 A stove P

Sorting Set 4 B soap P

Sort i nq Set 4 C desk P

;mr1 i mg t 4 D church P

`.)urt g- 'it 4 L fishing P

Smrt i 1( '-:Ct_ 4 F bridge P

Mmduie: Picture Based Receptive Grammar Test Test for Auditory Comprehension
of Language (1973)
A modified version is used which includes items- 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 24,
31, 33, 34, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 50, 52, 55, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62,

63, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 73, 74, 76, 77, 78, 80, 82, 83, 86, 87, 91,

92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 101.

Carrow, E.
Teaching Resources .

New York Times Co.



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

ITEM IDENTIFICATION

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis Array Size: Smc'l

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

'urpose To determine if the person can indicate which 5timulw, item correpond,, N,

the one named by the tester.

Materials/Arrangement The pictures are divided into 4 independent sets, one example

'Jet and three testing sets. Each set is to be initially presented in a 2 x 2 con-

figuration or any array convenient for the person. The cards should be arranged in

the order indicated on the back of the cards.

General Procedure The tester names each picture as the set is laid out. When the

tester then calls the name of one of the pictures, the person is to select which pic-

ture was named. This may be done by pointing, sequentially scanning the array by the

tester until the person indicated "yes", or by any other means appropriate to the

person's motor skills. Except for the Example Set, the person should not be informed

regarding the correctness of the choice.

Example Set Before presenting the pictures, the tester says, I WANT TO FIND OUT IF

YOU KNOW THESE PICTURE. I'LL TELL YOU WHAT I CALL EACH ONE. THEN I'LL ASK YOU TO

SHOW ME THE ONE I NAME. As the example set is laid out, say, HERE IS A BALLON, A FIRE

ENGINE, CANDY, AND A KNIFE. Once the pictures are in place, say, IF I SAID CANDY, YOU

WOULD POINT TO (or otherwise indicate as described in General Procedure) THIS PICTURE

(tester demonstrates). NOW IT'S YOUR TURN. Tester than says BALLOON and, if neces-

sary, encourages a response. If correct, the person is told so. If incorrect or

unresponsive, tester shows what was expected. The three remaining picture sets are

then treated, in turn, in the same mariner. Record outcome on data sheet.

T St Sets Each set is presented in order. Within each set, tester speaks the name

of each picture as listed on the data sheet and records person's response.

Termination If person cannot execute an indication response in the Example Set, go

to Next Test. If person can make such a response, continue with all test sets.

Next Test With 9 or more Test Set items correct, go to Large Array ITEM IDENTIFICATION.

With 6, 7, or 8 Test Set items correct, go to SMALL ARRAY ANSWERING QUESTIONS, and

with less than 6 correct go to TWO-CHOICE ITEM IDENTIFICATION, Auditory Input Mode.



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

ITEM IDENTIFICATION

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis Array size: Small
Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

DATA SHEET

Correctet Item incorrect lo;

Example

1

2

3

balloon
fire engine
candy
knife

shoe

toothbrush
kleenex
bathtub

television
hamburger
dog

spoon

apple
comb
milk
chair

-/esults Number of
correct items

omments

Client II

Date
Tester



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

ITEM IDENTIFICATION

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis Array Size: Large

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

'urpose To determine if the person can indicate which stimulus item corresponds to
:he one named by the tester.

laterials /Arrangement One set of 20 pictures is laid out in a 4 x 5 arrangement
pi- any arrangement convenient for the person.

eneral Procedure The tester names each picture as it is laid out. When the tester

:hen calls the name of one of the pictures, the person is to select which picture
ras named. This may be done by pointing, sequential screening of the array by the
:ester until the person Indicates "yes', or by any other means appropriate to the
erson's motor skills. The person should not be informed regarding the correctness

If the choice.

'est Set Tester says, NOW I'LL SET OUT MORE PICTURES. As the pictures are laid

put say, HERE IS ...(tester names each). Tester treats this as a continuation of
he Small Array ITEM IDENTIFICATION, Auditory Mode task by speaking the name of each

picture and recording person's response.

'ermination Terminate task if person makes 4 successive errors, and go to Next Test.

lext Test With 10 or more correct responses, go to Large Array ANSWERING QUESTIONS.

ilth mss than 10 correct responses, go to Small Array ANSWERING QUESTIONS.



Assistive Device Cerfter
California State University, Sacramento

ITEM IDENTIFICATION

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis
Stimulus Type: Pictures

DATA SHEET

Array
Input

Client
Date
Tester

Size: Large
mode: Auditory

#

Correct(0/ Correct(+)/
Trial Item Incorrect(o) Trial Item Incurrect(o)

I . cookies 11. soap

2. towel 12. hamburger

3. bus 13. lamp

4. game 14. bathtub

5. fork 15. crackers

6. cake 16. zipper.

p
7. teacher 17. umbrella

8. watch 18. doctor

9. radio 19. cup

10. car 20. toothbrush

Num'oer of correct selections

Comments
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Assistive Device Center
California Stale University, Sacramento

ANSWERING QUESTIONS

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis Array Size: Small

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

Purpose: To determine if a person ci:n indicate wants, needs, or ideas upon request

through the use of pictures.

Materials/Arrangement: The pictures to be used should be all of those correctly

selected in the Small Array Item Identification, Auditory Input Test. These should

be divided into sets of no fewer than two nor more than four pictures each. Sets

should be as equal in size as possible and arranged conveniently for the person.

General Procedures: The Tester creates equal sized picture sets, treating one as

an Example Set. When a set of pictures is presented to the person, the Tesler reads

an appropriate question from the data sheet to the person. The person is then to

answer by selecting one of the pictures. This may be done by pointing, sequentially

scanning the array by the Tester until the person indicates "yes", or by any other

means appropriate to the person's motor skills. Except for the Example Set, the

person should not be informed regarding the correctness of the choice. Tester should

record on the data sheet (a) the Set to which a picture was assigned, and (b) the

choice outcome.

Example Set: Before presenting the pictures, the Tester says, I'M GOING TO SET OUT

SOME OF THESE PICTURES AGAIN. I'D LIKE YOU TO USE THESE PICTURES TO TELL ME THINGS.

I'LL ASK YOU A QUESTION. YOU ANSWER ME BY POINTING TO for otherwise indicate as

described in General Procedure) A PICTURE. As the Example Set is laid out, say,

HERE IS (Tester names each). IF I
ASKED .......(Tester points to correct answer).

THIS IS BECAUSE (Tester explains rationale). NOW IT'S YOUR TURN. .Tester

then asks another question and, if necessary, encourages a response. If correct,

the person is told so. If incorrect or unresponsive, Tester shows what was expected.

All remaining pictures in the set are then treated, in turn, in the same manner.

Record set membership and outcome on data sheet.

Test Sets: Each set is presented in order. Within each set, tester asks a question

from the data sheet. Record set membership and outcome on data sheet.

Terminaticn: Terminate test if person makes 4 successive errors, and go to Next Test

Next Test: Go to language assessment decision flow.
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Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

ANSWERING QUESTIONS

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis Array Size: Small
Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

QUESTION SHEET

QUESTION RESPONSE

apple
1. What would you point to if you were hungry? -657hamburger

2. What would you point to if you wanted to take a bath? bathtub

3. What do people sit in?

4. What would you use to fix your hair?

5. What animal might people have in their house?

6. What would you point to if you were hungry?

Chair

comb

dog

hamburger
or apple

7. What would you point to if you wanted to blow your nose? kleenex

8. What would you point to if you were thirsty? milk

9. What do people put on their feet? shoes

10. What do people eat with? spoon

11. What would you point to if you wanted to watch a (T.V.)
show? television

12. What would you point to if you wanted to brush your
teeth? toothbrush



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

ANSWERING QUESTIONS

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills A,,11y,,Is Array Size: Small

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

DATA SHEET

Client #
Date
Tester

Correcl (+)

Set Correct. Answer Response Incorrect (o)

Example

1

2

3

Number of correct responses
Comments



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

ANSWERING QUESTIONS

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Annis;sis
Stimulus Type: Pictures

Array Size: Large
Invt Mode: Auditory

Purpose: To determine if a person can indicate wants, needs, or ideas upon request
through the use of pictures.

materials/Arrangement: One set of pictures comprising all those correctly selected
in the large Array, ITEM IDENTIFICATION, Auditory Input Test should he used. These
should be set out in an arrangement convenient for the person. Two pictures should
be designated as Examples by the Tester.

General Procedure:, Once the pictures are set out, the Tester reads an appropriate
question from the date sheet to the person. The person is then to answer by selecting
one of the pictures. This may be done by pointing, sequentially screening the arrPy
by the Tester until the person indicated "yes", or by any other means appropriate to
the person's motor skills. Except for the two Examples, the person should not be
'nformed regarding the correctness of the choice. Tester should record on the data
',heet (a) which pictures were used as examples, (b) the order in which the pictures
were tested, and (c) the choice out

Example Pictures: Before presenting the pictures, the Tester says, I'M GOING TO SET
OUT SOME OF THESE PICTURES AGAIN. I'D LIKE YOU TO USE THESE PICTURES TO TELL ME THINGS.
I'LL ASK YOU A QUESTION. YOU ANSWER ME BY POINTING TO (or otherwise indicate as des-
cribed in General Procedure) A PICTURE. As the pictures are set out, say, HERE IS ...

(Tester names each). IF I ASKED ...(Tester asks a question from the data sheet re-
ferring to first Example picture) YOU WOULD POINT TO (or otherwise indicate)...(Tester
points to correct answer). THIS IS BECAUSE...(Tester explains rationale). NOW IT'S
YOUR TURN. Tester then asks another question referring to second Example picture

and, if necessary, encourages a response. If correct the person is told so. If in-

correct or unresponsive, Tester shows what was expected. Tester records which were
the two examples and the outcome of the second example selection.

Pest Pictures: Tester asks questions from the datsheet relating to the remaining
pictures, recording the order of question and outcome.

Termination: Terminate test if person makes 4 successive errors, and go to Next Test.

Next Test: Go to Language Assessment Decision Flow.



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

ANSWERING QUESTIONS

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis Array She: Large

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

QUESTION SHEET

1. What would you point to if you wanted to take a bath? bathtub

2. What would you point to if you wanted to ride somewhere? bus or car

3. What would you point to if you were hungry? cake, cookies_
crackers, or hamburger

4. What do people pour coffee into? cup

5. What would you point to if you wanted to play? game

6. Who do you go to if you are sick? doctor

7. What would you point to if it was dark and you wanted to make it

light?
lamp

8. What do people eat with? fork

9. What would you point to if you wanted to listen to music? radio

10. What woula you use if your hands were dirty? soap

11. Who do you ask questions of at school? teacher

12. What would you point to if you wanted to brush your teeth? toothbrush

13. What would you point to if you wanted to dry yourself after

your bath? towel

14. What would you use if it were raining? umbrella

15. What would you point to if you wanted to know the time? watch

16. What would you use to fasten your jrcket? zipper



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

PASWERING QUESTIONS

Test Battery: Preliminary Skills Analysis Array Size: Large
Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

DATA SHEET

Trials Correct Answer Response

EX:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Client #
Date

Tester

Correct (+)
Incorrect (o)



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

TWO-CHOICE AUDITORY ITEM IDENTIFICATION

Test. Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosis Array Size: Two
Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Auditory

Purpose: To determine if the person can indicate which of two stimulus items
corresponds to the one named by the rester.

Material/Arrangement: The pictures are divided into 9 independent sets, one Example
Set and 8 testing sets. Each set should be arranged conveniently for the person.
Position of correct picture should vary from trial to trial.

General Procedures: The Tester names each picture as the set is laid out. le,hen the

Tester then calls the name of one of the pictures, the person is to select which picture
was named. This may be done by pointing, sequentially scanning the array by the Tester
until the person indicates "yes" or by any other means appropriate to the person's
motor skills. Except for the Example Set, the person should not be informed regarding
the correctness of the choice.

Example Set: Before presenting the pictures, the Tester says, I WANT TO FIND OUT IF
YOU KNOW THESE PICTURES. I'LL TELL YOU WHAT I CALL EACH ONE. THEN I'LL ASK YOU TO
SHOW ME THE ONE I NAME. Once the pictures are in place, say, IF I SAID PHONE, YOU
WOULD POINT TO (or otherwise indicate as described in General Procedure) THIS PICTURE
(Tester demonstrates). NOW IT'S YOUR TURN. Tester then says HAMBURGER and, if nec-
cessary, encourages a response. If correct, the person is told so. If incorrect or
unresponsive, Tester shows what was expected. The 8 remaining picture sets are then
treated, in turn, in the same manner. Record outcome on data sheet.

Test Sets: Each set is presented in order. Within each set, tester speaks the name
of each picture as listed on the data sheet and records person's response.

Termination: If person cannot execute an indication response in the Example Set, go
to Next Test. If person can make such a response, continue with all test sets.

Next Test: With 6 or more test set items correct, end testing. With less than 6 items

correct, go to Small Array Item Identification Visual Input.



Set

Assist:lye Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

TWO-CHOICE AUDITORY ITEM IDENTIFICATION
DATA SHEET

Test Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosis
Stimulus Type: Pictures

Choices Stimulus

,r-ray Size: Two
Input Mode: Auditory

Client II

Date
Tester

Correct (0/
incorrect (o)

Example telephone
hambuger hamburger

bathtub
banana banana

2 radio

toothbrush radio

3 ball

ice cream cone ice cream cone

4 kleenex
car car

5 bed
cup bed

6 television
pants pants

7 hot dog
spoon hot dog

8 shoes
milk shoes

Number of Responses Correct

Comments:
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Assktive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

VISUAL MEMORY

Test. Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosk Array Size: Two-Choice

Stimulus Type: Pictures Imput Mode: Visual

Purpose: To determine if the person can remember an item shownto them several seconds
before.

Materials /Arrangement: There are 8 independent sets o f pictures and I Example Set.

Each set contains 2 pictures consisting of a sample and a distractor. The position of

the correct picture In the array will vary from trial to trial. A stop watch will be

needed to measure response time.

General Procedure: The Tester shows the picture marked "Sample" to the person for 5
seconds. The Tester removes the pir--ure out of the perSon's range of vision for 10
seconds. The sample and a distractor are then presented to the subject in the position
indicated on the back of the pictures. The person then selects by pointing, sequential
scanning of the array by the Tester until the person indicates "yes", or by any other
means appropriate to the person's motor skills. The time between presentation of the

sample and the distractor and the person's selection should be timed. Verbal inter-

action between the person and the Tester should be avoided. Except for the Example

Set, the person should not be informed regarding the correctness of the choice.

Example Set: The Tester sets out the sample picture for 5 seconds and then removes
it from the person's sight for 10 seconds. Both the sample and the distractor are

then set out. The Tester indicates which picture was the sample. The Tester then

gestures toward the person that s/he is to make the selection. The tester picks up

the pictures and repeats the procedure exactly as before except that this time the

person is encouraged visually to make the selection. Give as many visual cues as

needed, encourage the person to respond, and correct any errors made by the person.
Record both the selection and response time on the data sheet.

Test Sets: Each set is presented in order according to the above procedures. For

each set Tester records selection and response time on data sheet.

Termination: If person cannot execute an indication response in the Example Set or
makes no response or incorrect responses to the first three test items, go to Next

Test. Otherwise, continue with all test sets.

Next Test: If person has 6 or more correct, recommend training on auditory item

identification. If person has less than 6 correct, recommend training on visual

memory.



Se

A5sistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

VISUAL MEMORY

DATA SHEET

Twit Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosis Array Size: TwoChoice
Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Visual

Client#
Date
Tester

Pictures Correct (4)/ Response

(*Correct) Incorrect (o) Time in Seconds

Example *tennis shoes
juice

cup
*car

2 *sandwich
telephone

3

5

6

7

8

Number Correct

Comments:

*cake
toothbrush

*lamp

soap

tr
*ice

ee
cream cone

'014

couch
*comb

chair
*fork



Assist ive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

10-CHOICE VISUAL. ITFM iDENTIFICATION

Test Hatlery: Communication !-,1,i!1 Diagnosis Array Size: Iwo

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Moeh Vi'aidl

Pr.,epare: To determine if the pers'in fan identify 'Joss member:hip with only two

choices given no auditory instructions.

Materials/Arrangement: The pictures are divided into 5 independent sets, one

fxample Sept and 11 twiting sets. Foch set 'diould be .11.i-wined conveniently for the

person. Position of correct picture shoulil vary 'rom trial to tridl.

General Procedure: The Tester shows each picture to the person as the set is

laid out. The sample (to be matched picture) is then shown to the person, who

is to select the picture in the array corresponding to the sample. This may be

done by pointing, sequential scanning of the array by the Tester until the person
indicated "yes", or by any other means appropriate to the person's motor skills.
Verbal interaction between the person and the Tester should be avoided. Except

for the Example Set, the person should not be informed regarding the correctnes

of the choice.

Example Set: After laying out the set, Tester shows the sample to the person
and then places it next to each picture in the array. The correct match is then

shown to the person. Repeat this procedure by gesturing toward the person that

s/he is to indicate which picture corresponds to the sample. Give as many visual

cues as needed, encourage the person to respond, and correct any errors made by the

person. Record outcome on data sheet.

Test Sets: Each set is presented in order. For each set, Tester shoL,..s sample

to the person and records selection.

Termination: If person cannot execute an indication response in the Example

Set, go to Next Test. If person can make such a response, continue with all

test sets.

Next Test: With 6 or more correct responses on the Test Sets, go to VISUAL FREE

RECALL. With less than 6 correct, go to TWO-CHOICE VISUAL MATCHING.

41&



As..ktive Device Center
California State Univet%ily, Sacramento

IWO-CHOICF VISUAL ITEM 0ENTIFICATION

DATA SHEET

Dattely: Communication Skills Diagnosi!,
Stimulus type: Pictures

Set Sample

Exomple cat

Array Size: Two
Input Mode. Visual

Client #
Date
Tester

Choices Correct ( +)/

(*Correct Match) Incorrect (o)

':kitten

watch

I goose *duck
suit

2 mittens *gloves
lamb

3 dog *dog

grape

4 chocolate- *milk
milk grandfather

5 woman *woman
cherries

6 police *volkswagon
car top

7 mailman *milkman
woodpecker

8 feet *toes
helicopter

Number correct

Comments

419



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

PICTURE MATCHING

Test Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosis Array Size: Two-Choice

Stimulus Type: Pictures Imput Mode: Visual

Purpose To determine if the person can match two identical pictures

aterials/Arran ement There are 8 independent set- of pictures and one Example Set.

Each set contains 3 pictures consisting of a sample, an identical picture to the sample,

and a distractor. The position of the matching (correct) picture in the array will vary

rom trial to trial.

Gen ral Procedure The tester sets out the array consisting of the to-be-matched picture

an the distractor. Position within the array is indicated on the back of each picture.

ester than shows the sample picture to the person and visually indicates that person

is to select the matching picture. This may be done by pointing, sequential scanning

of the array by the tester until the person indicates "yes", or by any other means

appropriate to the person's motor skills. Verbal interaction between the person and

the tester should be avoided. Except for the Example Set, the person should not be

informal regarding the correction of the choice.

Example Set Tester sets out the two-picture array, shows the person the sample picture,

places the sample picture next to its matching picture and indicates the match by pointing

back and forth between the two pictures. Repeat this procedure by gestering toward the

person that s/he is to indicate which picture corresponds to the sample. Give as many

visual cues as needed, encourage the person to respond, and correct any error made by

the person. Record outcome on data sheet.

Test Sets Each set is presented in order according to the above procedure. For each

set, tester shows the sample to the person and records selection.

Termination If person cannot execute an indication response in the Example Set or makes

no response or incorrect responses to the first 3 test items, go to next test. Otherwise,

continue with all test sets.

Next Test With 6 or more correct, exit and recommend training of categorization concepts.

With less than 6 correct, go to Prelanguage Interview.

42 0



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

PICTURE MATCHING

DATA SHEET

Test Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosis Array Size: Two-Choice
Stimulus Type: Pictures Imput Mode: Visual

Set

Client #
Date

Tester

Pictures Correct (+)/
(*Correct Match) Incorrect (o)

Example *ice cream cone
tricycle

1 *cookies
pajamas

2 *eggs
fish

3 *carrots
tennis shoes

4 *drum
zipper

5 *house
basketball

6 *glasses
oranges

7 *bus

pig

Number correct
C.:miments

*football
chair



California State- University; tacramenio

VISUAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION

Test Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosis Array Size: Small

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input Mode: Visual

Purpose To determine if the person can identify class membership with no auditory

instructions.

Materials/Arrangement The pictures are divided into 7 independent sets, one Example

Set and six test sets. Each set is to be initially presented in a 2 x 2 configura-

tion or any array convenient for the person.' Position of correct picture will vary

from trial to trial.

General Procedure The tester shows each picture to the person as the set is laid

out. The sample (to be matched picture) is then shown to the person, who is to select

the picture in the array corresponding to the sample. This may be done by pointing,

sequential scanning of the array by the tester until the person indicates "yes", or

by any other means appropriate to the person's motor skills. Verbal interaction be-

tween the person and the tester should be avoided. Except for the Example Set, the

person should not be informed regarding the correctness of the choice.

Example Set After laying out the set, tester shows the sample to the person and then

places it next to each picture in the array. The correct match is then shown to the

person. ,Repeat this procedure by gesturing toward the person that s/he is to indicate

which pieture corresponds to the sample. Give as many visual cues as needed, encourage

the person to respond, and correct any errors made by the person. Record outcome on

data sheet.

Test Sets Each set is presented in order according to the above procedure. For each

set, tester shows the sample to the person and records selection.

Termination If person cannot execute an indication response in the Example Set, go

to Next Test. If person can make such a response, continue with all test sets.

Next Test With 6 or more correct responses in the test sets, go to VISUAL FREE RECALL.

With less. than 6 correct, go to two-choice visual ITEM IDENTIFICATION.



Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento

VISUAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION

DATA SHEET

Test Battery: Communication Skills Diagnosis
Stimulus Type: Pictures

Set Item
(Sample) (*Match)

Example airplane
*tennis shoe

(dress tree
shoe) telephone

1 basketball
(cow) stove

toes
*calf

2 box. gloves

(butter- watermelon
fly) *moth

volkswagon

3 *kittens

(cat)
blocks
lemons
wagon

4 cake
*ice skate

(roller ladder
skate) mouth

5 *gorilla
bathtubs

(monkey) bicycle
bridge

6 ship
slubs

(spider) shirt

*bee

7 rake
flowers

(flag) *flag
ship

Array Size:
Input Mode:

Client #
Date
Tester

Small
Visual

Correct (+)/
Incorrect (o)

423 continued. on page 2



California State University, Sacramento

VISUAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
DATA SHEET

Test Battery: Communication Skills Diagno ,,is. Array Size: Small

Stimulus Type: Pictures Input. Mode: Visual

at It41

Sampie) (*Match)

Correct (+)/
Incorrect (o)

8 airplane
*man

(man) rose
sailboat

Results: Number of correct items

Comments:

k' 424
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Client Number

Date

Language Assessment Module

Spelling Instruction Sheet

Using information obtained from the screening, select the grade level and the

type of stimuli most appropriate for testing spelling. Instruct the person to
spell each word.

If the person can directly select ask them to do so. If they cannot or if it re-

quires too great an expenditure of energy, attempt scanning. Th s can be accom-

plished by pointing to each letter of the alphabet and having t e person stop you

on the correct letter by activating a switch or vocalizing. P int each of the

selections on a piece of paper within their sight as you proc ed. This allows

the person to keep track of their responses. For faster tes Ing, determine if the

person can select groups. if so, scan the lines of letters/and have them stop

you at the correct line. Then scan the selections in tha line for the desired

letter.

Present the word by saying, "Spell ." If the person makes no attempt at re-'

sponding within 30 seconds, repeat the stimuli. If during testing of a particular

level the person does not respond and/or responds incorrectly on any three con-

secutive items, stop, and begin at the preceding level. If the person achieves

80% or better at the lower level, return to the higher level and test. Continue

to test until Level 6 is completed, or 80% accuracy is no longer achieved.



Client Number

Language Assessment Module

Spelling-Data Sheet

Grade Level 2

Word Response

1. at

2. has

3. will

4. me
5. the

6. look
7. it

8. ran
9. come

10. no

11. yes
12. top

Grade Level 4

Word

1. able
2. monkey
3. teacher
4. leg

5. close
6. uncle
7. hear
8. find
9. page

10. other
11. hit

12. early

Grade Level 6

Word

1. again

2. thought

3. bother

4. group
5. price
6. popcorn
7. rough

8. fifteen
9. library

10. yet.

11. color
12. machine

426

Date

Correct-Incorrect , Correct



ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
California State University, Sacramento

Expressive Language Words

Test Battery Language Assessment Array Size Small

Stimulus Type - Words Input Mode Visual

Purpose To determine if a person can use word lists to form simple gram-

matical utterances.

Materials/Arrangement The three cards, each containing items from a gram-

matical category, should be arranged in the order indicated,on the

back, but may be adjusted in row and column number to suit the

person's ability to reach or see the items well. The tester should

have the one example and five stimulus picture cards available.

General Procedures The tester shows the person the pictures one at a time.

The person responds by describing the picture using the words from

the displayed array. This may be done by pointing, sequentially

scanning the array by the tester until the person indicates "yes",

or by any other means appropriate to the person's motor skills.

Except for the Example Set, the person should not be informed regarding

the correctness of the choice. The tester should record on the data

sheet the exact series of selections made by the person.

Example Set Before presenting the materials the tester says I AM GOING TO

SET OUT GROUPS OF WORDS IN FRONT OF YOU. THEN I WILL SHOW YOU A

PICTURE AND'ASK YOU TO DESCRIBE IT USING THESE WORDS. As the tester

lays down each card the tester says THESE ARE ARTICLES, WORDS THAT

427



COME BEFORE NOUNS, LIKE A AND THE. THESE ARE NOUN$J WORDS

THAT NAME THINGS AND THESE ARE VERBS, WORDS THAT DESCRIBE ACTIONS.

ESsspyTfterdislastht; example picture and says. WE ARE GOING

TO MAKE UP SENTENCES TO DESCRIBE THIS PICTURE. WE COULD SAY THE

GIRL THROWS. NOW IT'S YOUR TURN. CAN YOU DO WHAT I JUST DID?

SHOW ME THE WORDS THAT TELL ME ABOUT THIS PICTURE. If necessary

the tester encourages the person to respond. If the person re-

sponds, begin testing. If the person gives an incomplete or in-

accurate response say THAT'S A GOOD TRY. NOW I'D LIKE YOU TO

MAKE A FULL SENTENCE. TRY AGAIN. If the person selects an ap-

propriate word, begin testing. If person makes another inappropriate

response, stop testing.

Test set - Each picture is presented in order. For each picture the tester

says. TELL ME ABOUT THIS PICTURE. TRY TO USE A FULL SENTENCE.

Record responses on data sheet.

Termination - Present all five test pictures unless person indicates inability

to respond or person makes errors on two successive pictures by se-
:

lecting an incorrect noun or verb.

Next test - End Language Assessment

I
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Client Number

Date

Ccgnitive A:;F:ssment Module
Encoding / Non-Reading

Data Sheet

1. Place the encoding sheet and the number card:: in front of the person. While

pointing to the encoding sheet, say "01 stands for a square, 02 matches with
a triangle" and so on. Provide an example of the task by placing the star
symbol card in front of the person. Demonstrate the method of responding

that the client will utilize (direct selection or scanning). Say, "For

example, if I were asked to pick the number which stands for the star I

would pick 05."

2. Present the cards one at a time in random order and say, "Pick the number
which stands for or matches the symbol." When the person has completed the

task say, "Good, thank you" and present another symbol.

3. Record the person's response as correct (C) or incorrect (IC). ,'

Symbol
Presented

12)

Trial 1

Trial 2

[::1
Trial 3

0 Trial 4

Trial 5

Percentage Correct



Client Number

Date

ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER

ENCODING MODULE
Dat Sheet

Reading LEVEL III

Task 1

1. Explanation: Place the encoding sheet in front of the person. While point-

ing to the encoding sheet, say "01 stands for 'I,' 02 stands for 'she,'"

and so on. Provide an example of the task by placing the card with the word

'the' on it in front of the person. Demonstrate the method of responding

that the client will utilize (direct selection or scanning). Say, "For

example, if I were asked to pick the number which stands for 'visit' I would

pick 07."

2. Instructions: Present the following cards one at a time and say, "Pick the

number which stands for or matches the word." When the person has completed

the task say, "Good, thank you," and present another word.

3. Data Recording: Record the person's responses and indicate if they are cor-

rect

Trial

(C) or incorrect

Word Presented

(1C).

Correct Response Client Response C/1C

1 needs 05

2 music 12

3 the 08

4 help 06

5 agreed 04

Percentage Correct
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Level III (cont.)

Task 3

1. Explanation: Next, provide an example of the third task by placing

the "she" "needs" "help" cards, in that order, in front of the person.

Demonstrate the method of responding the client will use while saying,

"for example, if I were to ask you to pick the numbers which represent

these words in this sentence, you would pick 02, 05, and 06.

2. Instructions: Present each sequence of words and say, "pick the numbers

which stand for or match the words in this sentence." When the person

has completed the task, say, "good, thank you and present the next

sequence.

3. Data Recording: Record the person's response as correct (C) or incorrect

(1 C).

Trial Words Presented Correct Response Client Response C/IC

1 She enjoyed music 02, 03, 12

2 She needs furniture 02, 05, 11

3 I agreed to visit 01, 04, 09, 07

4 The student needs 08, 10,
help

05, 06

5 I enjoyed the music 01, 03, 08, 12

4 32



Client Number

Date

ENCODING MODULE

Data Sheet
Reading LEVEL VI

Task 1

1. Explanation: Place the encoding sheet in front of the person. While

pointing to the encoding sheet, say "01 stands for the word 'I', 02 stands

for the word 'you'" and so on. Provide an example of the task by placing

the card with the word "take" in front of the person. Demonstrate the

method of responding that the client will utilize (direct selection or

scanning). Say, "for example, if I were to ask you to pick the number

which stands for 'take', you would pick 07."

2. Instructions: Present the following cards one at a time and say, "pick

the number which stands for or matches the word." When the person has

completed the task, say "good, thank you" and present another word.

3. Data Recording: Record the person's response and indicate if they are

correct (C) or incorrect (IC).

Trial Word Presented Correct Response Client Response C/IC

1 you 02

2 improve 09

3 1 01

4 angry 14

5 wait 06



Level VI, Cont.

Task 3

1. Explanation: Next, provide an example of the third task by placing the

"Betty," "is," "hypocritical" cards in that order, in front of the person.

Demonstrate the method of responding the client will use while saying,

"For example, if I were to ask you to pick the numbers which represent

these words in this sentence, you would pick 03 for "It," 04 for "will"

and 06 for "wai1 t."

FA

2. InstructJ'ons: Present each sequence of words and say, "Pick the numbers

which stand for or match the words in this sentence." When the person has

completed the task say, "Good, thank you" and present the next sequence.

3. Data Recording: Record the person's response as correct (C) or incorrect

(IC).

Trial Words Presented Correct Response Client Response C/IC

1 I am angry. 01, 05, 14

2 It will improve 03, 04, 09, 13

soon.

3 I will wait for 01, 04, 06, 12, 02

you.

4 I will take mathe- 01, 04, 07, 15, 13
matics soon.

5 You assume that it 02, 08, 11, 03, 10

happened.

4



Client Number

Date

Language Module

Reading Vocabulary Test-Level 1

Instructions

1. Provide an example of the test by laying out the example cards. Say, "I'm
going to read a sentence and then select the word that completes it.
The sentence is: The food is on the blank . The word that best
completes the ,,,-mtence is table so I select the word table." Demonstrate
the method of responding that the client will utilize (direct selection or
scanning).

2. Present the first set of cards and say, "Look at all of the words. Now
select the word that best completes this sentence." When the person has
completed the task, say "Good, thank you." Record the word selected and
proceed with the next sentence.

Example

The food is on the

1. His is brown.

2. Tom was on the chair.

3. The dinner was

4. dress was blue and green.

Word Selected

apple
[table'

ring
run

age
[hair'

standing
old

[sitting)
did
play
take

bicycle
running
farmer
hot

Girl

12311

Eight
Cold

5. The boy was the car. and
dog

I in I

are

% Correct



'pretty

or Client Number

6. The was open.

7. The girls are baseball.

8. John was yesterday.

9. Mother's new dress was

10% are going to the movies.

436

'window I

big

snow
she

II II

IMISITEM
school
happy

tsad

day
had

see

happy
again
seven

IThevi
Blue
Open
Made



Client Number

Date

Language Module

Reading Vocabulary Test-Level 111

Instructions

1 Provide an example of the test by laying out the example cards. Say, "I'm
going to read a sentence and then select the word that completes it.
The sentence is: The food is on the blank . The word that best
completes the sentence is table so I select the word table." Demonstrate
the method of responding that the client will utilize (direct selection or
scanning).

2 Present the first set of cards and say, "Look at all of the words. Now

select the word that best completes this sentence." When the person has
completed the task, say "Good, thank you." Record the word selected and
proceed with the next sentence.

Example

The food is on the

1. teacher was late to class.

2. The man the beautiful car.

3. The cost $1.25.

4. Tom was when he couldn't
go camping.

Word Selected

apple
(table'

ring
run

Asked
Guess
Softly

Ladmiredi
secretly
eating
advised

.eutt!in
running
snowball

thinking
mountain

% Correct



5.

6.

Janey's hair clung

Rock climbing can

to her

Client Number

forehead

be

noisier
careful
fortunate

worried
(dangerous(

usually
catches

7. Mike enjoyed all
the drums.

the music, doubtfully
disbelief
(especially
suggested

8. Bill is the boy in his class. [tallest'
beside
couldn't
twelve

9. The needed to be dusted. foreign
discover
thorou h

10. Mary was the dinner.

438

Ifurniture

discover
[preparing'
molasses
puzzling



Clicnt Number

Language Module
Vocabulary Test-Level VI

In'Aruccions

1 Provide an example of the test by laying out the example cards. Say, "I'm
going to read a sentence and then select the word that completes it.
The sentence :s: The food is on the blank . The word that best completes
the sentence is table so I select the word table." Demonstrate the method
of responding 1-16t the client will utilize (direct selection or scanning).

2 Present the first set of cards and say, "Look at all of the words. Now
select the word that best completes this sentence." When the person has
completed the task, say "Good, thank you," Record the word selected and
proceed with the next sentence.

Example Word Selected

The 1 od is on the apple

1. The living room is to the
kitchen.

2. Th, teacher's explanation of the story
was

3. The car wouldn't start, so Mary
it was out of gas.

[tableI
ring
run

[adjacent]

gaunt
brokerage
agility

waist
Vevel

vague
dental

averted
convene
assumed
placid

4. is my favorite subject in Literally
school.

Matrrrn171tic
Nucleus
Obvious

5. The la was very yesterday. [placid
moult
plague
tobacco

% Correct



Client Number

6. The doctor was a figure in his [prominent)

community. saunter
perceive

reflection

7. Rock climbing can be

8. Mary approached the scary ride
with

inpend

disdain
capacity
[hazardous)

!apprehension'
commentary
optician
alternative

9. The boy scouts were about evolution
going camping. innate

(enthusiastic
migrate

10. The property by the river was a
good

[investment'

hypocrite
manifest
initiate



ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
California State University, Sacramento

Expressive Language Words

Test Battery Language Assessment Array Size Large

Stimulus Type Words Input Mode Visual

Purpose - To determine if a person can use word lists to form complex

grammatical utterances

Materials Arrangement The nine cards, each containing items from a gram-

matical category, should be arranged in the order indicated on

the back but may be adjusted in row and column number to suit the

person's ability to reach or see the items well. The tester should

have the one example and five stimulus picture cards available.

General Procedures - The tester shows the person the stimulus pictures one

at a time. The persons responds by describing the picture using

the words from the displayed array. This may be done by pointing,

sequentially scanning the array by the tester until the person

indicates "yes", or by any other means appropriate to the person's

motor skills. Except for the Example Set, the person should not

be informed regarding the correctness of the choice. The tester

should record on the data sheet the exact series of selections

made by the person.

441



EXPRESSIVE WORD USAGE

Example Set Before presenting the materials, the tester says I AM GOING TO SET

OUT GROUPS OF WORDS IN FRONT OF YOU. THEN I WILL SHOW YOU A PICTURE

AND ASK YOU TO TELL ME ABOUT IT USING THESE WORDS. As the tester

lays down each card the tester says THESE ARE QUESTION WORDS LIKE

WHAT AND WHO. THESE ARE ARTICLES, WORDS THAT COME BEFORE NOUNS,

LIKE A AND THE. THESE ARE ADJECTIVES, WORDS THAT DESCRIBE THINGS.

THESE ARE NOUNSt WORDS THAT NAME THINGS. THESE ARE PRONOUNS, WORDS

THAT YOU USE INSTEAD OF NOUNS. THESE ARE AUXILIARY OR HELPING VERBS

AND VERBS, WORDS THAT DESCRIBE ACTIONS. HERE ARE ADVERBS, WORDS THAT

DESCRIBE VERBS. HERE ARE PREPOSITIONS, THESE SHOW WHERE THINGS ARE.

THESE ARE WORD ENDINGS LIKE -INS AND -S.

The tester displays the example picture and says. WE ARE GOING TO

MAKE UP SENTENCES TO TELL ABOUT THIS PICTURE. WE COULD SAY "THE

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN IS MAKING THE BED." The tester points to each word

as it is said.. OR I COULD SAY "WHY IS SHE MAKING THE BED." Again

the tester points to each word as it is said. Using the same picture

the tester says I WOULD LIKE YOU TO MAKE UP A SENTENCE ABOUT THIS

PICTURE. YOU MAY USE ONE OF MINE IF YOU CAN"T THINK OF ANOTHER ONE.



E/pressive Word Usage (Large Array)

If necessary the tester encourages the person to respond. If the person

makes a complete grammatical response, begin testing. If the person gives

a telegraphic response s4y THAT'S A GOOD TRY BUT I'D LIKE YOU TO MAKE A

FULL SENTENCE. NOW LET'S TRY IT WITH ANOTHER PICTURE. Show the first

picture to the person and begin testing.

Test set Each picture is presented in order. For each picture the tester

says. TELL ME ABOUT THIS PICTURE. TRY TO USE A FULL SENTENCE.

Record responses on data sheet.

Termination - Present all five test pictures unless person indicates in-

ability to respond.

Next test If three or more items are scored as part correct or incorrect

go to Expressive Language Words (Small Array). If person produces

three or more correct utterances, go to Punctuation Test unless

they have already taken one. If person produces three or more

telegraphic utterances, end assessment.
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Client ft

Date

Testers

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE WORDS

Large Array

Data Sheet

Stimulus

Trial Picture Exact Subject Response C/T/PC/I* Comments

Example The woman is making

the bed

1 The man is driving

the blue truck

2 The boy is washing

the car

3 The boy is throwing

the paper

4 The boy is fishing

5 The boy is dressing

C = Totally correct sentence as indicated under stimulus picture column or other appropriate response.

T = Telegraphic, appropriate response with some grammatical markers missing, such !, the, a, ing, etc.

PC = Partially correct, for example a word substitution or grammatical errors.

I . Incorrect, inappropriate response, for example incorrect vocabulary, confusing grammar



ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
California State University, Sacramento

Expressive Language Bliss

lest Battery Language Assessment Flow

Stimulus Type- Bliss

Array Size Large

Input Mode - Visual

Purpose To determine if the person can use Bliss symbols to form grammatical

utterances.

Materials/Arrangement - The fourteen cards should be arranged in a 4x4 matrix (with 2

empty slots below the verbs) io the order indicated on the back of

the cards or adjusted to suit the person's ability to reach or see

the items well. If adjusted, the items should remain organized by

grammatical category.

General Procedures.- The tester shows the person the stimulus pictures one at a

time. The person responds by describing the picture using the Bliss

symbols from the displayed array. This may be done by pointing, se-

quentially scanning the array by tester until the person indicates

"yes," or by any other means appropriate to the person's motor skills.

Except for the example set, the person should not be informed regard-

ing the correctness of the choice. The tester should record on the

data sheet the exact series of selections made by the person.

Example Set Before presenting the materials the tester says I AM GOING TO SET

OUT GROUPS OF BLISS SYMBOLS IN FRONT OF YOU. THEN I WILL SHOW YOU A

PICTURE AND ASK YOU TO TELL ME ABOUT IT USING THESE SYMBOLS. As the

tester lays down each card the tester says THIS MEANS

1
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(tester names each symbol as it is placed in front of the person) .

The tester displays the example picture and says WE ARE GOING TO

MAKE UP SENTENCES TO TELL ABOUT THIS PICTURE. WE COULD SAY BUS-GO-

SCHOOL (tester points to each symboi as it is spoken) OR WE COULD

SAY BUS-SCHOOL (tester again points to each symbol as it Is spoken)

OR WE COULD SAY SCHOOL-BUS (once more, tester points to each symbol).

Using the same picture the tester says I WOULD LIKE YOU TO MAKE UP

A SENTENCE ABOUT THIS PICTURE. YOU MAY USE ONE OF MINE IF YOU CAN'T

THIN(( OF ANOTHER ONE. If necessary, the tester encourages the person

to respond. If the person selects an inappropriate item(s), tester says

LET ME SHOW YOU WHAT I MEAN. HERE IS A BUS (pointing to bus in

stimulus picture) AND HERE IS THE BLISS SYMBOL FOR BUS (tester points

to symbol), HERE IS A SCHOOL (pointing to school in stimulus picture)

AND HERE IS THE BLISS SYMBOL FOR SCHOOL (tester points to symbol).

THE BUS GOES TO SCHOOL (tester points to each part of stimulus picture)

BUS-GO-SCHOOL (tester points to each symbol as it is spoken). NOW

IT'S YOUR TURN. PLEASE TELL ME ABOUT THIS PICTURE. If person still

responds inappropriately, stop testing. If the person makes an

appropriate response but selects only one item, the tester says THAT

WAS k GOOD TRY BUT I'D LIKE YOU TO MAKE A LONGER SENTENCE. NOW LET'S

TRY IT WITH ANOTHER PICTURE. Begin testing.

Test Set Each picture is presented in order. For each picture the tester

says TELL ME ABOUT THIS PICTURE. TRY TO USE A FULL SENTENCE. Record

responses on data sheet.
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Termination - Present all 5 test pictures unless person indicates inability

to respond.

Next Test - If 3 trials are correct or partially correct end assessment.

If performance is poorer than this, look at the person's

performance on receptive grammar test. If such performance

was better than chance go to EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE PICTURES.

If performance was at or below chance determine if person

has had a recent picture vocabulary test. If person has not

had such a test, go to PPVT. If person has had such a test and

the person's transformed score exceeded 3.0 years, go to

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE PICTURES TEST. If score was below 3.0 years,

go to tecision Flow

unless already done.



ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER Client #

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO Date

Testers

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE - BLISS

DATA SHEET

1 Stimulus Exact Subject Response C/PC/I* COMMENTS

e Bus go school

Boy eats food

Girl sick

Girl drinks water

Girl push wheelchair

Boy girl see TV

tally correct, utterance as indicated under stimulus column or other appropriate response

rtially correct, two or more symbols correctly selected but not necessarily in correct order

correct
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Client Number

Date

Language Assessment Module

Punctuation-Data Sheet

INSTRUCTIONS

1 Provide an example of the task by presenting and reading the sentence "The
dog is outside." Present all the punctuation cards. Demonstrate the method
of responding that the client will utilize (direct selection or scanning).
Say, "Watch while I pick the correct punctuation mark to complete these sen-
tences. Pick the period then select the place where it belongs in the sen-
tence. Some sentences may need more than one pucntuation mark."

2 Present and read the next sentence. Say, "Place the correct punctuation mark
or marks in this sentence." When the person has completed the task ask "Are
you finished?" and say "Good, thank you." Mark each sentence where the person
indicated the punctuation marks. Check if the sentence was marked correctly.
Do items 1-5 for all persons. Do items 6-10 as needed.

Number Correct Correct Punctuation Responses

1. The man went to the store. 1. The man went to the store

2. Is that your house? 2. Is that your house

3. Tom, Jack, Sue(,) and Mary 3. Tom Jack Sue and Mary went to
went to the party. the party

4. Jeff said to Tom, "I want 4. Jeff said to Tom I want to go
to go to the park." to the park

5. Help! Help! 5. Help Help

6. Ted played basebal yester- 6. Ted played baseball yester-
day. day

7. The farmer grew corn, beets, 7. The farmer grew corn beets
tomatoes(,) and carrots. tomatoes and carrots

8. Fire!

9. Do you want to go with us?

10. She said, "That is a pretty
dress."

8. fire

9. Do you want to go with us

10. She said that is a pretty dress



DATE

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT MODULE

ANSWER SHE:T
FOR

ilurtuL4,

EM NO.

PERSON'S CORRECT

RESPONSE RESPONSE

MODIFIED TEST FOR AUDITORY COMPREHENSION

OF LANGUAGE

ANALYSIS

14 2 Big
Adjective

15 1 Fast
Adjective

20 1
These two are different. Adjective

21 1 Two Adjective

22 3 Some Adjective

24 2 Find the middle car. Adjective

31 3 Eating
Verb

33 1 Running
Verb

34 2 Coming
Verb

39 2 Up
Adverb

41 1 Gently Adverb

42 2 That Pronoun

43 2 These Pronoun

45 3 Under the table. Preposition

46 2 In the box.
Preposition

47 1
The boy is at the side of the car. Preposition

50 1 Farmer
Noun + er

52 2 Hitter
Verb + er

55 /I Taller
Adjective + er

56 2 Fattest
Adjective + est

59 2 They
Pronoun

60 1 He
Pronoun

61 3 She
Pronoun

62 3
Mother gave the ball to her. Pronoun

63 1
His puppy is'black and white Pronoun

65 2 We're eating apples. Pronoun

67 3 Balls
Plural

68 1. Coats
Plural

69 2 Table
Plural

70 I
The sheep is eating. Verb

.452
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4-6

6-0
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4-0
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3-6

7-0+

4-0
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4-0

6-0

3-0

5-6

6-6

5-0

5-0
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PERSON'S CORRECT AGE AT WHIC
90% OFTEM w). RESPONSE RESPONSE

ANALYSIS CHILDREN PA

71
3 The fish are eating.

Verb 7-0+73 2 The girl is jumping. Verb 3-074
3 The man painted the house. Verb 7-0+76
1 He will hit the ball.

Verb 7-0+77
3 The man has been cutting trees. Verb 7-0+78
1 The boy pushes the girl. Verb 6-680
1 The donkey is carried by the man. Passive 7-0+82
3 Who is by the table?

Interrogative 3-083 2 When do you sleep?
Interrogative 5-686

2 Its not black.
Negative 5-087

1 The girl isn't running. Negative 7-0+91
1 Sleeps

Third person 7-0+92
1 Has ice cream

Third person 7-0+93 3 Find the car that is on the street. Clausal Relations 6-094
2 Find the cat with no eyes. Clausal Relations 4-095
1 She shows the girl the boy. Direct-Indirect 7-0+96
3 A large blue ball.

Adjectival 7-0+97 3 A small red car.
Adjectival 6-001

I Look at the third picture, then
point to the baby or this animal.

Imperative/
Clausal Relation

7-0+

ifftcult for visually impaired.



ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
California State University, Sacramento

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE - PICTURES

Test Battery Language Assessment Array Size - Large

Stimulus Type Pictures Input Mode Visual

Purpose - To determine if the person can use pictures to form'grammatical

utterances

Materials/Arrangement - The sixteen cards should be arranged in a 4x4 array

in the order indicated on the back of the cards or adjusted to

suite the person's ability to reach or see the items well. If

adjusted the items should remain organized by grammatical category.

General Procedures The tester shows the person the stimulus pictures one Et

a time. The person responds by describing the picture using the

pictures from the displayed array. This may be done by pointing,

sequentially scanning the array by the tester until the person

indicates "yes," or by any other means appropriate to the person's

motor skills. Except for the Example Set, the person should not

be informed regarding the correctness of the choice. The tester

should record on the data sheet the exact series of selections

made by the person.

Example Set - Before presenting the materials the tester says I AM GOING TO

SET OUT GROUPS OF PICTURES IN FRONT OF YOU. THEN I WILL SHOW YOU

A PICTURE AND ASK YOU TO TELL ME ABOUT IT USING THE PICTURES IN

FRONT OF YOU. As the tester lays down each card the tester says

THIS IS and the tester names each picture as it is

placed in front of the person.



The tester displays the example picture and says WE ARE GOING TO

MAKE UP SENTENCES TO TELL ABOUT THIS PICTURE. WE COULD SAY "BOY

WASH CAR" The tester points to each picturr as it is said OR I

COULD SAY "BOY WASH REr "AR" Again the tester points, to each pic-

ture as it is said. Using the same picture the tester says I WOULD

LIKE YOU TO MAKE UP A SENTENCE ABOUT THIS PICTURE. YOU MAY USE

ONE OF MINE IF YOU CAN'T THINK OF ANOTHER ONE,

If necessary the tester encourages the person to respond. If the

person selects an inappropriate item(s), the tester says LET ME

SHOW YOU WHAT I MEAN HERE'S A BOY, The tester points to the boy on

the stimulus picture AND HERE IS A BOY the tester points to the boy

on the pictures in frt.:It of the person. THE BOY IS WASHING the

tester points to the water and hose on the picture. HERE IS SOMEONE

WASHING the tester points to wash on the pictures in front of the

person. THE BOY IS WASHING THE CAR. HERE I. THE CAR The tester

points to the car in the stimulus picture. HERE IS A CAR the tester

points to the car on the pictures in front of thd person. NOW YOU

SHOW ME THE BOY IS WASHING THE CAR. If the person gives an inappro-

priate response stop the test.

If the person makes an appropriate resp-o but selects only one

item, the tester says THAT'S A GOOD TRY. BUT I'D LIKE YOU TO MAKE A

LONG SENTENCE. TRY AGAIN. If the person again gives a one item

response or no response, the tester says. THIS IS WHAT I MEAN. THE

BOY IS WASHING THE RED CAR. The tester points to boy, wash, red car

as the sentence is spoken. The tester says NOW LET'S TRY IT WITH

ANOTHER PICTURE and begin the test. 455



Test set - Each picture is presented in order. For each picture the

tester says TELL ME ABOUT THIS PICTURE. TRY TO USE A FULL

SENTENCE. Record responses on data sheet.

Termination - Present all five test pictures unless person indicates in-

ability to respond.

Next test - If 3 or more trials produce correct or partially correct

responses, end the assessment. If performance is poorer

than this go to picture sorting.



Client t

DATE

Testers

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE PICTURES

ial S imulus Exact Subject Response C/PC/I* Comments

'mole Boy .rash red car

1 Boy waves

2 Boy writes

3 Pig eats corn

4 Girl throws blue

ball

5 Man drives

blue truck

totally correct, utterance as indicated under stimulus column or other appropriate response

partially correct, two Yr more pictures correctly selected but not necessarily in correct order.

incorrect



COGNITION ASSESSMENT MODULE
SORTING INSTRUCTION SHEET*

Instructions

1. Provide an example of the task by laying out the example cards.
Soy, "These pictures go into two groups. One of the groups is
toys and the other is body parts. The pictures are not in groups
now. Watch how I put them into groups." Hold up each picture,
name it, name the group to which it belongs and place it in the
group. Then put the cards away and proceed with the tasks.

2. Present the first set of cards as they are listed on the data
sheet. Say, "These pictures also go Into two groups. Look at
all the pictures. Some of these are (name the category)
and some of these are (name the category). Have you
looked at each picture? Now put the pictures into the two groups.
One group is (name the category) and the other group

(name the category)." Alter the method of responding
as dictated by the motor abilities of the client. When the per-
son has completed the task say, "Good, thank you."

3. Record the results as shown in the example.

4. Repeat for card sets two and three. When the person has completed
each task say, "Good, thank you."



SORTING MODULE
Client number

Date

[xample Results

To s Body Parts

ex: jack-in-the-box
teeth

Hocks
feet
ball
top
thumb
nose

Set 1

ex: horse
shirt

duck
pajamas
lion
tennis shoes
monkey
pants

Set 2

EX: hot dog
juice

bananas
milk
cookies
sandwich
cup of coffee
chocolate milk

Set 3

dX: table
motorcycle

bus
bicycle
bed
chair
couch
car

jack-in-the-box teeth
blocks feet
ball thumb
top nose

Animals

horse

Results

Clothin

shirt

Results

Thins ou eat Things ou drink

hot dog juice

Results

Furniture Trans ortation

table motorcycle
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Set 4

ex: telephone
mowing the lawn

stove
soap
desk
church
fishing
bridge

461

Results

Things you'd find Things you'd find

Outside Inside

mowing the lawn telephone



Acpendix E

Prelanguage Interview
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(Revised 9/10/80)

ASSISTIVE DWICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 11111114114.1841111

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
woo J STILT. SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA NUS

PRELANGUAGE INTERVIEW

I. Communication

A. Expressive

1. Does the person ever point to or indicate pictures or items
that are named or discussed?

2. Does the person attempt to communicate by looking, pointing
or leading by the hand? If so, give an example of behavior.

Communication

If communication is evidenced by Questions 1 & 2, rev
to regular interview form.

B. Receptive

Does the person follow simple one-step commands? For example,
stopping when asked to stop. If so, give an example of behavior.
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II. Representational Skills

A. Symbols

1. Does the person try various ways on his/her own to solve a

problem? For example, trying different ways to put on a

coat or of getting your attention. If so, give an example

of behavior.

2. If the person has adequate physical skills, does he or she
pretend that an object is something else? For example, pre-

tend a block is a car. If so, how does the person demonstrate

this?

3. Does the person notice similarities in objects or items in his/

her environment Does he/she ever match things spontaneously?

B. Purposive Behavior

1. Will the person use an object as a tool to accomplish a purpose?

For example, hammering a peg or pulling a cloth to reach some-

thing. If so, give an example of behavior.

2. Does the person know that if they do something, sometoing else

will happen to a related object? For example, pushing a button

to turn on a toy. If so, give an example of behavior.



3

C. Contingency

I. Does the person understand taking turns? How does he/she
demonstrate this?

2. Dues the person know that if he/she does something, something
else will happen? For example, squeezing a toy or banging on
their tray intentionally to produce a noise. If so, give an
example of behavior.

a. Object Permanence

1. Does the person show an awareness of things that he/she cannot
see? For e.ample, knowing mom's home because they can hear her
or know 4 coy is in a box even though they cannot see it. How

yoJ ,'<now they are aware of i -?

2. Does the person recognize something when he/she can only st.p
part of !t? For example, recognizing a toy even when it is
partially hidden. How do you know when he/she recogiizes the
object?



III. Differentiation

A. Does the person respond to voices of familiar people differently

than to voices of strangers? If so, how?

B. Does the person imitate things that are within his/her abilities

that other people do? For example, if you make a sound or move-

ment, does the person imitate it?

C. If the person does something, and you repeat that, 1-'711 the person

repeat it ba,-..k? For example: If the person waves his'her hand

and you wave, clo,:s the person wave again, or if the person makes a

sound and you repeat it, does the person make the sound again?



5

IV. Environmental Interaction

A. Dynamic

1. Does the person anticipate what is going to happen? For example:
leaning forward when you go to pick him or her up. If so, how
does he/she demonstrate anticipation?

2. Does the person attempt to reach objects with any part of his/her
body? If so, how?

3.a. Does the person keep aLtent:0;1 fecvsel oil a single activity?

b. If so, h(.,

ess than 1 minute

1 to 5 minutes

longer than 5 minute,

4. Does the person make e contact with people?
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B. Exploration

1. Does person attempt to feel things in his/her environment?

2. Does the person show an interest in his or her environment

by looking around?

C. React le

1. Does the person respond differently to voices than to other

sounds (e.g. cLAsing crying or activity)? If so, how?

2. Does the person follow tf.. iovement of a iound source? If so,

give an example of behay'

3. Does the person respond to a moving touch? If so, give example

of behavior.

4. Does the person visually follow a moving object? If so, give

example of behavior.
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V. Stimulus-Response

A. Orientation

I. Does the person respond to being touched? If so, give example
of behavior.

2. Does the person look at a ligh, sour e or object? If so, give
example of behavior.

3. Does the person look toward the source of a sound? If so, give
example of behavior.

B. Basic Responding

Does the person react to pain, discomfort, etc. by crying,
squirming, etc.?

2. Does the person shc: startle response to being touched? If

so, give example of havior.
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3. Does the person show a startle response to light or other

visual stimuli? If so, give example of behavior.

4. Does the person chow a startle response to a sound? If so,

give example of behavior.

4 70
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Prelanguage Assessment
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ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 11/11114541.441111
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
s000 J STREET, SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA DIMS

PRELANGUAGE ASSESSMENT

Clicot

Da t

1. Observe person for reflexive vs. purpo,,eful movements. Ii person makes
no purposeful movements attcm,,t 1.o elicit reflexive behaviors.

2. A. Visual

a. & b. Hold object of interest at various points in the visual
field and observe for startle response or orientation.

c. Move object of interest across visual field and observe for
tracking.

d. Attract person's attention and observe for eye contact.

B. Auditory

a. & b. Present 2000 Hz tone at 70 dB at various points around the
person. Observe for startle response or o ientation.

c. Present tone above head, at left and a= r:qht, out of the person's
field of vision and observe for localizatin.



2.

Sec nquage interview

e. See prelanyudqe interview

C. Tactile

a.. & b. Touch person and observe for:

I Startle response

2) Withdraw fro.n touch or physical response. Describe.

3) Individual looking at area being touched.

c. Stroke person and observe for:

1) Startle response

2) Withdraw from touch or physical response. Describe.

3) Individual looking at area being touched.

3. a. Observe pers,, exploration of their environment.



3.

le

01).0.1 \h` pI r. HI l(/1- 1.1( 1 i I> OX1)1()I-.11 iun Or the i nvI 1 (

. 01r,erve and time attention span when focussed on a single activity of
interest.

When person makes a sound, you repeat it and observe whether they reps
it back to you

When person make a movement, you repeat it and observe whether the
repeat it back to you.

6. Roll o 6all back and forth with the person, if possible, or between
testei. ii .i (t possible to do it with the person. Then feint roll of
ball und s..c if child anticipates.

Stn ke chetA. a number of tim,:s, then feint troke an sce if person
anticipates stroking.

7. Determine from prelanguage interview.



8. Present on object of Known ond ol,eive for reaching
iesponse.

9. Make a hod, movement that is within the person's abilities and
encourage the person to imitate. Make "uh" sound and encourage
the person to imitate.

10. Present an object of known interest to the person. Partially
conceal the object. Observe if person attempts to get or visually
locate object.

Repeat some task with a brief distraction after partially concealing
object.

11. Present an object of known interest. Completely cover the object-.
observe if person attempts to get or visually locate object.

Repeat same task with brief distraction immediately after (,bject
is concealed.

12. a. Present a squeeze,toy and demonstrate its operation. Give to
person and observe behavior.
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5.

b. Present Peppv-Puppy and demonstrate its operation. Give switch to
person and observe behavior.

13. Present an object of known interest out of reach with a cord attached
or placed on d cloth which is within reach of the person. Observe
bcnavior.

or If person has poor motor control, present object of interest, then
take it away and observe for sounds, eye movement, etc. which
indicates person wants you to return the object.

14. With ring stack toy take turns with person if motor abilities permit.
If child lacks manual dexterity, have 2 testers sit as far apart as
possible within person's visual range and take turns stacking rings.
Pause after three turns and observe person's visual response.

15. Present three switches and Peppy-Puppy. None of the switches will
really be operating, but tester will be activating Peppy-Puppy.
Demonstrate by pressing a switch and activating the toy simultaneously.
Then scramble the order of the switches and have the person try to
activate the toy. Do not activate Peppy-Puppy until they have pressed
all three switches. Observe their attempts to activate the toy.

16. Determine from prelanguage interview.

17. Determine from prelanguage interview.
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18. Have person respond according to motor ability. Point to, look at, etc.

several objects the examiner has been told that they can recognize.



Appendix G

Device Evaluations
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ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING (11/111)4154-141211

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
5000 J STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 1110121

EVALUATION OF LIGHT BEAM INDICATOR

Prepared by the Staff of the

California State University, Sacramento

Assistive Device Center

ADC Report LBI-82 Revised 3/15/82
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EVALUATION OF LIGHT BEAM INDICATOR

Technical Evaluation

Manufacturer: Jim's Instrument Manufacturing Inc.

Distributor: Jim's Instrument Manufacturing Inc.
P. O. Box 5157
Coralville, Iowa 52241

(319) 351-3429

Model(s) Evaluated: Model 1 Head mounted light beam indicator

Weight: Approximately 3.5 oz.

Power Source: Nickel Cadmium long life type rechargable

batteries. Model 1000

Charge Time: 16 hours

*Discharge Time: 6 hours

(continuous use)

Battery: Disston Model 1000

Light Source: Westinghouse #13 light bulb

Output: A light spot for use as a pointing device.

Operator Adjustments: 1) Angle of light
2) Focusing of light spot
3) Power switch

Options Available: A latching power switch to allow independent

power ON/OFF by operator.
Available from: Zygo Industries

This varies depending on the battery conditioning procedure as described by the

manufacturer.



1

Power Source. Thc battery used is a long life Nickel-Cadmium type designed

fur use with power tools. They work best when they are fully discharged, then

fully charged again. The problem with using these batteries in light beam

indicators is that they are not discharged at the same rate as they would be in

(.ordle,,,, power tool. This tends to cause intermittent behavior in the device.

Not all charges will yield the same length of operation time.

The manufacturer (Disston) recommends that the powerpack needs to be fully

charged and discharged about five times before it reaches its full potential.

The batteries hay.-! a 16 hour charge rate and a one hour discharge rate (in a

p(mer tool). In the LBI the discharge time is 6 hours.

Case Construction. The case is a plastic box with a portion cut for the

battery holder which is also plastic. Disston holder Model 1075 is used for

the battery pack. tie have experienced problems with the battery holder ,rp.' the

box separating. The toggle switch on the side may be inadvertently turned on

or off during use.

The parts used in the device are standard, commercially available components.

This should facilitate repair and replacement of parts.

Headgear. The Headgear is a Huntsman (Catalog No. 117) manufactured by the

Edman Company. This is the type used in industrial helmets such as hard hats.

In the basic unit there are two adjustments possible, one adjustment scrip on

top of the head and one adjustment knob behind the head. In the ,nodified version

the top strip is unchanged. However, the knob is replaced with a ,Icro strap,

and a velcro chin strap is added. These modifications have been made to help the

LBi headgear fit individuals whose wheelchairs have headpads and/or restraints

that interfere with the adjustment knob on the standard he me, .

Documentation. The documentation available during the evaluation consisted

of the owner's manual for the battery pack two instruction sheets for the head-
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1.

gear, and operating in,tructions for the L81.

The Disston Battery Pack owner's manual has some useful information on

battery conditioning. The steps outlined here are necessary to attain maximum

operating time and are characteristic of long life nickel-cadmium rechargeable

batteries. The manual is written for using ihc batteries in cordless power

tools like lawn edgers and clippers. The LBI doesn't discharge the batteries

at as high a rate as the power tools do. Because of this the discharge (opera-

ting) time will be longer with the LBI than the discharge time stated in the

manual.

The Hunstman headgear instruction sheets are for usi.ng the headgear with

the adjustment knob rather than the modified velcro version. They contain in-

formation on positioning, adjusting, and installation of the headgear.

The Operating Instructions from Jim's Instruments are a one page hand-writte:)

sheet describing the adjustments, bulb replacement, cautions, and tips on using

the L81. The headgear shown is the tyre with the head size adjustment knob and

pointer stick. The instructions don't meatioPn battery conditioning and state

the battery should be charged for 12 hours rather than the battery manufacturer

recommended 16 hours. There isn't a general battery discharge time stated.

The documentation is fairly complete. It would be helpful if the operating

manual for the battery and headgear instructions were written specifically for

the LBI to aid the user in operating and maintaining it.



3.

Human Factors

The major purpose of the LBI is to offer an alternative to traditional

headpointers. Because the means of pointing to an item is by a beam of

focused ligh: rather than using a physical object such as a stick, certain

functions which can he performed with a traditional headpointer, for exam-

ule, typing or turning pages, are not available while using an LBI. At the

.,ame time, othcr functions are gained. Perhaps the most apparent of these

new funLtions has to do with pointing to "distant" objects. Since the beam

i,, narrow and can be focused over distances ranging from several inches to

several yards, the user can point to objects further away than the length

of the usual pointing stick. Although this is a potentially useful function,

the structure of the device could limit the practical momentary distance of

the to-be-pointed-to object. Specifically, if the pointer is "aimed" (set

at an appropriate angle to work) at a horizontal surface, the user would have

to tilt his or her head back considerably in order to "point to" objects in

the distance. If the pointer is "aimed" at a vertical surface, the user would

have to tilt his or her head forward considerably to point to objects nearby.

Compared to traditional headpointers, the LBI potentially differs in at

least three additional ways First, the user can maintain a more "natural"

posture when communicating since the light beam always "touches" the work sur-

face; with pointers, the user must move toward the work surface to touch an

object. Second, the LBI provides for only visual feedback in making a selec-

tion; mechanical pointers provide Loth visual and tactile feedback. Third,

because pointers can protrude a foot or more beyond the head, they pose a

limited but real safety hazard; the LBI poses no such mechanical danger.

To provide some data on the resoluXion of the light beam at various dis-

tances, the LBI was adjusted to produce an approximately 7/16 inch diameter
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circle of light at one inch from d work surface. With this fixed setting,

several measurements were taken with the following results. At 12 inches from

horirontal surface, the beam produced a 3/4 inch circle; at 18 inches to 28

inches from a vertical surface, the beam produced a one inch circle; at about

seven feet from a wall, the beam produced a two inch circle. Thus, a user with

the ability to move his or her head sideways and up-and-down who could hold a

steady beam could theoretically access a large number of separate items in a

display. Range and control of head movement would need to be considered for

each individual in configuring a selection display.

The LB! was taken out-of-doors to determine how visible the light was under

daylight conditions. While the light was able to be seen in the shade (although

not as readily as it was indoors), bright sunlight completely masked the light.

Indoors, under a variety of lighting conditions, the light is readily visible.

We feel that the LB! is comfortable to wear. It is lightweight and well

padded (the padding can be removed for cleaning) in the front, and the lens

housing did not significantly unbalance the headband. The velcro strap at the

back (a positive change from the adjusting knob) allows for a wide range of

adjustment; it is still possible, however, that some children may be too small

for the headband. We have seen it adjusted by doubling the headband over beyond

the distance allowed by the snaps and simply using masking tape to hold it in

place. The snap-on strap holders, permitting back-of-head and underchin straps

to be used for additional stability, might be very useful for some users. At

the same time, the back part of the snaps, located on the inside of the headband,

are unprotected. Some of our staff consistently got their hair caught and hairs

from others were visible in several of the snap locations. Some discomfort may

therefore result from headband removal in some ca

Changing the bulb is a relatively simple procedure, especially with new

models (unlike the tested one) using conventional screw heads rather than the

formerly used screws. When taken apart to access the bulb, the lens assembly
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i t se 1 I rymd ins at tad' cd to the headband, This feature should minimi/e the

,,1,111(1. of dropping, losing, or otherwise damaging the device during main.

Ihy haltery pack is relatively simple to use. It is configured to pre-

vent the powerpock (the,mechanigit /hich plugs into the wall outlet for re-

(;in,) from helm) inLorti.ctly pw,ilioned in the SW i t r.h hox. The on/off

to,Nle of tc.h ollow, for the possibility or the user to control the status

''I thy light, although not all users will be able to use the switch. It was

telt ny onr staff that the cable connecting the battery pack to the LB I was

not inickv,ive, partly because the cable is wrapped while in proxivity to 'the

headband, and partly because the cable was sufficientl/ long (about 4 feet

long) to provide slack during head movement.

Candidate users are likely to be ones whose most appropriate interface

site is the head. Yet the device can be adapted to a wide range of levels of

head control. At one extreme, a person with excellent range and resolution of

head movement could select from a large number of separate elements. At the

other extreme, one could use the LBI to select between two halves of the

visual field. In any case, continued practice may result in an increased level

of skill in using the device.
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Methods

Subjects. Subject #1 is a 16 year old male. A cerebral ond baio-stem

contusion occurred in 19/6 when he was struck by an automobile. He uses o

manual wheelchair but cannot propel it himself and wears a body brace. There

is some voluntary control of the head, neck ond shoulders, Fxtremities arc

spastically postured and there is no line motor or grasp control in the hands.

He cannot speiik, but is very alert. He has some reading and spelling skills at

about the second grade level.

Subject #2 is an 18 year old male. He has severe spastic cerebral palsy

and uses a manual wheelchair which he can propel backwards with his feet. Al-

though his left hand possesses some grasp control, fine motor control of his

extremities is extremely limited. There is some voluntary control of the head,

neck and shoulders. His speech is unintelligible; however, he does utilize

vocalizations to obtain attent!on. He comprehends most of what he hears. Spel-

ling is riot a functional communication mode and he utilizes Blissymbols and

pictures to communicate.

Subject #3 is a 20 year old male diagnosed as having spastic cerebral palsy.

He fuses an electric wheelchair which he controls with his right hand. His left

hand is completely nonfunctional and is secured by a strap to his chair. The

subject possesses a full range of horizontal and vertical head movement and has

used a headpointer in the past to directly select items on a communication board.

He comprehends most of what he hears and responds appropriately within his physi-
_/

cal limitations. Although he has some reading and spelling skills at the first

grade level, Blissymbols are his primary symbol system.

Subject #4 is an II year old female with cerebral palsy and quadriplegic

involvement. She uses an electric wheelchair which she is currently learning
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tt indelwodcntly iont;o1 with hoi right hand. Hor aims and hand are (11.troL-

t,i ~vellum's ,Ind limited tine motor ond grasp control is pre-

sent w.ing the tip., 40 her fingers. Although she is capable of the full range

of horizontal and vertical head movement, this movement is confined by the

!wad oi 11,r 411oelt hair. Her speech is limited to a few sounds. Be-

( oust. r eid i and s I I i ntl are not 1 tun t i ()nal modes of roitimuni cat I on for this

1, she utilizes pictures to exiTess her communication needs.

',ahiect. //5 is an 18 year old mole diagnosed as having severe spastic cere-

bral palsy. He is seated in a manual wheelchair which he is unable to control

or tr.ev.tor to and from. His spastiLity limits his control over his hand and

arm Ml,VCMCHt, Ili head movement is restricted by his chair supports which

limit his use of a headpointer to a five inch range. The subject appears to

comprehend most of what he hears and utilizes Blissymbol o communicate his

wants and needs.

Subject #6 is a 21 year old female. She has been diagnosed as having

spastic and athetoid cerebral palsy. She uses an electric wheelchair with head

and trunk supports which she control! using a joystick. Although she is able

to voluntarily produce some sounds, she has no intelligible speech The sub-

ject is able to utilize her left hand to select items in an area between nine

and twelve inches frcm her body. She cannot cross the midline wits this hand.

She possesses controlled head movement of 40° horizontally and 20° vertically,

but cannot successfully use a head pointer due to her chair --upports. She

appears to understand most of what she hears and resporis within her physical

limitations. She currently uses Blissymbols and pictures to communicate her

wants and needs.

Materials. Light Beam Indicator (LBO Model I

2 white cards (14" x 22")
11 Peabody Language Development Kit Cards Level #P
7" x 9" depicting hamburger, chocolate milk, spoon, hot dog,

crackers, comb, toilet, ice cream cone, tennis shoes, chair,
toothbrush
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1 "Target" card (20" x 19") with 9 circles in a 3 x 3 array.

The outer perimeter of each circle was 5" in diameter.

Each circle also surrounded two more circles, a 3" circle

and a 1" circle within the 3". The circles thus each looked

like targets with a 1" "bullseye." The color was white on

black.

Procedure. The LBI was positioned and adjusted so that the subject could

use it comfortably, then a procedure consisting of 4 steps was initiated. In

the first 3 steps, actual trials were begun after the participant had the oppor-

tunity to practice the task for that step.

Step I: Two experimenters stood about 4 feet in front of the subject, 3 to 4

feet apart. Each held a l4 " 'x 22" blank white card. The participant was asked

by each experimenter in random order to look at the card she was holding and

focus the LBI on the card. After each trial, the participant was asked to re-

turn the LB1 to a "neutral" position (e.g., midline). There were 6 trials,

evenly divided so that the participant was asked to focus the LBI on each card

3 times. The experimenter recorded whether or not the participant looked at

the correct card.

Step II: The experimenter held up two 7" x 9" Peabody cards (about 18" from

the participant), named the item on one card and asked him/her to choose between

the two cards. The participant was instructed to hold the LBI on the specified

card for 2 seconds. The 6 trials were set up so that the participant was to

focus on the card to the left 3 times and the card to the right 3 times in ran-

dom order. Correctness or incorrectness of choice was recorded.

Step III. The target card was held approximately 18" in front of the partici-

pant who was asked to focus the LBI on the "bullseye" in each circle and hold

it there. The diameter of the smallest circle in which the participant could

hold LBI .steadily for 3 seconds was recorded. Thus if he/she was unable to

focus within the P' circle ("bullseye") but could hold it within the 3" or 5"

circle, that diameter was recorded. The participant was asked to focus on each
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of the nine circles in random order, so that he/she was required to move hori-

zontally, vertically, and diagonally across the card. The first 3 trials were

t_(ms,ith.red "practice" and only the data from the last 6 was analyzed. If the

participant was unable to get to a particular circle, or could not keep the

LBI within even the 5" perimeter, this was recorded as "none" on the data sheet.

Step IV: The participant was asked to respond to 8 questions about the LBI

using his/her usual communication mode. The questions were: 1) Is the LBI

comfortable?, 2) Is it hard to tell where the light is going?, 3) How long, can

you wear it before it bothers you?, 4) Does it help with school work, talking

to people, who?, 5) Is it easy to use?, 6) Is it hard to use?, 7) What don't

you like about it? (Color, size, style) and 8) What do you like about it?

(Color, size, style)

Results

Of the six participants, all responded correctly across the 6 trials in

Step I and Step II, although the amount of time it took for each participant to

choose varied. Two of the six participants were able to respond and choose the

cards almost immediately, while the other four todk anywhere from about 3 to 5

seconds. All were eventually able to move the LBI to the designated location

and focus it there.

In Step III, at least 2 subjects were able to hold the LBI within the 1"

circle across all 6 trials. For a further breakdown of this step, see Table

1 and Figure 2.



Circle Location

A

C

G

F

X. for 1" = 2.2
X for 3" = 2
){ for 5" = I

33% 1" A, C, G, I, F,

50% P' E

10.

TABLE I

Data for Step III

# Of Subjects Able To

Diameter Focus LBI For 3 Sec

Pi

3"

5"
none

PI

3"

5"
none

1"

3"

5"
none

3"

5"
none

1"

3"

5"
none

1"

3"

5"

none

2

1

0

3

2

3

0

2

2

2

4
0

0

3

3

0

0

2

2

2

0

X number of persons able to focus LBI in circle

for 3 sec.

36% of the time able to hit 1" across 36 trials

33% able to hit 3" across 36 trials

16% able to hit 5" across 36 trials

14% able to hit none

A B C

D E F

G H I

Figure 2. Location arf Circles on Target Card
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In the final step the subjects were asked about their experience with the

LBI: 1. Six out of 6 reported that it was comfortable.

2. Three out or 6 said ii was hard to tell where the light was going.

3. The average amount of time a subject said he could wear the LBI
before it bothered him was 20 minutes.

4. Two out of 6 said it would not help them with school work, talking
to people, etc.

5. Six out of 6 indicated the LBI is easy to use.

6. Two out of .6 said color was OK, but they would prefer somethinc
different. An additional comment was that the battery should be
charged at least twice a week.

7. Two out of 6 did not like the size. (They wanted it smaller, if

possible.)

8. Two out of 6 did not like the style.

Discussion

Although time from response to focus on target varied and it sometires took

a great effort to get the Lb! to the desired location, all subjects felt the

LBI was comfortable and over 60'%) felt the LBI would help them in at least one

situation. There are various other factors which could affect LBI use. An

indiv'idual with asymmetric tonic neck reflex, head/chin drop, limited range of

motion for head, etc. would probably not be a suitable candidate for a Light

Beam Indicator. The message receiver should also be aware of "false" or "mis-

taken" positives where the user pauses to rest while scanning or drops his head,

etc. The receiver may mistake the object, phrase, letter etc. where the LBI

is pointed during rest as that item which the user wishes to communicate.

One way to overcome this is to have a separate yes-no arrangement to verify the

accuracy of the message. Another alternative would be an amount of time (e.g.,

3-4 seconds) agreed upon previously to use as the criterion for "selecting" a

message.

When dealing with a large target area such as the 14" x 22" white cards
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or Peabody ards, the subjects had little or no difficulty. However, when

required to focus in a smaller area, such as a 1" circle, some subjects experi-

enced trouble both in getting to the circles and, once there, in holding the

LBI steady within any but the largest (5") circle. Communication boards, prac-

tice target', etc. would need to be adapted accordingly.

All of the clients interviewed reported that the light beam indicator was

easy to use and comfortable. They indicated that the LBI could be used comfor-

tably for an average of 20 minutes. Of the six subjects interviewed, 67% stated

that the LBI would be helpful with school, work, and other communication settings.

The size and style of the LBI was not satisfactory to 330 of the subjects.

A color change was suggested, with blue being the most requested alternative.

A predominant complaint with Ahe LBI was that subjects found it difficult to

tell where the light was going. This complaint was registered by 50% of the

subjects and may or may not be dLe to the parallax problem discussed under the

Human Factors section of this evaluation. We propose that this difficulty is a

major concern in initiating a training program for those using the LBI.

Training Suggestions

After consulting with speech pathologists, physical and occupational thera-

pists, teachers and others who are familiar with this device, a list of training

impediments and possible solutions was compiled. Three rough categories emerged

which may affect the structure of an LBI training program. These were: the

configuration of a training target, the LBI output, and the training program

its6f.

Wi)h regard to the target, it should be dark to show the light clearly and

large so the light does not "get lost" in the environment. At first it should

be close so the user can focus on it easily and obtain precise feedback as to

the beam's location. It is suggested that the target be placed directly in or

on a piece of cardboard or similar structure rather than protruding or sitting
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in front of a background material. We have found that a novel stimulus-target

appears to be more effective in training than a simple picture or word target.

A bldck-lined box with a photo cell inside to set off a buzzer is an example of

novel stimulus to be used in training. The difficulty with this is that it

must be constructed by the trainer. Several photo sensitive toys are commer-

cially available. One such toy is a light activated turtle.

Another area to be considered when training someone to use the LBI is the

device output. The LBI beam is sometimes faint or not sharply defined. To

remedy this it may be helpful to dim the lights in the classroom. Depending

on how the LBI is focused the expected circular beam output may be instead an

illuminated image of the filament (a "spring-like" image). This can be reme-

diated by rotating the light bulb housing (it is necessary to first loosen the

allen bolt or screw holding the light). A drawback reported by some of our

professional contacts indicates that some users visually "fix" on the light

output and are then unable to use it to make choices. At this time we have no

suggestions for addressing this drawback. Another potential drawback of the

device output reported by professionals is that if there are several students

using LB1's simultaneously it is difficult to distinguish "who is pointing at

what." One possible way to overcome this is to alter the focus or intentionally

create the image of the filament on one user's LBI. We have also experimented

with colored gels likf, those used on theatrical lighting equipment. Very light

colors do not sho,,. ,p and dark colors m*ce the light difficult to see. Colors

of medium saturation do change the color of the light beam and can be Losed at

short distances, such as a few feet. Beyond that the beam fades evidently due

to the diffusion caused by the colored gel. Another possibility for distin-

guishing among users is to cut a small cardboard or tagboard template just slightly

larger than the circumference of the lens on the outside of the lightbeam. A

different shape may be cut for each user. The tagboard is then pushed against
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the lens from the outside and stays in due to a pressure fit. The actual shape

will show up at E short distance of about a foot. Beyond that, it simply shows

up as a smaller lightbeam. With a combination of these ideas, groups of light-

beams can be used and be distinguished from each other

Professionals familiar with the LBI have suggested that a way to facilitate

training is to make it as enjoyable as possible. For example, a game'format

could be utilized during the initial training stages to stimulate interest and
7

motivation, i.e., tracking ("chasing") a toy target with the light beam, etc.

However, if reflexive behavior is a concern, e.g., "startle reflex", it is ad-

visable to keep the tone of the instructors voice an the game itself as calm

as possible. Reflexive behavior can affect the accuracy of the trainee's re-

sponse as well as cause him/her to "lose" the beam in the environment. It is

helpful to be aware that head drop can influence the trainee's performance.

Tlereftre, it may be beneficial to provide a support or to adjust the target to

compensate.

Configuration of a training target, the LBI output, and initiating training

are by no pearls the only considerations in establishing a complet, i.BI training

program. These three factors were highlighted during our evaluation; future

evaluations should reveal additional training impediments and provide possible

solutions to overcome them. Other factors which m,:y prove to be important

training considerations include: generalizing from the game context to a

communication context, control of the light beam when focusing in successively

smaller target areas, etc.

Summary

The LBI is a relatively low cost, simple pointing aid. The available ad-

justments provide flexibility in both fitting of the LBI to the user's head and

in the size and direction of the light spot. The use of standard, readily
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dvailable parts facilitates maintenance. The use of these parts for other

thorn their intended use does result in some erratic behavior.

Focusing on tdrt5 of less than 5" diameter requires pract:7e for most

physically disibled users. This restraint is readily removed in most user

alter trdinHg. Unpracticed users can easily point to one of two widely spaced

Lords ant c..:..ate the light beam inside a 5" circle.

Training can be facilitated using light i-.ctivated toys or other "games"

to tit1;, the user develop skills. The overall construction and appearance of the

satisfactory.



JIM'S 1011119IWT MANURCTURING, INC.

P.O. Box 5157

Coralville, Iowa 52241
James C. Rogers

Phone 319-351-3429

April 13, 1982

Albert M. Cook, Ph.D.
Director, Engineering Services
Assistive Device Center
California State University, Sacramento
600 J Street
Sacramento, California 95819

Dear Dr. Cook:

Thank you for your evaluation of the Light Beam Indicator (LBI). I have reviewed

the satisfactory evaluation and wish to relate my comments and planned improvements.

1. The power pack and power pack holder will no longer be used. It will be changed

to a 3 D-cell rechargeable unit. If the D-cells in the LBI discharge while the

unit is in use, it recharges itself.

2. An outlet will be added for a remote on/off switch which will allow the user to

switch the unit on and off whenever desirable. Two LBI units in Iowa are using

the remote switches. One person uses a switch that is placed by his hand so

that wj.th little effort, he can turn the unit on and off. The other person has

a paddle switch embedded in the headrest of his chair. With a very slight move-

ment of the head, he can activate the unit which is padded with rubber and

encased within the covering of the chair This double covering is cLmfortable

and will not injure the user if sudden movements are exhibited.

3. The socket for the Disston Power Pack will no longer be used. This eliminates

the socket from coming loose from the box.

4. The head gear has been improved. The knob has been removed from the back and a

snap-attached Velcro and elastic band has been added. The addition of several

snaps on the headband provides for easy adjustment, depending on the size of the

user's head.

5. I am in the process of designing smaller and lighter weight units. One planned

improvement will feature a ball socket for additional movement.

Thank you for your evaluation of the Light Beam Indicator. You have been very helpful

in pointing out features that need improvement. I will be most happy to keep you

informed on the new designs and will send any items to you upon request.

Sincerely,

alt.L4) C? /,,e441--)

ames C. Rogers
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Technical Evaluation

Manufacturer:

Distributor:

Model Evaluated:

Serial Number:

Weight:

Size:

Controller:

Output:

Power Source:

Case:

EVALUATION OF SHARP MEMOWRITER

Sharp Corporation

Local area Sharp distributor

EL-7000

1011539Y

0.8 lb. 375 gms:

Overall: 7} inches x 3 3/4 inches x
14 inches
19.7 cms. x .95 cms. x 3.1 cms.

Alphabet keys: 4 inch x 1/8 inch
.64 cm. x .32 cm.

Number keys: 4 inch x 3/16 inch
.64 cm. x .48 cm.

Alphabet keys arranged in a typewriter
fashion
Number keys are arranged in standard
computation fashion

Custom microcomputer with associated
input/output memory and interface circuitry

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
4 inch x 1/8 inch characters
.64 cm. x .32 cm.

Column impact printer
1/8 inch x 1/16 inch characters
.32 cm. x .16 cm.

Paper roll -1,3/4 inches wide
4.45 cms. wide

4 rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries
#NR-AA at 1.2 VDC each
(Total 4.8 VDC) at 1.91 watts for 450 mA
hours (Ac Adapter EA-11E)

Plastic with protection shield to ground-
electro-static charge to protect MOS

circuitry

Operator Adjustments: MODE: Computation typing
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Options:

2.

Keyguard and mounting assembly available
from: Zygo Industries

P. O. Box 1008
Portland, Oregon 97207

Enlarged keyboard available from:
Prentke-Romich Company
Romich Beery Bayer
R.D.2, Box 191
Shreve, Ohio 44676
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External Construction

The Sharp Memowriter is designed to include column printing, transient

visual display, calculator functions and message memory in a compact hand held

device. The printer is an impact dot matrix type, utilizing an inked ribbon

cartridge and adding machine type paper. The display is a ten character liquid

crystal type (LCD). The keyboard allows alpha-numeric input. The alpha keys

are arranged in a standard typewriter fashion. The numeric keys are to the

right of the alphabet keys and are arranged in an adding machine fashion. The

word memory will store 120 characters in up to eight locations.

Internal Construction

The Sharp Memowriter (Model E1-7000, serial number 0100535Y) is disassem-

bled 5y removing three screws and using a twisting motion to dislodge six

locking tabs. The device then falls into two main parts. One part contains

the keyboard, display (LCD), support electronics for keyboard and display, and

central processor unit (CPU)/memory circuitry. The other part contains the

printer and its electronic control circuitry, and the nickel cadmium batteries

(four batteries, type NR-AA, 1.2 volt DC, 450 mA hour) and its charging cir-

cuitry.

The liquid crystal display, keyboard, computer and support circuitry are

all on one printed circuit board. Should an error or problem develop in one

of these modules only that module need be replaced. There are six integrated

circuits, and about two dozen discrete components on this PC board. Most of

the electronic circuitry is in integrated circuit packages of the LSI variety

and they are soldered in. As a result of this, the boards should be replaced

as a whole if there is a problem.

The printed circuit boards have a very small number of post production

modifications. These should not cause any problems. The layout and general
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construction of this device appear to be well thought out and well constructed

for use as a portable communication aid.

The printer is detachable and can be completely removed for maintenance

or replacement by desoldering its flat cable. Thic -ild be done by service

persons only.

The batteries are oldered inside of the device. As a result, the user

only needs to charge them. Should a problem develop in the batteries the unit

would have to be sent in to be repaired.

Human Factors

The Sharp Memowriter EL-7000 was desio d as a pocket-sized writing/

printing device with calculator functions .,'Ile-bodied users. It is possible

that -ome non-speaking indivuduals may use t. s -Nice as a communication system.

Since this latter purpose was not the original intent of the manufacturer, this

section of the report should be viewed as judgments regarding the potential

suitability of the EL-7000 for disabled users and not an evaluation of the

device per se.

The keyboard arrangement of the alphabet is that of a typewriter. For

users familiar with a typewirter, the letters will be easy to find. The EL-

7000 is capable of two kinds of autput. One is a dot matrix liquid crystal

display (LCD) producing easily readable characters including punctuation and

special symbols. This display can be seen clearly under a range of lighting

conditions including direct sunlight.

The EL-7000 also contains a column printer. Its blue ribbon dot matrix

letters and characters are printed on white paper. The printed output is

relatively understandable although not as legible as the LCD. The printer will

print up to 16 characters in a line; the 17th character will appear on the next

line. The system does not automatically break up lines at appropriate places,

such as between words. A dot is printed alongside the 16th character of the
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LCD. Users anticipating the end of the line by attending to the little dot

can employ the "return" function to start a new line to avoid this problem.

There are tw,J different kinds of memory capability possessed by the

EL-7000. One is an Input Buffer Memory which is automatically brought into

operation during ordinary message construction. This memory can accept a

maximum of 48 characters or symbols. Upon reaching this maximum, the message

must either be printed or the display cleared before the device will register

any more characters. Editing a message contained in the buffer memory is

possible through the use of the cursor movement keys, allowing the user to

pinpoint the error and writer over it with the correction.

A second memory is called a Word Memory. It can hold up to 120 charac-

ters organized in up to 15 separate locations. Each such message location is

stored and retrieved with a one character code selected by the user, and each

can be separately erased and reprogrammed. The steps required to store a

message are straight-forward and insure that messages not intended for storage

will not be accidentally stored. A "list" function permits the user to review

the stored messages when desired. These messages will remain intact when the

device is turned off.

Replacing the paper tape roll and the cartridge ribbon is remarkably sim-

ple. In replacing the paper tape, the user must insert the edge of the paper

into a slot and press the "advance paper" key; the device then mecianically

feeds the paper through the printing mechanism. The cartridge ribbon requires

light pressure on one edge to be released from the device and the new one sim-

ply snaps into place.

The Operator's Manual accompanying the EL-7000 provides comprehensive

coverage of all aspects of the device. It includes step-by-step instructions

for each function of the Memowriter with generous use of illustrations to

supplement the written material. We found the instructions to be clear and

well presented.
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Users of the E1-7000 must possess a certain set of skills in order to

operate the device. Because the ,.evice is intended to be hand-held, the key-

board and its keys are on a relatively small scale. The potential user must

therefore exhibit sufficient fine-motor resolution to effectively manipulate

the keys. Reasonably good visual acuity is also necessary, not only to read

the LCD but also the printed output, the small letters/symbols on the keys, and

the symbols/commands contained in the shift function which are written above

the respective keys. Since the device is similar to a typewriter, candidate,

users must have functional spelling. An understanding of the principle of

encoding is a prerequisite to using the word memory.

Overall, the EL-7000 appears to be a well designed device and is an

appropriate augmentative communication system for a segment of the non-speaking

population.

Clinical Trials

Methods

Subjects. Subject #1 is a 12 year old male diagnosed as having cerebral palsy.

He is ambulatory with assistance and holds on to his wheelchair from behind to

steady himself when he walks. He has some control over each hand and arm, al-

though the left hand seems to have the most strength and freedom of movement.

He has no intelligible speech and currently uses a Sharp Memowriter, along with

a Speak and Spell to communicate in his home environment. In class he uses an

alphabet communication board and typewriter. He has spelling skills above the

second grade level.

Subject #2 is an 18 year old male with athetoid cerebral palsy. He uses

an electric wheelchair which he controls with a joystick using his right hand.

Although he possesses some grasp control with both hands, his voluntary control

of the head, neck, and shoulders makes his head the most appropriate interface

site for a communication device. He currently uses a yes/no head nod, gestures,



a headpointer with an electric typewriter and a Light Beam indicator with various

communication boards containing words, letters, and numbers. His speech is

intelligible only to family members. The subject appears to understand most of

what he hears and responds appropriately when allowed by his physical limitations.

Subject #3 is a 14 year old male with a diagnosis of spastic athetoid

quadriplegic cerebral palsy. He uses an electric wheelchair with a joystick

control and has some control over both of his arms and hands, although he pre-

fers to use his left hand. His reading and spelling skills are somewhat above

the fourth grade level. He uses a typewriter, speech, Sharp Memowriter, and

headpointer to communicate at school. At home he uses his Memowriter, facial

expression, pointing, speech, and typing. He uses the Sharp primarily while

sitting on the floor. His speech is intelligible mostly to those who are

familiar with him, but he can make himself understood to others if they listen

carefully.

Subject #4 is an 18 year old female with mild cerebral palsy which has

rendered her speech intelligible only to those who are very familiar with her.

She is ambulatory with most of the impairment concentrated in her fingers and

the muscles of her tongue and soft palate. She has control of each arm and

hand, and prefers to use her right hand. She is reading and spelling at approxi-

mately the second grade level and uses a Phonic Mirror HandiVoice 110, signing,

fingerspelling, and speech to communicate.

Subject #5 is a 14 year old male. Mild cerebral palsy has resulted in

speech which is intelligible only to those who are familiar with him. The sub-

ject is ambulatory with control over both arms and hands, although use of the

right side is considerably weaker. He possesses reading and spelling skills at

approximately the third grade level and uses letters and words as hiE. primary

symbol system. Currently, the subject's educational and communication needs
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are facilitated by an electric typewriter, the Sharp Memowriter, a communica-

tion Ix and some speech.

Materials: Sharp Memowriter
Detachable Keyguard
Pencil

Headpointer

8.

Procedure: Clinical trials were divided into three sections: Set-up and Explan-

ation, Device Use, and User Comments.

Set-Up and Explanation. During this section, the physical site (e.g., hand or

head) for interfacing the ',harp was determined, along with whether the subject

needed a keyguard and/or pointing implement (such as a pencil or headpointer)

to use the device. Next, functions of the Sharp (on/off, print, paper advance,

shift) were demonstrated and the subject was encouraged to learn each function.

Device Use. During this section, the subject was presented with 8 second grade

level words (at, will, me, the, it, ran, come, and top) one at a time and asked

to spell each. The number of errors and the time taken per word were recorded.

The subject was also shown how to backspace and change or correct a letter on a

word, then asked to do this. Next, the memory function of the Sharp was demon-

strated, then the subject was requested to insert a message in the memory, clear

the device and retrieve the message. Finally, the subject was asked to change

the paper on the Memowriter, after this procedure was explained by the experi-

menter.

User Comments. In this section of the clinical trials, the subject was encouraged

to provide feedback about the device in the form of 'ratings and comments. He/

she rated the visibility of the keys, the "upper case" symbols accessed by the

shift functions, the LED display and the print on the tape. The rating options

ranged from seeing the item "very well" to not seeing it at all. Subjects were

also asked if they liked the keyboard arrangement; if the keys were easy to use;

what features they liked best, least, or would change; where the device might
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be helpful (e.g., home, school, talkin, with people, anywhere else). In addi-

tion, they were asked if they felt they needed a i,wguard or pointing implement.

Results

Three out of the five subjects used their hands to access the Sharp. One

subject grasped a pencil in his hand to hit keys, while the fifth used a rubber-

tipped headpointer. The subject who used the pencil was also the only subject

who used a keyguard. (One subject's fingernails were too long and the keyguard

interfered with her use of the device. The tip on the headpointer was too large

to allow that user access to the keys through the keyguard, although the keyguard

might have facilitated his use of the device.) The subject using the headpointer

was unable to turn the Sharp on and off, and one subject could not perform (or

did not understand) the shift functions. All other functions of the Sharp were

used by all five subjects. Table 1 indicated the mean time per entry and mean

number of errors per word for each subject.

Table 1

Subject

Mean Time Per
Entry (in Sec)

Mean Number of
Errors Per Word

1
5.45 2.12

2 17.12 .63

3
8.56 1.00

4 3.2E .25

5
.82 .13

All five subjects were able to backspace and correct errors. All of the

subjects could also use the memory function after a demonstration and sometimes

with cues from the experimenters. Only one of the five was able to change the

paper independently.

After using the device, subjects were asked to comment on various, features

of the Sharp by rating them on a scale or responding to questions about them.

One of the five subjects reported that he Could see the keys and upper case sym-



10.

hols very well; three out of five could see them well; and one reported that he

could tsee them OK. One subject indicated that he could see the LED display very

well, while two of the five reported that they could see it well, and two stated

that the visibility of the LED was OK. Two subjects felt they could see the print

on the tope printout very well, while three rated its visibility as OK. Most of

the subjects liked the keyboard arrangement and found the keys easy to use. One

subject said he would like the keys arranged alphabetically and another felt the

keys were too small. Most of the subjects felt the Sharp would be useful at

school and at home. About half of them indicated it would be :-.elpful for con-

versation or use in other situations, such as in a restaurant, on a date, or at

a care facility. Two subjects stated they could use a pointer', while one reported

that he preferred to use the Sharp with a keyguard.

When asked what they liked least, one said he did not like the fact that

the shift function must be depressed each time it is used, and would prefer a

shift lock, much like that on a typewriter. Another felt that the on/off switch

was too hard to access and push with her headpointer. Finally, subjects gave

feedback on what they would add to the Sharp or change about it. Among the

suggestions were: a clip or carrying pouch to attach the Sharp to a belt; more

functionS on the calculator; make the keys harder to push, thus giving more

tactile feedback; make the keys larger and space them further apart; and make

the on/off button easier to use.

Summary

Direct selection of an alphabet and calculator functions, coupled with a

printout and memory capacity make the Sharp a versatile device. A more recent

model, the 7001, will store up to 600 characters in up to 40 separate locations.

Both models are very portable. The limiting factor appears to be the size and

spacing of the keys, making it difficult for a user who does not have relatively



fine mo/tor control. Because it is alphanumeric, the Sharp provides an infinite

vocabulary, but can be used only by those individuals with functional spelling

skills. In general, our subjects responded favorably to the device.



P.O. Box 1005

Portland, Oregon 97207

Phone (503) 297-1724

Dennis Dahlquist, M.S.
Biomedical Engineer
ASS1STIVE DEVICE CENTER
California State University
6(000 J Street
'orramento, CA 95819

Subject: !;harp Memowriter Lvi.luat rn

Dear Dennis:

6 JUL 82

lhe review of the Memowriter beems to be in order. I have a few suggestive
comments only.

a) the note about the 7001 and its increased capohility should precede
this review.

b) There was no mention or the automatic standby condition of the
power supply. The unit goes into standby after 14 minutes in order
to conserve battery power. find this characteristic sufficient
to negate the problem of the inacressable power switch (aLsuming
no need to change node from 'iype to Comp).

$ c) This one is a long tanding 'bugaboo'. We should get into the
habit of callir.r..; ot.vices by there proper name, and not by the
manufacturer's nam. I would suggest Memowriter, or EL-7000,
or 7000, or any oLher o; -1-name to ever using the word "Sharp"

'alone. Think of all to-. other products they have available..
etc.

d) I have never been clear as to the design direction of these
Evaluation Reports. It would seem that, if they are to be used
to provide selection information (like in Consumer Reports), that
the summary should precede all, the case stud.kes and conclusions
should follow, and the technical information Je left for last.

Give my regards to the rest of the group.

Sincerely,

Lawrence H. Weiss
President
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lICHNICAL EVALUATION

SpeHficatioes

Manufacturer: Prentke Romich Company
R. D. 2, Box 191
Shreve, Ohio 44676

Distributor: Contact Manufacturer

Models Evaluated: Express 1 (S/N 184),
Tongue Switch (TS-2)
Pneumatic Switch (PS-2)
Arm Slot Control (ASC-5)
Joystick (JS-4)
Manual Pointer (MP-1)
Optical Headpointer (0P-1)

Weight: Express 1: 5 lb. (2.24kg)
TS-2: 0.1 lb. (0.05 kg)
PS-2: 2.4 lb. (1.08 kg)
ASC-5: 2.42 lb. (1.1 kg)
JS-4: 1.2 lb. (0.54 kg)
MP-1: 0.33 lb. (0.15 kg)
Gooseneck (TS-2, PS-2): 1.76 lb. (.8 kg)
OH-1: Headmounted detector 0.1 Jb. (0.)5 kg)

Size:

Interfaces:

r.

Express 1: 14" x 18" x 3 3/8"
TS-2: 3 3/4" x 1 15/16" x 15/16"
PS-2: 4 11/16" x 2 9/16" x 1 9/16"
ASC-5: 18i" x 44" x 3 1/8"
JS-4: Base 7" x 7" x 1 3/4"

Stick 1 7/8" (length), 11/16" (ball
diameter)

MP-1: 5" x 2 7/8" x 1 7/8"
Diameter of PVC Pipe 3/4"

OH-1: 2 3/4" long x I", diameter (detector),
5i" diameter (headstrap) 56" cord length

TS-2; Tongue Switch may be activated by
tongue, nose, chin, cheek, or slight finger
movement. Switch extends 1" from mounting
box. Can be attached to gooseneck (19")
for mounting.
PS-2; Pneumatic Switch. Blowing activates
one switch and sipping activates the second
switch. Can be attached to gooseneck con-
taining tube for pneumatic connection.
ASC-5; Arm Slot Control five switches per-
mit directional scanning and can be activated
by gross arm, hand or foot movement. Switch
size is 2" x 2 7/16", with slot widths of
3 1/8" (back) to 2 3/8" (front).
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JS-4; Joystick four switches permit dir-
ected scanning in any one of four directions.
MP-1; Manual Pointer uses a photo diode
to detect light from the light emitting
diodes (LED) in the Express. The handle
is made of plastic tubing, and it can be
reshaped to fit an Individual user.
OH-1; Optical Headpointer; operates in manner
similar to MP-1, but is attached to the head.

Controller: Electronic integrated circuits, RCA 1802
microprocessor, programmable.

Output:

Power Source:

Strip printer (0.2" letters) 7-segment
LED (Light Emitting Diode) display (four

0.2" letters). The LED display is tilted
at an angle of 450 to the surface of the

Express. User display panel is 1" square

with 0.1" high letters. Serial ASCII
(RS-232C) output to operate other systems
such as computers and printers. A tone

(Sonalert) is also available as an indi-
cator of entry and as an alarm.

Rechargeable batteries (Nickel Cadmium)

10 NiCd rechargeable batteries in main

circuitry.
3 NiCd rechargeable batteries in memory

circuitry.

Charge Life: Main circuitry - Approximately 12 hours
Memory Circuitry - Approximately 7 days

Case: Wooden frame, plastic screen and body

Operator Adjustment:

Options:

Mode: Row-column scanning
Directed scanning
Direct selection

Scanning Speed: Row-column scanning speed
ranges from over 12.5 seconds to less than

1 second per entry

Apple Keyboard Interface
RS-232C Adapter
Television memory
°age printer
Custom modifications by Prentke Romich
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External Construction. Tlic Express 1 is attractively packaged in a

Plw.tic case. The ca,,e ho!, an arrangement for replacement of overlays, and

it is molded to allow for the LED display and printer. The case is riot sealed

against dirt or moisture. The display panel overlay system allows for cleaning

of the surface withoot damaging the overlay, however, there are many corners

and other ',urfaces that will collect dirt, moisture and debris (such as food)

during use

Internal Construction. The Express 1 is disassembled by removing nine (9)

screw, and nuts to remove the top cover. Modular construction is used through-

out the device. This should facilitate repair since individual modules can be

replaced without detailed electronic trouble shooting at the component level.

The device has eight (8) basic modules: microcomputer board, RS 232C serial

output port (for connecting the Express 1 to other electronic devices such as

printers), keyboard display board, printer board, LED matrix (display panel),

indicator/sonalert (alarm) interface board, alpha-numeric display board, connec-

tor interface board and memory board. All but the memory board are located in

the case beneath the display panel. The memory board is located in a compart-

ment on the bottom of the Express 1. While the modular construction is desirable,
qs,b,

the interconnecting cables between modules are not labeled, and disassembly/re-

assembly could be impeded.

The power source is a set of C size nickel cadmium (NiCd) batteries for

the main electronics. These are readily available at hobby electronics stores.

Silicon glue is used to hold the batteries in place, This provides stability

for the batteries, but it makes replacement of the batteries more difficult.

Most of the electronic printed circuit boards showed post-production

modifications. This could be a problem during use if there were mechanical

forces (dropping, vibration) applied to the device. The post-production modi-

fications are less mechanically rigid than the production methods of construction.



The overall level of electronic fabrication was adequate, but there were some

location', in which the electronic connection', were not carefully fabricated

(s())1dered). These connections could cause problems in the same manner as the

post-production modifications. One of the connectors in our evaluation unit

was assembled in a manner that allowed bare wires to touch. This could, again,

cause problems during use. The location of the melAory board on the bottom of

the unit could result in the collection of debris (drool, dirt, dust, etc.)

with prolonged use.

The conditions noted above are to be taken into consideration as they can

potentially effect device life and repair. As with any device, repair and

maintenance should be taken into consideration.

Human Factors

The Express I is a very flexible electronic communication device, capable

4 being operated with a variety of interfaces in several different operating

modes. Some of its features, operating characteristics, and user requirements

are discussed below.

Output

There are two output forms, both employing standard orthographics. One

is a four-character LED display, showing the selection entry. When more than

four characters are contained in a single entry (e.g a word or phrase), the

entry 'moves in a "Times Square" fashion across the screen. The character size is

readable by ablebodied individuals, but may cause problems for disabled users.

Four characters is too few, and the manufacturer offers an option of an addi-

tional four (4). We feel that eight (8) characters at least should be standard.

The second output form is a thermal strip printer. The printer is rela-

tively quiet and compact. An ablebodied caretaker, by observing the in-place
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available from the manufacturer. One troublesome feature of the printing system

is that thc four mw,t recently printed character!, are hidden behind a metal

housing lor printer wir inn. Slr itl printei.. also have the disadvantage of being

dilficult to put into a Noe format without much cutting and pasting.

Vocabulary

The vocabulary of the Express I is displayed in an 8-row by 16-column set

of ',quad's. Each square represents four levels (layers) of vocabulary items.

Only Level I is predetermined for the majority of squares (i.e., has been pre-

programmed by the manufacturer); the remaining three levels of these squares

can be programmed by the user. A few of the squares have their designated

function programmed on all four levels, and cannot be reprogrammed by the user.

Overlays. The 8 x 16 arrays are actually configured in two

separate ways. These configurations are represented by two separate overlays,

and the one desired to be used is selected by a switch at the side of the case.

One overlay is called scanning, and that configuration is used for the scanning

mode. The letters of the alphabet are arranged with frequency of use in mind

and the whole set is placed in the upper left portion of the board. With appro-

priately selected timing (see below), this configuration may increase the rate

of character selection compared to more traditional (e.g., typewriter) arrange-

ments. It may require some initial adjustment on the part of the user, however,

to master this arrangement. A total of 41 words/phrases are preprogrammed in

this configuration as well.

The second overlay is intended to be used in the direct selection mode.

Here, the letters, numbers, and special characters are configured in standard

typewriter fashion. The last row has eight adjacent squares each devoted to
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a "space" function, mimicking the "space bar" on a typewriter. This configura-

tion contains 13 fewer preprogrammed words/phrases.

It is difficult to change overlays. This is not a problem for single

users since one overlay is normally installed and remains in place. However,

the use of the device in the classroom with some s'Aents using scanning and

some using direct selection Will require frequent changing of overlays.

Programming. The programming feature of this device allows to user to

create a customized vocabulary for him/herself. All but 14 of the 128 squares

can be programmed three levels deep. Levels 2 and 3 can accept up to eight

characters per square while Level 4 can hold up to sixteen characters per

square. Programming is independent of configuration, in that if square X is

programmed at Level 1 with a particular message, it can be retrieved in either

the scanning or direct selection mode from the same physical location. The

steps to programming appear to be simple and straightforward. However, only

single characters (i.e., letters, numbers, punctuation) can be programmed one

at a time; intact manufacturer preprogrammed words/phrases and special func-

tions (e.g., "faster") can not be programmed. As a good safeguard, Level I

preprogrammed entries are immune from being reprogrammed. On the other hand,

on Levels 2, 3, and 4 the Express 1 does not inform the user that a desired

location is already programmed; thus, the operator may inadvertantly replace

an old message with a new one.

Selection Techniques

One aspect of the Express l's flexibility is that the vocabulary elements

can be selected in one of three ways depending upon the kind
4 and amount of

motor control of which the user is capable. Selection of modes is accomplished

by seven (7) small "dip" switches located on the side of the device. The size

of these switches is very small. This prevents inadvertent adjustment, but it
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also makes desired changes (such as for classroom use) difficult. It is also

not obvious whether the switch is "opened" or "closed". We suggest that

larger (e.g., 1/4 inch square) latching push-button switches' be used. We also

suggest that a reduced version of the table on page 14 of the operator's manual

be placed close to the mode selection switches. This would facilitate changes

made during classroom use.

Direct Selection. This selection technique requires that the user directly

point to a square in order to activate it. Either a standard manual pointer

or an optional optical headpointer may be used-

The use of direct selection (using either the hand held or head mounted

detector) requires very accurate alignment of the detector and light in the

panel. The layout of the overlay relative to the light results in the align-

ment being over the "Level 1" message array even if the entry is on level 2,

3, or 4. We suggest that a target (e.g., an "X") be placed in the square so

the user knows where to aim the detector for a direct selection. Another problem

was that the connector on the manual pointer (MP-l) became disconnected repeatedly.

Row-column scanning. In this mode, the device will illumin4te each row in

sequence from the time that a single switch has been closed. When the row con-

taining the target square is lit, the user hits the switch again. This causes

the squares in that row to be scanned in turn. When the target square is

reached, a switch closure will either immediately register that selection or,

in the available "delay" mode, wait briefly (allowing a correction to be made)

before registering it.

It should be noted that the two scanning functions do not have a "wrap-

around" feature. That is, if no row is selected, the unit will "go to sleep"

until the switch is hit; i.e., it scans only one time. The same is true when

a single row is being stepped across. This means that the user is required to



hit the switch one extra time to start the scanning process again.

Apparently as a manufacturer designed feature, the device will permit

three successive row-scan failures, i.e., no row selected. Each successive

failure will be made at increasingly slower scan rates. After the third fail-

ure, the device shuts down. This built-in "fail safe" is apparently intended

to protect the user against rate settings which are too rapid. It would be

helpful, however, to include mention of this feature in the Operator Manual.

Directed Scanning. In the directed scanning mode, the user "guides" the

indicator lamp in four possible directions (up, down, left, right). For this

purpose, four separate switches or switch arrangements, such as a joystick or

arm slot control, must be used. When the target square is reached, the entry

will either automatically be registered by the Express 1 after an adjustable

delay or, in the manual entry mode, the entry must be made by using a fifth

switch. In either case, the directed scanning mode does provide a "wrap-

around" feature which should increase the operator's selection rate.

Both interfaces used for directed scanning should be labeled as to direc-

tion. For the arm slot control (ACS-5), this could take the form of arrows

(up, down, left, right) located on both the switch and the front of the case.

For the joystick (JS-4), a template to guide the user into the proper direc-

tion and arrows indicating the direction of scan corresponding to joystick

movement would both be helpful.

In either scanning mode, the first row is difficult to select. This is

because the scan stops when it reaches the bottom row, and when the switch is

hit once following this the scan starts rapidly at the top. The user must hit

the switch again immediately if the desired item is in row one. It is difficult

for the user to be ready to select row one. This is particulary troublesome

since this row contains the most frequently used items. We suggest several possible
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solutions to this problem: (1) provide top-to-bottom wrap around, (2) add an

additional mrc3dy" row at the top of the display, (3) provide a longer duration

for the scan on row one only in order to allow for selection time. The most

desirable is option 1 because of the other advantages. of wrap around.

Speed Setting

The speed at which the device operates can be adjusted over a wide range

(12.5 seconds/entry to less than 1 second/entry) by the user. Speed here re-

fers to the rate at which the Express 1 will row-column scan, the rate of

directed scanning, the delay required in row-column and directed scanning be-

fore the entry is automatically registered, and the acceptance time of regis-

tering an entry in direct selection. The Operator Manual states that each time

the "faster" or "slower" commands are used, the speed is changed by 25%. Our

staff, using a stop watch, generally confirmed this figure, but found a higher

percentage change (35% to 40%) in the region of moderate to fast speed settings

(about 5 seconds per scan to an estimated .038 seconds per scan). The scanning 0

rate can be slowed considerably. The slowest speed with which our staff worked

was 12.5 seconds per scan, but we assume that slower rates could be selected

if needed.

The Express 1 is capable of remembering the last speed setting used. By

throwing a switch on the side of the case, the device when turned on will either

be set at the last used speed or will use a moderate speed preset by the manu-

facturer.

Features

The Express 1 contains several potentially useful features. A "Help"

square, when activated, produces a relatively piercing high pitched tone guar-

anteed (in the opinion of our staff) to attract the attention of others in the
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vicinity. Error correction, either by character or by word, is possible

so that "clean copy" may be printed. The printer can be turned off and on by

the user, and an indicator (single light emitting diode) located on the

inter revealing its status is an excellent idea. The "beep" accompanying

operation of the indicator lamps provides additional feedback to the user

and is a valuable asset in device operation. The Express 1 also has the capa-

bility of driving remote equipment such as a television monitor or remote

printing device through a standard electronic connector format.

Very useful features of the device are its size and its portability. There

is also a wheelchair mounting system available. We did not evaluate this

accessory. The price of the unit is very reasonable considering all the fea-

tures available.

User Skills Required

Although blank overlays can be obtained from the manufacturer on which

J4
Blissymbols, Rebus symbols, or pictures can be placed, the Express 1 is pri-

marily designed with standard orthographics in mind. Thus, spelling and read-

ing skills would be strongly recommended as prerequisite skills. With the one

inch squares available to represent up to four possible levels of vocabulary,

some adjustments would have to be made for users with significant visual i

pairment. With the diversity of selection techniques and switch combinations

possible, an extremely wide range of motor dysfunctions could be accommodated

by the Express 1. In this latter regard, it may be one of the most flexible

electronic aids commercially available at this time.

Documentation

The 16-page Operator Manual accompanying the Express 1 provides a descrip-

tion of the device and its operation. Our staff found it generally quite clear,

and the liberal use of pictures helped clarify several points. 4ere we will

focus on some of the problems we had. On the bottom of page 4, the text
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describing the "Program Selector Switch" was understandable, but our staff

could find no reference in the manual telling the user that scanning failure

results in speed slowdown.

The "Program Selector Switch Summary" in Appendix A on page 14 appears to

be inaccurate. Switch 6, supposedly normally not used (as stated in the

Summary), must be set to the OPEN position for any scanning technique to work.

Its setting seemed not to matter in the Direct Selection mode. Switch 7 opera-

ted in the reverse manner to that shown in the manual--the closed setting held

the previous time setting whereas the open setting reverted to the manufacture

preset timing. The last page describes an electrical safety check, with its

results provided at the bottom of the page.

Clinical Trials

METHOD

Subjects:

Subject #1 is a 16 year old male. A cerebral and bra!)-stem contusion

occurred in 1976 when he was struck by an automobile. He uses a manual wheel-

chair but cannot propel it himself. He has some voluntary control of his head,

neck and shoulders. His extremities are spastically postured and there is no

fine motor or grasp control in his hands. He cannot speak, but is very alert.

He has some reading and spelling skills at about the second grade level.

Subject #2 is an 18 year old male diagnosed as having severe spastic cere-

bral palsy. He is seated in a manual wheelchair which he is unable to control

or transfer to and from. His spasticity limits his co itrol over his haNd and

arm movement. His head movement is rest-icted by hischair supports which limit

his use of a headpointer to a five inch range. The subject eppeari to comprehend

most of what he hears and utilizes Blissymbols to communicate his wants and needs.
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Subject #3 is a 13 year old female diagnosed as having severe spastic and

athetoid cerebral palsy. She uses an electric wheelchair which she controls

with a joystick using her right hand. The subject's speech is unintelligible

and currently, she uses an electric typewriter and Apple 11 Plus computer to

address her educational and communication needs. When away from these two

devices, the subject uses a spelling board attached to her wheelchair lap tray.

She utilizes her right index finger and thumb to activate her devices. The

subject comprehends most of what she hears and responds appropriately when

allowed by her physical limitations. She has reading and spelling skills at

approximately the second grade level and uses letters as her primary symbol

system.

Subject #4 is a 15 year old male. He has been diagnosed as having ataxic

cerebral palsy and, although ambulatory, exhibits an unsteady gait. He is able

to use his right hand to select items in front of his body. His left hand pos-

sesses extremely limited fine and gross motor control. The subject currently

uses signing, typing and a communication board to indicate his wants and needs.

His reading and spelling abilities, both at about the fourth grade level, pro-

vide him with hip primary symbol system.

Subject #5 is a 48 year old male. Cerebral palsy has resulted in an un-

steady gait and articulation which is difficult to understand. His arms and

hands are characterized by spastic movements, with the exception of a well-

controlled finger on the right hand. He is able to function independently and

appears to possess cognitive and language skills which are within normal limits.

Subject #6 is an 18 year old male with athetoid cerebral palsy. He uses

an electric wheelchair which he controls with a joystick using his right hand.

Although he possesses some grasp control with both hands, his voluntary control

of the head, neck and shoulders makes his head the most appropriate interface

522
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site with a communication device. He currently uses a yes/no head nod,

gestures, a head stick with an electric typewriter and a Light Beam Indicator

with various communication boards containing words, letters and numbers. His

speech is intelligible only to family members. The subject appears to under-

stand most of what he hears and responds appropriately when allowed by his

physical limitations.

Subject #7 is a 14 year old male. Mild cerebral palsy has resulted in

speech which is intelligible only to those who are familiar with him. The sub- -

ject is ambulatory with control over both arms and I-ends, although use of the

right sick is considerably weaker. He possesses reading and spelling skills

at approximately the third grade level and uses letters and words as his primary

symbol system. Currently, the subject's educational and communication needs

are being addressed by an electric typewirter, the Sharp memowriter, a communQ-

cation board and some speech.

Subject #8 is a 21 year old male diagnosed as having spastic cerebral palsy.

He is seated in a manual wheelchair which he is able to independently propel

with his feet. The subject's speech is intelligible to those who are familiar

with him. Due to very limited function in both hands, he has difficulty with

written communication and depends on the large toe of his left foot to operate

an electric typewriter. He possesses spelling and reading skills at approximately

the eleventh grade level.

Materials: Express 1

Interfaces: Rocking Lever Switch
Manual Pointer
Arm Slot Control
Joystick
Optical Headpointer

Procedure

Clinical trials were divided into three sections: Set-up and Explanation,

Device Use and User Comments.

523
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Sot-up and Explanation. During this section, various interfaces were

investigated to see which the subject could use most effectively. The selec-

tion of interfaces was aided by previous information about the subject's physical

capabilities obtained from previous ass,,sment.

Once an interface was chosen, the next step was to set the selection rate.

This was accomplished by having the subject select a square (in the case of

direct sielection) or scan to a specific square (in the case of scanning using

the pre-set direct selection). If the subject indicated he/she needed a dif-

ferent speed and/or if the subject's performance indicated the need, the selec-

tion rate was adjusted accordingly. This process was repeated until the subject

indicated the selection rate was slow/fast enough.

During this first section, the device was also positioned where the subject

could see and access it optimally. If necessary, it was propped up to achieve

an appropriate angle.

When positioning, interface choice and selection rate were finished, the

various device fwictions were described and the subject was encouraged to try

these out. Functions included: words, alphabet, display on/off, printer on/

off, delete, space, multiple delete, and an explanation of the 4 character dis-'

play limit.

Device Use. During this section, thy: subject was given 8 second grade level

words (at, will, me, the, it, ran, come, and top) one at a time and asked to

spell each. The number of errors and the time taken per word,were recorded, The

client was given a few practice trials before the spelling task.

Following this, the alarm function was demonstrated and the client was

asked to turn the alarm on and off.

In the next task, the subject was asked zo spell the word "tot" then back-

space, delete the t, and change it to p, making the word "top".

5:2, 4
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The final task involved programming. The programming function was explained

and the subject was asked to program his/her name on level 2, 3, or 4. After

successfully completing this, the subject was asked to retriLve the programmed

message.

For the tasks involving alarm, backspace, and programming functions, no times

or errors were recorded; only successful or unsuccessful performance of the task

was noted.

User Comments. In this section the subject was encouraged to give feedback

in the form of ratings and comments. He/she rated the visibility of the squares

containing words/letters/functions, the lights, the LED display, and the print

produced by the printer. The rating options ranged from seeing the item "very

well" to "not seeing it at all." In addition, subjects were asked if they liked

being able to change the selection speed; if they minded that only 4 characters

were displayed on the LED display at a. time, and what features they liked most

and least, as well as what they would change if they could. They were also asked

if the EXPRESS would be helpful in specific situations such as at school and home

and for conversing with people. Finally, they were asked if they found the

selected interface easy or difficult to use and what they would change about the

interfaces if they could. All of the subjects had prior experience with other

communication aids.

RESULTS

The manufacturer supplies nine possible interfaces for this device. Our

subjects used five of the nine interfaces: optical headpointer (OHP), manual

pointer, rocker switch, joystick, and slot :.witch.

The Express 1 has a pre-programmed selection rate which can be modified by

the individual user dependent on his/her abilities. Four of our eig'ht subjects

utilized the device at the pre-programmed speed. Tw:-.) subjects required a slower
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selection rate. One subject could use the device 'at a more rapid ,peed. Table.

1 indicates the interface, the selection rate, mode of select'on, mean rate per

entry, and mean number of errors per word.

In addition to entry rate and errors, the abilit ro use the alarm, to

backspace and correct and to program a message wer( assessed. Six of the eight

subjects were able to activate and deactivate the alarm. The backspace and

correct functions were successfully employed by five subjects. Four of the sub-

jects were able to program messages (e.g., their names) into the Express 1.

After using the device, subjects were asked to comment on various features.

All of the subjects indicated that they could see the matrix display adequately.

One subject reported that the program, activation, and level indLcators as well

as the lights on the matrix display were difficult to see. Most subjects felt

that the lighted display was adequa, -ver, two indicated that the display

was difficult to see at certain viewing angles. In addition, five subjects ex-

pressed concern that the display allowed only four characters to appear at a

time. They suggested that the length of the display be increased to facilitate

communication. Our subjects' major concern was with the size, contrast, and the

form of printout on the strip printer. They commented that a larger and darker

print and columnar format would be more acceptable.

When asked what features they liked, most subjects responded that the capa-

city to select whole words and print their messages were among the best functions

of the Express 1. Some subjects commented that it was helpful to have a display

avia)able to monitor and edit messages prior to printing. Other preferred fea-

tures included the alarm, the tone which registers an entry, the portable size,

and the scanning capability.

The majority of our subjects reported that there were several functions on

the Express 1 which they did not like. Most commented on the small size of the
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17.

Mean Rate
In Seconds

Mean Numbe
of Errors

Subject Selection Rate Interface(s) Mode of Selection Per Entry Per Word

1 Slower Rocker switch Scanning with 33.72 1.33

Automatic Entry

2 Slower Rocker switch Scanning with 17.27 1.833

Automatic Entry

3 Slower Manual pointer Direct Select 5.05 .25

4 Pre-programmed OHP-held like
pencil

Direct Select 2.38 0

5 Pre-programmed Manual pointer Direct Select 2.98 0

6 Slower Joystick Direct Select with 36.03 4.33

Automatic Entry

OHP-attached
to head

Direct Select 4.63 1.6

7 Pre-programmed OHP-held like
pencil

Direct Select 1.92 0

8 Faster Slot switch Direct Select 7.44 0
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print and the configuration of the printer which prevented immediate viewing of

the character printed. The letters on the display panels were another source

of concern. Two subjects felt it was difficult to locate letters when spelling,

due to the arrangement, as well as the size of the letters. One reported that

an alphabetical arrangement might be more appropriate. This would probably

change after sufficient practice with this display arrangement. Finally, when

used in a scanning mode, our subjects had trouble selecting items in the first

row of the matrix display. They seemed to be unable to time their actions well

enough to turn the device on and select the first row before it moved on to the

second row. If the rate was slowed down enough to select the first row, it was

too slow for the other rows. The fact that the device turns off if the last row

is not selected adds to the inconvenience. The device has to be turned on again

instead of "wrapping around" and starting over at the top row. A preferable

solution to non-use would be a time delay. For example, if no selections are

made for a given period of time the device turns off, otherwise, it continues

to scan.

Subjects were also asked in which environments the Express 1 would beIuse-

ful.ful. Four indicated it would assist communication at home. Five subjects felt

it could be useful in conversational settings. Almost all remarked that communi-

cation at school could be especially facilitated with this device. Other en-

vironments mentioned were: meetings, shopping, delivering messages, written

assignments and recreational activities such as camping.

Following questions about device functions, comments on the interfaces were

elicited. Most subjects found their particular interfaces easy to use. HoweVer,

some difficulties were reported. When utilizing the Optical Headpointer, subjects

complained that it was hard to position the light accura~ely enough to register

a response. This held true for the subject who used the headpointer in a con-
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ventional manner, as well as for those who used it like a pencil. Once again,

practice might help in this regard. Problems were also noted with positioning

the joystick. One subject recommended a template to provide the user with

better feedback regarding the direction of movement. With the present joystick

it is difficult to determine whether the stick is vertical or on an angle. The

same is true for the horizontal position. It seems that only a slight deviation

from exact horizontal or vertical pr6uuced diagonal movement. An eight notched

template would probably solve this problem. The eight directions would be up,

down, left, right, diagonal upper left, upper right, and diagonal lower left

and lower right. This same si)bject further recommended a T-grasp for the joy-

stick as an option for those who cannot use a spherical grasp. A problem ex-

perienced by our subject who used the chin mounting for his tread switch was the

awkward fit of the mounting to the chest. The switch tended to "ride" up and

out of position making it difficult to use.

Summary

The choice of direct selection or scanning and multiple interfaces allows

the Express 1 to be used by individuals with a wide range of physical abilities.

The limiting factor appears to be the user's cognitive skills since the person

must read and/or spell to optimally utilize the device. Although the Express 1

is already quite functional, changes recommended by the subjects and the Center

could make it easier to use. in general, our subjects' responded favorably to

this device.

Summary

The Express 1 is a very flexible, cost-effective communication aid of poten-

tial wide applicability. It's portability, lightweight and relatively small

size together with the wide ranc-,e of interfaces available make it suitable for a

variety of client skills. The small size and small number (4) of alphanumeric
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characters appearing on the LED display, and the use of a strip printer are

major disadvantages. Certain problems with the method of selecting mode of

operation, the nature of the display panels and the operation in the scanning

mode have been discussed in previous sections.
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Technical Evaluation

Manufacturer:

EVALUATION OF THE AUTOCOM

Telesensory Systems, Inc.

3408 Hillview Avenue
P. O. Box 10099
Palo Alto, California 94304

Distributor: Contact manufacturer

Model Evaluated: Autocom Serial No. A200-004

Weight: 19.1 lb. 8682 gm.

Size: Overall: x 20-i" x 3"

62 cm. x 52 cm. x 7.6 cm.

Square
sizes:

Small 1 3/16" square
3.02 cm. square

Large 2-1" square

6.35 cm. square

LED display: 4" high x 1/8" wide
.64 cm. high x .32 cm. wide

Printed
display:

Paper:

1/8" high x 1/16" wide
.64 cm. high x .16 cm. wide

2 7/8" wide
7.3 cm. wide

Interfaces: Assorted magnetic interfaces with velcro
strips attached to adjust them to
different interface sites

Controller: Low power microcomputer
(RCA 1802 central processing unit)
programmable

Power Source: Rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries in
two packs at 3.6 Volts DC/7.0 Amp-hours

Case: Plastic reinforced with aluminum frame

Operator Adjustments: Acceptance time, display on/off,
printer on/off
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lAternal Construction

The Autocom is packaged as a lapboard in a metal and plastic case designed

to attach to a wheelchair. It has a 24 element LED display. Magnetic reed

mitches arc the input switch interfaces. The covers for the overlays come in

two sizes: a small square size (I 3/16 inch squares) and a big square size

' inch squares). The cover allows for cleaning of the surface without

damaging the device. The cover prevents leakage of fluids or dirt into the

Internal Construction

The Autocom is disassembled by first removing the cover, overlays\and six-

teen screws. After removing the top subcover the internal electronic cir-

cuitry is exposed.

The internal circuitry has five main areas: the power source, input

circuitry, memory circuitry, display, and computer circuitry. The power source

is two nickel cadmium battery packs made by Gould (Part No. 406081, 3.6 Volts

DC, 7.0 Amp hours). The input circuitry is a matrix of magnetic reed switches

packaged in a waffle-like arrangement. These reed switches are activated when

a magnet is brought near them. The memory circuitry containst-Kree memory

modules and has room for four more memory modules. 1n the memory circuitry

there is a buffer memory which stores the Autocom messages put in by the opera-

tor. The buffer memory fills up first before the messages are permanently

stored on the memory modules.

The display is made up of 24 light emitting diode (LED) alpha-numeric

character displays. Near the display are an activation,light, an acceptance

light and a bell (or clicker). These provide feedback to the operator that

a selection has been activated (light) and accepted (light and click).

The computer circuitry is the main controller for the Autocom. The cen-

tral processing unit is an RCA 1802 microprocessor. This processor is a low-

power type (C MOS). 533
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Module construction is used throughout the device. Internal components

are stabilized for portable wheelchair operation. The connectors are polarized

and cables are cut to length so that the connections can only be hooked up one

way. Both flat cables and bundled cabling are used.

The entire system shows state-of-the-art construction. This indicates

that the project is manpfactured using industrial' quality methods and materials.

Human Factors

The Autocom is an electronic communication aid capable of being programmed

by the user or relevant others. Although able to be used on a table or other flat

surface, it appears to have been designed for mounting on a wheelchair. By virtue

of its protective splash guard, it can also serve as a laptray for other activities

such a. eating. The splash guard can be easily removed by a caretaker for cleaning.

Interface

The interface for the Autocom is a magnet imbedded in a pointer which the user

is to grasp and maneuver over a flat keyboard. The pointers take several forms and

others can be improvised with appropriate ,technical skill (e.g., attacin2 a magnet

to the end of a headpointer). A rather unique pointer is used ac El interface in

this system. It is called an "iron". The term iron is used to refer to a flat

piece of plastic about k" thick with an extension of abou,: conta'ning the magnet

and a red marker over it to indicate where the magnet is for targeting it on the

selection. A vertical handle can then be attached to the flat plastic by velcro

and used to push the magnet around much like one would move an iron over an ironing

board. The amount of time the pointer must he held over the square before it re-

gisters can be adjusted by the user and/or caretakcr. Plus, the method of selec-

ting desired vocabulary is exclusively "direct selection" once the user has acces-

sed the desired "level" of vocabulary (see below).

Feedback

As a general rule, feedback front a device to a user during operation will

enhance performance. The Autocom provides substantial visual and auditory

feedback. As the user passes the interface over the keyboard a red light to

5 3
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tle tight or the display ponel signals that the user is targeted over a square.

Holding the i iterface o:or the square ,`or the necessary time registers the

cont ents of the square with the Autocom. Three events inform the user that

the mcssoge is registered: , green light flashes to the left of the display

panel, the message in LED rpm is shown on the display panel and an electronic

beep is sounded. At faster speeds (see below) the red (you-have-just-targed-
\,

this-sgutre) light and the registration feedback occur closely together, but

at slower speeds the operator can significantly benefit from the presence of

the red light.

Keyboard

The small-squaies keyboard contains 128 squares in an 8-row by 16-column

c:rnfivaritHn. Each square measures 1 3/16 inches on a side, with just under

1', inch, between the centers of adjacent squares. The splash guard covering

the keyboard is made of nonreflective plastic thereby avoiding most glare

problems. Possibly due in part to its size, the splash guard does not lie

absolutely flat across the entire keyboard. In those areas where it slightly,

Luckles (no more than a fraction of an inch), lettering on the squares below

becomes somewhat fuzzy.

Levels

The Autocom is capable of operating on a total of 60 levels, with Level oo

containing permanently stored characters and device functions. Because of the

large number of levels, users can devote an entire level to vocabulary concern-

ing a specific situation. If many levels are actually to be programmed by the

user, it may prove useful to construct overlays for the levels to avoid confusion.

was surprising to some of our staff that six Level oo squares were nonpro-

grammed and, being on that Level, were nonprogrammable. It would perhaps have

been useful to supply either additional characters or strings (e.g., "no",

"ycs", "help me").
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The power and flexibility of the Autocom lies in the capability of each

square at each level (except at Level oo) to be programmed by the user. In

this way the device can be customized to the needs of the user. Programming

is accomplished in a straight-forward manner and both characters (e.g., let-

ters) and device functions (e.g., bell) can be programmed into the squares.

It is even possible to substitute a new message for an already programmed one,

although the Autocom will inform the user first that the square is presently

programmed and ask the user if he or she wishes to override that programming.

Such a safeguard is quite desireable. At the same time, users must be prudent

in selecting those messages to be programmed. Only a finite amount of memory

is available in total and overriding a previously stored memory does not

lease that storage space in the circuitry; rather, the operator simply uses

additional storage space in the process of reprogramming. In spite of the

fact that 60 levels are available, the programming capacity fills up quickly

//
if the user has high level yanguage skills.

Control Squares

A total of 43 control squares exist on Level oo. in addition to those

which would be used in conjunction with peripheral equipment (e.g., TV monitor,

line printer), others give complete power over the machine to the user. The

user can turn the device on and off, adjust in discrete increments the time

required by the device to register an entry once a square has-b.en--tageted,

dictate display times, turn the display and/or the printer on or off, cause the

printer to either print the current message or advance the printing pape',-.

For editing/correcting, there is a "clear display", a backspace and a backword

command; the latter defines a "word" as any string of characters not separated

by a space. One editing function not nresent is a cursor control. As it is,

the cursor can be moved forward by the "space" command, but the backspace com-
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mind erases the character through which it moves. To "correct" an error

mode at the beginning of the message, the entire message would have to be

redone. Perhaps in the future, if such a function is technically reasonable,

one (.1 the empty squares on Level oo could be programmed for cursor control.

Two signalling features, a single, short sound and a beeping alarm sound, are

also available, and are likely to be useful.

Speed Setting

Users arc able to adjust the time to register an entry once the interface

is located over a particular square. Speed settings of 1 through 30 are

possible, with the lower nwnhers corresponding to a greater time delay. Table

1 summarizes these times as an average or 10 trials timed manually with a stop-

watch. As can be seen from the Table, the settings do not represent a linear

scale but do subsume a wide range of times from somewhat over 8 seconds at

the greatest delay to substantially less than 1 second. It should be noted

that the red feedback light is lost at a setting around 26 because the device

is simply too fast at that point. Users capable of operating at such a speed

should not be bothered by the loss of the light.

Display Output

The Autocom incorporates a Light Emitting Diode (LED) display containing

space for 28 characters. As additional characters are entered, the display

"slides" to the left dropping the earliest entries. after 60 characters/spaces

have been entered, the printer (if it i.s "on") will autamatically print the

first 30 entries. There is, however, no way to review (play back) a long

message on the display itself, a potentially useful editing feature which per-

haps could be added in the future.

Characters on the display are 1/4 inch high and are red against a black

background. As is true for all LED displays, characters are "washed out" by

direct sunlight hut are visible in shadeand indoors.



Table 1

Timing in seconds corresponding with device registration speed settings.

Settin9. Mean Sec.

1 8.05

2 6.65

3 5.73

4.70

5 4.05

6 3.40

7 2.90

8 2.46

9 2.05

10 1.70

11 1.44

12 1.19

13 1.02

14 .75

15 .62

16 .45

17 .35

18 .30

19-30 less than .30
unable to measure
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Sevcial of the squares do not produce the characters on the LED display

that ale indit.ated in the Level oo vocabulary. We identify the squares by a

(R) nupbec and a tolumn (C) number at Level oo. The following chart, Table 2

spekilies the discrepanjes and points out the square already dedicated to the

character actually displayed.

(Tint

Square

C3

R2 C4

R2 C/

R2 CO

R2 C6

(lhould

Produce

ti

3

Table 2

actually
Produccts

A

L

J

Square dedicated
to character
actually produced

R7 C2

R7 C3

R4 C2

R4 C3

R2 C5

Comments

should be produced
in upper field;
actually produced
in lower field

Thus, a total of five characters are not available to the LED display and

a s.ixth, the carot, appears in the lower not (as indicated in the Operator's

Manual) in the upper portion of the field (see printed output section below).

Although not all items appear as they would if typed or written, most of

the alphanumerics and special characters are easily understood. After a short

time of using the device, users should adjust to the minor peculiarities of the

character configurations.

Printed Output

Printed output is produced by a dot-matrix printer. Blue characters, some-

what over 1/8 inch high, appear on white paper. Unlike the LED display,

each square is associated with a unique printed character as specified in the

Level oo vocabulary. All characters appear to be understandable.

User Skills

The Autocom is a powerful and flexible communication aid which, in its



standard form, require., d relatively high degree of Ir cr skill.. It i.,

direct selection device requiring the motor !;kills necess;Iry to use the ',mall

squares. The model A2A does have an option of using lorger inches)

,,guores. Users should hove the necw,sory visual acuity to see the LLD dud

printed characters.

In terms of language skills operators must be able to spell and read at

the level dppropriote to their communication environment. Cognitively, users

must understand the concept of "Levels" and follow the steps needed to prog.am

new squares or command the device to perform its functions (print, faster,

etc.).

Documentation

The preliminary owners manual accompanying our device includes a compre-

hensive explanation and step-by-step guide to operating the Autocom. It is

very well done and the manufacturer should be commended for the development

effort involved. Because of its detail perhaps a shorter step-by-step set of

instructions, leaving out the details, might also be useful.

Clinical Trials

Subjects

Subject #1 is a 15 year old female with cerebral pal_./. She has no in-

telligible speech and utilizes a communication board with letters of the alpha-

bet and common words which she selects with her right hand. She is able to Ise

a joystick with her hand to control her electric wheelchair. Her reading and

spelling skills are above the f,Jrth grade level.

Subject #2 is a 48 year old male. Cerebral palsy has resulted in an un-

steady gait and articulation which is difficult to understand. His arms and

hands are characterized by spastic movements, with the exception of a well-

controlled finger on the right hand. He is able to function independently and

appears to possess cognitive and language-skills which are within-normal_ limits-
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`;albiect 1l3 i d 14 year old male. Mild cerebral palsy has resulted in

speech intelligible only to those who are LIMO lior with him. The

t is ambulatory with control over both arms :Ind hands, although use of

the right side is considerably weaker. Ile possesses reading and spelling skills

at approximately the third grade level and uses letters and words as his primary

,,ymhol system. Currently, the subiect.':. educational and communication needs

are being addressed by an electric typewriter, the Sharp Memowriter, a communi-

cation hoard, and some speech.

Subject #4 is a 12 year old male diagnosed as having cerebral palsy. He

is ambulatory with assistance and holds on to his wheelchair from behind to

steady himself when he walks. He has some control over each hand and arm, al-

though the left hand seems to have the most strength and freedom of movement.

He has no intelligible speech and currently uses a Sharp Mernowriter, along with

a S and Spell to communicate in his home environment. In class he uses an

alphabet communication board and typewriter. He has spelling skills above the

seco:d grade level.

Subject #5 is a 15 year old male. He has been diagnce, I having ataxic

cerebral palsy and, although ambulatory, exhibits an unsteao/ gait. He is able

to use his right hand to select items in front of his body. He has extremely

limited fine and gross motor control of his left hand. The subject currently

uses signing, typing, and a communication board to indicate his wants and needs.

His reading and spelling abilities are at about the fourth grade level.

Materials: Autocom
With "Iron" (Small, Large), "Tee" Grip Interfaces
Small and Large Square Overlays

Procedures: After selecting a suitable interface speed and square size, based

on the client's physical abilities, the various aspects and functions of the

Autocom -(e ., color coded squares, i-nd-jcator 1-Tghts, and levels) ware_exptained

The client then demonstrated that he/she could turn the device on and off.



following a practice period, the client was h) moll eight word.; tv,ing

the Autocom. The words were at the second grade lhe Om it took to

each word and the number of error. per word were recorded.

The next: part of the clinical trial.; involved tv:ing several of the Auto,:om

functions, such as the backspace/error correction capability, printer, alarm,

clear and programming functions. After we demonstrated each function, the

client was asked t) use it (e.g., to program a message of his/her choice).

During the final section of the clinical trials, the client gave feedback

on those features of the device which were difficult to see/hear; features liked

or disliked; places the device would he helpful (e.g., school, home, talking

with.others, etc.); and feedback on the interface used.

Results and Discussion

Based on the physical abilities of subjects in our sample, the small squares

proved most appropriate for four out of five individuals. In addition, four out

of five subjects chose the small "iron" interface. For several subjects the

"tee" interface appeared to be suitable, but they used it in an inappropriate

manner for this device. They attempted to "push" on the message squares with

the tee interface much like a headpointer or dowel would be used with a keyboard.

Training may be necessary to show users that a message is produced by gentle

magnetic contact rather than pressure. Selection rate (the time between selec-

tion of a message, letter, square, etc. and its registration on the display)

was another feature of this device which the clients chose based on their abilities.

A wide range of speeds are available. The settings of 1-30 go from speeds of

8.05 seconds at 1 to less than .30 of a second at 19 and above. Our subjects

chose selection rates between 14 and 18 or .75 to .30 of a second.

Four out of the five subjects attempted all eight of the spelling words.

All subjects made at least one error. The most common error was mistaking the

words it or sat for the correct word, at. We believe that this is more a



nIodut t c l o mistioder.,tandinu between ..athject and tester rather than reflecting

the (opohilities of the individnal or the device. Please see Table 1 for the

W1 Ii1W

IINI

pel entry anal

INIt RI ALF

totol number of errols

Toble 3

SELECT- I ON

SQ. Sill RATE

for each client.

NUMBER OF
WORDS

ATTEMPTED

MEAN T1ME
PER ENTRY
(in Sec.)

TOTAL.

ERRORS

1 small iron larno

squares
14

.75 'cc.

8 3.23

2 small iron small

squares
11

.35 sec.
8 2.47 1

"Teo" small

squares
18

.30 sec.
8 1.14

4 small iron small

squares
16

.45 sec.
7 4.40 5

5 small iron small
squares

16

.45 sec.
8 3.58 1

All clients were able to activate and deactivate the Autocom alarm. They

also appropriately utilized the backspace feature to correct mispellings. Each

client programmed a phrase or sentence using the memory function as requested.

When requested to give feedback on various Autocom features, one client

reported that the small squares were difficult to see due to the light deflection

on the overlay, which is a product of the Autocom's viewing angle. When the

Autocom was propped at approximately a 30° angle to the table, the client indi-

cated no difficulty. Another client felt that the print produced by the column

printer could not be easily seen when the Autocom sat on a flat surface. He

could distinguish print when the angle of the Autocom was changed.

The subjects were asked if they liked being able to,change the selection

rote. All agreed this was a desireable feature. Color coding of the squares

according to function also received favorable response.
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The features preferred by most subjects included: a) the choice of large

or small message squares; b) the ability to program individual messages; c) the

spelling mode; d) the correction functions; and e) the printer. The features

disliked by most clients included: a) the large size of the device; b) the

positioming of some of the functions (e.g., the back word square is too close

to the back space square causing erasure of entire words when only one letter

was desired; and c) the provision of functions (e.g., mathematical symbols)

subjects f, would rarely be used. Three of the subjects indicated that whole

'words would be more desireable than mathematical notations.

When asked where the Autocom would be most helpful for communicating, all

of our subjects responded that it could best be used at school. Portability

was felt to be a limiting factor in using the device at home as well as at

school. Only one client reported that the Autocom would be useful for conver-

sation. The interfaces provided with the Autocom appeared to be easy for our

subjects to use. However, there were several recommendations for changes in

either the device or the interface to facilitate selection of messages. One

suggestion was to have a smaller surface on the '-'iron" interface so as not to

cover so much of the board and in some cases making it difficult to see items

because they are covered by the "iron". One client did not like the strategy

of sliding the "iron" across the Autocom surface due to the potential for acciT

de,tal entries, : way to avoid this possibility is to prolong selection. One

subject found than the "lips" surrounding the Autocom surface impeded use of the

"iron in selecting message squares at the perimeter of the boart! He was unable

to turn his wrist in order to overcome this problem. He sugges',. eliminating

this lip.

Summary

The Autocom is a functional device for anyone with a wide enough range to

u!,e, all or most of the surface. The choice of square size and rate makes it



14.

useful even to individuals whose accuracy may prevent the use of more conven-

tional systems, such as standard keyboards. The "iron" type interface is also

helpful to individuals who may have poor selection skills when they involve

freely moving to an area, selecting an item and moving on, like the skills

required For keyboard selections. To make maximum use of the Autocom, reading,\\

spelling ant( coding skills are required. This allows the user to readily program,

store and retrieve items needed for communication.
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Prentke Romich Company
8769 Township Road 513 Shreve, Ohio 44676-9146 (216) 567-2906

August 3, 1982

Dennis Dahlquist, MS
Biomedical Engineer
Assistive Device Center
School Engineering
California State University, Sacramento
6000 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
Tel. (916)454-6422

Dear Dennis,

Enclosed please find additional comments on the ADC's

evaluation of the Autocom.

I hope that this feedback reaches you in time to be

incorporated into your final evaluation.

Sincerely,

JA-11A,
4-4,PAk/VVL

S sanne H. Shealey, OTR/L
Director of Client Services

SHS:cc

enc.

P.S. Enclosed please find copy of the EXPRESS 3 operator's manual
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Prentke Romich Company
8769 Township Rc,ad 513 Shreve, Ohio 44676-9146 (216) 567-2906

F :el

Pc-er Source OK

PRC

July 22, 1982

Operator adjustments: Same as they say plus click on /off,
disT,lay ]onoer, display shorter, AMA' on/off, serial to viewer
ftriger, serial to viewer shorter, serial to viewer on/off,
serial to printer on/off, channel A configure, channel B
conficure channel select, channel on/off, click louder,
click softer, system message shorter, system message longer,
autocom on/off (See Level 0 vocabulary)

Paoe 2 1P

32 character LED display
28 character for text, I for cursor and 3 for status
information

Pace 2 4P
32 ,character display

Page 5 1P

Memory is freed up if the item deleted is still in RAM
(Last-8 squares)

a(
6ETc3Q-9.) 3P

28 characters of text

Upper and lower case printing capabilities will be standard
features of all Autocoms manufactured by PRC.

Also, available through PRC, is the Bliss symbol printer
which requires additional PROM',s and has the capability
to print out over 1400 Bliss symbols on the Autocom's
built-in printer.
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Appendix H

Documentation of Hardware Developed and/or

Used in the Project
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EOLIPMENT PURCHASES, 1981-82

TO 6/30/82

na_lor

Minor Supplies
Equipment

..-7.,OttidaW.E.,

1.

2, TranEForth II
00611ORCE

4. Fil.?hr-r Text lL
5.

6. Apple Hriter
Magic HIndow

8, Apple Speller
HIsicaic

10. Complete GraPh1CS System 13
11. higher Text ll
12. High-Res Secrets
17. CRAE and MCAT
14. DISA6M/65
15. Integer Basic Compiler
16. MICRO/APPLE, vol. 2
17. Inspector
18. Locksmith 4.0
19. Ouickloaders
20. Diablo RAM Printer Driuer

t. MaJor SUPPIles

1. LCD Evaluation Boards
2. 2%0/APPLE Interface

,11PPle nUMer1C Keypad
Sharp Memowriter EL-7001

5. Share Talking Calculatnr'EL-6,].0 54 9



6. Atari if-iSt1CKS
7. Infrared Touch hatrix Part.7-.

. minor SUPPileS

1. Sharp hel(lowriter Paper
2. SilentYpe Printer PaPer
3. Handik)oice Carryin9 Strap

D. EquiPITIPnt

1. SiDiKi Assessment Table
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1!-LikijoHRE DkiELOPFD THE PROJECT

HardwarP wa= construct.s0 as ii.3i 1 , stand alone devices tor.

-7..sessent PUrPOSES, or as periPherai equiPment used in

conJuncion with the cmmPute =,..Istem. The purpose of the stand

alone devices was to provide simple visual or auditors feedback

when used in cnnjmnrtion with ,7,witchP.=-.. This s9stm was then

used to nelp asSes the client/s degree of control over

different Ph'Jsical and cognitie selection filethods.

hardwae used as COOPUtPr Reriphera Is fell into two

classes; use as an adaptor to allow othe devices( such as

switches) to interact with the computer, and to serve as output

modes for the computPr(1.P.; speech outPut devices, video

disPia9s; Light Emitting Diode displays). The Purpose of these

peripnerals was to increase the flexiolitv of the computer

as an assessment tool bv increasing the number of input modes

and output mride-.. o software control b9 the comPuter.



ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 111111114154.114211
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
11000 .1 STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA OMR

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
LIGHT TONE

The Light Tone Box is a feedback unit indicating,

through the use of light and/or sound, when a switch is closed.

The sound can be varied from a low pitch to a high pitch.

There is a green light- on the front panel and a red light on

'the rear panel. Volume, .sound pitch, and on/off controls for

volume and frequency are located on the front panel.

TO OPERATE:

1) Insert a minature phone jack plug attached to a switch

into the minature phone jack in the center of the front panel.

2) Turn either or both of the switches marked "tone" and

"light" on. Turn the "volume" knob clockwise 1/4 turn.

Close the switching device, either sound or light or both will

result.

3) Volume may be increased by turning the volume control

clockwise or decreased by turning the volume control counter-

clockwise.

4) Frequency or pitch is controlled by the knob marked

"Frequency". Pitch is increased by turning the knob clockwise.

Pitch is decreased by turning the knob counter-clockwise.

If the lights burn out, unscrew the green or red cap cover.

Push the bulb inward and twist it counter-clockwise, then pull

the bulb out. To insert a new bulb, push the bulb inward and

twist it counter-clockwise. Now screw the colored cap into its

socket.

0 D 4



To replace the batteries, unscrew the four Phiilips

head screws and gently pull the two halves of the box apart.

The Lraosistor battery may be replaced by pulling the battery

away from the terminal clip. Pod the four size "D" alkaline

batteries out of their clips and replace them with new size

"D" alkaline batteries. Slide the top back onto the box ante

switch it on.

11/17/80
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ASSISTIVE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF Emassiiiiiimova 1.111)484114.11
CALIFORNIA wait UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
S000 J STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA SIMS

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
2-LIG1 {T BOX

The 2 Light Box a self contained, battery operat

feedback unit. When the box is appropriately connected to Inc

or two switches, either of two lights may be turned on or off.

Each switch controls one light.

Directions For Use

The 2 Light Box has two minature phone jacks, one on

either side of the box. A minature phone plug must be

inserted into the jack on the white light side in order to

control the white light. A minature phone plug must be

inserted into the minature phone jack on the red side of the

box to control the red light.

The 2 Light Box is powered by four "D" cell batteries.

The light bulbs are three volt light bulbs. To replace

the battery, unscrew the four Phillips head screws (2 on the

Lop of the box and two on the sides of the box) and pull the

two'halves of the box apart. Exchange the batteries.

Reinstall in reverse order.

To replace the light bulbs, unscrew the colored caps,

from the box, push the light bulbs in and twist counter-

clockwise. Replace bulb by installing in reverse order.

11/17/80
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ASSIST1VE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ENOINFERINCI 111111114511-111411
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
Coco J STREET, SACRAMINTO, CALIFORNIA SUMO

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
4 LIGHT BOX

The 4 light Box is designed to be used with the

Prentke Romich Joystick. The 4 Light Box is constructed

to indicate the direction of movement of the Joystick.

II the Joystick control is set up so the output cord is

away from the operator, the following orientations may

be used. Joystick movement away from the operator towards

The cord is "Nort". Joystick tiovemeni: towards the operator

is "South". joystick movement: to the right is "East" and

Joystick movement to the left is considered "West".

The movement Northward of the J.vstick lights the

light with the red backgr'aund. Southward movement is

indi:ated by the light :n the green background, Eastward

movement lights the 1.ght in Cle white field and Westward

movement lights th,. iight with the yello background.

TO OPERATE,

1) Insert: plug A from the Joystick unit into

receptacle A on the 4 Light Box.

2) Insert plug E 'tom the. oystick unit into

,eceptac!_e n on the 4 light Box.

3) Move the Joystick control in each of the four

directions to insure that the units are

operatiug-if not, check plugs on Ae 4 Light

Box to make sure they are firmly seated.

To change the 4 "D" cells inside the box, remove

the 4 Phillips screws on the perimeter of the box. Should °

561



any of tho light go out, they may be

unscrewing the plastic. hood over the b,. Push Lite

bulb in (1/8" to 1/4"), and turn cic, e until resistance

is met (about 1/8 of a turn) , and release. The bulb

shoa..; be free.

lamp.

1 1 / 1 3 / 8 0

,17

Replace with a #47, CV minature bayonet

p!)
t..) )
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ASSIST1VE DEVICE CENTER
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING cnis1454-smite
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
1000 J STREET; SACRAIlkiNTO. CALIFORNIA MTh

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
16 TONE BOX

Thu 16 Tone Box is a feedback system allowing the user

to 1ear a tone when a switch is closed. The opciator may

how;e any one of sixteen discrete tones or choose a variable

tt,le mode.

The 16 Tone Box has dimensions 4" x 5" x 6". The front

1).11,1 9f ihe lhit i:outains three switches; a volume control; a

frequency/on-oft elector, and a toggle switch.

TO OPERATE:

(Refer to Diagram 1)

1) The operator must first choose one of the sixteen constant

tones (chosen by flipping the toggle "C" switch downward)

or the variable tone mode (chosen by flipping toggle

switch "C" upward).

2) A minature phone plug (not included) must be inserted into

Ae uppc minature phone jack "A", if the variable tone

mode is chosen; or into one of the sixteen lower minature

phone jacks if the constant tone mode is chosen (as shown

in diagram 1),

3) Turn the dial marked "OFF-Frequency" 1/4 turn clockwise.

4) Turn the knob mared "Volu " 1/4 tu=n clockwise.

5) Upon closure of switching device attached to the minature

phone plug, feedback sound re3ults.

6) Volune is controlled by rotaing "Volume" knob clockwise

(louder) and counter-clockwise (softer).

567



T()110 I!; C(Ilitr(liCd ill two ways:

a)tf the variable tone mode in chosen (toggle switch "C"

Lip and minatn:-e phone plug la minature phone jack marked

flAn) Lou c is controlled by rotating knob marked "Flequency-

OFF" clockwise (higher pitch) or counter-clockwie (lower

pitch) .

b) LI the constant tone muds is chosen (Logglo switch 'IC"

C flipped downward, and a minaturu phone plug is inserted

to one of the minature 0oue jacks). The highest tone

results when the switch is plugged into the upper left

jacks; the lowest pitches occur in the lower right jack.

11/13/80
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Li1:1;11.10NE

ihzs device couPies a numeric keyboard with a feedback box

whicn provides a visual numeric disPia.,i with a siouitaneous

.=Juditor;4 tone. (ndividu7J1s with sufficient motor control can be

assessed for their abi1it.4 tn OF1Fr.9t1i, thlS soa1i10 key) SW1L01

Components RP.m,uir.eo

a. Numeric KeYboara

D. LEO Li.9nt,*Tnne Box

c. Ribbon Cable with DB-25P terminations.

d'
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LED LIGHT TONE BOX
OPERATINC INSTRUCTIONS

1) Connect the blue flat "Ribbon" Cable between the back of

the keyboard and the tope of the display/tone box. The

plugs will fit in if they are correctly aligr,ed.

2) On the blue display box flip the toggle switch to "On",

by pushing it towards the red light. Now push one of the

keys on the keyboard. The appropriate digit should be

displayed in red letters by the LED Numeric Display. If

a sound response is also desired, rotate the know marked volume

clockwise 1/4 turn. Push another key. Both the LED Display

and the sound should function.

3) When not in use, flip switch to right so indicator light

turns off.

4) If the 4 "D" cells discharge, replacement is easy. Unscrew

the 2 screws on each side of the blue display box. Slide

the front panel off of the rear panel and replace the batteries.

Reinstall the front panel and its screws.

11/12/80
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6a"/e: (2..addie modification

ne APpie oame Paoales riak)e pusnbuttnn 1...rhPs on them to

ailow user interaction with computer programs. by wiring

miniature pnone Jacks in parallel with the pushbutton switches,

various external switcnes an be uT-ed in place of the

pusnOu ttons. An external switch whicn terminates in a miniature

phone plug is inserted into the Phone Jaci< of the modified Game

Both pusnbuttons and the P-ternal switches can now

be used. This allows a person With a Single or dual ..witch

pnvsical selection method to access computer-based assessment

programs. Anotner advantage is that tnis method of interfacing

switches to the computer is inexpensive when comparPd with a

separately Purchase° interface ['oar°.
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-nur4i;:mE ..7.,YN7HE6IZER SYSTEM

.:Espoi is a combination ot phonemP synthesis hardware

ano software whicn can be used tu Prnu_ire s'inthesized speech.

.:an DR 1j..FR.#1 TAD iiiustratP the advantages and disadvantages of

tros method of pnoneme-based sPeecn synLnesis. The hardware

consists of* a 'mtrax VS-1 phoneme s.-othesizer mndule connected to

an auoio amplifier, ana installeo in a speaker box. The OSH

module is fed a string of phoneme codes produced an Apple

mi'crocomPuter, and transferPd to the OSH module via a parL1100

inter/ace ooard.

TrIE- nri-qinat software usPd to drive this system was

provided by John Eulenber,q of Michigan State University. To

ifiakb=. It ea-=.1b=-r to use, iflucri of the Program was rewritten in a

"user friendly" manner. Consisting of two parts, the software

1S broken up into a'ffleans of -qenerating phoneme strings and a

means for rearranging priz.k..1201jc. Phoneme strings saved on disk

flies. The following listing s 1:rom the inStrecion portion of

the programs.



FOR

PH5NE1-1E 1-ECPRDER
ANC.'

PHONEME PLILIYE

T.inTP **++*44.47

BOTH PROGRAM HILL

NOY OPERATE

UNLESS

THE SPEAKER IS

i-InNHEI:1ED!

IF IT ISN'T, CONNECT IT RIGHT NOH!

.11ECRIPTION ANC' OPERATIONS

OF

P ONEMF RECOROFR-

PHOHFF PLAYPIX

,

lb e
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PHONEME RECORDER= PR
PHONEME PLAYBACK= PP

LFIS YOU ENTER AND
IPUCT kORDS, PHRASES, At* SENTEHCES

3 IN THE APPROPRIATE ODTRIA'X
Ph-,:-)EME CODES INTO THE APPLE MICROCnM-

. THE i.)SH SYNTHESIZER IN THE REAL-
I67IC SPEAKER HILL "SPEAK" THESE PHO-

ES.

CALLED "TEMPORARY FILE" IS
CREATED ON THE HHFN YOU START

PHONEME CODES. HHEN YOU ARE
FINISHED, YOU HILL GIVE THIS FILE A
PEHrIANEHF NAME OF YOUR CHOICE).

THE PROGRAM "PP" IS USED TO EDIT
THE FILE YOU CREATED USING THE "PR"
PROGRAM. YOU MIGHT CONSIDER THE "PR"
PHOGRAM PS A "SCRATCH PAD" OR "ROUGH
DRAFT" DEVELOPMENT AID. SIMILARLY, THE
"PR" PROGRAM IS CONSIDERED A "PROOF_
READING" AND EDITING TOOL.

USING "PP", YOU CAN SHUFFLE THE
ORDER OF THE LINES IN A DISK FILE CON-
TAIt4ING PHOkEMES. YOU CAN THEN SAVE
THE REARRANGED LINES PS AN ENTIRELY
NEH FILE, LEAVING OUT THE UNHANTED LINES

PHONEME RECORDER (FR)

AS YOU KNO14, *HEN YOU FIRST RUN
TH''H PROGRAM ASKS IF YOU HANT IN-

STRUCTIONS. YOU NOA HON HHPT HAPPENS
:HEN LOU TYPE "YES". NON I'LL TELL YOU
HHAT TO EXPECT FROM THE REST OF THE
-1-66RPH.
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!:iFTER YOU FINISH HITH THESE IN-
STRUCTIONS, YOU HILL SEE P SCREEN
DISPLAY OITH PROGRAM COMMANDS ON THE
TOP OF THE SCREEN, AHD A NUMBER HITH

AT HIDSCREEN:

COhNDS: CODES =LIST THE 1.)FiTRP'X, CODE
LIST =LISTS THE PHONEMES ON

THE LAST LINE
MAP =SHOAS THE PITCH LEVELS

ON THE PHONEMES
REPEAT=SPEPKS THE LINE AGAIN
END =ENDS THE PROGRAM

:

THE NUMER "1". IS THE CURRENT LINE
NUMBER. UP TO P.3 PHONEME rociEs CAN BE
ENTERED PER LINE. AFTER YOU ARE DONE
TYPING CODES INTO A LINE, PRESS "RETURN"

AFTER A SHORT DELAY, THF SOUNDS YOU
CODED IN HILL BE SPOKEN OUT THROUGH THE
SPEAKER.

THE NUMBER "2" HILL NON BE PRINTED UNDER
THE FIRST LINE NUMBER, AND YOU CAN NON
ENTER A .NEH SET OF PHONEME CODES.

YOU MUST LEAVE P SPACE BETHEEN EACH
SEPARATE PHONEME CODE THAT IS TYPED.

EXAMPLE:

1: '.12.;113 K S EH1 N T UH1
E Y T PAO

H_EASE 8EGIN EACH LINE HITH A "PAUSE",
HHICH IS EITHER CODE "PAO.' OR "PA1".
THIS SORT OF ALLOHS THE SYNTHESIZER TO
GET P "RUNNING START" SO IT CAN LAUNCH
'2;IGHT INTO PRONOUNCING YOUR CODES.
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RIFITH LEliEL ON EACH
P1-7nNFf-E CPH BE IHCPEPSED OP rE-

By TYPING A "+' BEFORE A CODE,
1HE PiTcH TS INCREASED. P "-" EEFF'PE

HILL LIPSE 7HF PITCH. Pc-:;4I,
E.E TO LFP!)E P SPACE ;=:FFORE

;HLsE PITCH CODES.

: + K + S EH1 H I

2: K S EH1 T

3: + + PH1 K S EH1
NT

4: K S 77HI N T

5: + + AH1 K S

+ + -t- FHI N T PAa

kt7:TICE THAT YOU CAN TYPE IN MORE THAN
P1TCH CODE BEFORE EACH PHONEME

CODE. THIS IS BECAUSE THERE ARE REALLY
F0UR(4) LEVEL:-; OF PITCH HHICH YOU CAN
VARY. PITH NO PITCH CODES" EVERYTHING
YOU TYPE IS AT PITCH LEVEL #2.

bELOH IS P LIST OF THE PITCH LEVELS:

PITCH L'=UEL (LOPST TO HIGHEST)

) = PITCH LEVEL 1

(HO CODE) = PITCH LEVEL # 2
+ ) = PITCH LEVEL #

(+ +) = PITCH LFUEL # 4

:)6C:-: YOU TYPE 16 A PITCH CODE, THE
REST OF THE PHONEME CODES ON YOUR LINE
AILL ALSO BE SET TO THE SAME PITCH
LEVEL. HOPFOER, IF OTHER PITCH CODES

ENCOUNTERED ON THE SAME LINE, THEY
HILL INCREASE OR DECREASE THE PITCH

D'=PENOING OH THEIR SIGH (+ OR

EXPMPLF: (COY SHOHING THE PITCH CODES)
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- +++
.J7CES Lil'OEL :1 7

4)

=6t1_ 4 Ti
LEVEL 10 LELEL

CoMmAHO

hON TO USE:

1-IF THE BEGINNING OF A HEN LINE, TYPE THE
COMMAND HORD AND PRESS <RETURN>. THE
COMMAND HILL BE CARRIED cm-. co HOT TRY
TO MIX THE COMMAND kORDS AHD PHONEME
CODES 00 THE SAME LINE.

EXAMPLE: CORRECT ENTRY

5:

'ThRP

CODES

LISI OF ALL THE 1.)0TRAX PHONEME CODES
HILL BE LISTED FOR YOU (HOT INCLUDING
ihF !:ICCENT CODES, "-Pi AND "-")

CTIM;u: L1S-i

LASI LINE [ODES ENTERED HILL BE
LlTED.
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_.- -.--1,_= COD:= ON THt F.R=0Inli LIN=
F$:INT=D CN THE SCREEN , ALONG HITH

,.---.., :ITCH LE0EL. 'A 'tAP" OF THE PITCH
LEOEL IS ALSO DISPLAYED, CONSISTING OF
'. CHARACTERS. THERE CAN BE FROM ONE
TO FOUR X'S, REPRESENTINF, PITCH LEVELS

1 THO;IGH 4.

COW4nEl: REPEAT

SPEAKS THE PHONEME CODES ON THE LAST
ENTERED LINE.

11-1111-1WD: END

!:-,T',=i1-,:TS THE "ENO OF PROGRAM" SEQUENCE.
''

kHEN YOU ARE THROUGH HITH THE PROGRAM,
TYPE THE "END" COMMAND, AND FOLLOW
THE INSTRUCTIONS. YOU HILL BE GIVEN
THE OPTION TO RUN THE "PHONEME PLAYBACK"
PRFIGRAM. THIS PROGRAM ALLOHS YOU TO
SAVE THE LINES OF CODE THAT YOU WANT,
AND THROH AHPY THE BAD LINES.

**********THF END**********
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>>>> HAKE SURE SFEAKEF; IS
PLHGED IN OR
PRnGRAr.; HILL

'NcIT RuN!

PHONEME PLAYBACK .PF°.; HILL ALLOH
YOU TO REOIEH FILES PREVIOUSLY CREATED
MITH THE "PHONEME RECORDER" PROGRAM.

YOU HILL DE ABLE TO PERFORM THE FOL
LUNING EDITING FUNCTIONS:

SPE:1-'4V. OUT THE ENTIRE FILE

2. SPEAK OUT SINGLE LINES OF THE
FILE

3. LIST PHONEME CODES OF SINGLE
LINES

4. SHUFFLE THE ORDER OF THE FILE
LINES, AND SAVE THE NFHLY
SHUFFLED FILE

BY SHUFFLING A FILE, YOU CAN REOR
DER THE SEQUENCE OF THE LINES FOR BEST
EFFECT. POORSOUNDING LINES CAN BE LEFT
OUT OF THE SHUFFLED FILE, LEAVING P
SMOOTHSOUNDING FILE OF PHONEME CODES.
HHEN THE NEHLY SHUFFLED FILE IS SAVED,
ONLY THE LIMES YOU REARRANGED ARE SAVED;
THE OTHERS ARE OMITTED.
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F.PO

L: Pi=iO H

FHI
4: FPO
t; PY

THE HF--1 PP6E, HILL DE PH EXPdPLE
F' YOUR FILE COULD BE SHUFFLED--

THE CODES)
Hai FILE-7 OLD FILE#

7 EHI

H

PY
1:1H

N:1 THE EXPNPLE.

I (:
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hUa's.UP ,A-F5IRUGTIOrIS

TO USE THE OSH PHONEME SYNTHESIZER

TO RUN THE PROGRAMS ON THIS DISK,
FOUR PIECES OF HARDHARE ARE REWIRED:

1. APPLE MICROCOMPUTER, HITH DISK
DRIVE

2. JOHN BELL I/O BOARD

3. REALISTIC SPEAKER CONTAINING
OSH SYNTHESIZER AND AMPLIFIER

4. INTERFACE CABLE TO CONNECT JOHN
BELL BOARD AND THE REALISTIC
SPEAKER

HOOKUP

1. MAKE SURE THE POkFR iS
TO THE APPLE MICROCOMPUTER

2. TAKE THE COVER OFF OF THE APPLE,
AND GROUND YOURSELF BY TOUCHING
THE POHER SUPPLY HOUSING(THE BIG
METAL RECTANGULAR THING TO THE
LEFT).

:S. TAKE THE JOHN BELL BOARD AND
PLUG THE 16 PIN PLUG OF THE IN
TERFACE CABLE INTO THE SOCKET
MARKED "JI" ON THE JOHN BELL
BOARD.
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16 RIN PLUG SOCKET

HAKE SURE THE BLACK ARROH ON
THE PLUG HOUSING LINES UP HITH
THE RED DOT NEXT 10 THE
SOCKET.

BLACK ARROH --> RED DOT
16 PIN PLUG J1 SOCKET

4. CAREFuLLY 'INSERT THE JOHN BELL
INTO SLOT #4 IN THE BACK

OF THE APPLE.

JOHN BELL --> SLOT #4
BOARD OF APPLE

5. LEAD THE 1:1AaLE oUT THROUGH THE
BACK OF THE APPLE, AND REPLACE
THE COVER.

6. PLUG THE FREE END OF THE INTER-
FACE CABLE (HAS 25 PINS) INTO
THE SOCKET IN BACK OF THE REAL-
ISTIC SPEAKER.

MAKE SURE NOTHING IS PLUGED
INTO THE "EXTERNAL INPUT" JACK
OF THE SPEAKER.

EXTERNAL INPUT --> NO
CONNECTION

FLIP THE SLIDE SNITCH TOHARD THE
CABLE SOCKET (FOLLOH THE ARROHS
PRINTED NEAR THE SNITCH)

SLIDE SNITCH --> TOHARD SOCKET
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CORM INF OOLUMF CONTROL SO THAT
THE INDICATOR POINTS STRAIGHT OF

VOLUME CONTROL --> UP

*****.*** NOTE ******±

BOTH PROGRAMS HILL

NOT OPERATE

UNLESS

THE SPEAKER Is

CcINNEUED!

GOO
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I Pin D Piro

C:
40. NI Pin 0 P )

h17.

1 re n

r.ier t /h

Pi '11 J.
T7-

PINhr)r:r

f;11 #S 1bh
J Pih plate

%If

Pin #s
25 P /3)1J3

>33-<

< 6
7
2< 9

CAI,Cal
CA 2) C22. 0-e /0

Ground SH-4
( 12 < .12

/5/
-5 volt:
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OFP'41116 to()IIN I1 1141114.1ZING-

APPLE II PARALLEL INTERFACE
LIkc(1 IF BoiN.!,N) wAs DESIGNED TO BE A VERSATILE PARALLEL INFLRFACL.

ir 52 INPUT/OULPHI LINLS GROUPED INTO FOUR 8 BIT PORTS. SOFTWARE
WAS nu! INfaUDLI) BLCAHSL OF THE NUMEROUS USES OF THIS BOARD. THIS
BoARD INILRFACES WITH JOHN BELL ENGINEERING A TO D AND D TO A CONVERTER
AND SOLID STATE SWITCHES AND DIMMER CONTROL.

Compil H. nomcomrmTArion I S INCLUDED FOR THE 6522, ADDRESSING DATA, AND
;\ scHE;.,AIIC DIAGRAM OP THE BOARD.

USE ST.1NDARD ASSEMBLY AND SOLDERING TECHNIQUES TO BUILD THIS BOARD IF
PHIS IS A KIT.

PARTS LIST

Ul, 02
U3
CAPACITORS
Cl, C2, C3
SOCKETS
2
ti

(522
74LS74

.1 DISC

40 PIN
16 PIN

1 14 PIN
CIRCUIT BOARD
JBE PART NUMBER 79-295

4S0 NS 490 NS

AS a
.fr1412

1111 25.
13

.31

comPtrCf% St
bus, > 3":

a s'
24.
a/ U t

4.4 al
45 al
416
47 fl

4Il 32
41 33

741574

36
4g.°7 ta.

U3

+3"

leo NS I 150 N5

535 NS

TIMING DIAGRAM

415 NS

I k
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3.

Io
13
14

9

WAT7. 0 0 as

4

.4

at%2
4
4.

SL 10

oaa-5
11 - 414 -6Is --
11 .22- I

Gna.a.

±L. to

/47

ao
45 'X'=3..

1 7_13 az
23

Wit 6 UI 3t
.24
31
ag

It
32.
53

U3 PIN 12

U3 PIN 9

5

7

a
V

Lfra.

Y
II
11

If

14

17
rs

DI5_5
46 45`a

- 11 -10. &AV
7
s J 3

VOO.V41_0

o

4
55

07 ;
41

4.1.10

SCHEMATIC

1645
1%-y). ovo

J4
polity



ADDRESSING DATA

SLOT ADDRESS
U N/A

C1XX
2 C2XX
3 c3xx

c4xx
5 C5XX
6 C6XX
1 C7XX

REGISTER ADDRESS

U2 6522Ul 6522
00 ORB, LRB I/O PORT 2 80 ORB, IRB I/O PORT 4

ORA, IRA I/O PORT 1 81 ORA, IRA I/O PORT 3

'02 DDRB DATA DIR PORT 2 82 DDRB DATA UIR PORT
03 DDRA DATA DIR PORT 1 83 DDRA DATA DIR PORT 3

04 T1LL 84 T1LL
05 T1CH 85 T1CH
U6 T1LL 8G T1LL
07 T1LH 87 T1LH
08 T2LL, T2CL 88 T2LL, T2CL
09 T2CH 89 T2CH
OA SR 8A SR
OB ACR 83 ACR
OC PCR 8C PCR
OD IFR 8D IFR
OE IER 8E IER
OF ORA 8F ORA

EXAMPLE: BOARD IN SLOT 1 PORT 1 ADDRESS IS C101.

4/0 PORT CONNECTORS
PIN DATAJ1 PORT 1

J2 PORT 2 1 0 DATA LINE

J3 PORT 3 2 1 "
tt

J4 PORT 4 3 2
tt

of

4 3
tt tt

5 4 U It

6 5
ot to

7 6 " II

8 7
It II

9 CA1, CB1

10 CA2, CB2

31-12 GND
16 +5

UMPERS CAN BE INSTALLED FOR l',.0 OR NMI
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Ayiessment Material Holder

We have developed a simple holder for materials for individuals who cannot

be tested using the Sidiki or who must be tested away from the Center. It

consists of a heavy piece of cardboard, a piece of quilt batting and a piece

of piexiglass all cut: to the same size. One edge of the cardboard and plexi-

glass are hinged with duct tape and the quilt batting is placed between them.

Pictures can then be placed on the quilt batting and the plexiglass brought

down over them. This "sandwich" can then be held together by hand or with

large clips. This allows the pictures to be held up side down for supine

clients or held upright for seated clients. The batting needs to be fluffed

occasionally to keep its depth to hold the pictures.



Sidiki

The project staff has attempted to develop procedures and materials to

implement the theoretical aspects of the project. One of the constant problems

has been a way to present assessment materials so that they can be arrayed in

various confiqurations and still be kept in ',lace and protu(Jed. The Sidiki

table has proven to be quite useful in this process. Its only limitations seem

to be with very small children who are in stroller type chairs which are too

low for the table. Some chairs are impeded by the bar under the table. It

also requires that items be attached in some way to hold them when the tray is

tilted.
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Appendix I

Documentation of Software Developed and/or

Used on the Project
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-,OhrMHRE uSFD IN FHE PROJECT

uee of compmtc.r undr the grant encomPassed two areas:

use of tn comPmter are t,7,,D1 and as a communication

dek)ice. Hhen used for assessment, the computer used software to

present different cognitivP sPlection methods to the client, who

would i make selections via the keyboard or external switche'.

inese selection methods we presented on a video monitor or on

other external hardware devices. Both user and receiver output

formats (suchas printed outPut or- sPeech) were also under

computer cnntrol. Hhen viewed as a communication device, the

software. used with the computer was either specifically designed

fb communication or it was oriented towards the needs of

composition and graphic communications <like word Processing and

graphics maniPuiaticro.

ComputPrs Ear n their rPpl_itaions for Power and flexibility

olelY on the basis of the software used to control them. To

achieve ne purposes of comPmter use as described above,

aPProPria software was both written "in house" and Purchased.

Purchasing commercial software, the computer can be used

immediately, without having to do any programming. But this

convenience is often sacrificed for Program flexibility, as

in most cases it is impractical to try to lillodifY the functions

of commercial software.

"in house" snftware development allows custom tailoring of

program functinn to specific apP]ications, as well as the



potential for modification if needs or suitability may cnange.

The tradeoff is relatively long development time and the

re-Ruirement of Programming knowiedqe.

ine following are dPsrriPtions of the software developed

and purchased, ana its use.

ProJect-develoPPd software were used as assessment aids.

Several short Programs tPsting diffrPnt cognitive selection

methods were written. These included direct selection of

keyboard characters,numerical enCndln9, scrolled numerical

4...ncoding and scanned selection.

User and receiver output modPs were represented by the

appropriate format on a video monitor, or by external devices.

Programs representative nf the latter type include voice output

k)1.9 tne Type-W-Talk speech synthesizer and Uotrax VSH module,

printed OUtF1A. .t.,0 the SilentyPe Printer, as well as a Program to

drive a scanning simulation similar to .a ZYgo 16.

ProJect Developed Software (for the Apple 1I+ microcomputer)

Number Encoding Test :direct selection numerical encoding

Spacebar Encoding Test :single key scanned .selection

Switch Encoding Test

.)arge TgPer

Screen TyPer

TNT Talker

-

:single switch scrolled numerical

encoding

:use computer as tgpPwriter; outputc.
large (7/8") letters on video screen

:use computer as video typewriter;
keyclick feedback

:typed words are spoken tnrough the
Type-n'-Talk speech synthesizer
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Encoder

*Rnoneme Recorder

*Phoneme Playback

:numerical encoded word selection.
Seiectinn via direct keyboard entry, or

smitcn numeric!al scrolling. Can
send morn,. to Printer or Type-n/-Talk
tor =.eeecn OUtPUt.

UP phoneme files for use by
otra-x. speech synthesis module

:edits phoneme files for use by Uotrax
OSH speech synthesis module.

t-original program t.1 John Eulenberg, Micnigan State University,
moditied by proJect staff.

Commerciai software was utilized to illustrate computer use

as a communication device" as an assessment tool, as a training

aid for motor/cognitive development, for Information management

and for program development and general computer use tools.

i=lugmentative communication snftware was sPecificallY

targeted towards the disabled user, and was used to show how a

complete communication system might be implemented on a

comPuter.

Commercial software became assessment tools when they were

applied out of their normal context and used as Part of the

as.7:.esment procedure. This applied to printer driver routines,

and a large video character set generator.

Training aid/educational software showed ways in which the

computer could enhance physical/cognitive develoPment necessary

to master cause-and-effect Physical selection methods and

coqnitive selection methods.

Information management involved principles of word

processing and numerical analysis, appropriate for tne

t
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cognitily and physically ce(leloped ]ndiuiduais.

Toois for computer use and Program development involved

disk utilities, which enabled maniPulation of program

intormation stored on floppy dlskettes, different computer

languages, editing, formattinq and graphics utilities.

Lommercial Software ( 'W=for Apple II+, 'Rl=for TRS-80 Model I)

( ''+'==recommended software)

Augmentative Communication

Handicapped T.%-ipewritPr (A)

dicrocLiimu cator (A)

Anglophone :)

6. Assessment Aids

Silc.nt9pe Printer software (.P)

mi..grer Text II (A)

C. Training. Aids/Educational

*Academics (A)

±MOtor Training Games (A)

Preschool ID Builder (R)

Memory Builder (R)

:;tor.-4 Builder (R)

Teacher (R)

Doodles and QisPlav II (R)

D. information Management

APple Hriter (A)

Magic Hindow (A)
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-t- 1 1 I: Si C ,

E. CoiciFutPr

L. Graphics

+1TofriPietP Graphic-7. System II (.12)

4-Higher Ii (A)

::-;PcrPt,--. (A)

2. Frograwilinng Aids

IRAF ano MCAT (A)

OISASM/65 (A)

OOSOORCE (A)

Integer basic Compiler k.A)

-t-miCRO/APPLE, k.)01. 1 f:111)

CivA

TrahsForth II (A)

EditorsAssefrxiier (R)

Utility I (R)

TRS-80 Oti)it9 II (R)

01SK UtliltleS

Copy II Plus (A)

4-01.77.k Organizer (A)

+0CS Boss (A)

1nsPector (A)

+LOCkc41114-1 4.1 (A)

Cataiog 1,120
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Appendix J

TRS-80 Model 1

Assessment Hardware and Software Documentation
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Device Characteristics

The project developed simulations of various communication devices

using a TRS-80 computer. The purpose of these simulations are to

allow the subjects to experience certain device features in isolation

or in selected combinations without being restricted by existing com-

mercially available devices. This also allows the subject to indicate

an objective preference for individual features without being influenced

by specific device characteristics such as appearance, packaging and so

on.

Descriptions of the program presently available follow this page.



DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS MODULE

Array Communication Simulation

This program simulates the function of a Zygo to test the adaptability of

a person in controlling such a device. A veriety of switch combinations and

characteristic control modes can be selected in this program.

Components Required

Software: a) Diskette with TRS-80 Disk Basic

b) Diskette with program "ZYGO/BAS"

Hardware: a) TRS-80 Disk Operating System

b) Peripheral Input/Output Interface Device (yellow box)

c) One to 5 pedal switches and a switch adaptor (small black plastic

box)

d) Light Emitting Diode (LED) Display box (blue box)

e) A 25-pin flat cable

Instructions for set up

1. Check if the TRS-80 DOS components are properly connected as shown on

page 2-3 & 4 of the TRS DOS & DISK BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL.

2. Connect the interface cable on the Peripheral I/O Interface Device to the

TRS-80 Bus Extension Card Edge on the front left of the Expansion Inter face

with the cable running down from the connector.

3. Connect the part A of the Peripheral I/O Interface Device to the LED

Display Box with a 25-pin flat cable.

4. Connect the switches through a switch adaptor to part B on the Peripheral

I/O Interface Device. Switch combinations can be either 1, 3 or 5, but

always have the right most sockets plugged in.
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Switch input destinatio

1) Load memory/replay switch

2) Move LED right switch

3) Move LED down switch

4) Move LED up switch

5) Move LED left switch

switch adaptor

1//....

5. Power-up Sequence:

a) Press on the Expansion Interface on the front.

b) Flip up the toggle switch on the rear of the disk drive

c) Insert the diskette(s) into disk drives and close the doors.

(Remember always to have the system diskette on Drive 0).

d) Press on the TRS-80 CPU/keyboard switch on the rear right

corner of the keyboard.

e) Turn on the video display

f) If the prompt "DOS READY" doesn't show up on the screen,

press the reset button on the rear left corner of the

keyboard.

g) Turn on the Peripheral I/O Interface Device



6. Type in BASIC and press ENTER to load Radio Shack Level II Basic,

and press ENTER to respond to the questions "How Many Files?" and

"Memory Size?"

7. When the prompt ">" appears, type in RUN "ZYGO/BAS" and press ENTER

to loa: in and run the program.

8. Available selection in scan rate, time delay, replay feature, switch

combination and scanning modes;

SCAN RATE -- Must be integral number of seconds which times the delay

in scanning across the LED Display and the scanning of

the input switches.

ERROR CORRECTION DELAY TIME -- Must be integral number of seconds

which determines the time lapse in loading the memory.

In between this time lapse, a press on the memory switch

will move the-entry to the memory.

AUTO LED SCAN Used in the I switch mode. The LED Display will

light up row by row first. Upon the pressing of the switch

once the LED Display will stop at the present row and

light up the LED on this row consecutively. When the

switch is pressed again, the LED Display will stop at

the present location of the LED and make the LED flashes.

After certain TIME DELAY, the LED DISPLAY will start scan-

ning row by row again.
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STEP LED SCAN Used in the I switch mode LED Display will

light up one by one this t;Jle across the columns first

and then the rows. Upon pressing the switch once, the

LED Display will put the present lit up LED into flash-

ing and load it into memory

REPEATED SWITCH INPUT In 3 or 5 switches modes only. Control of

LED Display will be continuous without the need to re-

lease and depress the switch again.

DEBOUNCE SWITCH INPUT -- In 3 or 5 switches modes only. Light up LED

will move next nearby location upon each stroke

of the input switch.

REPLAY RATE Must be integral number of seconds which sets the rate in play-

ing back the entries previously loaded into the memory.

MEMORY FEATURE A memory space can record up to 8 entered LED locations

acid play them back in sequence after the memory has been fully

loaded and the replay switch has been depressed once.



DEVICE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
COMMUNICATION CHART

This program enables someone to achieve some kind of basic
communication with the aid of certain assistive devices. Byentering up to 16 letters and their corresponding phoneme
sequence in each of the squares drawn up as a chart on
the video screen, and through the control of either 5switches or keyboard inputs, one can select one of the 35preprogrammed phrase or words to be spoken out from aRadio Shack TRS-80 voice synthesizer or typed on a printer.The preprogrammed words and their corresponding phonemesequences can also be altered in this program by enteringthe square number and then the new words and phonemes.

Components required :

SOFTWARE: A) Diskette with TRS-80 disk operating system
version 2.2

B) Diskette with the program named "CHART/BAS"
HARDWARE: A) TRS-80 Disk Operating System

B) Radio Shack TRS-80 voice synthesizer
C) A printer

If switch control is desired, the following
additional devices will be needed.

D) Peripheral input/output interface device
(yellow box)

E) A set of 5 switches and a switch adaptor
(small black plastic box)

Instructions for set up:
1) Check if the TRS-80 DOS components are properly

connected as shown on page 2-3&4 of the TRS DOS & DISK
BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL.

2) If no switch control is intended, connect the voice
synthesizer directly to the TRS-80 Bus Extension Card
Edge on the Expansion Interface with the cable running
down from the connector.

3) If switches are used, connect the interface flat cable
on the peripheral I/O interface device to the TRS-80 Bus
Extension Card Edge on the left of the Expansion
Interfaces with the cable running down from the
connector. Also, connect the voice synthesizer to the
card edge on top of the peripheral I/O box with the
cables running backward from the connector.

4) Plug the switches -into the-four-rightmoxt-sockets on the
switch adaptor and connect the adaptor to port A on the
peripheral I/O interface device.
Available switch control:
Switch 1 -- move the blinking cursor right
Switch 2 -- move the blinking cursor down
Switch 3 -- speak out the selected words
Switch 4 print out the selected words
Switch 5 change the display to next pa0e
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DEVTCE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
COMMUNICATION CHART

(Note: switch no. designations start from the right
towards the left)

5) Power up sequence :
A) Press on the Expansion Interface on the front.
B) Flip up the toggle switch on the rear of the disk

drive.
C) Insert the diskette(s) into the disk drives.(If you

have the opc'ratiny system file and the program on
separate diskettes, remember always to have the
system diskette on drive 0).

D) Press on the TRS-80 CPU/Keyboard switch on the rear
right corner of the keyboard.

E) Turn on the video display.
F) If the prompt "DOS READY" doesn't show up on the

screen, press the reset button on the rear left
corner of the keyboard.

G) Turn on the voice synthesizer.
H) Turn on the peripheral interface I/O unit if switches

control is used.
6) Type in BASIC and press ENTER. Answer the two questions:

"HOW MANY FILES?" & "MEMORY SIZE?" by pressing the ENTER
key twice, and then type in RUN "CHART/BAS" and press
the ENTER key.

7) Available control keys on the keyboard:
D: To display preprogrammed words on next page

',113: To move the blinking cursor to jump from square block
to square block

C: To move the blinking cursor continuously across the
chart

t: move the blinking cursor up
t: move the blinking cursor down
4-: move the blinking cursor left
--: move the blinking cursor right

'A;: speak out the words inside the square in which the
cursor resides

P: print out the words inside the)square in which the
cursor resides

A: alter the content of certain sqOare
Hit ENTER key right after the square no. has been
typed.
Hi -t-ENTER key again every time-after the -new- -words
and the corresponding phoneme sequence have been
typed in.
(Note: square no. ranging from 1 to 35 are'numbered
from the top row leftmost column)

R: reset the blinking cursor to the center of the screen
Q: TO quit
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DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS MODULE

Encoding Demonstration

Instructions for the Encoding Demonstration Program

This program demonstrates a method of increasing the rate of communication.

Words, phrases and sentences can be stored in thp microprocessor's memory as are

the five sentences presented in this program.

1. Load the Radio Shack Level II BASIC

2. Load the ENCODEMO program from the beginning of the tape by typing in "CLOAD"
and pressing the ENTER key.

3. Type in "RUN" and press the ENTER key.

4. Press the number or code for the desired communication.
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DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS MODULE

Buffer- Memory Component

Instructions for the simulation of a buffer memory

1. Load Radio Shack Level 11 BASIC

2. Load "BUFFER" program from the beginning of the cassette by typing
in CLOAD" and press ENTER.

3. Type in "RUN" and "press" ENTER.

4. Keyboard can now be used to-type messages into a buffer memory of 124
characters. Place the small carus on the appropriate keys.

5. Available control Junctions

Type "P" to scroll through buffer one time

Type " " to erase whole buffer memory

Type ":" (colon) to correct last character displayed in the box by

placing or crossing over that character with a "%". Only on- character at

a time can be corrected. Thir type of correctability is similar to correc-

tability on a paper tape of a strip printer such as used in the Canon. Type

"I" (Slash) to correct last character displayed by erasing the last character.

Several characters can be corrected by continuing to press the "P'. This

type of correctability is similar to that of an alphanumeric LCD or LED dis-

play such as used in a VIP or Autocom II.



Speed of Speech Component

This module demonstrates, in a limited way, different rates of outputing

a message. It is an audio tape. One side has words and phrases recorded on

it. The other side demonstrates strictly a spelling mode. These communication

units (phrases, words, letters) are each spoken at a variety of rates, one

unit every certain number of seconds, as specified in the accompanying documen-

tation. The need for such a demonstration is contained in the Example Client

Instructions given below.

Exam le Client Instructions

In dealing with communication devices, it is important to consider how

fast a message may be given to someone. Devices are quite different in terms

of getting a message across. In all cases, however, no device will enable a

person to communicate as rapidly as ordinary speech. We will play for you a

tape recording to demonstrate different rates of communication.

In general, there are two things which determine communication speed.

The first is how rapidly a person can choose messages or selections from the

device. If someone can make a selection every 5 seconds, he (she) will be

faster than a person able to make a selection every 10 seconds. The faster

you can select, the faster you will communicate. On the tape recording, we

give examples of several different speeds of selection.

The second thing determining communication speed is the sort of message

you are selecting. One sort of selection could be letters of the alphabet.

Here, you would spell out what you wanted to say. Each selection would be

a certain letter. To spell a 4-letter word, such as "love," you would make

4 selections. To say an entire sentence, you would need to make many selec-

tions. Of course, you could say any sentence you wished.

The selections don't have to be letters. It is also possible to select

whole words at a time. Four selections could then get you 4 words, such as

"FLUSE LEAVE ME ALONE." With words as selections, you can say things faster,

but the device may not have all the words you need.
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The selections could even be entire sentences. Here, one selection gets

you an entire sentence.

On our tape we have recorded these 3 sorts of selections phrases, words,

and spelled letters. These are spoken at several different rates. Some

people are very surprised at what. they hear. Some of these rates may at

first seem very slow because you are comparing them with ordinary speech.

We ask you to remember that selecting whole words and entire phrases could

gut a message across quite fast.

2
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SIDE W

Tape rev.

SPEED MODULE SPECIFICATIONS

Content

25-46 Words per )0 sec.

59-66 Phrases per 10 sec.

80-97 Words per 4 sec.

107-110 Phrases per 4 sec.

)27-142 Words per 2 sec.

156-158 Phrases per 2 sec.

173-181 Words per 1 sec.

197-201 Words per .5 sec.

224-228 Regular reading

SIDE L

25-46 Letters per 10 sec.

62-75 Letters per 4 sec.

87-96 Letters per 2 sec.

114-120 Letters per 1 sec.

140-143 Letters per .5 sec.
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1 St rip

2. Column

3 Typed

4.

Examples of Printed Outputs

I'M
Ti;

SF1T.
i4Fit.41- TO CDI1E

Often a typewriter can be used as an output for a microprocessor
controlled device.

Teletype

5. DECwriter

This sample was typed on a clowriter.

6. Electrostatic printer

U..' 70 LW Uri
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DEVICE-. CHARACURIZAHON WW1_

Synthw;ized Speech Cwoponent

The tape labeled "Synthesized Speech-Words and Sentences"

# ADC SS

contains word; and sentences recorded from the Votrax VS-6 Speech Synthesizer

connected to a Microdata minicomputer. While not exactly the same as the

Handivoice Models 110 and 120, the sound is similar enough to allow a client

to get a feel for ',vrithesized speech quality.

Words are recorded in two sequences. To find them, rewind the tape fully and

set the elapsed timer for 000. The words are as follows:

Louni.r Words

005 HELLO

008 FOUR (4)

012 FATHER

015 SEVEN (7)

018 EQUAL

Note: There is some garbage on the tape here. Skip over it.

The following words have better inflection characteristi

025 HELLO

028 FOUR (4)

FATHER

032 SEVEN (7)

033 ANIMAL

036 NEVER

038 DOOR
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041 CHAIR

044 LADDER

The following message is recorded at 055.

055 Hello, I am Votrax, and I represent the California State University,

Sacramento Assistive Device Center. This message is an example of

speech synthesis, and was created by a computer program by a human.

If you have any questions, my human will help you.



TRS-00 Simulation of a Communication Aid

Dy Jon Cooke

For Tho ASsistive Device Center

Eng 199 Spring 1980

TILE PROGRAMS

COMMA1D/BAS - This is the simulation program. This program is

self instructing so for a complete discription of its use and

function, run the program. Figures 1-3 show the prograi: structure

and flow. The message categories are stored in a disk file called

SOC/TXT (see below). leis file is formatted for a maximum of 15

message categories, but due to screed size considerations the

maximum number of message categories that can be safely used by

this prog..am is 10.

The timing method used to implement the delay timing in this

program is as follows.

1) Calculate the start time (tl) in seconds from the system

clock's seconds, minutes, and hours.

2) Add the delay to tho start time (t1=delay441).

3) Calculate the current time (t2) in seconds from the

system clock's seconds, minutes, and sours.

4) Repeat step 3 until the current time is greater then

or equal to the start time plus the delay (t2>=t1) or

input is recieved.

CATENTRY/BAS - This program enables the user to add or remake the

category titles in the file SOC/TXT. This option was not included

in the program COMMAID/BAS because it in felt that thin option

should not be used c2sually, since it causes major chancy to the

informatiOn in 30C /TXT.

SOCPRINT/BAS - This is nutility program that lints the contents of

SOC/TXT on the lino printer.



DLVICE CHARACTERISTICS MODULE

Timing Control

This program provides a test in the timing control ability by asking

someone to stop a moving spot in front of a wall as close as he can.

Speed of the moving spot can be adjusted. Control on the moving, stop-

ping and position resetting of the spot can be ach'eved through the keyboarc

a set of 3 pedal switches.

Components Required

Software: a) Diskette with TRS-80 Disk Operating System Version 2.2

b) Diskette with program "TIMING/CMD"

Hardware: a) TRS-80 Disk.Operating System

If switch control is desired, the following additional

devices will be needed.

b) Peripheral Input/Output Interface Device (yellow box)

c) A set of 3 switches and a switch adaptor (small black

plastic box)

Instructions for set up

I) Check if the TRS-30 DOS components are properly connected as shown

on page 2-3 &4 of the TRS DOS & DISK BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL.

2) Connect the interface cable on the Peripheral I/O Interface Device to

the FRS-80 Bus Extension Card Edge on the front left of the Expansion

Interface with the cable running down from the connector.



3) Plug the switches into the three rightmost sockets on the switch

adaptor and then connect the adaptor to Port A on the Peripheral

I/O Interface Device.

Available switch control:

Switch I
Start moving the spot towards the wall

Switch 2 -- Stop the moving spot

Switch 3 Reset and put the spot in the original start position.

Switch input designation:

4) Power-up Sequence:

a) Press on the Expansion Interface on the front

b) Flip up the toggle switch on the rear of the Disk Drive

c) Insert the diskette(s) into the disk drives. (Remember always

to have the system diskette on Drive 0).

d) Close the disk drive doors.

e) Press on the TRS-80 CPU/keyboard switch on the rear right

corner of the keyboard.

0 Turn on the video display.

g) If the prompt "DOS Ready" doesn't show up on the screen,

press the reset button on the rear left corner of the keyboard.

5) Type in IIMING and press ENTEP to load in and run the program.
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G. Available character control on the keyboard:

M: To start moving the spot towards the wall

S: To stop the moving spot

V: To select the moving velocity of the spot. Speed ranges

from 1 to 5. Speed is automatically set at the slowest rate

1 upon the loading of the program.

Ft: To reset and put the spot in the original start position.



DEvreP CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

Thi5 program simulates the functions and controls of the
commercially available HC-120 IlandiVoice which incorporates
the phonemes of the English language in Synthesizing voice.
The speech output is based on prestored sounds, words and
phrases which can be combined into sentences, recalled and
repeated. Thus, persons Oho do not have oral communication
abilities can now use the device to communicate with their
surroundings just with some simple training in programming
the equipment. The vocabulary selections as well as several
operating modes are represented as 3 digit codes and are
accessed by pressing the keys on a hexadecimal keypad.
Auxiliary switches may be used by people with limited motor
skill to access vocabulary in a special scrolling mode.

Components required:
SOFTWARE: A) Diskette with TRS-80 disk operating system

version 2.2
B1 Diskette with the program named "SPEECH/BAS"

HARDWARE: A) TRS-80 Disk Operating System
B) Radio Shack TRS-80 voice synthesizer
C) A hexadecimal keyboard
D) Peripheral input/output interface device

(yellow box)
If switch control is desired, the following
additional devices will be needed.
F) A pedal switch and a switch adaptor (small

black plastic box)

Instructions for set up:
1) Check if the TRS-80 DOS component, are properly

connected as shown on page 2-3&4 of the .CRS-DOS & DISK
BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL.

2) Connect the interface flat cable on the peripheral I/O
interface device to the TRS-80 Bus Extension Card Edge
on the left of the Expansion Interface with the cables
running down from the connector.Also, connect the voice
synthesizer to the card edge on top of the peripheral
I/O box with the cables running backward from the
connector.

3) Connect the hexdecimal keybord to the port A of the
peripheral I/O interface unit through a25 pins cable.

4 Plug the switch for scrolling into the rightmost socket
on the switch adaptor and connect the adaptor to port B
on the peripheral I/O interface device.

5) Power up sequence:
A) Press on the Expansion Interface on the front.
B) Flip up the toggle switch on the rear of the disk
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.DEvF(. E CHARACTERFSTIC MODULE
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

drive.
C') Fnsert the diskette(s) into the disk drives.(ff yo

have the operating system rile and the program on
separate diskottes, remember always to have the
system diskette on drive 0) .

D) Press on the TRS-00 CPU/Keyboard switch on the rear
right corner of the keyboard.

E) Turn on the video display.
V) Fr thv piompL "DOS READY" doesn't show up on the

screen, press the reset button on the rear left:
corner of the keyboard.

(;) Turn on toe voice synthesizer.
H) Turn on the peripheral interface I/O unit.

6) Type in BASIC and press ENTER. Answer the two questions:
"HOW MANY FILES?" & "MEMORY SIZE?" by pressing the ENTER
key twice, and then type in RUN "SPEECH /BAS" and press
the ENTER key.

7) Available control keys and operating modes on the
keyboard:
ENTER:
Press the ENTER key after each 3-digit code to store
each selection in the sequence of entry. Each entry
automatically echoes an auditory confimation. When the
maximum 40 entries has been made, the unit will
automatically echo "Memory Full".
TALK:
Press the TALK key to play back a complete, continuous
message in the sequence of entry. The message can be
repeated manually by pressing the TALK key again. Once
played back in its entirety, the message automatically
erases upon entry of new material unless the Phrase
Saved After. Talk code (999) is entered.
Note: If ENTER is not pressed and TALK is activated

instead, the entry will echo twice--once to enter
it and once to play it back.

TALK REPEAT:
Press the TALK REPEAT key to repeat a message
continuously. To stop playback, touch the CLEAR key
which allows you to repeat the message in the TALK mode
and continue entry, or touch the MASTER CLEAR key which
erases the entire message.
CLEAR:
Press the CLEAR key to cancel the last entry only. The
CLEAR key operates in a backspace fashion td cancel
multiple entries one at a time to make corrections and
additions without erasing the complete message.
MASTER CLEAR:
Press the MASTER CLEAR key to cancel all entries in



DEVICE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

memory. MASTER CLEAR clop:; not cancel operalinq modes.
SCROLL:
in this mode, ail functions can he oper(Ated through one
switch. By pressing the SCROLL key, the numerals 0-9
will rotate in each of the digit positons in the video
display from left to right. Press the SCROLL key again
each time the desired numeral appears in the correct
position. After all 3 digits are selected, the phrase
"ENTERING MEM" will appear monentarily. If you wish to
cancel the code, press the SCROLL key once again while
the phrase are still visible. "CANCEL ENTRY"
automatically shows up as confirmation that the process
is complete.
The following operating modes are code activated:
000 Pause
001 Talk
002 Talk Repeat
003 Clear
004 Echo On/Off
005 Master Clear
006 Scroll Switch Off/On
998 Change display to the next page
999 Phrase Saved



DEVICE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
SOUND

Depending on the inputs from the keyboard or two pedal
switches, this program will generate either the sound of a
saucer or repeated laser, both of them last for about 7
seconds.

Components required :

SOFTWARE: A) Diskette with TRS-80 disk operating system
version 2.2 and the program named "SOUND/CMD"

HARDWT,E: A) TRS-80 Disk Operating System
B) A tape recorder
If switch control is desired, the following
additional devices will be needed.
C) Peripheral input/output interface device

(yellow box)
D) A set- of 2 switches and a switch adaptor

(small black plastic box)

Instructions for set up:
1) Check if the TRS-80 DOS components are properly

connected as shown on page 2-3&4 of the TRS DOS & DISK
BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL.

2) Connect the casette recorder to the rightmost socket on
the top right corner of the keyboard.

3) If switches are used, connect the interface flat cable
on the peripheral I/O interface device to the TRS-80 Bus
Extension Card Edge on the left of the Expansion
Interface with the cable running down from the
connector.

4 Plug the switches into the two rightmost sockets on the
switch adaptor and connect the adaptor to port A on the
peripheral I/O interface device.
Available switch control:
Switch 1 -- generate the sound of a laser
Switch 2 generate the sound of a saucer
(Note: ,Divitch no. designations start from the right
towards i.ei left.)

5) Power up sequence:
A) Press on the Expansion Interface on the front
B) Flip up the toggle switch on the rear of e disk

drive.
C) Insert the diskette(s) into the disk drive.(If you

have the operating system file and the program on
separate diskettes, remember always to have the
system diskette on drive 0).



DEVICE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
SOUND

D) Press on the TRS-80 CPU/Keyboard switch on the rear
right corner of the keyboard.

E) Turn on the video display.
F) If the prompt "DOS READY" doesn't show up on the

screen, press the reset button cn the rear left
corner of the keyboard.

G) Turn on the peripheral interface I/O unit if switch
control is used.

H) Turn on the casette recorder and press the record and
play keys down simultaneously.

6) Type in SOUND and press ENTER.
7) Available control keys from the keyboard:

L: To generate the sound of a laser
S: To generate the sound of a saucer



)0EITICE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
SWITCH CONTROL

The control of a wheelchair moving in four different
directions can be achieved by only two pedal switches as
is demonstrated in this program. In the scanning mode, a
display panel with 4 light emitting diodes (LED) each
representing a different directional displacement will be
lit up one at a time. When the scan switch is pressed, the
LED stops scanning and either one of the four LEDs will
stay on. The cross on the video screen will keep moving in
the corresponding Direction as denoted by the lit up LED
until the stop switch is pressed. Then the LED will return
to the scanning mode again. The cross will be confined to
move within a maze drawn on the screen and whenever it hits
against the bound of the maze, a counter on the video
display will record it.

Components required :

SOFTWARE: A) Diskette with TRS-80 disk operating system
version 2.2

B) niskette with the program named "CONTROL/BAS"
HARDWARE: A) TRS-80 Disk Operating System

B1 A LED display box (blue box)
C) Peripheral input/output interface device

(yellow box)
D) 2 pedal switches and a switch adapter (small

black plastic box)
E) Overlay to allow masking of all but 4 LEDs

Instructions for set up:
1) Check if the TRS-80 DOS components are properly

connected as shown on page 2-3&4 of the TRS DOS & DISK
BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL.

2) Connect the flat cable on the peripheral I/O interface
device to the TRS-80 Bus Extension Card Edge on the left
of the Expansion Interface with the cable running down
from the connector.

3) Connect the LED display box to port A on the pheripheral
I/O Interface unit with a 25.pin cable.

4) Plug the switches into the two rightmost sockets on the
switch adapter and connect the adapter to port B on the
peripheral I/O interface device.
Available switch control:
Switch 1 -- stop the cross moving
Switch 2 -- move the cross in cetain selected direction
(Note: switch no. designations start from the right
towards the left)

5) Power up sequence:



-DEVICE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
SWITCH CONTROL

A) Press on the Expansion Interface on the front.

B) Flip up lie toggle switch on the rear of the disk
drive.

C) Insert the diskette(s) into the disk drives.(If you
have the operating system file and the program on

separate diskettes, remember always to have the

system diskette on drive 0).
D) Press on the TRS-80 CPU/Keyboard switch on the rear

right cc.roer of the keyboard.
E) Turn on ;:he video display.
F) If the prompt "DOS READY" doesn't show up on the

screen, press the reset, button on the rear left
corner of the keyboard.

G) Turn on the peripheral interface I/O unit if switches
control is used.

5) Type in BASIC and press ENTER. Answer the two questions:

"HOW MANY FILES?" & "MEMORY SIZE?" by pressing the ENTER

key twice, and then type in RUN "CONTROL/BAS" and press
the ENTER key.

6) Available control keys on the keyboard:
S: To change the LED scanning speed
V: To change the moving velocity of the cross
(note: the above speed and velocity changes are limited
to a range from 1 to 5 only)
:R: To reset the counter on display to zero

4
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DEVICE CHARACTERISTIC ,IODULE
WORDS

This program enables someone to construct sentences or

short phrases from a list of selecFerl words by just

entering the corresponding assigned numbers displayed on

the video screen. The numeral entry can be input either

through the keyboard or through a set of switches. The

sentence composed can be printed on a printer or erased

through special keys or switch* inputs. Words which are not

available on the selected word list can be inserted in a

sentence by typing the letters from the keyboard.

Components required :

SOFTWARE: A) Diskette with TRS-80 disk operating system

version 2.2
B) Diskette with the program named "WORDS/BAS"

HARDWARE: A) TRS-80 Disk Operating System
B) i\ printer
If switch control is desired, the following

additional devices will be needed.
C) Peripheral input/output interface device

(yellow box'
D) A set of 5' switches and a switch adapter

(small black plastic box)

Instructions for set up:
1) Check if the TRS-80 DOS components are properly

connected as shown on page 2-3&4 of the TRS DOS & DISK

BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL.
2) If switches are used, connect the interface flat cable

on the peripheral I/O interface device to the TRS-80 Bus

Extension Card. Edge on the left of the Expansion

Interface with the cable running down from the

connector.
3) Plug the switches into the sockets on the switch adapter

and connect the adaptor to port A on the peripheral I/O

interface device.
Available switch control when operating in the scroll

mode:
Switch 1 -- start/stop scrolling digit on display
Switch 2 -- print the selected word on the screen
Switch 3 -- erase the selected words on the screen
Switch 4 -- print out the selected words
Switch 5 -- change the display to next page

(Note: Switch no. designations start from the right

towards the left. Moreover, only sentence composition

feature is available in this operating mode.)
5) Pcwer up sequence:

°A) Press on the Expansion Interface on the front.

B) Flip up the toggle switch on the rear of the disk
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DEVICE CHARACTERISTIC MODULE
WORDS

drive.
C) Insert the diskette(s) into the disk drives.(If you

have the operating system file and the program on
separate diskettes, remember always to have the
system diskette on drive 0).

D) Press on the TRS-80 CPU/Keyboard switch on the rear
right corner of the keyboard.

E) Turn on the video display.
F) If the prompt "DOS READY" doesn't show up on the

screen, press the reset button on the rear left
corner of the keyboard.

G) Turn on the peripheral interface I/O unit if switch
control is used.

5) Type in BASIC and press ENTER. Answer the two questions:
"HOW MANY FILES?" & "MEMORY SIZE?" by pressing the ENTER
key twice, and then type in RUN "WORDS/BAS" and press
the ENTER key.

6) When operating in the entry mode, two features, namely
the spelling of words and composition of sentences, are
available. The composition feature will print out a
selected word from the list on the bottom of the screen
after the corresponding assigned number has been
entered. The spelling feature allows someone to type in
letters onto the sentence just as if they are picked out
from the words list.
Available control keys in the composition feature:
D: To change the words list display to next page
E: To erase the selected words
P: To print the selected words on the printer
S: switch to the spelling feature
Available control keys in the spelling feature:
C: To switch to composition
E: To erase the selected words
P: To print the sentence on the printer
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So To Speak.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION GRANT NEWSLETTER

Project Overview

Some of the ideas for the project started over five years ago when
Larry Meyers from the department of psychology, Al Cook from the biomedical
engineering program and Colette Coleman from the Separtment of speech path-
ology and audiology at Sacramento State University got together to write a
grant proposal. The original proposal was for an ocular communication de-
vice. Although the National Institute of Health showed some interest, the
project was never funded. These faculty members continued to interact and
came to believe that the important requirement was not for more devices but
for methods to match devices to client needs. Out of this concept developed
the present project. The United States Department of Education (the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped at the time the grant was funded) agreed
that this was a significant area for research and funded a three year pro-
ject.

The purpose of the project was to identify those communication charac-
teristics pertinent to matching device capabilities to the needs of children
with disabilities. This was divided into three areas: determination of the
critical features of a device which enable it to function as an augmentative
communication system, definition of those features of human performance
which need to be considered in prescribing a system, and definition of the
process by which a system may be tailored to the educational needs of a
particular child.

The grant staff did not want this work to be based only on theory. The
project was designed to evaluate successive steps in a plan to match systems
to students. This allowed procedures to be improved as the research pro-
gressed. For example, our interview forms have been revised wholly or in
part three times in three years and we feel that 1.:''y now provide very use-
ful information for our assessment. Renuests for cy, forms come in weekly
from Centers across the United States and from foreign countries. Some
have requested permission to use the forms at their Centers.

Most of you have been involved in some part of the research but may not
have an overview of the whole project. The following is a description of
the theory, methods and materials which ,fou have helped us develop.

The initial procedure, when a student is referred to the grant pro-
ject, involves interviews with teachers, parents, therapists, care givers
and anyone who works closely with the student and is willing to participate.

(continued on the next page , .)
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This interview involves information about the student's physical, cognitive, language,
sensory and social abilities. One philosophy expressed in the project is that people

who work with the student on a daily basis can contribute vast amounts of information
and there is no need to do things that have already been done or repeat tests recently
given at school.

The other important part of the initial interview is the student's participation
in activities. These include observing the student's ability to grasp objects, ;love
various parts of the body and show both range and accuracy of movement. The client's

ability to -se:: ites of v.7,.rious sizes and in various locations is assessed the

ability to recognize certain symbols (pictures, words, letters) is evaluated. These all

add to the evalua.-.ion of the student's motor, sensory and language capabilities. The

information gathered here is then used to plan further, more detailed assessments in the
areas of physical/interface and /or cognitive/language abilities. Interface assessment

involves determining what physical sites (head, hand, finger, foot, etc.) might best be
used to access symbols. Sometimes the person can directly point but frequently a key-
board or switch is needed. The ,_ype, size and placement of keyboards or switches must
then be evaluated.

A special section on communication is used to determine what communication system
or systems the student presently uses, the types of things the person needs and .-ants to

communicate and present skills in language, reading and spelling. The present skill
level is not always known due to the difficulty in testing. In these cases we need to

acquire additional information through our own testing.

In the area of cognitive/language assessment, the important factors to be consid-
ered include: the symbol system the student can successfully use to communicate (e.g.,

pictures, Blissymbols, words, etc.); the size of the array of items from which the stu-
dent can select; the organization of the items in the array; items the student can
string together in an orderly fashion (grammar) to express ideas; and the student's abil-
ity to use a code to access symbols, such as numbers, that represent words or phrases.
Consideration of these factors allows us to determine what the student can use to com-
municate. Information acquired here may also be useful to teachers and therapists in
planning future goals.

The grant staff then employs the information obtained to select a number of candi-

dates for the final system or systems CO be used by the student. Before the final sel-

ection is made the student and significant others are asked to clarify the goals they
have For a communication system. questions which have not already been answered are

asked. These questions address the particular use of the system: whether it is to be

used for conversation, for graphics or for both. Follow-up questions to these, if it is

for conversation, include such things as is it or one to one conversation or group

conversation. If conversation is on a one to one basis then questions are asked regard-
ing whether the conversation will be with strangers or peers, whether the student will

need to attract someone's attention, increase the speed of communication, use the tele-

phone and so on. The answers are all important in relation to determining what charac-

teristics a system must have to be most useful to the student. If graphics are neces-

sary, questions need to.be asked regarding whether it will be used only for printing

(writing substitute) or for mathematical mainpulations, drawing, plotting, or graphing
as well

The information regarding the student's physical, cognitive and language abilities,

a; well as needs and goals is now considered in terms of available communication systems.

c'--acteristics of each system are also analyzed in an orderly fashion and those
not meet the student's abilities and needs are eliminated from consideration.

hed on the next page . .)
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Vhcre dre u'iallysevun areas that are investigated when a system is being considered
the symbol system or systems it can use, the physical selection methods available, the
cognitive selection methods (direct selection, encoding, etc.), the type.of output
(auditory, visual, etc.), the vocabulary and size, how the vocabulary can be manipulated,

the ical construction. Using these considerations one or more devices become
sHt,es for the student's system. VHenever possible, the student then tries the

os and the parunts, tea( lers, therapists and so on are invited to observetug the systems. Based on this, final decisions are made and a system (or
if one appears to improve on the student's present mode of communi-

Tht ss,t.m must then be funded because the project did not include funds for stu-dent,' syste,ls. In many cases mounting is also needed to make a workable system.

riC7 step is a vital one in which parents, teachers, therapists, and care givers
in cv,.ri more pivotal role than they did in the evaluation. This step is that of
; the system work in the environment. The grant staff can train the student and

in the use of the system and strategies for operation under certain circ6m-
HLt..,. even suggest short cuts in some cases, but only those directly involved canstall make it work. They are the ones who use it on a daily basis and know what is

heeded in social situations, in learning situations, in self care and all the many otherareas. ie can really say that when a system works'it is because you make it work.

Now that you know what we've been doing, let us tell you what we are going to do. The
grant will end in June and we will send a final report to the United States Department
of Education. We will send copies of the report to all schools and service agencies
that participated and to people in the field who might use and share the information.
huher of articles concerning various aspects of the project such as the cognitive/

linqui-Ige assessment and the matching process have been submitted to professional jour-n,1, We are also hoping to edit a book based on our final report. so that we may share
Our WOr- with other professionals, parents and students who may perhaps learn from whathave done with your help. Hopefully they will see needs that have not been met by
y:r -csearch and will develop better approaches to help those who cannot speak but haveuch to say.

WHERE TO WE GO FROM HERE-or-LET'S KEEP IN TOUCH

ith the end of the grant project, there is also an end to the grant funding of
,-2rvices that have been provided to the students, teachers, therapists and others with

.!e, have worked so closely. It is important for you to be aware that many of the
.e:-v(=,s that we have provided as part of the grant project are part of our normal clientce nrogram. Assessments, recommendations, device acquisition and checkout, usertraining, and consulting services will still be available to you. The major difference

be that the costs of these services will need to be covered by normal funding
,.ources (e.g., Regional Center, Department of Rehabilitation, California Childrens Ser-

;)rivate insurance, personal funds, etc.).

Ir you ,-)re unsure of what services we offer, if you need cost estimates or would1, information regarding our client service program in general, contact Ann
,1L 454-6422.
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CLIENT PROFILES

Following are composite profiles of several project clients to give you an Lea of
how we have proceeded with some of our participants.

1) Clients for whom a device was not recommended

Client A was five years old k-Ther seen at the Center. She always had hear' arJ leno
p, Hems. Born a "blue baby," she began walking at four years of age. Her motor devel-

opment has been slow and she still exhibits weak movement. At the time she was referred
for the project, her communication skills consisted of gestures, unintelligible vocali-
zations, and an inconsistent yes/no response. She could sign "baby" and "eat" using
American Sign Language (ASL). She had previous experience with the Zyga 16, but was not
interested in using the device. (She threw it off the table.)

Client A first visited the Center in October 1979. She was referred for a device
which would extend her attention span and provide a foundation on which to build language
skills. At that time it was determined that she did not possess skills thought/believed
to be prerequisites for language acquisition and device use (e.g., cause and effect,
imitation, anticipatory behavior.)

Client A was seen again in May, 1930. At this time she had mastered the prelanguage
skills and was using six ASL signs. We recommended that her voluntary signing could be-
come a functional form of communication and use of a device was not appropriate at this

time.

Follow-ups at three r-onth intervals indicated that signing was progressing and meet-

ing her communication needs. One year after her assessment ,.,he had a vocabulary of

approximately 20-30 signs and could produce word-like sounds. This was her final follow-

up meeting and the project staff determined that signing was still adequate for her pre-

sent situation. Her sign lagnuage appears to be meeting her current needs, but addition-

al methods, such as printins, systems may be appropriate at a later date when her language

skills have matured.

Client B was almost thirteen years old when first seen by the project in April 1980.

He had a diagnosis of spastic, athetoid quadriplegic cerebral palsy and used an electric

wheelchair operated with a joystick. At the time he came to the Center, he used multiple
communication systems including keyboard devices operated with a headpointer, and speech.
He also used facial expression and pointing.

Client B was referred for an improved communication system (e.g., faster, easier)

and aids to daily living. Following the assessments, and based on input from the client's
significant others, we concluded that his present systems were meeting his communication
needs. We offered to follow up on the aids to daily living.

Informal follow-ups indicated that he had independently acquired a calculator-type
communication device and was using it in a functional manner. Most individuals concerned

report that this device contributed to his communication. One of the requested aids to

daily living was obtained on a demonstration basis and Clienc B was able to operate it.

At this time, we continue to follow his progress and explore more aids to daily living.

2) Clients for whom a device was recommended

Client C was eleven years old when first seen by the project in April 1980. She had

a diagnosis of severe spastic and athetoid cerebral palsy. At this time she used a manual

wheelchair which she could not propel. Her Primary mode of communication was a language

continued on the next page
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with !h, alphabet, numbers, carrier phrases and words. She also utilized an
Icctric typewriter and a yes/no head movement.

Client C was referred for a communication system because her language board was
table, could not he used by her independently and provided no printed output.

_?erred for an electric wheelchair evaluation and a feeding system. Fol-
(--nt we recommended a microcomputer-based communication system in-

nter. 'The acquired an electrir wheelchair operated with a joystick.

l follow-up a--ter one month of system use indicated that the recommended
as meetind her current communication needs but that sore modifications will be

tmn, r, to optimize her usage. For example, a keyguard would decrease mis-entries.
C LP,,e, this system for spelling assignments, writing letters and conversation

u,in..; a software package provided with the system. Further follow-ups and necessary
atior will continue until the end of the project.

Clien D wus 21 years old when first seen by the project. :e was diagnosed as
,vcIentally delayed and brain damaged as a result of early respiratory trauma. He
amhulJtr!ry and currently uses facial expression, pointing, vocalizing yes/no and some

to (1.ounicate.

Client D was referred for a system which would encourage initiation of communication
our assessment we recommended picture-based, situation specific communication

t'oards or a communication book. A board has been implemented for his use in a classroom
,ituation, Because client-initiated communication was a concern, we also recommended a
program to help provide motivation for system use. Follow-ups on the system and further
.otivational programs will be conducted until the end of the Grant.

The Grant . . . A Bargain At Any Price

\e realize that the grant project has been of varying degrees of value to students,
H_!..-icht2r, parents, therapists, aides and care facility personnel. This has depended on

! number of factors: each student's particular abilities, needs, rate of progress, de-
ree of success with device funding, willingness or ability of indivic,,als to interact

c:ith the student and so on.

The grant staff is also aware of the contributions that all of you have made to the
rniect but some of you may be wondering what rewards you received, beyond the psychic

our governor made so famous a few years ago. In order to evaluate the methods we
to match client needs and goals to device characteristics, we must carry out assess-

-,nts, communication performance analyses, training and follow-up procedures. Similar
Cyner broceJures would have cost between $350 and $550 had they been provided as regu-
:r client services.

7':e tiA:7 has learned and grown during the project and we h- -)e you have too. We
,bare as much of what we have learned as possible throu:; presentations of papers,

;.11;c6t.ions of articles, and interactions with students and fellow professionals. Each
that contributed will save parents, teachers, therapists, aides and others many)ur of -L ,'hen we share our insights with them.



Let's Put On A Show In The Barn

Do you remember (or have you seen on the late late movie) those old films in which
a group of talented but unknown young actors, singers and dancers decide to put on a

,h(_)w in an old barn? A big-time producer, who just happens to be in the area,
-,how and the'y all become famous. This is one version of the American success

We thought perhaps some of you would like to "star" in our own version of this by
heginniHq a non-cral interest group. We would start small and hope to develop into the

.1t1, with workshops, newsletters, projects . . . who knows where it might lead. If

you interested in being an officer or participant, please contact us at the Center
(L4-6422) and we will try to get the show on the road.

Y"AT'S HAPPENING AT OTHER SCHOOLS?

Mary Darlow, the Speech Therap'st, at Bowling Green 0. H. developed an original
idea for implementing the communication device recommended for one of the students on
the Grant. We had suggested miniboards specific to particular situations. In addition
to constructing a miniboard with general terms (e.g., mama, papa, like, love, etc.),
Mary used the miniboard format for the student's ASTRO word recognition program. She

created a new miniboard each week with words (and corresponding pictures) that began
with the letter/sound the class was exploring that week. The student could then use
his ASTRO miniboard for relevant assignments.

Barbara Sharp, an instructor at Starr King, implemented a creative approach for
istineuishing between several students using Light Seam Indicators (LBI's) during a

lesson. To determine which beam was which, Barbara mounted a piece of trans-
colored acetate (similar to the "gels" used for coloring theatrical spotlights)

over the LBI lens. Each user had a different color for his or her LBI, making it easier
to identify the source of the beam.

An Apple II computer system is being used at Starr King School. The system has

;:rovision for motor training, word or sentence selection, and development of individual
lessons via the Kid Tyme author language. Software from the Minnesota Educational Com-
puting Consortium is also available. Kay Galloway, Vicki Thompson, John Saylor and
Shirley Watt can provide more information on how this system is being used.

Hilda Willard, Cathy Cook, and Joan Meyers at Laurel Ruff have developed a variety
of techni.H!s, for using B,ssymbolics in language development. These include unique
ways of "packaging" materials, instructional approaches and staff training.

1,1.:; know that other clients, teachers, therapists, and parents have made innovative
of communication ,-,vstems and we acknowledge their contributions as well.
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Olga Ramirez
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Mrs. Banihorn
Neil Campbell
Shirley Watt
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SUTTER MIDDLE SCHOOL

Teacher

Rita Donahue

MC CLASKEY ADULT CENTER
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Chuck Gilbert

C. B. WIRE

Speech Therapist

Louise Driggs

LUTHER BURBANK

Teachers

Joey Delucchi
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Teachers
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Larry Codner
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Kate Haase, Speech Therapis.
Peter A. Michaels, M.D.
Pat Nelson

CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION
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Bill Gombos, Representative
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Jim Rogers, Representative
Prentke-Romich-
Barry Romich, S...7.anne Shealey

Representativ-
Telesonsory Si _ems, Inc.
Michael Reynolds, Representat
Zygo-Larry Weiss, Geraldine .
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Each." Barker, Speech Pathologist
Dr, David Beukelman, Speech Pathologist
mel Cc.inen, Speech Pathologist

LJW-1,I Deal, Speech Pathologist
Pr. j')Hn Eulenberg, Director, Artificial Language Laboratory, Michigan State University

Hg:_iins, Speech Pathologist
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,:ones, Speech Pathologist
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Speech Pathologist
Elaine Trefler, Physical/Occupational Therapist
Gregg Vanderheiden, Director, Trace Research and Development Center for the Severely

CownJricatively Handicapped
Mi.ah,-:el Williams, Consumer/User/Consultant
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We tried to make this thank you list as comprehensive as possible. Our apologies, as

-v,.e1I as our thanks, to anyone we have inadvertently omitted.)


